Chapter 1: Challenges of Economic Evaluation of Critical
Care Outreach Services (CCOS) – Research Plan Overview
1.0

Introduction

This research was designed to explore the potential difficulties of applying economic
evaluation to Critical Care Outreach Services (CCOS), and to facilitate answering of the
primary and secondary research questions: What are the challenges of conducting an
economic evaluation of CCOS? and Is a typology approach to economic evaluation an
appropriate methodology for CCOS?

This chapter briefly explains why economic

evaluation of CCOS is important and provides an overview of each distinct phase of the
research. More in-depth rationale for the methods and strategies used will be provided
in each of the corresponding chapters.

1.1

The Importance of Economic Evaluation

There are many ways to examine and evaluate CCOS, depending on which paradigm is
given priority of focus, including for example: systems, behavioural or organisational
theories or programme budgeting and marginal analysis (PBMA). However, economic
evaluation provides the overarching theoretical framework for this research. That is not
to say that these other fields of expertise are effectively ignored in this thesis, quite the
contrary. They have assisted in identifying and exploring the challenges of economic
evaluation of CCOS, as the thesis with reveal. The underlying tenets and rationale for
placing economic evaluation at the centre of this research are explained briefly below
and in greater detail in Chapter 3.

All health care systems, regardless of how they are organised or funded, are faced with
scarcity. Health care resources are limited. Furthermore, demand for health care
continues to grow at an increasing rate as a result of greater life expectancy, increased
expectations, and technological and medical advances. Consequently it is currently not,
and will never be, possible to meet all health care needs. This in turn means that all
resource decisions have opportunity costs. It is important to acknowledge these costs,
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since allocating resources in one way effectively means forgoing benefits that could have
been achieved if the resources had been used in some other way. To encourage a
rational and explicit approach to resource allocation decision-making in a world of
scarcity, economic evaluation is conducted to complement efficacy and effectiveness
research.

Economic evaluation can help ensure introduction or continuation of efficient services.
This is an important consideration and goal in a world of scarce resources. Given the
current pressure on NHS budgets, justification for services delivered is now very much at
the forefront of resource allocation decision making locally.

Indeed, the idea for

conducting this research was born from a local need to deliver some proof of the
benefits of CCOS in order for funding to be continued for the service. It was far from
clear locally how this could best be achieved.

1.2

The Introduction of CCOS

CCOS have been introduced in the UK and other countries to address sub-optimal care of
deteriorating patients. These services are thought to improve patient care, in one way or
another, and in doing so also help better manage the demand for resource-intensive
critical care beds. To-date no economic evaluation of CCOS as a whole service has yet
been undertaken. Furthermore, effectiveness research has been contradictory in its
findings.

CCOS create a partnership between critical care and acute care areas (Intensive Care
Society, 2002). These new services deliver expert advice and/or hands on support to
ward staff caring for patients showing signs of deterioration and those recently
discharged from Critical Care (CC). They have been introduced with a view to: improve
the timing and quality of patient care, avoid admissions and readmissions to CC, enhance
the skills and knowledge of acute hospital staff, and ultimately improve patient
outcomes.
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CCOS have been introduced with very little guidance in terms of service structuring. This
has inevitably resulted in heterogeneity in service delivery. The literature reveals this to
be the case in England. However, how CCOS are designed and delivered in Wales
remained unknown.

It is impossible to plan a robust, comprehensive economic

evaluation of a service without first knowing how it is delivered. This research thus went
about uncovering how CCOS are delivered, prior to assessing the challenges of ensuring a
comprehensive and reliable economic evaluation of the service that adequately captures
costs and effects.

1.3

Research Plan – Mixed Methods

This mixed methods research was of a multi-phase design. Each phase is briefly detailed
below. More detailed information is provided in later chapters. There are a number of
criticisms aligned with the use of mixed methods, many of which stem from arguments
focused on the perceived relative superiority, incompatibility and incommensurability of
the differing paradigms, values and concepts that underpin qualitative and quantitative
approaches to research (Azorin and Cameron, 2010; Lingard et al, 2008). Another
concern expressed by opponents is related to the notion that mixing methods has the
potential to impinge on research quality (O’Cathain et al, 2007). However, given the
overall study aim and the lack of previous research into CCOS in Wales, mixed methods
were deemed primarily pragmatic and indeed essential for the purpose of facilitation and
development of the research.

The mixing of methods may actually assist in overcoming, to a certain degree, some of
the paradigm-related arguments (Simons and Lathlean, 2010). Mixed methods arguably
bridge the gaps between traditional research paradigms (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005)
and offer a more holistic approach which promotes complementarity and
comprehensiveness (O’Cathain et al, 2007). When applied appropriately, mixed methods
can even be considered to generate more robust results than a unitary paradigm
approach, and be more amenable to guiding best practice in the real world (Aaron,
2011). They further possibly enable researchers to begin to bridge theory-researchpractice gaps (Weaver and Olson, 2006).
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Without conducting the survey of phase one, it would not have been possible to
purposively select CCOS for the multiple case studies of phase two. This illustrates the
primary rationale for the choice of a sequential mixed methods research design in this
instance; and highlights how a mixed methods approach was considered both valuable
and most appropriate for this particular research.

1.3.1 Phase 1a: National Survey of CCOS in Wales
The main aim of the survey was to establish the service delivery configurations of CCOS
in Wales in 2011. Whilst prior research in other regions had revealed considerable
variations, following the literature review it became apparent that it remained unknown
whether this was also the case in Wales. The survey aimed to capture the various inputs,
processes, and outputs associated with CCOS. These data were then used to develop a
typology of models of CCOS (see Chapter 6), in order to develop a sampling frame to
facilitate more in-depth comparisons and evaluations in the final phase of the research
(see Chapter 7). This survey thus initiated the integration of mixed methods used in
addressing the research question.

1.3.2 Phase 1b: Typology Development
Previous CCOS research has revealed conflicting findings. In some instances CCOS have
been shown to be effective, in others this has not been the case (as will be explored in
greater detail in Chapter 2). Whether or not this is due to the fact that the CCOS
researched so far have been so markedly heterogeneous that they have delivered
different effects has yet to be investigated. However, the potential for a number of
distinct CCOS models to exist has been documented in the literature. In order to try and
best capture and categorise the heterogeneity that exists between CCOS, following the
survey of phase one, a typology of CCOS models was developed. This typology was
immediately useful for exploring the various heterogeneities in phase two, and it is
hoped will ultimately be useful for informing the design of a future economic evaluation
of the services.
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1.3.3 Phase 2: Multiple Case Studies
Guided by the typology developed in phase one, and following ethical approval, multiple
case studies were next conducted. One case study was undertaken for each of the five
CCOS models populated in Wales. These case studies sought to explore factors both
within and outside CCOS control that could have a notable influence over effectiveness.
They were also designed to explore CCOS costs and effects in more depth. These
explorations facilitated identification of the costs that should be included, and which
standard method should be used, in a future economic evaluation of the service.

1.4 Conclusion
The following chapters provide a detailed account of the methods and rationales used in
conducting this research. Every effort has been made to ensure transparency and a
robust approach.
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Chapter 2:

Literature Review

2.0 Introduction
This literature review was conducted to gather evidence relating to Critical Care
Outreach Services (CCOS). In addition to revealing rationale for their establishment,
searches were performed to explore current service delivery configurations and any
evaluations undertaken.

To ensure a systematic approach was adopted, the PICO

framework (Sackett et al, 1997) guided development of a comprehensive search strategy
and list of key words (see Appendix 1). Extensive reviews of the literature had previously
been carried out by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE, 2007),
Cochrane (McGaughey, 2007) and Rowan et al (2007), amongst others. Given that these
were generally focused on research conducted up until 2004, and that this review
commenced in 2010, the time frame predominantly concentrated upon was initially 2004
to 2010. However, to provide a fuller picture of service developments, to include seminal
works, and to ensure an up-to-date review at time of thesis submission, certain key
searches were widened to include papers published between 1993 and 2015.

A number of data sources were accessed, including the electronic databases CINAHL,
ECONLIT and MEDLINE. Alerts were created for each of these databases, so all relevant
newly published research could be easily identified for review updates. Electronic and
manual searches of journals were also undertaken, as were searches of the NICE, DARE,
and COCHRANE databases. Further internet explorations were principally focused on the
National Health Service (NHS), Welsh Government (WG), Department of Health (DoH),
Health in Wales, 1000Lives Plus (NHS Wales), Intensive Care National Audit and Research
Centre (ICNARC) and the Intensive Care Society (ICS) websites. Given the scarcity of high
quality research undertaken in this field in the UK, it was considered appropriate to
include robust lower level research, grey literature, and selected studies conducted in
USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. These countries have all introduced some form
of CCOS, or a service comparable to one or more of the components of CCOS.
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Again guided by PICO, this review first explores the rationale for the introduction of CCOS
and the multiple objectives of the service.

Service delivery and configuration

heterogeneity are next examined, followed by appraisals of previous effectiveness
research and any economic evaluations undertaken. This review concludes by identifying
gaps in the literature and future research needs.

2.1

Rationale for the Introduction of CCOS

Given the UK’s ageing population, combined with increasingly complex healthcare
interventions and relatively recent moves toward reduced length of hospital stays, it is
commonly recognised that patients being cared for on acute hospital wards now have
greater needs and are at increased risk of critical illness when compared with patients of
the past (NHS National Institute for Health Research (NHS/NIHR), 2009; Department of
Health (DoH), 2009). The expertise and technology that exists within healthcare systems
is growing more sophisticated with time. This has led to a growing need to ensure that
patients are receiving the right care, in the right place, at the right time. However,
mounting evidence suggests these risks and needs are not always identified or satisfied.
This has led to the introduction of CCOS in the UK. A CCOS has been defined by the
Intensive Care Society as:

“a multidisciplinary approach to the identification of patients, at risk of
developing critical illness, and those patients recovering from a period of
critical illness, to enable early intervention or transfer (if appropriate) to
an area suitable to care for that patient’s individual needs. Outreach
should be a collaboration and partnership between the critical care
department and other departments to ensure a continuum of care for
patients regardless of location, and should enhance the skills and
understanding of all staff in the delivery of critical care. In summary,
outreach care is a partnership aimed at prevention by education and
action.” (ICS, 2002; p.3)
Other definitions exist. However, as the above is arguably more comprehensive than the
alternatives available and is also recognised by the Department of Health and the NHS
Modernisation Agency (2003), it will be used to guide this thesis.
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To gain an appreciation of the rationale underlying the introduction of CCOS, an
exploration of research focused on the care of deteriorating patients within the acute
hospital ward setting, (i.e. the population of interest), was a logical starting point.

2.1.1 Deteriorating Patients and Potentially Avoidable Adverse Events
Prior to the recommendations made for the introduction of CCOS in the UK, a
prospective survey and six month audit both revealed that a substantial proportion of
deaths, adverse events and admissions to critical care units in the hospitals studied could
have potentially been avoided (Smith and Wood, 1998; McGloin et al, 1999). Patients
had experienced serious deficiencies in care management on occasions. In addition to
possibly perpetuating negative outcomes in terms of patient health and wellbeing, suboptimal care can also increase demands placed on scarce CC and other hospital resources
(Tarassenko et al, 2006; Garrard and Young, 1998). Sub-optimal care therefore breeds
inefficiency within hospital systems; creating opportunity costs that could otherwise be
avoided.

Around the same time as the above studies were published, findings from a confidential
inquiry investigating the quality of care received by 100 patients prior to intensive care
unit (ICU) admission in two acute UK hospitals were also reported (McQuillan et al,
1998). The investigators found just 20 patients out of these 100 had been well managed
on the general wards. In contrast, at least 54 individuals had experienced sub-optimal
care prior to transfer. These patients were associated with a notably higher mortality
rate than those admitted to ICU following well managed care. The inquiry further
revealed that between a definite 4.5% and a possible 41% of all ICU admissions could
have been avoided, and that at least 39% of patients had experienced late admissions
(McQuillan et al, 1998). Of all patient sub-groups admitted to critical care units, those
admitted via a general hospital ward tended to be associated with higher rates of
mortality, when compared with admissions from all alternative areas (McGloin et al,
1999; McQuillan et al, 1998). /This inquiry is commonly referred to in the literature and
seemingly contributed heavily to widespread calls for the introduction of CCOS in the UK.
When viewed in isolation it could be argued that this inquiry was limited to exploring the
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care of a limited amount of patients in just two hospitals, and may therefore not be
representative of a wider population. However, further research reveals that these were
by no means exceptional cases. Sub-optimal care was, and indeed still is, a phenomenon
experienced throughout the UK and beyond.

In 2005, a wider national enquiry found that the treatment of medical emergencies
before ICU admission often continued to be inappropriate and/or subject to delay
(National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcomes and Death (NCEPOD, 2005). Based
on data collected from the same year, the National Patient Safety Agency (Thomson,
2007) identified that 15% (n = 64/425) of patient safety incidents reported in acute
hospitals that resulted in avoidable deaths could be attributed to lack of recognition of,
or failure to act in response to, clinical deterioration. Given that reporting of these
incidents was voluntary, the true incidence was likely to have been higher.

More recently still, Smith et al (2006) suggested that 23,000 cardiac arrests in UK
hospitals and 20,000 unexpected admissions to ICUs in England, Wales and Northern
Ireland could be avoided if care standards were improved. In Wales in particular, the
1000 Lives Campaign estimated that up to 640 deaths in ICU could potentially be avoided
every single year (Hope et al, 2010).

Mixed methods research commissioned by the

National Patient Safety Agency, further reinforces the notion that early recognition of
patient deterioration can help prevent cardiac arrests and mortality(Luettel et al, 2007).
This research was broad in its approach, and triangulated findings from focus groups with
doctors and nurses, semi-structured interviews with clinicians, aggregate root cause
analysis, and ethnographic analysis; all of which revealed a complexity of issues
contributing to serious failings in patient care The most recent relevant confidential
inquiries have again reported how some patients’ deterioration continues to be managed
in a less than optimum manner (NCEPOD, 2012; NCEPOD, 2015). This problem has thus
clearly not as yet been resolved.

Of course, all research focused on sub-optimal care and potentially avoidable adverse
events are guided somewhat by clinical judgements. Such research is therefore relatively
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subjective and thus possibly questionable in terms of reliability and validity (Gorard,
1999; Walshe, 1999). This could be argued for all of the above enquiries and research
reported above. For instance, subjectivity was a clear feature of McQuillan et al’s (1998)
confidential inquiry; assessors were reported to have disagreed over the quality of care
delivered to 26 of the 100 patients analysed. However, whilst acknowledgement of such
concerns and potential biases is important, this does not detract from the consensus of
expert opinion that hospitals are at times failing their patients, and that such failings can
have serious consequences. The Audit Commission (1999) recognise these shortcomings
and suggest that improvements in care will not only benefit patients themselves but also
have the potential to reduce the demand for scarce CC beds.

2.1.2 Causes and Consequences of Suboptimal Care in Hospitals
There is no singular cause of sub-optimal care of at-risk or deteriorating patients.
Analysis of 576 deaths reported to the National Patient Safety Agency led to the
conclusion that failures can be attributed to numerous complex underlying factors
(Luettel et al, 2007). For example, they may arise from knowledge and skills deficits,
organisation and communication barriers, and failures to identify and/or act in response
to early warnings signs of deterioration (McQuillan et al, 1998; Quirke et al, 2011).

2.1.2.1 Failures in Responding to Early Warning Signs of Deterioration
Identification of changes in vital signs can assist in recognising abnormal physiology and
the potential for patients to deteriorate further and experience significant adverse
events, such as organ failure and cardiac arrest, which can ultimately result in death
(Carrington and Down, 2010). NCEPOD (2005) found that out of those 162 patients who
had been inpatients for 24 hours or more prior to ICU admission, 66% had shown signs of
physiological instability for 12 hours or more before transfer from the wards.

There are a number of reasons why early warning signs may not be acted upon.
Sometimes physiological abnormalities are overlooked, or their significance misjudged.
This is thought to occur due to a number of factors. A case study (Endacott et al, 2007),
observational study (Ludikhuize et al, 2012) and confidential enquiry (NCEPOD, 2007)
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have all uncovered how the monitoring and recording of vital signs can be inconsistent
and sporadic. Such monitoring is at times inadequate in terms of frequency (NCEPOD,
2007), and is often incomplete (Endacott et al, 2007; Ludikhuize et al, 2012). There is
also some evidence to suggest that monitoring is particularly deficient during night-time
hours (Hands et al, 2013). These shortcomings can result in abnormalities remaining
undetected. Another potential cause is that observations are often carried out by health
care assistants (HCA) or student nurses.

Recognising patient deterioration can be

difficult at times (Subbe and Welch, 2013).

When this task is assigned to these

personnel, they may not have sufficient knowledge and/or experience to recognise the
significance of abnormalities.

Such delegation can also generate a delay in full

assessment by a qualified nurse (Wood, 2006; Luettel et al, 2007).

Delays may be

further compounded by workloads, skills-mix, poor nurse-patient ratios (ICS, 2002;
Luettel et al, 2007; Elliot et al, 2011) and efforts to meet politically determined targets
(Heaps et al, 2005).

Even when qualified nurses themselves are aware of vital sign changes, they may not
always appreciate the significance, due to lack of experience and/or deficits in nursing
education and training (Goldhill, 2005; ICS, 2002; Welch, 2004; Davies et al, 2014).
Qualitative research has identified how slow deterioration in long stay patients in
particular tends to be overlooked (Donohue and Endacott, 2010).

Other reasons

proposed for failure to detect and/or act upon deterioration include: organisational
factors such as poor nurse-patient ratios (Needleman et al, 2002; Rafferty et al, 2007;
Griffiths et al, 2013); lack of escalation policies, environmental factors such as ward
layouts, shift patterns, reliance on agency staff, availability of equipment, increasing
dependency levels of patients, lack of strong, effective leadership (Luettel et al, 2007);
and the belief held by ward staff that they have everything under control and that
escalation is unnecessary (Shearer et al, 2012).

2.1.2.2

Delayed Review of Unstable Patients by Acute Care Team

It has long been acknowledged that even when ward nurses pick-up on early signs of
deterioration, they are generally not sufficiently empowered to directly intervene.
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Instead they rely on doctors to initiate treatments (Welch, 2004). This reliance can at
times lead to significant delays in the provision of appropriate interventions, due to the
many demands placed upon junior doctors. In particular, out-of-hours periods and poor
on-call doctor-patient ratios have been highlighted as contributing to inadequate on-call
responses and suboptimal care (Youngs, 1999; Audit Commission, 1999; Griffiths et al,
2013; NHS Services, Seven Days a Week Forum, 2013). This problem is clearly evident in
the published literature. For example, Goldhill et al (1999) refer to algorithms for
deteriorating patients, which cite alternative contacts to be used when nurses are unable
to contact the relevant doctor. Out-of-hours patient deterioration has been linked with
higher rates of unexpected mortality and higher rates of mortality following cardiac
arrest (Flabouris et al, 2010). The need for a senior review can also lead to significant
delays, particularly in relation to surgical patients, as surgical teams are often in theatre
or outpatient clinics (Donohue and Endacott, 2010).

In addition to poor medical

responses, there is also evidence to suggest that in some instances nurses avoid referral
to doctors. Such hesitancy has been linked to feelings of intimidation and lack of
assertiveness (Elliot et al, 2011).

2.1.2.3 Inappropriate Treatment or Delayed Referral to Critical Care
On occasions deterioration may be identified and responded to in a timely manner by
nursing staff, but managed inappropriately (Goldhill, 2000; McQuillan et al, 1998; Smith
and Wood, 1998). Failure to initiate appropriate, timely treatments is thought to be at
least partially attributed to knowledge deficits (Smith and Poplett, 2002; Smith and
Poplett, 2004) and shortfalls in undergraduate and postgraduate training (ICS, 2002). In
addition to calls for improvements to doctor training, are calls for changes to the culture
associated with acute care. Suboptimal care can be influenced by doctors tendencies to
avoid seeking advice, and by lack of adequate supervision or senior cover (McQuillan et
al, 1998; Day, 2003; Donohue and Endacott, 2010; McGloin et al, 1999).

A cross-sectional survey of 3046 adult patients in five hospitals over 14 days found that
doctors are more likely to report late signs of deterioration, as opposed to early ones.
For nurses the reverse seems true (Jaques et al, 2006). Delays in initiating appropriate
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treatments for deteriorating patients can heavily impact CC unit admissions, hospital
length of stay and rates of cardiac arrest and death (McGaughey et al, 2007). Whilst
experience and training of doctors is a recognised issue, this may further be compounded
by lack of experience of newly qualified nurses, who may struggle to evaluate whether
the treatment prescribed by doctors is the best approach. Inexperienced nurses may
also not always collate all of the necessary information when reporting to doctors,
thereby impacting on whether optimal care is provided (Elliot et al, 2011).

Patients rely on doctors and nurses to prioritise and best match their health needs with
the health care they receive, i.e. a principal-agent relationship exists (Morris et al, 2007).
If healthcare professionals fail to do this, they not only fail to live up to their duty of care
and the needs of their patients; they also create inefficiency within the hospital system.

2.1.3 Demand for Critical Care Beds Exceeds Supply
In the NHS the demand for CC beds has consistently appeared to exceed the number of
beds available (Audit Commission, 1999). There has also been a trend toward annual
increases in demand, detected by the proxy of increased frequencies in night time
discharges from CC (Goldfrad and Rowan, 2000). Operations are also cancelled (Smith et
al, 1995) and admissions to critical care refused (Metcalf et al, 1997) due to shortages in
bed availability. Since 1999 an increase in the provision of CC beds in England has
occurred. Yet gaps in CC provision are believed to prevail in UK hospitals (Goldhill, 2005).

A study published in 2012 revealed that the number of ICU beds in the UK remained
amongst the lowest in Europe at 6.6/100,000 per population head. This was significantly
lower than Germany, which provided the highest number at 29.2/100,000 per population
head, and only marginally higher than the lowest number recorded in Portugal, at
4.2/100,000 per population head (Rhodes et al, 2012). In comparison, a recent position
paper complied by the Working Advisory Group of The Faculty of Intensive Care Medicine
(2015) revealed that in Wales in 2014 the number of ICU beds averaged 3.2/100,000 per
population head; a provision which was much lower than the rest of the UK and, it would
seem, the rest of Europe.
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Given the limited number of CC beds in Wales and the UK, and the fact that ICU care is
resource intensive (McDermid and Bagshaw, 2011), it is imperative that those patients in
greatest need of intensive treatment are the ones who receive it. Whereas a ward bed in
Wales cost £413 per night in 2011/12, in contrast Level 2 (HDU) and Level 3 (ITU) beds
averaged £857 and £1932 per night respectively (The Faculty of Intensive Care Medicine
(2015) (see Glossary for further information on Level 2 and 3 beds). Despite the obvious
potential benefits of ensuring efficient use of CC beds, studies have revealed that all CC
units, at any one time, will have patients under their care who would receive appropriate
care on a general adult ward (Audit Commission, 1999; Piers et al, 2011). Some of these
patients are inappropriately admitted in the first instance.

Others are simply not

discharged in a timely fashion (Audit Commission, 1999).

It is possible that pressure on CC beds will increase even further as a result of the
relatively recent criticisms of the use of the Liverpool Care Pathway for the Dying Patient
(LCP) (Pattison and O’Gara, 2014). The LCP was introduced with the aim of trying to
ensure that dying patients within the hospital setting received the same standard of care
as patients in hospices. However, in some cases patients were deemed to have been
placed on these pathways earlier than they should have been, due to problems
surrounding the definition of ‘end of life’ (Department of Health, 2013). Given such
criticisms it is plausible that doctors may now be reluctant to start end-of-life care
management. In light of the above, it is possible that the provision of optimal care may
continue to be significantly hindered by inefficient use of scarce CC resources.

2.1.3.1

Delayed Admission to Critical Care

An investigation into patient deaths in acute UK hospitals has revealed that poor
communication between doctors within and between clinical teams, and between
doctors and other health professionals, remains a matter of concern (NCEPOD, 2009).
Lack of effective communication can delay CC Consultant assessments, the initiation of
appropriate treatments and admissions to CC units (McQuillan et al, 1998; NCEPOD,
2005; Ringrose and Garrard, 1999). A prospective survey conducted by Goldhill and
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McNarry (2004) found patients receiving lower than required levels of care were
associated with higher risk of mortality, and suggested that if access problems related to
CC could be overcome then this risk could be significantly reduced. They suggest use of
an early warning score to reduce the potential for delays. However, while such tools
might help identify patients at risk, they do not in themselves negate all communicative
problems and the potential for delayed CC reviews.

2.1.3.2

Unplanned and Early Discharges from Critical Care

Many patients recovering from critical illness find the transition from intensive care to
general wards to be a source of anxiety and fraught with uncertainty (NICE, 2009a).
These patients are at increased risk of mortality (Story et al, 2006), particularly if they are
readmitted to CC (Durbin and Kopel, 1993). Patients therefore require close monitoring
post CC discharge (Johns et al, 2010). Due to the limited supply of CC beds it is relatively
common place for patients to be discharged earlier than planned; to enable the
admission of patients deemed to be in greater need of intensive treatment. Thus early or
premature discharges are generally attributed to demand related pressures for CC beds
(Daly et al, 2001; Goldfrad and Rowan, 2000; Elliot et al, 2011). Those patients who are
discharged prematurely or for whom discharge is unplanned are at increased mortality
risk (Goldfrad and Rowan 2000; NICE, 2007). They are also more likely to be readmitted
to ICU, and if re-admitted are associated with a mortality risk up to five times greater
than other patients admitted (Durbin and Kopel, 1993). Conversely, some discharges are
delayed due to lack of available beds on general wards (Williams et al, 2010b; Williams et
al, 2010a). This also represents inefficiency within the hospital system.

2.1.3.3

Readmission to Critical Care Units

A recent study in Australia concluded that 10% of all patients discharged from ICU are
likely to be readmitted (Frost et al, 2009). In comparison, ICNARC have quoted 6.3% in
Northern Ireland, England and Wales (cited in Leary and Ridley, 2003 & Garcea et al,
2004). In Scotland an audit of ten years data from one general hospital revealed a
readmission rate of 8.8% (Campbell et al, 2008). These patients are associated with
significantly higher mortality risk than others admitted for intensive treatments (Durbin
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and Kopel, 1993). The Scottish audit revealed how 4.2% of those readmitted died during
their hospital stay (Campbell et al, 2008).

Contributory factors perceived to be associated with increased risk of readmission
include premature discharges from critical care, insufficient ward resources (particularly
staffing numbers), lack of skills and knowledge of ward-based staff, poor communications
between ward and critical care staff, and inadequate care management post critical care
discharge (Elliot et al, 2011; Diya et al, 2012). This highlights how suboptimal care can
be fuelled by failures both before admission and post discharge from critical care. Such
shortcomings create demand pressures, which in turn can feedback and contribute to
suboptimal care.

2.2 Objectives of CCOS
Attempts to ensure early identification of high-risk patients and to combat the potential
threat of sub-optimal care of deteriorating patients outside the critical care unit has led
to the introduction of CCOS throughout the UK, in addition to other measures. Their
introduction essentially attempts to overcome inequities in the care of patients
experiencing critical illness (DoH/NHS Modernisation Agency, 2003). CCOS have been
advocated by the Audit Commission (1999), Department of Health (DoH, 2000), Intensive
Care Society (ICS, 2002), National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE, 2007)
and the Welsh Assembly Government (WAG, 2006). Whilst there appears to be general
consensus amongst these authorities that CCOS offer a positive step toward improving
care, patient outcomes and use of scarce NHS resources, such conclusions have been
drawn despite rigorous research into the effectiveness of the services. Furthermore, no
formal model of service delivery has been promoted at a national level. Hospitals have
instead been encouraged to design CCOS at a local level to meet local needs.
Unsurprisingly, this has led to variations in services; and such variations have implications
when planning an economic evaluation. For instance, a high degree of heterogeneity
may mean that the results of CCOS research in one particular setting may not be
generalisable to another. It is conceivable that both costs and/or effects will differ
significantly as a result of variations in service organisation and delivery The potential for
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this to be the case is considered in greater detail throughout this thesis; as is the
potential to better accommodate these variations using a typology approach to
economic evaluation.

In principle, CCOS aim to meet three main objectives: namely, to avert or ensure timely
admission to the critical care setting; to facilitate safe and timely discharges from critical
care; and lastly, to facilitate the sharing of critical care skills with ward or communitybased staff (DoH, 2000).

The Intensive Care Society has suggested two further

objectives: to promote continuity of care, and the facilitation of audit and evaluation of
CCOS (ICS, 2002). Implicit in these objectives are also desires to avoid readmissions to
critical care and to ensure optimal use of scarce critical care resources.

Given the multiple objectives of the service and varied local circumstances, it seems likely
that some hospitals will attribute more importance to achieving one aim over others. It
is also possible that some may aspire to achieve all with the same conviction. If CCOS are
designed specifically to address local priorities and to complement local existing service
structures, then heterogeneity is only to be expected. This was confirmed by a national
survey conducted in England. This survey also revealed that the two most highly ranked
objectives associated with CCOS at that time were the timely identification of
deteriorating patients and averting or ensuring timely admission to critical care
(McDonnell et al, 2007).

Which priorities are given greatest focus could have an

influence over the resources utilised by CCOS. Unfortunately McDonnell et al’s survey
(2007) did not include Wales; thus priorities relating to the objectives of CCOS remain
unknown in the principality. The first phase of this research therefore aimed to replicate
the English survey in Wales to uncover local objectives and priorities, and to find out
more about local service delivery.

2.3 Variations in CCOS
CCOS can differ quite significantly between hospitals. The literature reveals variations in
referral processes, team structures, activities undertaken, and the availability and
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coverage of CCOS. To fully appreciate differences between CCOS configurations, a more
thorough exploration of possible variations follows.

2.3.1 Variations in CCOS Referral Processes
Referrals to CCOS are often initiated in response to some form of ‘track and trigger’ (T&T)
tool or early warning system.

These systems are designed to monitor vital signs and

guide referral or observation responses if abnormalities are detected. Variations of these
tools exist. Those most commonly referred to in the literature include the Early Warning
System (EWS), the Modified Early Warning System (MEWS), the Patient at Risk scoring
system (PAR) and the National Early Warning Score (NEWS). These tools are often
modified at the local level to complement local needs and to ensure a whole systems
approach to care management that fits neatly alongside existing service structures. All
such monitoring systems are now recognised as a core element of the ‘afferent limb’ of a
rapid response system to patient deterioration (DeVita et al, 2006). ‘Afferent limb’ is an
analogy, a term more commonly associated with the central nervous system. In a CCOS
context it refers to the activation of a rapid response. For some time no evidence
suggested that any one T&T tool was superior to others available (McGaughey et al,
2007). However, recent evaluations have concluded that NEWS is more sensitive than
alternative systems (Royal College of Physicians, 2012).

T&T systems have been designed following retrospective research, linking severe adverse
events with abnormal physiological indicators (Carrington and Down, 2010). Fletcher and
Cuthbertson (2010) thus believe these systems thereby predominantly aim to identify
patients most likely to die. They criticise this aim, claiming that these systems should
instead be developed to identify those patients who will benefit from intensive care.
They argue until such systems are developed, CCOS will not live up to expectations.
While these claims may contain an element of truth, particularly relating to the need for
further refinement of T&T tools to improve their efficiency; these systems arguably do
what they are designed to do.

They improve patient safety within the hospital

environment. They alert ward staff, CCOS and other rapid response teams to early
changes in patient physiology, and signal the potential for further deterioration. Health
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professionals are then able to further assess patients and decide who are most likely to
benefit from a CC admission. It is unlikely that any tool will ever be able to predict
patient outcomes with 100% accuracy. Furthermore, no tool will arguably ever be able
to detect nuanced information and deal with the complexities of a quickly changeable
situation as accurately as humans. However, clinical judgement and tools combined have
the potential to be both highly effective and efficient.

In keeping with this argument, research suggests T&T systems should not be solely relied
upon to make CCOS referrals. Goldhill et al (1999) found that a proportion of patients
rightly admitted to ITU did not have abnormal scores prior to transfer. This highlights the
importance of clinical judgement in detecting patient deterioration and treatment needs
(Douw et al, 2015). The need to combine objective and subjective assessments of
patients in the CCOS referral process has long been recognised. Sharpley and Holden
(2004) provide an example of a EWS flowchart, which clearly illustrates that CCOS should
be contacted if a patient scores 6 or more, or alternatively if a patient scores 3 or more
on a single parameter and the nurse considers CCOS involvement to be necessary. Some
CCOS also accept referrals from concerned patients or family members who feel a review
is warranted (Odell et al, 2010). Surprisingly, surveys reveal that only a minority of
hospitals actually build clinical judgement into their track and trigger system (DoH/NHS
Modernisation Agency, 2003).

Recognition of the importance and application of clinical judgement in referral is
important, since this, in addition to variation in tools used and patient case-mix, will
inevitably lead to variations in demand for CCOS. Additionally, it is worth noting that
some CCOS personnel visit general wards regularly to review whether or not patients
require their input.

Thus referral is not solely dependent on ward-based staff’s

perceptions of need in all hospitals, it can also be influenced by CCOS teams themselves
where workload and team size permit this activity.
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2.3.2 Variations in CCOS Team Structure
The literature reveals conflicting ideas surrounding what constitutes the norm in terms of
CCOS team structure. Some suggest that CCOS are predominantly multidisciplinary
teams (McNeill and Bryden, 2013); others that CCOS are typically nurse-led (Pedersen et
al, 2014; Pattison, 2012). This inconsistency is unsurprising given the heterogeneity that
exists within and between countries. Analysis of research confirms a high degree of
heterogeneity, in terms of both composition and size. CCOS can be staffed by a single
nurse working a few hours a week, or at the other extreme by a doctor-led
multidisciplinary team working around the clock (McDonnell et al, 2007).

Wood (2006a) identifies three distinct models, which take into account these differences:
a solo educator service, a nurse-led team and a multi-disciplinary team. How a team is
constructed is likely to be partially dependent upon how much relative importance is
attached to each of the multiple objectives of the service. Team structure is also
influenced by the amount of funding available to a hospital and by other local factors and
perceived needs (Wood, 2006a). It is further possible that differences may be somewhat
linked to national norms.

Analysis of the literature confirms that some teams are doctor-led (Moon et al, 2011;
Buist et al, 2002) whilst others are nurse-led (Sharpley and Holden, 2004; Watson et al,
2006; Pirret, 2008; Pattison et al, 2010).

A national survey conducted in England

explored these variations and revealed that whilst staffing had generally increased over
time, 71% of CCOS reported on had no medical input. Furthermore, 41% of hospitals
with a CCOS also had no input from a Consultant Nurse. For CCOS with medical input,
this tended to average 0.7 sessions per week (McDonnell et al, 2007). This illustrates
how, in England at least, CCOS are predominantly nurse-led.

Whether or not CCOS team structure and leadership influence effectiveness remains
unexplored. However, a systematic review spanning the period 1990 to 2008 has
revealed that Advanced Nurse Practitioners (ANPs) and doctors can generally be equally
effective in practice in the US (Newhouse et al, 2011). Similarly a comparative study of a
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nurse-led and a doctor-led rapid response team in two Canadian hospitals revealed no
significant differences in patient outcome (Scherr et al, 2012). This may or may not be
the case for CCOS; at present this remains unknown. Differences in team structures
contribute to the current challenges of conducting a large scale evaluation of CCOS
(Pattison and Eastham, 2011), and could possibly be one of the reasons why
effectiveness research has so far delivered contradictory findings.

A related source of heterogeneity is associated with the past experience and skills of
team members. Some teams consist of professionals with critical care backgrounds,
others are more diverse. For example, York Hospital has reported a CCOS team led by a
Consultant Nurse and supported by senior nurses with backgrounds in critical care,
orthopaedics, general surgery, medicine and theatre recovery (Watson et al, 2006).
Further members of the multi-disciplinary team who could be involved in CCOS provision
include physiotherapists, dieticians, acute pain specialists and administrators (Larkin and
Knightly, 2006; Wood, 2006a; National Outreach Forum, 2012). Team composition thus
has the potential to significantly influence CCOS costs. Other influences include team
size, staff grading and locally determined training needs of CCOS personnel. The skills
and experience levels of CCOS members could also possibly influence patient outcomes,
and thus CCOS effectiveness (Peberdy et al, 2007).

2.3.3 Variations in CCOS Service Components, Activities and Autonomy
CCOS teams undertake a variety of activities.

Wood (2006a) suggests that the

combination of activities delivered dictates where CCOS sits on an educationalistinterventionist continuum (see Glossary, or section 6.2 for a full explanation of this
continuum). CCOS activities include: 1) educating and training ward staff in recognising
critical illness; 2) introducing and responding to T&T systems; 3) providing telephone
hotline advice; 4) patient follow-ups on wards after CC discharge; 5) direct bedside
clinical support in general wards, 6) audit and evaluation of CCOS activities and 7)
delivery of rehabilitation programmes (in-patient and out-patient) to patients post
critical illness (NICE, 2007). However, whilst all these service components have been
identified in practice, heterogeneity has been detected in an English survey.
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For

example, 33.8% of hospitals offered a 24-hour hotline, 14.5% offered direct clinical
support at the bedside and 12.2% provided follow-up services post critical care discharge
(McDonnell et al, 2007).

Clinical activities most commonly reported in England include: changing patient position
and oxygen therapy; recommendations relating to initiation of fluids and vasoactive
infusions; adjustment of medications and feeding regimes; pain management; and Do
Not Attempt Resuscitation (DNAR) orders (McDonnell et al, 2007). Since any such
activities undertaken are guided by individual patient need, CCOS practitioners are
guided by observation and cues, as much as vital signs (Hancock and Durham, 2007). A
study focusing on patients with cancer revealed how CCOS had initiated DNAR decisions
and limitations in care in 32.2% of their patients (Pattison et al, 2010). This role of CCOS
is often significantly underestimated (Pattison and O’Gara, 2014). Benefits of timely endof-life planning include, amongst others, reduced anxiety and increased satisfaction of
patients and family (Detering et al, 2010).

Some CCOS implement sepsis care bundles in wards and A&E (Carter, 2007) and are
instrumental in the push for better recognition and treatment of sepsis. In one study,
problems related to sepsis were the primary reasons for CCOS referrals (Pattison et al,
2010).

CCOS therefore take both a proactive and reactive stance against sepsis.

Recognising the importance of this role the National Outreach Forum (NORF) included
sepsis in the CCOS standards and competencies framework (NORF, 2012).

The English survey of CCOS further revealed that in total 96% of CCOS teams were
involved in undertaking clinical assessments, aiding communications between acute and
critical care, and providing recommendations and intervention with the intention of
supporting ward teams. In comparison only 62% intervened independent of ward teams
(McDonnell et al, 2007). This highlights variations in the degrees of autonomy between
CCOS professionals in England. Research also reveals how some CCOS Nurses are able to
prescribe independently. One audit identified electrolytes and analgesia as the most
commonly prescribed medicines associated with one CCOS (Pirret, 2012). Whilst another
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found that IV fluids and nutrition or electrolytes were most commonly prescribed (Wilson
et al, 2012). The latter audit revealed how CCOS most commonly prescribed between
the hours of 10pm and midnight. This reflects a time period when doctor numbers are
traditionally low, which inherently increases the risk of prescription delays.

Thus,

particularly where 24 hour CCOS are concerned, the ability to prescribe has some
potential to increase the effectiveness of the service in terms of ensuring more timely
treatments (Wilson et al, 2012). Prior to this research it remained unknown whether or
not CCOS in Wales were empowered to prescribe.

Whilst many different combinations of activities have been identified in different
hospitals in England, it remained unknown how these services were configured in Wales
and indeed which activities were undertaken. It was important to uncover these service
details in Wales, to help guide a future economic evaluation.

2.3.4 Variations in CCOS Availability and Coverage
Wales was not specifically featured in the findings of the large scale national survey of
CCOS (McDonnell et al, 2007).

However, NCEPOD had previously highlighted

geographical inequality in their provision. At that time, in comparison to England where
108 out of 175 acute hospitals provided a service, only three out of the 12 hospitals
surveyed in Wales confirmed their presence (NCEPOD, 2005). This may have been
somewhat attributed to the fact that funding was made available in England for the
introduction of these services, but not in Wales. Given that some CCOS have been
discontinued (Pattison, 2012), and more are likely to have been established since these
figures were published, it remains unknown how widespread the services are in Wales,
and what geographical differences remain.

Variations also exist between CCOS in terms of hours of availability and hospital
coverage.

The Department of Health (DoH,2002), the ICS (2002), and NICE(2007)

advocate the availability of CCOS twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. Such
provision may be particularly helpful in reducing cardiac arrests.
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A recent report

highlighted how 59% tend to occur out of hours (NCEPOD, 2012), and research has
shown survival from cardiac arrests to be lower during these times (Peberdy et al, 2008).
The availability of CCOS around the clock in one hospital has been particularly beneficial
in enabling patients to be commenced on potentially lifesaving non-invasive ventilation
(NIV) in general areas, whilst they wait for a bed to become available in CC (Sumner and
Yadegfar, 2011). However, this does not represent normal practice. In England just 20%
of CCOS provided direct bedside support at all times of the day and week (McDonnell et
al, 2007). The reasons for availability heterogeneity are likely to be varied. Rationale
may encompass funding issues, perceived need and the existence of other services such
as Hospital at Night (National Patient Safety Agency, 2005), Acute Pain Teams and Nurse
Practitioners. With regards to coverage, this has been steadily increasing with time in
England.

In 2004, CCOS covered over 90% of adult wards within their hospitals

(McDonnell et al, 2007).

Availability and coverage may influence the costs and

effectiveness of outreach services.

2.4

Outcome Measurements Currently Used for Service Evaluation of CCOS

The identification of appropriate outcome measures for CCOS is important, since this
assists evaluation of the services and enables decision-makers to make informed choices
(Critical Care Stakeholders Forum and National Outreach Forum, 2007). This is not an
easy task for CCOS however, given their multiple components. Their complexity makes it
difficult to determine which components have a positive or negative effect on the degree
of effectiveness; and to pinpoint just one primary measure (NICE, 2007). The Critical
Care Stakeholders’ Forum and National Outreach Forum (CCSF/NORF, 2007) have set
about identifying clinical outcomes and indicators for measuring the benefits and
effectiveness of the different activity components of CCOS. For example, with regards to
the identification of at-risk or deteriorating patients ten potential benefits have been
suggested by these groups (see Figure 2.1).

Interestingly, none of these benefits are

focused on patient health outcomes; but many can be considered as proxies for health
status.
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Figure 2.1 Benefits of Early Identification of At Risk/Deteriorating Patients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reductions in hospital length of stay
Reductions in the number of adverse events
Earlier recognition and referral of deteriorating patients to CCOS and/or critical
care
Reductions in the number of inappropriate admissions to critical care
Reduction in the number of critical care admissions that could have been avoided
through earlier interventions on wards
More timely admissions to critical care where appropriate and reductions in further
deterioration and adverse events
Reductions in re-admission rates
Improved communication between clinical areas
Reductions in the costs associated with drug administration
Reductions in length of stay in critical care and therefore more efficient use of
critical care resources
(CCSF/NORF, 2007; pp.5)

Outcome measures used to investigate the impact of CCOS to-date include ICU
readmission rates, hospital and ICU mortality (Ball et al, 2003; Garcea et al, 2004; Priestly
et al, 2004; Pirret, 2008; Williams et al, 2010b; Moon et al, 2011), premature and delayed
discharges from ICU (Chaboyer et al, 2004; Chaboyer et al, 2006; Williams et al, 2010b),
adverse events (Gao et al, 2007), unplanned admissions to ITU (Pittard, 2003),
admissions to intensive care following cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) (Moon et al,
2011), hospital and ICU length of stay (Pittard, 2003; Williams et al, 2010b), emergency
team call-outs and Do Not Attempt Resuscitation (DNAR) orders (Chen et al, 2008),
amongst others detailed below.

Thus, the focus to-date has been on processes and

mortality. There has been a distinct lack of focus on the qualitative health benefits that
CCOS bestow on patients. This has important implications when considering economic
evaluation, given that some standard approaches aim to capture such effects (see
Chapter 3).

2.5

Evidence on the Effectiveness of CCOS

Much of the evidence base for CCOS is populated by single centre studies, sometimes
lacking in terms of service delivery details, and often of an observational nature, rather
than adopting the gold standard randomised control trial design.
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Findings from

effectiveness studies have been limited and contradictory, and widely criticised in terms
of quality (NICE, 2007; McGaughey et al, 2007). Some evidence suggests that CCOS may
be linked with reductions in the number of emergency admissions to ITU (Pittard, 2003;
Moon et al, 2011), shorter lengths of stay (Pittard, 2003), lower mortality rates (Pittard,
2003; Priestley et al, 2004; Harrison et al, 2010), reduced rates of CPR (Harrison et al,
2010; Moon et al, 2011), reduced rates of CPR prior to critical care admissions (Gao et al,
2007), reduced admission to critical care units out-of-hours (Gao, 2007), lower ICNARC
scores on admission to critical care (Gao, 2007), lower in-hospital mortality (Ball et al,
2003; Moon et al, 2011; Garcea et al, 2004; Watson et al, 2006) and lower critical care
mortality (Garcea et al, 2004). Possible links have also been identified between CCOS
and reductions in the number of patients readmitted to critical care (Ball et al, 2003;
Pittard, 2003; Pirret, 2008) and reductions in mortality following readmission (Garcea et
al, 2004).

Conversely, other findings suggest that there is a positive association between CCOS and
increased hospital length of stay (Priestley et al, 2004; Watson et al, 2006). Perhaps this
increased length of stay is a result of patients surviving as a result of CCOS intervention
(Watson et al, 2006). CCOS have also been linked with longer hospital stay prior to
critical care admission (Harrison et al, 2010) and longer stays in the critical care unit itself
(Harrison et al, 2010; Garcea et al, 2004).

Interestingly, findings also reveal no

relationship between CCOS and critical care unit mortality or patient outcomes post
critical care discharge in some instances (Gao et al, 2007). Others have found no link
between CCOS and readmission rates (Leary and Ridley, 2003; Garcea et al, 2004), or
reductions in hospital length of stay, readmissions or hospital mortality (Williams et al,
2010b). Given the conflicting nature of the research findings, a number of questions
remain unanswered in relation to CCOS.

The results from the majority of studies conducted are difficult to compare and
extrapolate. These difficulties can be attributed to the wide spectrum of research and
question designs used to evaluate CCOS, in addition to the variations between CCOS
themselves and the outcome measures used. Also, many of the studies have solely
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focused on individual components of CCOS, or on processes rather than final outcomes,
especially more qualitative health benefits. It is also important to remember that CCOS
have not been designed as a one-size-fits-all service; they are configured to meet local
need. This and different referral patterns have the potential to influence effectiveness
findings (Smith et al, 2008); as does varied practitioner knowledge (Durham and
Hancock, 2006a; Durham and Hancock, 2006b), management structures/styles (Pattison
and Eastham, 2011) and local context, e.g. out-of-hour support structures (Williams et al,
2010b), and staffing levels (Diya et al, 2012), amongst other factors. It is also important
to acknowledge that definitions of outcomes remain non-standardised; thus some
conflicting results may to some extent also be because of this (Pringle et al, 2011).

2.6

Rapid Response Systems and CCOS Specific Research

Wolfe (2008) refers to CCOS as ICU Outreach and uses the terms ICU Outreach, Medical
Emergency Team (MET), Patients At Risk Teams (PART) and the Rapid Response Teams
(RRT) interchangeably. However, others suggest that each of these services represent a
rapid response system which has a slightly different agenda, but often overlap in aims
and service components (Pedersen et al, 2014). This research identifies with CCOS as a
distinct service from these other teams; given that CCOS also generally provide patient
follow-ups (Pattison, 2012).

Another specialty service that mirrors the follow-up

activities of CCOS is the ICU Liaison Nurse (Elliot et al, 2012). Findings from studies
focused on each of these different services have often been amalgamated to form
arguments in support of CCOS, or been used in systematic reviews (e.g. Chan et al, 2010;
Endacott et al, 2009; NICE, 2007). Caution must be applied when reviewing the literature
as a consequence.

Some hospitals have both a CCOS team and a Medical Emergency Team (Endacott and
Chaboyer, 2006). In such hospitals CCOS sometimes carry-out post-discharge follow-up
support and education, whilst the MET responds to track and trigger call-outs. However,
CCOS and MET are also known to provide a ramped response to positive T&T scores. In
these cases, CCOS tend to be called when the score is lower and the MET if the condition
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is considered more serious. Thus even in hospitals where CCOS respond to track and
trigger systems, differences between CCOS and MET/PART may be significant.

Perhaps the starkest contrast between MET and CCOS is their enabling capacity. CCOS, in
addition to providing hands-on care, also strive to share knowledge with ward staff to
enhance their ability to provide such care themselves (Valentine & Skirton, 2006). CCOS
therefore tend to have a wider objective than either a MET or a PART (Goldhill and
McNarry, 2002). Of course there are occasions where these teams can be compared and
findings from one type of team generalised to some degree to another. METs tend to be
doctor-led (Pderesne et al, 2014). Therefore a doctor-led CCOS which concentrates
primarily on identifying and treating deteriorating patients would closely mirror a
MET/PART. However where a CCOS concentrates solely on educating and training ward
staff it would be implausible to compare the teams.

It is also important to remain aware of the fact that CCOS are often just one part of a
hospital wide system of response to patient deterioration (Welch, 2005). Also, given that
the wider context has the potential to influence outcomes, it is possible that a CCOS
which works well in one setting may not necessarily be as effective in another (Peberdy
et al, 2007). This clearly has implications for the generalisability of research findings.

2.7

Economic Evaluation of CCOS

To-date CCOS effectiveness studies have not tended to be complemented by economic
evaluation. The ideal scenario would have been one where a large scale multi-centred
randomised controlled trial had been undertaken with a strong economic evaluation
component prior to the UK-wide introduction of CCOS. However, as the review of the
literature uncovers, this has not been the case. Only three relevant evaluations have
been published, none of which has evaluated CCOS as a whole, distinct service. One
study that analysed data from two national databases included CCOS as one of the
independent variables of analysis. It found that modernisation of CC services over the
past decade has represented a highly cost-effective strategy (Hutchings et al, 2009).
However, the research did not report on the impact of CCOS alone. Another evaluation
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focused solely on the cost-effectiveness of post CC CCOS follow-ups (Rowan et al, 2007),
just one activity of the service. It concluded follow-ups were likely to be cost-effective in
terms of absolute risk reduction for mortality prior to acute hospital discharge, but the
findings were not statistically significant.

An un-blinded pragmatic multi-centre RCT conducted in three UK hospitals, also focused
on post-CC follow-ups by nurses from ICU (not CCOS as such), revealed that whilst costs
relating to the patient care pathway had increased following implementation, there was
no added benefit in terms of improved health related quality of life for patients one year
post-discharge (Cuthbertson et al, 2009).

No further related economic evaluations

focused on this or any other components of CCOS, or indeed the impact of a CCOS as a
whole. Therefore there remains a need for a comprehensive economic evaluation.
However, the issues described above reveal the need for further exploration of the range
of methodological issues that will need to be addressed and resolved before these
services can be best evaluated.

CCOS is a difficult service to evaluate given its inherent complexities (Pebredy et al, 2007;
McGaughey et al, 2007) and variations in service delivery (Ball, 2002). This likely partially
explains the paucity of attempts at economic evaluation of CCOS to-date. However,
there remains a clear need for economic evaluation (NICE, 2007; Gao 2007; Beitler et al,
2011). Arguably, choosing just one measure of effectiveness for CCOS may be too
narrow a focus, since it may not truly reflect all benefits experienced by ward staff,
patients and families (Odell et al, 2010; Athifa et al, 2011; Pattison and Eastham, 2011).
Including less tangible effects may paint a more accurate picture of what CCOS have to
offer (Rowan et al, 2007). Such effects include the increased confidence of nurses
(Endacott et al, 2009), more effective communication between teams (Endacott et al,
2009; Baker-McClearn and Carmel, 2008), smoother transitions between CC and general
wards (Baker-McClearn and Carmel, 2008; Williams et al, 2010b), improved relationships
between teams (Baker-McClearn and Carmel, 2008), improved handovers (Athifa et al,
2011), reassurance and support for patients, family and staff (Pattison and Eastham,
2011; Odell et al, 2010), reduced relocation anxiety (Pattison and Eastham, 2011) and
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increased quality of care (Odell et al, 2010). To-date the impact of the psychosocial
support CCOS provide has not been fully explored (Ramsay et al, 2013).

Given the complexity and potentially wide-reaching effects associated with rapid
response systems, it may be beneficial to move beyond the traditional approach of
research focused on primary outcome measures (Massey et al, 2010). It may also be
important to take a wider perspective in terms of costs. A CCOS possibly produces
negative indirect costs associated with earlier CC and hospital discharges, avoided
admissions to CC and more timely end-of-life planning (Pattison, 2012). If this is the case
then arguably it is important to acknowledge these.

Confounding or influencing contextual or organisational factors may also be important
considerations. For example, and as stated earlier, low ward nurse staffing numbers
have been shown to have an impact on mortality (Diya et al, 2012; Aiken et al, 2014).
Also, whether or not clinical supervision is provided to CCOS staff may also have an
influence on CCOS effectiveness, since this kind of support has been shown to increase
confidence and self-awareness of CCOS Nurses and to improve their leadership and
interpersonal skills (Cross et al, 2012). Welch (2005) argues that for CCOS to be effective
the service requires top level support, sufficient power, and should be delivered 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. These factors are unlikely to be the only factors which have the
potential to influence cost-effectiveness. Further research focused on this is important in
terms of informing future economic evaluations.

2.8

Conclusions and Rationale for Intended Research

Resource scarcity will always exist in the NHS. Rationing is therefore unavoidable since it
is neither desirable nor possible to meet all health care needs. It is imperative that
available resources are put to best use. Ideally some form of analysis should have been
undertaken to ascertain whether or not CCOS should have been introduced in the first
place.

Unfortunately this did not happen and political forces led to their hurried

introduction, despite a lack of rigorous research to support this. The very nature of their
implementation has limited the potential to undertake large scale multi-centred
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randomised controlled trials, which would have been the best way to test their efficacy.
To date, full costing of the services has not been undertaken and studies looking at their
effectiveness have been limited and varied in terms of outcome measures used and their
findings.

Intuitively it seems that the introduction of CCOS can be linked with earlier identification
of deteriorating patients.

This in turn should facilitate more timely, appropriate

treatment aimed at averting significant adverse events. As a result patient outcomes
should be improved and hospital resources should be used more efficiently (Scales et al,
2003).

However, there is currently lack of evidence to support this (Dawson and

McEwen, 2006) and CCOS have been criticised from the point of view that they address
the symptoms and not the causes of suboptimal care management (Chellel et al, 2006).
Calgary (2007) however, suggests that CCOS provide a valuable service, but that further
attention needs to be paid toward identifying the best way to meet current needs.
Further research is clearly desirable.

The literature review reveals a paucity of effectiveness evidence and how the research
methods used to evaluate the series have differed considerably. In England at least, the
literature portrays how CCOS can look very different from one hospital to the next, and
take on very different roles. These findings clearly validate and reinforce the rationale
for this research. The literature uncovered a plethora of potential challenges to a future
economic evaluation of CCOS; in terms of both designing one and the potential to
adequately accommodate the complexity and heterogeneity of the services.

The various different effectiveness measures used to-date highlight the lack of focus on
qualitative health effects, and the potential difficulties of deciding upon the most
appropriate measure of effectiveness to feed into an economic evaluation.

It follows

that is there is no clear consensus over which measure best reflects the effects of the
services, then this will follow through in the design of an economic evaluation. The
reasons for this will require further exploration throughout the thesis.
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Given that there remain numerous unanswered questions relating to CCOS and that their
current configurations remain unknown in Wales, it would be beneficial to start to
address these shortcomings. Once a general picture of services in Wales is captured, it
will then make it possible to identify how best CCOS can be evaluated from a health
economics perspective. It remains unclear whether the variations in service delivery
have the potential to significantly influence findings of economic evaluations. If so, it
may be more appropriate to conduct evaluations based on model type, rather than
combine all CCOS together, regardless of their form or function.

This research is

designed to address these issues and in turn answer some of the outstanding questions
relating to CCOS. Economic evaluation of CCOS will be challenging; but that does not
negate the need to undertake such an evaluation A fuller explanation of this viewpoint,
the importance of economic evaluation, and the likely challenges that CCOS present in
undertaking one, is provided next in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3: Complexity, Heterogeneity and Uncertainty Anticipated Challenges of Economic Evaluation of CCOS
3.0

Introduction

The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE, 2007) and a report
commissioned by the National Institute for Health Research, Service Delivery and
Organisation (Rowan et al, 2007) both acknowledge that a full, rigorous economic
evaluation of Critical Care Outreach Services (CCOS) as a complete service has yet to be
undertaken in the UK, or in any other country. They also reveal how CCOS are complex
services with multiple aims, composed of multiple components, each of which is to some
degree embodied or possibly influenced by behavioural, organisational and/or cultural
factors.

In addition to inherent complexity, acute hospitals in the UK have been encouraged to
design and implement CCOS to meet local needs. This means that CCOS delivery is likely
shaped to some degree by local context. Since each hospital in the UK serves a distinct
population and is likely to employ professionals with a unique experience and skills mix,
working within an environment with its own select services, it is unsurprising that a
national survey revealed marked heterogeneity between CCOS in England (McDonnell et
al, 2007). Heterogeneity could very well influence both the costs and effects of CCOS. It
is therefore important to ensure that economic evaluations are designed to adequately
accommodate heterogeneity.

To-date CCOS effectiveness measures have varied considerably. For example, some
measures have been patient outcome focused (Harrison et al, 2010; Priestley et al, 2004;
Pittard, 2003), others process orientated (Gao, 2007; Ball et al, 2003; Pittard, 2003;
Pirret, 2008). In addition, contradictory conclusions have been drawn relating to CCOS
effectiveness. Some studies have concluded that CCOS are effective in one way or
another (Harrison et al, 2010; Priestley et al, 2004; Moon et al, 2011), others have failed
to demonstrate this (Leary and Ridley, 2003; Garcea et al, 2004). The reasons for
conflicting results have yet to be fully explored.
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Given these variations and

contradictions, there clearly exists some uncertainty surrounding how CCOS
effectiveness can be best evaluated, and whether or not CCOS are in fact effective in
practice. This has implications for economic evaluation.

If it is unclear how CCOS

effectiveness can or should be measured, then this inherently creates uncertainty
surrounding how CCOS can best be evaluated in terms of cost-effectiveness.

Whilst complexity, heterogeneity, and uncertainty may mean economic evaluation of
CCOS is likely to be challenging, they do not mean that attempts to evaluate the service
would not be of value.

The rationale underpinning the importance of economic

evaluation applies to all resource allocations within the NHS, regardless of how complex
that intervention or task may be.

This chapter begins by exploring the rationale for economic evaluation, prior to
examining standard methods currently available. To follow is an exploration of current
guidelines and consideration of how these may help facilitate the design of a future
economic evaluation of CCOS. The chapter concludes by acknowledging the possible
challenges of evaluating CCOS and explains how this research will explore these with a
view to develop a framework for a future evaluation.

3.1

Rationale for Economic Evaluation

Scarcity of resources and healthcare market imperfections are strong arguments for
conducting economic evaluation.

Such evaluations promote rational, transparent

approaches to resource allocation decision-making. In an ideal world all health needs
would be met immediately. Sadly this does not reflect the world in which we live. All
health care systems, however organised or funded, face scarcity. The NHS does not have
access to infinite resources (Mooney, 2003); it instead allocates resources subject to a
budget constraint. Despite resource limitations the demand for healthcare continues to
grow exponentially, as a result of technological and medical advances leading to greater
life expectancy and increased expectations from healthcare. Consequently it is currently
not, and indeed never will be possible to meet all healthcare needs. This in turn means
that all resource allocation decisions have opportunity costs.
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It is important to

acknowledge these costs, since allocating resources in one way effectively means
forgoing benefits that could otherwise be achieved if resources had been used in an
alternative way (Phillips, 2005). In the real world of scarcity difficult choices cannot be
avoided. To fail to consider opportunity costs is to fail to consider the full impact of
resource allocation decisions. This applies as much to CCOS as it does to any other
healthcare provision.

The NHS is a publicly funded healthcare system.

In contrast to privately funded

healthcare, or markets for other goods, the market for public healthcare is characterised
by weaker or non-existent market forces. Market failures can be attributed to a number
of factors, including externalities, imperfect knowledge and uncertainty. When markets
are characterised by these attributes, economic evaluation can inform choices and help
healthcare organisations achieve greater efficiency (Morris et al, 2007).

Efficiency is vital in healthcare. It is not about cost savings but rather reflects a desire to
ensure that limited resources are put to best use, with maximum effect. Efficiency can
therefore be considered a worthy moral pursuit (Culyer, 2012).

In the context of

healthcare, inefficiency results in the undesirable and unnecessary forgoing of otherwise
achievable health and welfare gains (Wonderling et al, 2005). Ultimately, inefficiency can
result in unnecessary death and suffering (Mooney, 2003). It can also impinge on access
to care (Brouselle and Lessard, 2011).

Allocative efficiency exists when the welfare of one person can only be improved by
reducing the welfare of another. Technical efficiency on the other hand reflects a
situation whereby a particular output is produced at the minimal possible cost
(Wonderling et al, 2005). In perfectly competitive markets efficiency is achieved through
market forces and the price mechanism. In imperfect markets government intervention
is often required to achieve greater efficiency. Thus, economic evaluation can and
should be conducted to help guide decision making with a view to reduce inefficiencies
and promote quality (McGuire, 2001; Rice, 2002).
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If decision-makers were to rely purely on clinical effectiveness research to guide health
care provisions they would be ignoring resource implications and scarcity, which is
obviously unrealistic. Likewise, if decision-makers were to purely focus on costs, healthgains resulting from interventions would be ignored, which contradicts the objectives of
the health care system. It is therefore necessary to consider both the effectiveness and
costs of interventions to promote efficiency (Donaldson et al 2005).

However, it should be acknowledged that the sole pursuit of efficiency can lead to a
biased distribution of resources and benefits, and inequitable discrimination. Efficiency
is therefore unlikely to be the only criterion of relevance (Wonderling et al, 2005). Thus,
economic evaluation can help guide resource allocations, but is never a substitute for
decision-making (Hale et al, 2005). Economic evaluation does however complement
efficacy and effectiveness research and encourages a rational, transparent approach to
resource allocation decision-making. The availability of standard methods of economic
evaluation further enhances transparency and provides for a systematic, standardised
approach.

3.2

Standard Methods for Economic Evaluation

Originating in welfare economics, economic evaluation represents a formal means of
informing decision makers about the likely cost and effects associated with resource
allocations (Morris et al, 2007). To facilitate an evaluation it is necessary to first identify
and then measure all relevant inputs and outputs in natural units (Fox-Rushby and
Cairns, 2005). All inputs (costs) are then valued. Costs from an economic perspective are
a measure of the value of all inputs that have alternative uses and are required to deliver
an intervention, service or programme. These can include direct costs such as labour,
equipment, buildings and land, in addition to out-of-pocket expenses incurred by
patients and carers. Any resources savings resulting from an intervention can also be
considered negative costs (Drummond et al, 2005).

Other categories of cost include indirect costs and intangible costs (Drummond et al,
2005). Indirect costs capture the impact on productivity, whether that comes about as a
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result of patients themselves missing work to receive an intervention, or as a result of
carers, friends or family members missing work to support the patient. Intangible costs
include pain and suffering experienced by patients as a result of receiving an intervention
(Wonderling et al, 2005); for example, the negative effects of chemotherapy. Given
their abstract nature, intangible costs tend to be considered more difficult to measure
and accommodate in evaluations. This unfortunately often leads to their exclusion
(Drummond, 1995). They can however be measured using a number of tools, including
indices, and generic and specific health indicators (Phillips, 2005). Such measurements
are inherently subjective and have been questioned in terms of validity and reliability
(McCrone, 1998). However, many such tools have been repeatedly validated and offer a
practical means of measurement (Drummond et al, 2005).

All standard methods for economic evaluation require costs to be valued in monetary
terms (Schmidhauser et al, 2009). Outputs are also sometimes valued this way, where
the technique utilised for evaluation requires this (Drummond et al, 2005). When
identifying and valuing resources it is important to carefully consider the time period
within which the evaluation is to be framed. This helps to ensure that all relevant
resource effects and health effects are captured and that any time preferences are
accounted for. It is generally considered human nature to favour immediate benefits and
to incur costs later. To accommodate these time preferences costs and benefits can both
be discounted (Drummond et al, 2005). The UK Treasury currently prescribe discounting
both costs and benefits at an equal rate of 3.5% per annum (HM Treasury, 2003).
Whether or not future health benefits should be discounted was a matter of debate in
2001 (Cairns, 2001), and remains to be the case today (Hall, 2011). It is questionable
whether or not society really value future health benefits less, since this would imply that
the health of future generations is considered to be of lesser value (Wonderling et al,
2005). Regardless of these concerns, an equal discount rate for both future costs and
effects reflects current normal practice for most methods of evaluation. Sensitivity
analysis can nevertheless be performed to accommodate other rates, or varied rates
between costs and benefits, should this be considered appropriate (Fox-Rushby and
Cairns, 2005).
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Specifically which costs and outputs are included initially is another matter. This will
depend on the perspective taken, the context, and the method of economic evaluation
used (Brouwer et al, 2001).

3.2.1 Economic Evaluation Perspectives
The perspective adopted for evaluation purposes can have a significant influence over
conclusions drawn (Wonderling et al, 2005) and thus whether an intervention is deemed
worthwhile, or more desirable than the next best alternative. Given that economic
evaluation has its roots in welfare economics, a societal perspective is usually preferred
(Sculpher, 2001a). However, certain standard methods and NICE tend to favour a health
service perspective (Hale et al, 2005).

The societal perspective represents the broadest approach to evaluation as it captures all
resource use and consequences, regardless of where costs fall or which stakeholders
benefit (Culyer, 2012; Brouwer et al, 2001).

Such a perspective is often deemed

fundamental when considering allocative efficiency (Donaldson et al, 2005), and makes
for a more comprehensive evaluation. However, this consequently makes this approach
comparatively more time-consuming and costly to undertake, which may be considered a
disadvantage.

In contrast, a health service perspective is frequently considered too narrow; only
recognising costs borne by the health service provider and benefits bestowed on the
actual recipients of an intervention. Blinkered to any wider impacts this perspective
arguably runs the risk of promoting inefficiency. Whilst some interventions may appear
to be efficient from a healthcare provider perspective, they may actually negatively
impact on, or increase costs in, other sectors of society. Similarly, an intervention may
be deemed inefficient from this perspective, but have significant positive influences in
the wider society. A health service perspective can therefore result in inefficiency and the
forgoing of potential welfare gains (Sculpher, 2001a; Cohen and Patel, 2009).
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Which perspective is adopted is invariably linked with context and the method of
evaluation used. A variety of standard methods exist for approaching evaluation, the
most common being Cost Effectiveness (CEA), Cost Utility (CUA), Cost Consequence (CCA)
and Cost Benefit (CBA) analyses. Which standard method is best suited to CCOS has yet
to be considered.

3.2.2 Extra-Welfarism: Cost Effectiveness and Cost Utility Analyses
CEA compares alternative interventions in terms of their cost and effect, with the
measure of effect determined by the primary aim of the intervention. For example, for
weight loss interventions the unit of effect could be BMI or waist circumference. When
applying this standard method, if a new intervention proves to be less costly but equally
or more effective than its alternative, it is considered more cost effective and therefore
desirable. Conversely, if the new intervention is equally effective but more costly,
switching to the new intervention would be non-cost effective and consequently
rejected. Finally, if the new intervention is both more costly and more effective, then the
intervention will only be adopted if the opportunity costs are considered acceptable
(Drummond et al, 2005) .

Given that natural measures of effect, such as BMI, are specific, they are less useful in
comparing the cost-effectiveness of interventions or services which have different aims.
Hence, a more generic measure termed the Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) has been
devised to make cost-effectiveness ratios comparable. The use of a QALY is a variant of
CEA, but is considered a standard method in its own right. It is known as CUA, because it
is based on the utilities of different health states. One QALY is assumed to equate to one
life year experienced in full health. If a treatment results in one extra year of life spent in
a heath state with a compromised quality of life, then this is represented by a proportion
of a QALY gained (McCrone, 1998). The cost-per-QALY-gained is calculated and used as a
measure of efficiency to ascertain the feasibility of introducing new treatments (Morris
et al, 2007).
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CEA and CUA take an extra-welfarist approach to evaluation, and adopt a relatively
narrow perspective. Extra-welfarism supports the notion that healthcare systems aim to
maximise health gains subject to a budget constraint. Whilst this approach is perhaps
highly suited to simple interventions, there is a chance it over-simplifies what decisionmakers deem important when considering more complex or wide-reaching interventions
(Claxton et al, 2007) where a number of outcomes may be of interest (Coast, 2004).

3.2.3 Welfarism: Cost Benefit and Cost Consequence Analyses
CBA and CCA are firmly rooted in the principles of welfarism. They adopt a wider
perspective, attempting to capture all welfare gains and losses. CCA facilitates a process
whereby decision-makers are presented with a list of all inputs and outputs, including
intangibles.

They then make value judgements based on their own priorities and

objectives, which are likely influenced by local context (Kelly et al, 2005; Coast, 2004).
CCA allows for consideration of equity implications and effects on others.

When

compared with CEA and CUA, CCA is closer in its principles to Paretian welfare economics
(Coast, 2004).

CBA takes a similarly broad perspective but goes one step further by valuing all inputs
and outputs in monetary terms; rather than simply listing them for decisions-makers to
attribute their own values to. In doing so, CBA arguably has the distinct advantage over
CCA of facilitating return on investment calculations (Schmidhauser et al, 2009).

3.3 Guidelines for the Evaluation of Interventions
To encourage an appropriate, rational, transparent and consistent approach to allocation
decision making, a number of guidelines and frameworks for conducting economic
evaluations have been developed. These currently exist for new health technologies,
complex interventions and public health interventions. Which guidelines are most suited
to CCOS has yet to be explored.
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3.3.1 Evaluating New Health Technologies
When undertaking health technology appraisals the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence recommend the use of a reference case and CUA to facilitate decisionmaking (NICE, 2013). Capable of measuring health gains achieved through improvements
in both length-of-life and quality-of-life, QALYs recognise the multi-dimensionality of
health (McCrone, 1998).

This gives them an advantage over CEA other outcome

measures which tend to be less holistic and more context or disease specific (Wonderling
et al, 2005).

QALYs enable technical efficiency comparisons (Wonderling et al, 2005) and facilitate
comparisons which would not otherwise be possible with narrower effectiveness
measures. Whilst CUA assists evaluation of technical efficiency, it omits to take into
account non-health benefits or externalities, which may be of significant value in some
circumstances. This method could therefore be viewed as inadequate for capturing the
full effects of interventions which are known to produce a significant amount of nonhealth benefits, wider benefits and/or externalities. So, whilst this method may be highly
suited to simple interventions, it may not be comprehensive enough to capture the
effects of more complex interventions.

3.3.2 Evaluating Complex Interventions
All healthcare interventions can be viewed as complex to some degree (Payne et al,
2012). For evaluation purposes it is useful to distinguish between less and more complex
interventions. Complex interventions can be difficult to define, and have a number of
inter-dependent and inter-connecting components (Blackwood, 2006).

Examples of

complex interventions include service delivery and organisational interventions, health
professional behavioural change interventions, and interventions tailored to individual
patient needs (Campbell et al, 2000); all of which arguably apply to CCOS. It can often be
difficult to draw a boundary around complex interventions, for evaluation purposes.
However, the same can be said about less complex interventions, such as new health
technologies and surgical procedures. Thus, current methods for economic evaluation
should more than adequately cater for complex interventions (Shiell et al, 2008).
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Complex interventions may have numerous benefits which are bestowed upon numerous
individuals or groups (Harwood, 2008). Single outcome measures may be suitable and
acceptable for less complex interventions. However, more complex interventions are
intrinsically more multi-dimensional in nature and their full benefits are unlikely to be
captured by such a limited approach (Mayo and Scott, 2011). There is a need to ensure
evaluation methods adequately capture the effects of more complex interventions.

In addition to guidance for health technology appraisals (NICE, 2013), advice also exists
for the development and evaluation of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) for complex
interventions. The Medical Research Council guidance (Craig et al, 2008) refers to the
need to establish the cost-effectiveness of complex interventions, even when uncertainty
surrounds both costs and effects. The MRC also acknowledge that consideration of
context is highly important. For complex interventions that aim to promote change at
more than one level, for example changing health professional behaviour and patient
outcomes, the MRC recommend measurement of processes in addition to outcomes.

Process evaluations deliver a more informative overview of the outcomes of complex
interventions (Oakley et al, 2006); identify how variations in outcomes may be associated
with context (Faes et al, 2010), and explore the generalisability of findings (Helitzer et al,
1999). Collating additional information on context can explain why interventions fail or
succeed in different settings (Freemantle et al, 2002). If processes are to be evaluated,
then it could also be argued that any utility derived from processes should also be
captured in an evaluation. If process attributes are deemed suitable for inclusion in
economic evaluation, then they should ideally be valued using the same metric used for
health gains. Discrete choice experiments may be a useful way of facilitating this
(Schulpher, 2001b).

Given that complex interventions are often context dependent in terms of the form they
take, this has brought into question the appropriateness of the RCT as a means of
evaluating effectiveness. However, Hawe et al (2004) propose that provided there is
integrity or standardisation in terms of function, then context adaption in terms of form
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does not necessarily pose a problem and thus these perceived barriers to the use of RCTs
can effectively be overcome. The importance of the variable components of complex
interventions, however, such as organisation culture and the characteristics and
behaviours of health professionals and patients, can be overlooked when standardising
for RCT purposes which arguably needs to be remedied by careful choice of appropriate
outcome measures (Blackwood 2006). It has been proposed that the use of separate
indicators for each component of a complex intervention together with qualitative
analysis is beneficial, to provide a more rounded picture for decision makers (Blackwood
2006; Campbell et al, 2000). All of the above arguments and considerations reveal how
evaluation of complex interventions is inescapably more complex when compared with
more simple interventions.

3.3.3 Evaluating Public Health Interventions
NICE guidance also exists for public health interventions, which are focused on outcomes
at the population and community level rather than the individual level (Rychetnik et al,
2002; Weatherley et al, 2009). NICE proposes the use of CUA where appropriate, or CEA
where QALYs are unsuitable, complemented by further analysis of the non-health and
non-quantifiable benefits (NICE, 2009b). NICE therefore also recommend a form of CCA
to complement CUA. Public health interventions are sometimes referred to as complex
interventions (Payne et al, 2012). Whilst there are obvious differences between complex
healthcare services or interventions and public health policies, some of the challenges of
the economic evaluation of public health interventions are likely to be applicable to other
complex interventions.

The Public Health Research Consortium has identified four key challenges for economic
evaluation of public health interventions by (Drummond et al, 2006). These included
“attributing outcomes to interventions; measuring and valuing outcomes; incorporating
equity considerations and identifying intersectoral costs and consequences” (Drummond
et al, 2006 - pg.8). In contrast to less complex interventions, public health interventions
often have multiple components. This increases complexity and often makes it difficult
to identify which elements contribute to effectiveness. Public health interventions are
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also known for their context dependency tendencies (Rychetnik et al, 2002). Economic
evaluations have traditionally ignored intermediate processes.

However, gathering

information on these could potentially be useful in gaining a better understanding of why
interventions work in some contexts but not others. (Kelly et al, 2005).

Context dependency adds another layer of complexity. In some circumstances local
service delivery structure, and the attributes of staff, such as enthusiasm and experience
level, can have an influence over effectiveness. Taking context into account, goes
beyond traditional approaches to economic evaluations in healthcare, but can assist
decision-makers to judge if an intervention is likely to be successful locally.

Such

considerations have implications for generalisability and transferability (Kelly et al, 2005;
Rychetnik et al, 2002). Public health interventions pay particular attention to outcomes,
variances and potential influencing factors, of which there are often many (Schmidhauser
et al, 2009).

To address the challenge of attributing outcomes to interventions, all available evidence
should ideally be synthesised, regardless of whether it originates from experimental or
non-experimental research. When identifying intersectoral effects, CCA is favourable.
This approach ensures all likely outcomes are acknowledged, even if it is not feasible to
value them. This empowers decision-makers to make their own resource allocation
value judgements, whilst reducing the risk of bias associated with outcome measure
choice (Drummond et al, 2006).

Public health interventions commonly involve a broad set of costs and benefits
(Weatherley et al, 2009); CCA therefore has an advantage over CEA and CUA. A single
measure of effectiveness is unlikely to capture all significant non-health benefits brought
about by such interventions (Kelly et al, 2005), whereas CCA does. Whilst CCA is
undoubtedly of value in that regard, it could be argued that where feasible CBA should
instead be conducted. CBA most closely adheres to welfare economic theory principles
(Weatherley et al, 2009) and facilitates return on investment calculations.
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3.4

Economic Evaluation of CCOS

The question remains as to which method of economic evaluation is most suited to CCOS
given their multiple aims, complexity, heterogeneity, and the uncertainty surrounding
their effectiveness. Given that CCOS possibly influence a wide range of outcomes, and
that previous effectiveness research has adopted various effectiveness measures,
application of the health technologies appraisal framework may not be adequate for
capturing the full effects of the service. Whilst the guidance for evaluation of complex
interventions could possibly offer a more appropriate approach, given that it caters for
multi-dimensional outcomes, it may also have its limitations for CCOS application. It may
possibly be more fitting to take a similar approach to that taken in public health
interventions, thereby broadening the perspective further. This research intends to
explore these issues, with a view to conclude by offering up a framework for future
evaluations of CCOS.

3.4.1 Accommodating CCOS Complexity
CCOS are complex services delivering complex interventions within, and as an integrated
part of, a highly complex hospital system. Shiell et al (2008) differentiate between these
two forms of complexity; a complex intervention is characterised by complexity of the
intervention itself, whereas a complex system is typified by complexity within the system
in which an intervention is introduced.

In comparison to complex interventions,

economic evaluation of complex systems is considered to be far less straight forward
(Shiell et al, 2008).

CCOS appear to share many of the characteristics typically associated with complex
systems. Complex systems are dynamic and non-linear, and when studied are likely to
reveal: difficulties in attributing causality, a transition phase, sensitivity to initial
conditions, interaction effects and feedback (Rickles et al, 2007; Delamothe, 2008). Due
to inter-connectedness, changes in one part of a complex system can create changes
elsewhere in the system. All these characteristics inherently make evaluation more
difficult. Shiell et al (2008) therefore propose that application of economic evaluation for
complex systems demands further exploration and development.
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Whilst there is no

obvious reason why current economic approaches cannot be used, ideally these
approaches should be complemented with additional data collection aimed at capturing
any unintended consequences or signs of non-linearity within the system. Sheill et al
(2008) and Sculpher (2001) amongst others, support greater use of decision modelling to
include any such effects uncovered.

As stated above, CCOS deliver a number of complex interventions. Like public health
interventions CCOS are also likely to be shaped, and their effectiveness influenced by,
local context. If levels of complexity are plotted along a continuum, a complex service
such as CCOS would sit somewhere between complex interventions and complex
programmes (see Figure 3.1 below). Plotting CCOS along the continuum in this way
assists in the drawing of preliminary ideas surrounding which methods may be most
suitable; but of course such conclusions will require further exploration and justification.

As Figure 3.1 depicts, more simple interventions tends to be conducted with a narrower
focus, concentrated at the individual or micro level. In contrast, complex programmes
tend to be evaluated using a broader societal perspective, which captures wider effects.
Guidelines for complex interventions and public health interventions both support the
use of CUA. However, they also promote the taking of a more comprehensive approach,
either through the collection and analysis of process related data, or by the widening of
the perspective taken.

When evaluating public health interventions guidelines suggest there is a need to identify
intersectoral costs and consequences (PHRC, 2006). Similarly, in the case of CCOS it may
be beneficial to identify the wider costs and consequences within the hospital system in
which CCOS is so deeply rooted. Failing to capture these effects may be to ignore valued
benefits or significant costs.
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Figure 3.1

CCOS in Context – Considerations of Complexity, Effects and Perspective
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3.4.2 Accommodating CCOS Heterogeneity
CCOS are challenging to evaluate. In terms of costs, the boundaries around these are
fuzzy; and shared resources are another possible feature. Furthermore, given the fact
that they have been designed at local level to meet local needs, each service may
possibly have its own distinct set of costs. This potential for significant cost differences
requires further exploration. If differences are marked, sampling of CCOS for future
evaluation purposes will need to take these differences into account.

In addition to potential cost differences, individual CCOS in England are also known to
value each of the multiple aims of the service differently. This is likely to be the case in
Wales and beyond too, since CCOS tend to take on slightly different roles to meet local
needs. In some instances CCOS provide hotline advice, rapid response, post CC and post
hospital discharge follow-ups. Others may concentrate on delivering just a couple of
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these core components. Such differences have implications for costing, effectiveness
and the ability to synthesise research findings.

3.4.3 Accommodating Uncertainty Associated with CCOS
Previous research has used a variety of effectiveness measures, and findings have been
contradictory.

This has created uncertainty surrounding CCOS.

Whether or not

contradictory findings are a result of methodological differences, or are instead due to
variations in CCOS or local context, has yet to be explored in any depth.

It is recognised that intervention effects can vary in accordance with setting (Stephenson
and Imrie, 1998). Variances in intervention, organisation and management, expertise,
skills mix, and discharge and follow-up procedures are not uncommon in complex
interventions (Campbell et al, 2000). NICE (2007) and the research commissioned by the
National Institute for Health Research, Service Delivery and Organisation (Rowan et al,
2007) acknowledge such differences. It would be beneficial to analyse these differences
to examine if they have the potential to influence the cost-effectiveness of CCOS.
Another important factor for consideration is the time-line that should be used for
evaluating CCOS. Contemplation of these issues in greater depth will facilitate better
planning for a future evaluation, and more accurate assessment of the impact of CCOS.

There clearly exists some uncertainty surrounding how effectiveness can best be
measured. Selecting appropriate outcome measures poses a real challenge given the
multiple aims of CCOS, the differing importance hospitals attach to those aims, the
underlying equity objective of CCOS, and the effectiveness uncertainty that exists. This
research will explore these issues further prior to developing a framework for economic
evaluation of CCOS.

3.4.4 Adopting a Systems Thinking Approach
A high level of complexity does not mean that economic evaluation cannot be
successfully undertaken; it does however make it challenging (Byford and Sefton, 2003).
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It has been suggested that standard methods for economic evaluation may inadequately
accommodate complexity, uncertainty, contextual factors, the multiple objectives of
stakeholders, and society’s values (Baghabian and Torkfar, 2012; Gatrell, 2005). To
overcome this it may be valuable to apply a complex adaptive systems theory framework
approach to economic evaluation (Baghabian and Torkfar, 2012; Lessard, 2007).

Healthcare organisations can be thought of as complex adaptive systems, characterised
by non-linear relationships. Non-linearity can lead to unpredictability, as the relationship
between variables can be both dynamic and variable. When non-linearity exists output
does not exactly proportionate to the level of input, as is the case with economies or
diseconomies of scale. Within these complex adaptive systems are agents, who may
differ within and across roles. The relationships and interactions between these agents
can result in agents learning (Jordon et al, 2010). Any learning that takes place can
enhance the effectiveness of an intervention over time (Campbell et al, 2000). This raises
issues surrounding when an economic evaluation should be undertaken. If learning is a
key feature associated with CCOS, then conducting an evaluation too soon could be
misleading.

Furthermore, where service users are actively involved, values, culture and attitude
amongst other things are more likely to add to the confounding variables that need to be
taken into account (Byford and Sefton, 2003). Outcomes in relation to health care
services are therefore likely to be influenced by relationships both within and between
roles and systems (Wasserman, 2010).

Added to this, decision-making in organisations

tends to involve a number of stakeholders; who often conflict in their objectives and
interests (McDonald, 2002). It is possible that decision makers at different levels within
the healthcare system may have unique perspectives pertaining to what should be
included in evaluations. Decision making can take place at the micro (clinical practice –
patient level), meso (administrative – local level) and macro (policy – central level) levels
(Drummond et al, 2003).

Economic evaluation of CCOS will therefore need to be

comprehensive enough to identify and accommodate these sources of complexity.
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Accordingly, it will be important to capture the views of all stakeholders prior to
designing a framework for future evaluation.

Another important consideration is that complex interventions are believed to deliver
more than the sum of their component parts (Hawe et al, 2004). If this is the case, this
has implications for how the effectiveness of CCOS should be evaluated. Evaluating
individual components and collating these to represent overall effectiveness could be
misleading.

It may therefore be more appropriate to evaluate CCOS as a whole,

complete service, rather than focus on individual activities and components.

3.5 Conclusion
Given the many anticipated hurdles discussed, and any others that may be uncovered
during the process of this research, economic evaluation of CCOS is likely to be
challenging. Just how much of a challenge requires further exploration. Complexity
thinking is slowly gaining momentum in health systems research (Martin, 2010).
Complex interventions naturally necessitate more complex evaluation (Byford and
Sefton, 2003). This is likely to be true of complex services, such as CCOS. Regardless of
the inherent difficulty, there is an obvious need to evaluate these services from an
economic perspective. All NHS interventions and services should ideally be evaluated to
ensure that the limited resources available for healthcare are put to best use. Failure to
do so could result in undesirable, uninformed decisions being made in terms of service
delivery, or lack of stimuli to introduce the service, both of which could have undesirable
consequences in terms of efficiency and health.

The first positive step this research takes toward facilitating a future evaluation is the
exploration of the degree of heterogeneity between CCOS.

The literature review

uncovered a high degree of heterogeneity in CCOS in England, but not whether this is
also a feature in Wales. This is an important consideration, as differences between
services have the potential to influence both inputs and output measurements.
Examination of such differences will help identify where a line should be drawn around
the services for economic evaluation purposes, and also, importantly, whether a typology
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approach to evaluation is indeed warranted With this in mind, a survey of all CCOS in
Wales was conducted to collect data on CCOS delivery, and to facilitate fuller
explorations. The data were essentially needed to both study the service delivery in
Wales, and measure any associated heterogeneity; and if a high degree was found, then
these data can also be used to facilitate development of a typology of models of CCOS.

The literature review together with the theorising in this chapter highlight how the
complexity of CCOS is one of the clear challenges to the economic evaluation of CCOS;
and how it is important to see CCOS in context. Complexity has the potential to influence
economic evaluation of CCOS in a number of ways. It can influence the choice of
standard method of economic evaluation and the perspective taken. If the aims of CCOS
are more complex and wide reaching than a simple intervention, then this would
consequently likely require the perspective for economic evaluation to be widened, to
ensure all important effects are considered and captured. The existing research base
does not provide sufficient details of CCOS to truly gauge their level of complexity of
CCOS, or to see them fully within context. No prior research has been conducted with
the intent of informing an economic evaluation of CCOS. This research helps to address
this evidence gap.

This chapter further introduces the idea that the adoption of a systems thinking
approach can help guide exploration of interactions between CCOS and the wider
hospital system. It also identifies the need to carefully consider whether learning takes
place over time as a result of CCIOS activity. If so, this has implications for the timing of a
future economic evaluation. Again, this is something that has not been the focus of prior
research.

A combination of systems thinking and a case study approach can assist in gaining
multiple perspectives and a clearer understanding of health services, including those
directed at quality of care. A systems thinking framework can be used as the overarching
methodology, with case studies effectively being the research strategy employed (Anaf et
al, 2007). The second phase of this research thus adopts this strategy to further explore
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complexities and contextual factors that may influence cost-effectiveness, with the view
to developing a framework for future economic evaluation of CCOS. Case studies will
also take a closer look at costs and how these may differ, and the various processes CCOS
undertake to decide whether these require explicit consideration in future evaluations.
However, before the surveys or case studies were conducted it was considered useful to
gain a better appreciation of potential contextual factors which might influence CCOS
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. This would help ensure that the data collection
methods were chosen according to perceived need. The next chapter details the primary
considerations undertaken to inform the two phases of this research.
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Chapter 4: The Potential for Organisational and Behavioural
Contextual Factors to Influence CCOS Effectiveness
4.0

Introduction

The literature review (see chapter 2) identified that at any one time, there are patients
being cared for in CC units who could receive the level of care they require on acute
hospitals wards (Audit Commission, 1999). It also detailed a number of systematic,
behavioural, cultural and communicational factors believed to contribute to sub-optimal
care of deteriorating patients. Both of these issues represent serious inefficiencies
within hospital systems, which could ultimately result in avoidable patient deaths.
Delivering different combinations of interventionist and/or educationalist interventions,
CCOS are designed to reduce these inefficiencies by improving: i) the timing and
appropriateness (i.e. quality/optimality) of care delivered to patients considered
vulnerable to avoidable deterioration, in acute care areas and; ii) patient access to higher
levels of care for those who need it, on wards or in CC areas; amongst other measures.

Whether or not CCOS are generally successful in their aims presently remains uncertain.
The current body of CCOS effectiveness research reports conflicting findings. Conflicts
may to some degree be attributable to methodological factors, such as variations in
research quality, methods and designs. They could also or alternatively be reflective of
marked heterogeneity between CCOS models. Variations exist in both the structure and
function of CCOS. It may therefore be the case that one particular type of CCOS is more
effective than others in general, or alternatively that different types of CCOS are more
effective in one context, but less so in another. A further plausible hypothesis is that
other contextual factors may also have the potential to influence CCOS effectiveness,
regardless of CCOS type, thereby contributing to current uncertainty.

All of the above suppositions would appear to offer a rationale to guide further
exploration of the current uncertainty and how this poses a challenge to a future
economic evaluation; the latter especially so, when viewed from a systems perspective.
CCOS are complex services delivering complex interventions. They work within, interact
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with, and are part of the wider hospital system. CCOS are thus one small yet significant
component in an ever evolving and adapting complex system. When viewed this way, it
becomes clear that CCOS not only have the potential to influence the wider environment,
but that CCOS effectiveness could itself be influenced by its context. If CCOS are
successful in their objectives, they have the potential to produce wide reaching positive
effects within hospitals. However, CCOS effectiveness may also possibly be somewhat
dependent on a wide variety of factors, both within and outside of CCOS control. Such
influential factors may originate from the macro, meso or micro level. If context
dependencies do exist, this has implications for future evaluation design, and the
potential for generalisation and synthesis of research findings.

Crucially, it is important

to recognise that if a CCOS is not running effectively then this will impede its potential for
being evaluated as a cost-effective service. Therefore, before any economic evaluation is
undertaken it is important to examine and understand what is needed for CCOS to
operate effectively.

The potential for effectiveness to be influenced by a wide variety of local factors requires
serious consideration, to facilitate an appreciation of the functioning of CCOS within
context, and a robust approach to evaluation that adequately accommodates real life
complexities. Explorations could help to identify which contextual factors need to be
included in future research to ensure that the evidence which emerges is informative
enough to be useful to local decision makers in similar or vastly different settings. Such
considerations will also ultimately help in the design of a future economic evaluation,
particularly in terms of assisting the selection of appropriate outcome measures and subgroups for analysis, and in guiding sensitivity analysis.

The literature review did not uncover any published research specifically focused on
exploring the contextual factors that may influence CCOS effectiveness.

There is

however mounting evidence relating to how context can influence the effectiveness of
patient safety and quality improvement interventions/innovations. This body of research
recognises that organisational and behavioural factors can both have an influence. A
number of frameworks have been conceptualised to guide exploration of these potential
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influencing factors, including the MUSIQ (Kaplan et al, 2012) and InQuIRe frameworks
(Brennan et al, 2012).

Given the lack of previous research specifically exploring

contextual factors that could impede or enhance CCOS effectiveness, and that CCOS are
at least in part designed to improve the quality of care delivered to a targeted group of
patients, these frameworks arguably provide a systematic means of undertaking
preliminary explorations. They also adopt systems thinking, and are therefore in keeping
with the overarching perspective guiding this research and the exploration of the
challenges of applying economic evaluation to CCOS.

This chapter begins by examining what the introduction and delivery of CCOS means in
practice, from organisational and behavioural viewpoints. Using the MUSIQ (Kaplan et al,
2012) and InQuIRe (Brennan et al, 2012) frameworks as a guide, this chapter goes on to
identify factors associated with the external environment and those at organisation level
which may possibly influence CCOS effectiveness.

Next local micro-system

characteristics, CCOS characteristics, and individual level behavioural elements are
considered, to ascertain whether or not these have some potential to influence the
results of an economic evaluation. The chapter concludes by detailing how this research
evolved to further explore these issues in phases one and two.

4.1

CCOS: A Catalyst for Organisational and Behavioural Change

Historically, as a means of improving efficiency, organisations have tended to
predominantly focus on technical advances. However it is increasingly recognised that
the full benefits of many new innovations often cannot be realised without taking into
account human factors, and how these can influence effectiveness within any given
system (Quinones, 1997; Carthey, 2013). Human factors include all environmental,
organisational, job factors and individual characteristics that influence the behaviour of
workers in organisations (Carthy and Clarke, 2009). Such factors are as likely to have an
impact in hospitals as they are in other organisations, perhaps even more so given the
high dependency on human interaction in producing hospital outputs.
The introduction of a CCOS within a hospital represents a relatively small yet significant
organisational change. As a consequence of the increasing demands made upon scarce
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Level 2 and 3 NHS beds within the UK, CCOS extend the delivery of critical care, where
appropriate, to areas outside the CC unit. In doing so, CCOS facilitate the expansion of
personnel roles and the delivery of ‘critical care without walls’ (Hillman, 2002). In order
to meet patient needs, CCOS aim to ensure that early signs of patient deterioration are
both recognised and acted-upon in a timely, optimal manner. In some cases this will
result in CCOS meeting one of its primary objectives, namely avoidance of further
deterioration and the need for patient admission to the critical care unit. For other
patients assessed as requiring greater intensivist input, CCOS are designed to facilitate
timely and appropriate admissions to, and discharge from, the CC unit. CCOS also
provide post CC follow-up support in ward areas to promote optimal recovery of patients
and the avoidance of re-admission to CC.

The delivery of CCOS interventions, including both educationalist and interventionist
interjectors, therefore creates the potential to smooth the transition for patients moving
between acute and CC areas and to ultimately improve care management and patient
outcomes.

CCOS also have the potential to contribute to improved demand

management of scarce CC beds. CCOS intervention can help some patients avoid CC
admission in the first instance, and may also reduce CC readmissions and hospital length
of stay, thereby promoting more efficient use of scarce hospital resources. However, as
previously stated, evidence of these benefits presently remains contradictory.

In order to achieve service aims and objectives, the effective working of CCOS generally
necessitates

positive,

continuous

change

to

multi-disciplinary

practices

and

communications, to ensure that timely and appropriate care is delivered to all at-risk
patients identified, or those experiencing or recovering from, critical illness. To work as
intended CCOS also rely on correct, timely use of track and trigger (T&T) tools, or clinical
judgement, by acute care staff for timely referral and triggering of its rapid response
component. CCOS effectiveness then, at least to some degree, would seem to rely on
not only the quality of screening tools used in hospitals, and these are known to differ,
but also the expertise of staff in recognising signs of deterioration, even when vital signs
are within normal range. Effectiveness is further likely to depend on a number of other
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human factors, such as the motivation and adherence of health professionals working
within acute areas to local protocols or guidelines relating to T&T tools and CCOS referral
processes.

Commitment, effective team work, and effective communication from and between staff
within acute care areas and members of the CCOS team are other potentially important
facilitators for CCOS effectiveness, as are the characteristics of the CCOS team itself, and
indeed other factors such as the quality of care received by patients in CC units. All of
these possible influential factors are in turn likely to be shaped somewhat by the
organisation within which CCOS and the multi-disciplinary team operates. Organisational
characteristics such as culture, climate, service structures, power distribution, leadership,
internal politics and the relative flexibility of the organisation to facilitate change may all
be influential. Figure 4.1 below provides an overview of potential influencing contextual
factors identified by previous research focused on patient safety initiatives.

The

potential for these factors, which are both organisational and behavioural in origin, to
influence CCOS effectiveness is explored below.

4.2

External Environment Influences

Influential factors originating in the external environment could include any pressures,
incentives and/or motivators associated with service implementation that may have
helped shape local CCOS design, and may also have an ongoing influence over current
service delivery configurations and the direction the service moves in over time, and in
turn the effectiveness of CCOS. Lobby groups, politics, public expectations and funding
are all examples of potential external influences that organisations face (Ferlie, 2001).
For CCOS in particular these could include: national guidelines or policies; access to or
hospital participation in CC or other professional networks, such as 1000Lives Plus (see
Glossary); and/or the ability to access extra ring-fenced funding. Whilst extra funds were
made available in England for the creation of CCOS, it remained unknown whether this
was or is the case in Wales. If extra resources are available then it is plausible to assume
that this may have had an influence on CCOS design, which in turn could impact on CCOS
effectiveness. Given that these kinds of influences are likely to have similar impacts on
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all CCOS in Wales, they will not be the focus of ongoing exploration in this research.
However, it is important to bear these potential influences in mind in future evaluations,
since different countries are likely to have different pressures and incentives, such as
varied national policies and differing health care systems (e.g. private v public funded).
This clearly has implications for sampling and generalisation of results.

To further hypothesise, it is also not inconceivable that any hospitals that have
experienced higher levels of complaints associated with sub-optimal care in the past may
have invested extra resources and effort into delivering CCOS as a consequence of these
pressures. Other factors such as the geographical location of the hospital, and the
availability of other acute hospitals and CC units nearby could also influence pressure
within the hospital system, and the safety climate (Wholey et al, 2004). These again may
have a knock-on effect in terms of CCOS design and effectiveness. It may therefore be
beneficial to collect this type of demographic data in all future evaluations to test for
correlations that may benefit from further qualitative exploration and provide further
insight into the reasons for and effects of current uncertainties and heterogeneities.

4.3

Organisational Influences

In addition to external factors, the MUSIQ (Kaplan et al, 2012) and InQuIRe (Brennan et
al, 2012) frameworks highlight how consideration of organisation level factors, can also
be useful in identifying influences. An organisation can be defined as “the planned coordination of the activities of a number of people for the achievement of some common,
explicit purpose or goal, through division of labour and function, and through a hierarchy
of authority and responsibility” (Schein, 1988; pp. 15). Some of the key elements of an
organisation include its structure, communication processes and culture (Clegg et al,
2008).
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Figure 4.1 Potential Contextual Influences
External Environment Factors
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policies, guidelines, national targets
etc
Rural v urban
Geographical Location
External incentives & motivators
Funding opportunities
Networks – CC, 1000Lives Plus etc

Organisational Level Factors

CCOS Related Factors
Hospital Level Factors
•
•
•
•
•

Structural
• Teaching status
• Organisation size/bed capacity
• Structural Complexity
• Internal incentives
• Communication channels

•

Non-Structural
• Innovativeness
• Capacity for CCOS
• Culture & climates
• Team working
• Receptivity to change
• Collaboration
• Senior management leadership &
support

•
•
•

•
•
•

Leadership
Cultural norms
Climate for teamworking/collaboration/problemsolving
Communication channels
Data systems/audits/performance
monitoring
Capacity for improvement –
workloads, staffing levels/turnover,
patient acuity, abilities, etc
Motivation to deliver optimal care
Support for CCOS
Local T&T tools, processes, policies &
procedures
Support/Ancillary Services
Hospital staff training opportunities
Shared goals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Team diversity, composition, size
Physician input & support structures
Expertise, skills, knowledge,
background, previous experiences
Leadership, decision-making
processes, attitudes
Local needs, priorities, CCOS aims,
CCOS design
Referral processes
Degree of autonomy
Training
Dedicated resources

Individual Level Factors
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership
Skills, knowledge, expertise of ward
staff and CC staff
Perceived effectiveness of CCOS
Perceived value of CCOS input
Motivation for team-working
Motivation to refer to CCOS

NB. Identification of potential contextual influences related to CCOS was guided by two frameworks: MUSIQ (Kaplan et al, 2012),
InQuIRe (Brennan et al, 2012) & the findings from expert consensus research into patient safety practices (Taylor et al, 2011).
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4.3.1 Structural Organisational Influences
An organisation is formally structured by the design of its procedures and roles. The
environment within which the organisation resides, the technologies employed and the
size of the organisation itself are all important in shaping organisation design. When
organisation design is not well suited to the contingencies faced, structural adjustment is
necessary for re-alignment to avoid poor performance (Clegg et al, 2008).

The

introduction of CCOS can be viewed as a form of planned re-alignment. As patient
populations are characterised by increasing acuity levels, the boundaries of the CC
speciality are adapting and widening in response to shifts in patterns of demand.
Whether or not any of the structural factors listed in figure 4.1, or any others for that
matter, are believed to influence CCOS effectiveness remains unexplored.

Organisations are primarily entities of communication. How the organisation is designed
is likely to have a direct influence over communication channels and processes. In large
hierarchical organisations that are characterised by specialisation and centralisation,
communication between departments, and the front line and top management can have
its challenges. Employees working on the front line are likely to have greater knowledge
about the day-to-day running of services and preferences, compared to colleagues
working at the highest level. Conversely, those at higher levels are likely to have greater
awareness of organisational performance and how well the organisation as a whole is
meeting its aims. It is therefore imperative that good communication links are forged
between differing levels, in order that macro level policies are workable, appropriate and
acceptable (Clegg et al, 2008). If communications channels are ineffective or impeded,
this could have implications for CCOS effectiveness and performance monitoring.

Even when good communication channels exist within organisations, this does not
necessarily mean that effective communication or a consensus view on aims and
objectives will be achieved. How the perspectives on CCOS may differ between the
different levels within health boards and hospitals has yet to be explored. If expectations
of CCOS are considerably different at different levels within health care organisations this
will clearly have implications for the design of a future economic evaluation, as it will
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contribute to the uncertainty surrounding effectiveness measurements and choice of
most appropriate primary outcome measure.

CCOS effectiveness could possibly further be influenced by educational links, internal
incentives, the degree of structural complexity, and capacity of the organisation to
embrace change and innovation (Kaplan et al, 2012; Taylor et al, 2011). Additionally, the
size of an organisation, technology available and the complexity of tasks performed can
all influence the potential for errors to occur within systems, and the system’s ability to
respond to weaknesses and learn from past errors (Wholey et al, 2004). CCOS may
therefore have varied potential for effectiveness. In hospitals characterised by a greater
propensity to learn, CCOS may have a greater chance of achieving its objectives.

4.3.2 Non-Structural Organisational Influences
Figure 4.1 also details potential non-structural influences that can be found at
organisation level.

Senior management leadership and support, in addition to

organisation climate and culture are thought to be key factors that could impact on
intervention effectiveness. Leadership at the organisation level can have a notable
influence over resource allocation decisions, leadership at the micro-system level and an
organisation’s culture (Kaplan et al, 2010; Kaplan et al, 2012; Hovlid and Bukve, 2014).
All organisations have a distinct culture, characterised by local attitudes and patterns of
behaviour, that are deemed appropriate in a particular setting (Guldenmund, 2000).
These patterns reflect the perceived values, beliefs and norms within that organisation.
An organisation’s culture can have positive or negative effects.

The NHS is a large, complex, multi-professional organisation which houses a number of
differing norms, cultures and preferences. These are shaped by heterogeneity of a
variety of factors, including organisation and institution history, expectations and needs
of the local population, local priorities, socialisation processes of health care
professionals, local resource allocation, and performance management (Iles and
Sutherland, 2001). Therefore local cultural factors could potentially have a notable
influence over CCOS effectiveness. This highlights the potential challenges of trying to
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isolate the effects of different contextual influences from those associated with CCOS
delivery itself.

Organisation culture is closely interwoven with organisation climate. Both are thought to
be highly influential in terms of employee behaviour (Weng et al, 2012). The climate is
considered to influence employee evaluations of their working environment, which in
turn can influence motivation to learn, develop and achieve organisational aims (Neal et
al, 2000). The climate can be broken down into a number of aspects, and the overall
climate can have an influence over these individual components (Weng et al, 2013;
Quinones, 1997). Perhaps the most relevant of these when considering CCOS are the
patient safety, the innovation and the training climates.

Safety climate refers to the perceived value of safety in the workplace. Such perceptions
can be shaped by practices and values at management and organisation level, including
the perceived degree of concern for staff, training provisions, safety mechanisms and
equipment provisions. Communication and the degree of involvement in planning and
monitoring safety practices from employees working at all organisation levels can also
influence the safety climate (Neal et al, 2000). This climate is not necessarily consistent
throughout organisations; it can differ significantly between departments and/or teams
(Weng et al, 2013). The same applies for the other climates mentioned earlier. These
are also likely to be characterised by heterogeneity between departments and
specialities.

If a hospital has a climate that generally places a high value on safety and continuous
learning, it would seem plausible to assume that such a hospital would more easily adapt
to the introduction of CCOS. This has implications in terms of potential for CCOS
effectiveness, which could differ between departments and hospitals if the climate is not
amenable to the changes the service promotes. This has possible implications for the
sampling strategy of a future economic evaluation.

It also adds to the current

uncertainty surrounding the best time to conduct an evaluation; in terms of ensuring that
the full effect of CCOS is adequately captured.
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The propensity for team-working and collaboration within organisations to influence the
effectiveness of services like CCOS is also worthy of consideration. Networks can have a
positive influence over collaboration within and between organisations (Goodwin et al,
2004). Geographical proximity and past mutual experiences, amongst other factors, also
have a part to play in developing collaboration. There is a greater tendency for
collaboration when expertise and/or the potential for collaboration to provide access to
needed resources are recognised. (Long et al, 2014). If team working and collaboration
are perceived as being highly valued, then this is more likely to filter through to the
workings of the micro-system, in this case to the hospital and team levels. Many of the
factors that could influence CCOS effectiveness at the organisation level are also present
and important consideration at the hospital level is explained below.

4.4

Hospital Level Influences

Leadership is not only an important influence at organisation and health board level, it
can also shape the micro-level climate. In turn, it is possible that the culture and climate
at the hospital and team levels could notably influence CCOS effectiveness. As previously
stated, climate can influence how well a new intervention is received, implemented and
adhered to. Climate can also differ between departments. All hospitals also differ with
respect to the systems they have in place to monitor and safeguard patients. This can
included local training, policies and procedures that are designed to guide and support
professionals on the job, and audits designed to monitor current effectiveness and
improve future performance. Which services the hospital provides is also likely to differ.
Some hospitals have a wide range of services, others very limited. This could influence
CCOS effectiveness, since a well supported CCOS may be more successful than one that
lacks such mechanisms. Local systems and services which may have an influence over
CCOS effectiveness include the presence of, and variations in: HDU beds; other
emergency response teams, such as MET; Hospital At Night Service; Advanced Nurse
Practitioners and other support staff; ALERT training; sepsis and other care bundles (see
Glossary).
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Generally health professionals do not intentionally fail to meet the needs of patients or
deliver appropriate, optimum care (Carthy and Clarke, 2009). Staffing ratios, workloads,
shift-patterns, protocols, checklists and monitoring systems all have the potential to
influence patient safety (Kane et al, 2007; Wholey et al, 2004). The degree of job
satisfaction experienced by nurses is also believed to be associated with the quality of
care provided to patients (McKee et al, 1998). Since the 1960s research has revealed
that both nurse to patient ratios and skills mix are strongly correlated with inpatient
mortality (McKee et al, 1998). The link with nurse-patient ratios remains to be the case
today (Aiken et al, 2014), and skills mix appears to be worsening with time (Ball and Pike,
2009).

Workloads, patient populations, assessment tools, skills-mix are likely to differ between
hospitals. Any or all of these could influence the perceived and actual demand for CCOS,
and in turn the capacity for CCOS effectiveness. For example, if assessment tools and
response algorithms offer nurses the choice of either/or decisions in terms of who to
contact when patients show early signs of deterioration, this could have a knock-on
effect in terms of referral numbers, timing of patient assessments and the potential for
improving patient care. Similarly, hospitals with higher patient acuity, or poorer skills
mixes on wards, could inherently have a greater need for CCOS, and a greater capacity to
benefit.

A number of other factors could also possibly influence the outcomes and effectiveness
of interventions. For example, one pilot study focused on contextual factors that could
influence the effectiveness of care bundles in ICUs found that these included excessive
staff turnover, excessive use of agency staff, staffing levels, poor staff morale, lack of
mutual respect, knowledge gaps, training delivery methods, safety culture, support for
quality improvement, and prompts/documentation (Carrothers et al, 2013). Interestingly
this research did not find a positive relationship between number of intensivist doctors
and patient outcomes.

Perhaps this was a classic case of diseconomies of scale.

Whether or not this is also the case for CCOS has not been researched. It is possible that
the effectiveness of CCOS may be influenced by both behavioural and structural factors
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and that the relative effects of each changes with the size of the CCOS team, thus making
for a non-linear relationship and adding to the current uncertainty surrounding
effectiveness.

Whatever their size, organisations have a tendency toward the formation of sub-units
and sub-cultures (Schein, 1993). In complex hierarchical organisations, such as hospitals,
departments or sub-units have a tendency to want to pursue their own interests, rather
than those of the organisation as a whole. Different individuals within organisations will
have differing perceptions of their daily objectives and patient needs (Clegg et al, 2008).
Administration staff, auxiliaries, nurses, doctors, middle management and top
management, for example, all work toward different goals under differing constraints
(Dawson, 2001). Decisions and actions are formed by the information held about the
environment in which individuals find themselves, by prevailing incentives, by personal
preference, and a desire to maximise utility (Clegg et al, 2008). Potential variances in
perceived objectives and benefits of CCOS highlight just how challenging it may be to
choose a primary outcome measure for economic evaluation. Too narrow an approach
to evaluation may not adequately capture all the effects considered important by all
stakeholders within an organisation.

Team-working has become more evident in organisations, in line with their complexity.
Teams can provide for greater flexibility in adapting to change and decision making. This
in turn can result in better decisions and improved performance outcomes. If working
well, teams can produce enhanced results, when compared with individualist working.
However, this can at times be thwarted by conflict, which can be counterproductive. It is
therefore important that all members of CCOS and team staff work toward the same
goals.

How CCOS are introduced into a hospital system will influence their relative
effectiveness. One prerequisite for successful change within organisations is that all
individuals understand and appreciate the need for change (Battilana et al, 2010). How
change is planned and managed can have a significant influence over whether it is
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embraced or resisted. Common obstacles to change are overt and covert resistance.
Resistance to change is not inevitable however; if the benefits of change appear to
outweigh the costs of change, then individuals will highly likely support it (Clegg et al,
2008).

How individuals evaluate the likely consequence of change is likely to be influenced by
past experiences, personal needs, concerns and values, what they believe they know,
self-efficacy in terms of being able to deliver what is asked of them, and the dynamics of
their relationships with other individuals within the organisation. Resistance is more
likely to emerge if: communications about change are flawed; adverse consequences are
anticipated; recipients have had negative experience with previous similar changes, or
the change leaders; other influential, respected stakeholders are opposed to change; and
if the change is perceived to impinge on the psychological contract individuals have with
the organisation (Cawsey and Deszca, 2007).

Involvement of all relevant stakeholders within an organisation is generally believed to
be one of the keys to successful change management. The degree of involvement and
participation of stakeholders in the planning and implementation of change tends to be
positively correlated with the degree of support of these stakeholders (Cawsey and
Deszca, 2007). Individuals are more likely to fully support and commit themselves to
change when initiatives to effectively communicate the need for change are undertaken
prior to implementation (Meyer et al, 2010) and when change is accepted as beneficial
(Burke, 2008). Whilst the need for widespread stakeholder involvement at the time of
implementation of CCOS is important, given the nature of the service it would also seem
that this equally applies in the longer term, especially in hospitals where a CCOS referral
is an option rather than local policy, or those with less amenable climates.

4.5

CCOS Related Influences

A number of CCOS related factors could potentially influence the outcome of an
economic evaluation. Figure 4.1 details those identified via adaption of the two guiding
frameworks and findings from consensus research. The literature review (see Chapter 2)
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details how CCOS team heterogeneity exists, and how some teams intervene
independently without parent team consent, if the situation dictates this. The literature
also revealed heterogeneity in CCOS training and how processes can differ in terms of for
example, CCOS referrals. Some of these differences receive attention in Chapter 6, so
they will not be considered again here in any great detail.

Focus instead will be

concentrated on other key human elements that may influence CCOS interactions with
acute care staff, and CCOS effectiveness. Factors that could influence delivery of the
core components of CCOS are also considered.

The process maps detailed in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 provide a diagrammatic overview of the
core components of CCOS services and how these could potentially be influenced by
context. These diagrams were devised following review of the literature. They may not
be comprehensively representative of CCOS processes or the influential effects in Wales,
or all-inclusive in terms of potential influences. This remained to be explored. However,
this mapping of the components allowed for, and encouraged initial, tentative
identification of contextual factors that could possibly influence effectiveness.

CCOS have been recommended in the UK by a number of authoritative bodies, without
any accompanying detailed guidance on how to design or implement them. This is
characteristic of many national policies in the UK, which are often developed to be broad
enough to accommodate local environments and needs. The characteristics of those
individuals leading change is therefore likely to have implications for effectiveness as a
result of differentiation in how change is communicated, mobilised and evaluated
(Battilana et al, 2010).

With regard to the configuration of the CCOS team, ensuring optimal team size is
difficult; a number of factors need to be considered. As team size grows the likelihood of
conflict arising increases. Consequently, as teams grow so does the requirement for
leadership and co-ordination. In larger teams, ensuring that all individuals are working
toward the same goals and objectives can be challenging. As teams grow, diminishing
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marginal returns can set in, as 'too many cooks spoil the broth'. Conversely, if teams are
too small, individuals may be too stretched to meet objectives (Clegg et al, 2008).

The degree of autonomy of CCOS staff could also impact on service effectiveness. More
autonomous teams may be able to complete tasks quicker and thus have the potential to
have a bigger influence of patient outcome. Of course greater autonomy could also
effectively mean less doctor input, which in turn could have a negative impact on patient
outcome. Conversely, more autonomous CCOS teams may have a positive influence,
particularly where doctors are relatively inexperienced. Another potential influencing
factor is the structure of the CCOS team. Some have medical involvement, others do not.
The potential for this to have an influence over CCOS effectiveness be the case and to be
a defining characteristic of CCOS is explored further in Chapter 6.

The manner in which CCOS deliver education could also affect the relative effectiveness
of the service. A number of theories of learning provide insight into effective teaching
methods and the creation of effective learning environments. These recognise that
differences in approach can have very different impacts. Impact of educational activities
is also likely to depend to some degree on acute staff’s willingness and ability to learn.
Many CCOS aim to deliver informal bedside education and formal education. However,
when a patient is rapidly deteriorating, bedside teaching will understandably not always
be an easy or viable task (Pattison and Eastham, 2011). This may be because time is of
the essence. Alternatively, it may be because the nurse working on the ward is not
present to receive education; possibly because of staffing levels and patient acuity. This
links back to the potential influences mentioned early, and reveals how interdependent
many factors often are within complex systems. It is not always easy to single out
influences, and the direction of influence can change under varied conditions. How
much emphasis is placed on education, and what influence this may have over CCOS
effectiveness is given closer consideration in Chapter 6.

How effective CCOS are, is also likely to be influenced by the expertise and skills of the
CCOS team. It seems plausible to assume that teams made up of highly experienced,
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highly skilled professionals will be more effective. The positive interaction required for
CCOS effectiveness is also likely to be enhanced by effective team working & leadership,
both within CCOS teams, and between CCOS and acute care teams. These characteristics
could also have an influence over costs associated with CCOS and are thus potentially
important considerations for a future evaluation, and a focus for sub-group analysis.

It is suggested that individuals who make up low social impact teams should be well
motivated, empowered, skilled and knowledgeable and if this is lacking, team
performance will likely be negatively affected (Clegg et al, 2008). Given that CCOS teams
tend to be relatively small, these characteristics would seem to be necessary for CCOS
team members to fully achieve their goals.

In addition to CCOS team members

requiring positive traits to work well as a team amongst themselves, as mentioned
above, they may equally need to work well with acute care staff to realise service goals.
How well these teams work together is influenced by social impact.

Social impact is arguably an important factor determining the quality of communication
between interacting individuals. Trust, the degree of spatio-temporal inter-relatedness
of roles, and team size are all considered important factors for successful team working.
The larger the team, and the more spatio-temporal distance there is between individuals,
the weaker the ties are between them. As a result, social impact diminishes (Clegg et al,
2008). The degree of physical presence of CCOS within hospitals is thus likely to have
some influence over effective team working, communication and the effectiveness of
CCOS.

How CCOS conduct self-audit and respond to the findings is also likely to influence
effectiveness, particularly in the longer term. Ongoing evaluation and evolution of the
service to meet ever changing system demands may be necessary for continued
effectiveness. Recognised as being of high importance, audit is commonly a core CCOS
activity. In terms of other CCOS activities and associated processes, previous research
reveals many differences between hospitals, any of which could plausibly influence
service delivery related effectiveness. The following flow diagrams (Figures 4.2 - 4.3)
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provide an overview of those most notable following reviews of the literature. These
may not be reflective of the situation in Wales, or be completely comprehensive and/or
accurate in terms of detailing all potential influencing factors.

There is a multitude of CCOS related factors that could have a notable impact on CCOS
effectiveness.

As was the case for organisational and hospital level factors, these

influences can be both structural and behavioural in origin. Chapter 6 further explores
those factors assumed to have the greatest potential to influence CCOS costeffectiveness, and thus those most likely to be beneficial when developing a typology of
models for CCOS.

4.6

Individual Level Influences and Other Factors

It would seem reasonable to presume that if there is potential for the behaviour or CCOS
professionals to influence CCOS effectiveness, there is also potential for their interaction
with acute care staff, and indeed the behaviour of staff in acute areas to have an
influence too. After all, the effective working of CCOS on a day-to-day basis requires not
only widespread support during the pre-introduction and implementation phases, but
continued commitment.

Positive links have been found between pre-change

commitment and post-change commitment. Individuals within organisations are more
likely to show continued commitment if they are committed to the changes prior to
implementation (Meyer et al, 2010). If there is general continued support within an
organisation, then a CCOS is arguably more likely to succeed in its objectives.

This

support and commitment for CCOS must filter through into practice however.
Commitment and adherence to protocols of all stakeholders, effective team working and
leadership, in addition to effective communications could be considered prerequisites for
the ongoing success and effectiveness of CCOS.
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Figure 4.2: CCOS – Patient Deterioration Response – Rapid Response Component

Yes

Patient
deteriorates?

T&T algorithm prescribes
CCOS referral

It is possible that the T&T used within
different hospitals in Wales will vary.
This may have some impact on service
demand and resource allocation. Also,
some hospitals may encourage referral
based on clinical judgement.

No

No

Monitoring continued at
ward level by ward team

Service provision (hours/days), ward
team communication, clinical judgement,
local policy, previous CCOS referral, other
services and doctor availability may
influence this referral decision.

Ward nurse
refers patient
to CCOS?

Yes
Brief patient history given via
telephone

CCOS provide
advice over the
telephone in
relation to patient
care
requirements and
future
communication
with CCOS.

No
CCOS plan
to review
patient?

T&T charts may recommend a structure
for the handover of information. Such
instructions aim to promote an efficient
and comprehensive patient history
communications between ward nurses
and CCOS (and/or medical teams).

Possible CCOS Activities Include:

Yes
CCOS attend ward to review patient,
assess needs and plan care

o

o
o
o
o

No

o
o
o
Patient
potentially
suitable for
transfer to CC?

Yes
CCOS initiate Consultant assessment of
need to step-up level of care (to Level 2
or 3)

Monitoring with specialist
equipment
Full assessment of patient
Liaising with ward doctors
Promoting timely intervention and
treatment decisions
Referral to specialist (pain team,
physiotherapist etc.)
Advising or educating ward nurses
Direct Bedside Support
Obtain and set up specialist
equipment

N.B. This may be a team review, a nurse
review or doctor review in practice. The
type of equipment may also vary
depending on need, availability and local
preferences.
Sometimes during this stage CCOS ask
team doctors to review the resuscitation
status of patient.

No
Patient suitable
for transfer to CC?

Time to transfer can be influenced by bed
status in critical care department, porter
availability, time of day, availability of
doctor for review.

Yes

CCOS help organise transfer and escort
patient with the ward nurse to the CC
department.
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CCOS follow patient progress in CC and
assist in preparing for appropriate timely
discharge from CC to a general ward.

Figure 4.3: CCOS – Ward Follow-ups

Patient assessed as suitable
for transfer from CC back to
ward

In some hospitals CCOS continue to review
patients in CC and are involved in discharge
decisions. CCOS undertake risk assessments
of ward staffing, equipment and services
needs with an aim to ensure that the ward is
ready for the patient upon discharge from CC.

CCOS contact or visit ward to discuss/arrange
transfer

It is possible that in some hospitals CCOS
involvement begins back on the ward and that
transfer is therefore organised by CC nurses.

No
CCOS continue to facilitate training of ward
staff and organisation of equipment and
service provisions (blood tests etc).

Is ward transfer
feasible in terms of
ward staffing,
equipment & services
availability?

It is possible that in some hospitals some
delay will occur at this stage due to a number
of factors. There may also be local policies in
place which aim to avoid transfers out-ofhours. Time of day of transfer is thought to
impact on survival.

Yes

Patient care stepped-down to ward- level;
patient transferred to ward.

CCOS follow-up patient and provide
advice/direct care/training/ equipment etc. as
required

It is possible that CCOS accompany patients
on transfer.

CCOS activities include:
o
o
o

Patient remains on ward until ready for
hospital discharge. Discharge may be
facilitated with input from CCOS (NB. If patient
experiences deterioration – the 'CCOS –
patient deterioration response' algorithm
should be followed).

o
o

o
o
o
o

No
End of CCOS involvement

Does the hospital
provide posthospital discharge
CCOS follow-up?

Yes
CCOS devise/organise rehabilitation sessions
and assess patients in outpatient clinics prior
to rehabilitation discharge.
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Providing hands-on care to assist
patient improvement.
Management of tracheostomy,
Drains, etc.
Liaison with medical/surgical
team
Educating/training ward staff
Encouragement of ward nurses
to use clinical judgement
Promoting timely intervention
and treatment decisions
Referral to specialist (pain team,
physiotherapist etc)
Obtaining and setting- up of
specialist equipment
Early identification of patient
deterioration.

N.B. Follow-up may be undertaken by an
individual CCOS team member or MDT (or
other variations). The degree of hands-on
support, equipment used and time spent with
patient is also likely to differ between
hospitals and cases.

N.B. Only one study so far has focused on post
hospital discharge CCOS follow-up:
Cuthbertson et al, 2009.

CCOS team members not only carry-out valuable hands-on clinical functions within
hospitals, they are also change leaders and educators. The same goes for acute care
staff. Change agents can work at all levels within an organisation. If ward managers and
other staff embrace CCOS, this is likely to filter through to others. Strong leadership of
ward staff could therefore also be one deciding factor over whether or not CCOS is
effective in its aims.

Other factors identified by the two frameworks (Kaplan et al, 2012; Brennan et al, 2012)
for being important potential contextual influences include current skills, knowledge and
expertise of individuals within the organisation. It may be the case that even within the
same Health Board different hospitals and wards have very different skills mix. This has
implications for the perceived and actual need for CCOS, and for the potential to improve
ward based care. More experienced and highly skilled nurses may more easily pick up on
the subtleties of deterioration. As discussed earlier, the degree of openness to learning
and facilities and mechanisms available to acute care staff are likely to influence the
benefit that can be attained from CCOS involvement.

The rapid response component of CCOS has tended to be introduced alongside T&T tools
and response algorithms in UK hospitals, in an attempt to counteract failures in the
identification of, and response to, early signs of patient deterioration. The success of
these measures relies not only on the quality of tools used and the expertise, and skills of
the CCOS team in assessing patient needs and co-ordinating care. It is also reliant on
correct usage of tools and the co-operation and commitment of acute care staff working
in making timely CCOS referrals.

The correct use of tools does not however directly counteract other factors thought to
contribute to delays in full assessments of patients by qualified nurses, which generally
need to be undertaken before CCOS can be contacted. These include workloads, skillsmix, poor nurse-patient ratios and efforts to meet politically determined targets
(Intensive Care Society, 2002; Elliot et al, 2011; Heaps et al, 2005). Thus even if staffworking in acute areas value CCOS, and are highly skilled and experienced, this does not
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necessarily mean that intentions to follow protocol will always be realised. Delays in
referrals to CCOS may come about despite the support and commitment of ward staff.

Adherence to protocols and algorithms within hospitals can be problematic. Research
has revealed that in some cases recording of vital signs remains poor, despite
introduction of a T&T and Medical Emergency Team (MET) system (Chen et al, 2009).
Even when vital signs are recorded, some nurses do not always tally T&T scores, or
calculate them incorrectly, or make referrals to medical teams once a patient is triggering
(Ludikhuize et al, 2011). Studies of METs have revealed how referrals can be subject to
considerable delay. Reasons for delay include uncertainty over whether the MET should
be called, not recognising risks and changes to patient condition, inexperience and lack of
confidence of nursing staff (Cioffi, 2000). The perceived potential value of CCOS is likely
influenced by local culture and climate, and past performance and collaborations with
CCOS; this in turn likely influences motivation for team working and making CCOS
referrals. Thus positive human interactions and effective communication are potentially
highly important in ensuring CCOS is as effective as it can be.

A number of other factors can also influence outcomes for patients at risk of, or
experiencing, critical illness. These include characteristics of individual patients, such as
severity of physiological compromise and co-morbidities. However, speed and time of
day of recognition of deterioration, availability of diagnostic and therapeutic specialist
equipment, services (such as CCOS) and facilities, NFR policy variation, efficiency of
implementation of care management plans, length of stay and quality of care in CC units
and variation in CC re-admission policies are also likely to be influential (Morgan, 2003).
This again highlights how interlinked all potential influencing factors are, ranging from
the macro to micro levels.

4.7 Conclusion: Implications for CCOS Evaluation
The specialisation that exists within the NHS creates interdependence between health
care professionals, and between professionals and processes. This interdependence
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coupled with professional duties to deliver best practice, which necessitates change and
improvement in health care in-line with research, has led to the recognition that
organisations and services within the NHS can be viewed as both complex and dynamic.
Interventions or services introduced in such complex organisations are likely to have
wide reaching effects, some anticipated and desirable, others not (Iles and Sutherland,
2001). The relative success of any such intervention or service is likely to depend on a
number of internal and external factors, at all levels within an organisation, including the
way in which the change is brought about.

Human resources are crucial in facilitating successful change management and indeed
the survival of organisations. Individuals working at all levels need to be flexible enough
to adapt to environmental forces (Schein, 1988). It is further possible that the influence
of contextual factors on the effectiveness of patient safety interventions differs over
time. Different contextual influences may have more of an impact when the intervention
is in its infancy or conversely as it matures (Taylor et al, 2011).

Thus contextual

influences may be fluid over time. This has implications for the timing of economic
evaluation and which factors need to be taken into account at different stages of CCOS
development, and for the synthesis of findings from previous research. This reinforces
the findings from the last chapter, which highlighted the need to explore the potential
for CCOS effectiveness to change over time, and to view CCOS within context. It also
perhaps also partially goes to toward explaining the contradictory findings of previous
effectiveness research, as detailed in the literature review (see Chapter 2). This will be
explored further in this thesis.

Human factors are an important consideration for CCOS. They are services which are
highly likely to be dependant to some degree, in terms of effectiveness, on successful
team communications and co-operative working.
potentially an important consideration too.

Organisation factors are also

If local structures or policies or

communication channels are lacking, this too could have an impact on the functioning of
CCOS. It is therefore vitally important to identify any influential factors which could
impinge on CCOS effectiveness during the course of this research.
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Currently, there are no agreed rules for measuring context and its impact on
interventions aimed at patient safety (Pronovost, 2014). The relationship between
contextual factors and patient safety outcomes is not well understood.

It is

acknowledged that if further research were conducted to identify the influence of
contextual factors in this area, this could prove to be very beneficial to policy makers and
implementers alike (Ovretveit et al, 2011). It is argued that in order to do so researchers
should draw on a number of disciplines to analyse and evaluate service delivery and
organisation changes, including amongst others: epidemiology, organisational studies,
organisational economics, organisational psychology, operational research, policy
analysis, history and economic evaluation (Fulop et al, 2003). Whilst this research does
not encompass all of these disciplines, it does attempt to draw upon some of them to
guide its design. Systems theory, organisational theory and behavioural theories have
been explored with a view to help answer the primary and secondary research questions;
which ultimately seek to identify an appropraite approach to the economic evaluation of
CCOS.

Notably, when conducting multiple case studies of CCOS in the second phase of this
research, local context and environment will be key considerations. The perceived
benefits of CCOS from different stakeholder perspectives will also be explored, as will any
unplanned consequences. It could be the case that the expectations of CCOS as a service
will differ at different levels within the organisation and between different health
professionals. This clearly has implications for measuring the effectiveness of CCOS in a
future economic evaluation in a manner that sufficiently informs decision makers.

A systems approach will help guide exploration of CCOS, and how best an economic
evaluation can be undertaken. Failing to take a systems perspective could result in
important negative or positive consequences being overlooked and uninformed decisions
being made. In order to conduct a robust evaluation all major costs and effects need to
be captured.

Failure to do so can result in an intervention being rejected or

discontinued, when it actually provides a high degree of benefit for an acceptable cost.
The opposite could also result. Either scenario is clearly undesirable, as it would not be
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adding to hospital efficiency, and patient health and well-being. A systems approach will
help to paint a bigger picture of interactions CCOS has in the wider hospital environment,
how these interactions can be influenced as a result of behavioural or organisational
factors, with a view to ultimately identify what works, and how and why it works.
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Chapter 5: National Survey of CCOS in Wales
5.0 Introduction
This chapter details the national survey of CCOS in Wales conducted in 2011 for phase
one of this research, including the survey aims, methods and findings. The survey was
endorsed by the North and South Critical Care Networks in Wales and the National
Outreach Forum (NoRF).

5.1 Survey Aims
The overall aim of this research was to ascertain how CCOS in Wales, and beyond, can
best be evaluated in a future economic evaluation. To begin to answer this question, the
survey which represented phase one of the research was designed to establish the
prevalence and service delivery configurations of CCOS in NHS acute care hospitals in
Wales in 2011. Other methods for collecting these data were considered. However,
given that the data that required collecting at this stage were descriptive and objective,
a survey design was considered the optimal approach.

Whilst prior research had revealed the proportion of NHS hospitals with CCOS in England
(n=139, 72.8% of respondents, ≥58.58% of targeted population) and their considerably
varied configurations (McDonnell et al, 2007), it remained unknown what similar
investigations would uncover in Wales.

Without knowledge of how services are

configured it is impossible to conduct economic evaluations. The survey therefore
attempted to crudely capture resources allocated, main cost drivers, and processes
undertaken in the delivery of CCOS in Wales. The data were used to construct a typology
of models of CCOS (see Chapter 6), which created a sampling frame to facilitate more indepth explorations, comparisons and evaluations of CCOS in phase two of the research.

5.2 Survey Methods
The following sections provide a detailed account of, and rationale for, the survey
methods.
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5.2.1 Survey Design
Given the survey aimed to establish prevalence and service delivery configurations of
CCOS in Wales in 2011, a cross-sectional design was adopted. This non-experimental
design allowed for descriptive exploration of CCOS at the time of surveying, in addition to
some limited retrospective exploration. Retrospective enquiries can introduce recall bias
(Bowling, 2005), so these lines of enquiry were kept to a minimum. Care was taken when
re-designing the data collection tool to minimise this risk, in addition to other potential
biases and errors, as will be discussed in greater detail below

5.2.2 Identifying the Target Population
It was first necessary to establish which hospitals could possibly have established a CCOS,
in order to define the target population. Since CCOS are generally associated with acute
hospitals that can facilitate the care of the critically ill, the inclusion criterion was defined
as ‘all NHS acute care hospitals located in Wales with the capability and facilities to care
for critically ill adult patients’ (i.e. > Level 0 care).

This excluded hospitals without

operational critical care facilities or the means to care for patients requiring Level 1-3T
support (e.g. rehabilitation hospitals). Level 3T is a term exclusively used in Wales which
refers to tertiary centre facilities that offer appropriate levels of care to patients with
multi-organ failure requiring prolonged support (Welsh Assembly Government, 2009).

The criterion further ensured that private hospitals and paediatric services were not
included. Contact with private hospitals with critical care facilities in Wales uncovered
how CCOS are a feature of some. . However, private hospitals were excluded given that
the second phase of this research aimed to analyse CCOS from an NHS service delivery
perspective. This perspective is in line with general recommendations for economic
evaluations made by the National Institute for Health and Clinical (now Care) Excellence
(NICE) (2009c) which is based on a desire to ensure that value for money is maximised,
given the NHS budget constraint (Gray et al, 2011). Their exclusion was also in keeping
with the English survey (McDonnell et al, 2007). Paediatric services were additionally
excluded as CCOS are generally, although not exclusively, associated with care of adult
patients.
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To avoid misrepresentation it was necessary to ensure that all eligible hospitals were
identified, i.e. those with the facilities to care for critically ill adults. The Intensive Care
National Audit and Research Centre’s (ICNARC) Case Mix Programme (CMP) participation
list was used as a starting point (ICNARC, 2010a).

This provided details of the

participating Critical Care Networks operating in Wales and names of hospitals associated
with each of these. ICNARC reported a 100% participation rate of general critical care
units in Wales (ICNARC, 2010b), thereby suggesting that their list effectively represented
the target population. To avoid any bias and to ensure all eligible hospitals were
identified were, each Health Board’s website was also checked. These checks uncovered
how one eligible hospital had not been included in ICNARC’s list. They further reconfirmed that one Health Board in Wales did not qualify for inclusion. Seventeen
hospitals were eligible to participate in the survey. Of course, there was the possibility
that the websites checked were also not fully reliable. However, given the small number
of hospitals in Wales, and other complementary sources for information on hospitals
available in each area, this approach could be considered robust. . Given the relatively
small population size all of these hospitals were invited to participate (i.e. a census
approach to recruitment was taken). This strategy avoided any biases associated with
sampling (Ogier, 1998).

5.2.3 Data Collection Methods
In view of the fact that a survey had already been undertaken in England, the data
collection tool used by McDonnell et al (2007) was adapted to survey Wales, following
permission from the original research team.

Adapting a previously constructed

questionnaire had potential advantages and disadvantages. However, in this instance it
seemed both practical and beneficial, given the prior methods employed in constructing
and testing the questionnaire. McDonnell et al (2007) composed the questionnaire for
England by building-on a previous tool used by the NHS Modernisation Agency, which
endorsed the McDonnell et al version.

To test the questionnaires, McDonnell et al (2007) conducted a series of discussions
focused on the tool with attendees from 56 English hospitals at a CCOS conference. The
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response rate to their final postal survey was 79.9%.

They provided reasonable

rationales for 10% of the non-responders. Response rates typically associated with selfadministered questionnaires tend to be lower than those attained via other methods of
data collection, such as interviews (Czaja and Blair, 1996). Although it is difficult to refer
specifically to an acceptable response rate (Parahoo, 2006); self-administered
questionnaires with a response rate of 75% or higher tend to be considered a success
(Bowling, 2009).

This suggested that this tool would likely generate a reasonable

response if used in Wales. This was important, since poor response can increase risk of
non-response bias, which can in turn compromise external validity (Polit and Beck, 2006).

5.2.3.1 Adapting the Questionnaire
Despite the previous good response rate, the layout, wording, ordering and content of
the questionnaire were scrutinised to identify any room for improvement. Firstly, the
content was considered to ensure that all relevant factors identified in the literature
were included; thereby checking for face and content validity. Most of the survey
questions proved useful for the purpose of this research, although some minor
adjustments helped adapt them to the Welsh context and the underlying desire for the
survey to inform the design of a future economic evaluation of the CCOS. For example,
references to Foundation Trusts, not a feature in Wales, were removed, and references
to an extra classification of critical care patients specific to Wales, Level 3T, were added.
A few new complementary questions and answer categories were also included in the
adapted questionnaire, with an aim to: reduce item non-response; gain additional
information about CCOS; assist construction of a typology of models; reflect recent
developments in service provisions; and complement a questionnaire adapted by the
National Outreach Forum for use on their website.

Similarly, some previously used

questions were removed, as they were not essential for meeting the survey aims.

Notably, references to Hospital at Night were added. This programme represents a
relatively new service, which was not widespread at the time of the English survey. Its
inclusion was deemed important as Hospital at Night/Night Nurse Practitioners are now
sometimes linked with CCOS in an attempt to provide a twenty-four hour, seven day per
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week service (Larkin, 2006). Another important addition was borrowing of equipment
for CCOS use, which ensured a more comprehensive assessment of CCOS costs.

Questionnaire layout, ordering and structure were next evaluated, to ensure no inbuiltbiases were detectable and that risk of errors were minimised. Some changes were
made to the layout as a result, predominantly to reduce the risk of item non-response,
which can significantly impinge on data quality. Otherwise, the structure and ordering
remained unchanged.

Wording was generally replicated where possible, as it was

acknowledged that changing the question wording could negatively affect responses
(Bowling, 2005). The original questionnaire design incorporated a number of branching
questions. Whilst these inherently harbour error risk, they were judged necessary.
Their inclusion enabled the balancing of the risk of item non-response with that of risk of
discontinuation (Dillman, 2000).

Efforts were therefore made to ensure all branching

instructions, both old and newly added, were easily comprehended. In terms of visual
layout, every effort was made to ensure that the questionnaire was easy to follow and
that spaces provided for answers were easily identifiable.

Being mindful of the ever increasing demands placed on health professionals and of the
risk of question fatigue (Parahoo, 2006), efforts were also made to minimise respondent
burden. The questionnaire was further adapted to produce two distinct versions; one to
be distributed to hospitals providing a CCOS, and the other to be distributed to hospitals
without a CCOS. This resulted in both versions being shorter in length than the original;
the latter significantly so. In addition to reducing perceived respondent burden, the
construction of two versions of the questionnaires also reduced the risk of response
errors.

It was acknowledged that any changes to the validated questionnaire would raise
questions in terms of its perceived continued validity and reliability. However it was
equally recognised that the in order to meet the needs of this research adaptation was
absolutely necessary. The rationales behind the changes are clearly stated above. They
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provide reasonable justification for the alterations made; which arguably have helped
improve the tool for the purposes of this particular research.

Each eligible hospital was contacted prior to questionnaire distribution to ascertain
whether or not they provided the service. This information was provided by Critical Care
Senior Nurses and CCOS Leads and led to the development of two distinct sub-groups for
the purpose of data collection. Initially, ten hospitals reported that they had a formal
CCOS in place, whilst seven reported their absence. Following completion of the pilot,
each hospital was again contacted to ascertain whether this remained the same. This
proved to be a useful exercise, since one hospital had introduced CCOS in the interim.

It was acknowledged that data collected from hospitals without CCOS would not assist in
the development of a typology of models in phase two. However, collection of data from
these hospitals was deemed valuable in terms of reconfirming the CCOS status of
hospitals, and in providing a more rounded picture of CCOS activity in the principality.
For example, it would help in identifying whether or not these hospitals carried out
activities often associated with CCOS. It would also uncover whether or not these
hospitals had a CCOS in the past, and if so why they had been discontinued. It would
further identify whether or not hospitals were planning on introducing CCOS in the near
future, and any rationales underpinning this decision. Such information was considered
to be beneficial for phase two in terms of guiding investigations into the local influences
which have shaped CCOS provisions in Wales.

5.2.3.2 Planned Survey Procedures
Other methods were further employed to encourage participation and improve data
quality. A poor rate of response can result from failure to contact the intended recipient,
refusal to participate or inability to participate (Groves et al, 2009).

Health care

professionals in particular have been associated with poor rates of response (Cook et al,
2009). A five contact approach was thus taken (see Appendices), since this is considered
to be the optimal number of contacts for maximising response to postal questionnaires
(Dillman, 2000). The multiple mixed-mode contacts aimed to improve response by both
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reducing the likelihood of refusal and the risk of non-contact. This was considered
important given the aims of the survey and the length of the questionnaire. In some
studies response rates have been shown to have an inverse relationship with
questionnaire length (Sahlqvist et al, 2011; Nakash et al, 2006; Jepson et al, 2005;
Dillman et al, 1993). Conversely, other research has revealed that this is not always the
case (Jenkinson et al, 2003), and that this relationship is not always linear (Lund and
Gram, 1998).

Given that the questionnaires for hospitals with CCOS would take an

estimated twenty-five to thirty minutes to complete over the telephone or via selfcompletion, every effort was made to counteract this potential weakness of the
questionnaire design. In this instance, this mixed-mode contact approach was successful
in its aims, as is detailed below

5.2.3.2.1 First Contact
First contact letters were sent to potential participants two days prior to questionnaire
distribution (see Appendices 5a and 5b).

These pre-notification/advance letters

informed recipients they would soon be asked to participate in a national survey by
completing a questionnaire.

This was an important step, as it had the potential to

positively influence willingness to participate and to improve response rate (Mann, 2005;
de Leeuw et al, 2007; Dillman, 2000). That said, some research has shown that in certain
circumstances, particularly where reference is made to the intention of collecting
sensitive data, the opposite may result (i.e. pre-contacts can negatively affect willingness
to participate and thus response) (ASCF-Group, 1992 cited in de Leeuw et al, 2007).
Every effort was therefore made to ensure that the first contact had a positive effect and
that the importance of participation was adequately conveyed.

The layout and content of the letter were carefully planned, closely following
recommendations made by Dillman (2000). A letter was opted for over a postcard for
delivering this pre-notification. Meta-analysis of university based surveys has revealed
that the length of written communications at first contact does not generally have a
significant influence over response (de Leeuw et al, 2007). However, a letter was
perceived to be more appropriate than a postcard, since it could include more trust-
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inducing elements, and would more likely facilitate the storing of the event to long-term
memory (Dillman, 2000). More effort and time is invested in opening and reading a
letter than in reading a postcard. Given the likely high volume workloads of potential
participants, any measures taken to improve likelihood of remembering the first contact
and increasing response rate were deemed worthwhile. E-mails were also considered as
an alternative approach. However, as a first contact these were not a viable option, since
e-mail addresses do not tend to be available for health care professionals in the public
domain. Furthermore, once again, a letter could deliver more trust-inducing elements.

Some evidence suggests that surveys conducted by universities tend to have relatively
higher response rates than those by commercial companies (Edwards et al, 2009). This
again possibly could be associated with trust Most hospitals have forged strong links
with universities, and many of today's doctors and nurses will have received some
training at such institutions. Thus health professionals may be more open to 'giving
something back’ as it were, and more confident in how the information they provided
will be used, when approached. With this in mind, he advance letters were therefore
printed on University headed paper and a reference was made to the institution in the
opening sentence. The letters also clearly displayed the logos of the North and South
Critical Care Networks and the National Outreach Forum that had agreed to endorse the
survey. Their endorsement was also explicit within the letter. The use of legitimate
sponsors is believed to influence the sense of importance of surveys and again the
likelihood of a positive social exchange, whilst reducing suspicions of potential
participants (de Leeuw et al, 2007; Dillman, 2000; Groves et al, 2009). It was therefore
hoped that making clear references to these endorsements would increase the likelihood
of participation. The letters were also addressed to named individuals and were handsigned to add a personal touch in an attempt to positively influence co-operation and
response (Bowling, 2009; de Leeuw et al, 2007; Dillman, 2000). Again some researchers
have found that personalisation does not always increase response rates (Sahlqvist et al,
2011). However, given the simplicity of the measure and the potential benefits it could
deliver in reducing risk of non-receipt and increasing willingness to participate, these
were considered valuable strategies.
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5.2.3.2.2 Second Contact
A second contact was made two days later. The questionnaires were mailed together
with a pre-paid return envelope and a covering letter/information sheet (see Appendices
5c-5f ) two days later informing respondents they would next be contacted in a few days
to discuss possible participation. In keeping with the first contact, the layout and the
content of the written communications were carefully considered. The information
sheets made reference to both the University and the sponsors. They were personalised,
hand-signed and also provided full contact details of the researcher.

Again, these

measures were an attempt at reducing any perceived threat and promoting legitimacy,
trust and a positive social exchange (Groves et al, 2009; de Leeuw et al, 2007; Dillman,
2000). The use of real stamps on return envelopes is often advised in the literature
(Dillman, 2000; Bowling, 2009; Edwards et al, 2009). However, given the mixed mode
design of the data collection stage of the survey, and that some research fails to reveal
any positive association between stamps and response rates (Lavelle et al, 2008), a
freepost address was considered more appropriate. This alternative also assisted in
avoiding unnecessary financial costs.

In an attempt to further enhance response rates and reduce the risk of item nonresponse, the information sheet alerted potential participants to the fact they were
being offered the choice of self-completion or interviewer-assisted completion over the
telephone (i.e. a concurrent mixed-mode approach to data collection was going to be
taken). Those who consented to participate at the point of third contact would be asked
to confirm their mode preference.

It was anticipated that in some cases work

commitments, staffing levels or patterns of working could possibly prohibit successful
telephone completion. Thus mixing modes for the purpose of data collection and
providing the option of self-completion presented an opportunity to cater for both
preference and practicalities.

Studies have revealed that personal preferences for modes do exist (Dillman et al, 2009).
Whilst research focused on sequential mixed modes for administration has found this to
be a successful strategy for improving response (Dillman et al, 2009; Bowling, 2005a; de
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Leeuw 2005), research into concurrent mixing has not as yet uncovered any firm findings
in support of this approach (Converse et al, 2008). Shih and Fan (2007), for example,
undertook a meta-analysis of 53 studies which found that offering a choice of modes of
questionnaire completion (web or postal) did not increase response rates. Similarly,
Dillman et al (1994) offered respondents the choice of mail or telephone completion, and
again found no improvement in response.

However, Dillman et al’s (1994) approach significantly differed from the planned
procedures for the national survey of CCOS in Wales.

In their study, potential

participants were provided with details of a free-phone number to call if they preferred
telephone completion. In comparison, the survey of CCOS offered those who opted for
telephone completion a call-back by the researcher at a date and time convenient to the
participant.

Thus the burden for initiating telephone completion was shifted from

participants to researcher, which could possibly assist when surveying busy professionals
who may intend to make a call but due to competing demands, never quite get around to
it.

Study findings supporting the hypothesis that offering a concurrent choice of mode for
completion can improve response rates, when compared to offering one mode of
completion only, are lacking. In addition, some research suggests that introducing mixed
modes can at times have negative effects.

In particular, mixing of modes of

administration can produce mode effects, which in turn can introduce response bias and
measurement errors (Bowling, 2005a; de Leeuw, 2005; Voogt and Saris, 2005; Dillman
2000).

These mode effects can sometimes result from transformation processes,

whereby the likelihood of the participant providing accurate information can differ
according to the mode of administration used (Voogt and Saris, 2005). These types of
measurement errors can negatively impact on internal validity (de Leeuw, 2005) and thus
need to be carefully considered when planning administration modes.

There is

widespread acknowledgement of the potential for errors to arise as a result of mixing
modes. However, claims also have been made that this strategy can sometimes reduce
overall bias (Voogt and Saris, 2005).
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All modes have the potential to impact responses (Bowling, 2005a). To reduce these
impacts, participants who opted for telephone completion were asked to have the
questionnaire in front of them during data collection; to reduce the potential recency
effects often associated with aural modes such as telephone completion (Bowling,
2005a; Dillman et al, 2009; Groves et al, 2009). Whilst research into primacy and recency
effects have come to somewhat conflicting conclusions (Dillman et al, 2009; de Leeuw,
2005), it was deemed worthwhile to try and minimise this potential threat to
measurement if at all possible. Primacy and recency effects refer to the tendency of
individuals to recall or hear the earliest or most recent words spoken (Postman and
Phillips, 1965; Glanzer and Cunitz, 1966). Both of these tendencies clearly have the
potential to bias responses.

Visual layouts also have some influence over responses in questionnaires (Morrison et al,
2010).

Having the questionnaire to hand during telephone completion therefore

arguably helped toward negating the risk of visual layout biasing responses between
modes. During telephone completion, all questions were to be read to participants
directly from the questionnaire.

This would ensure that the wording, question

structuring, and question order were uniform for all participants, and would reduce
effects brought about by differing stimuli.

These measures were fundamental in

ensuring standardisation and replicability, which assisted in reducing interviewer related
variance and promoting consistent measurement (Groves et al, 2009). Similarly, any
words in bold or underlined would be verbally emphasised in an attempt to ensure that
stimuli remained as similar as possible between modes (i.e. paralinguistic communication
was matched as closely as possible to written communication). Some flexibility in
elaborating or clarifying questions, or probing, was permitted when necessary however,
since this has been linked with better flow of questionnaire administration and improved
data quality (Groves et al, 2009).

Notably, no incentive was offered to potential participants at this, or any other, point of
contact. Incentives are often offered in surveys as a means of building trust and
promoting participation, and are generally deemed important in the pursuit of a good
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response rate (Dillman, 2000; Groves et al, 2009; Edwards et al, 2009). However,
research has revealed no such link in the health care context (Nakash et al, 2006). Given
this and the expectation that the careful choice of questionnaire recipients would help
ensure a personal interest in the topic of study and thus generate motivation to
participate, an incentive was considered inappropriate and unnecessary for this
particular survey.

5.2.3.2.3 Third Contact
The third contact took the form of a telephone call to potential participants four working
days after questionnaire distribution, to query willingness to participate and to record
preferred completion method (Appendices 5g and 5h). This change in mode of contact,
from postal to telephone, was deemed beneficial in terms of providing potential
participants with the opportunity to ask any questions they may have prior to consenting
or refusing to participate. It also served as a means of checking if previously posted
materials had been received (i.e. if the contact details held for intended recipients were
correct). In cases of non-receipt, this mode provided the opportunity to check address
details prior to re-sending, thereby avoiding any non-response due to non-contact. In the
event that individuals did not consent to participation, this mode change would also
allow for greater understanding of the reasons for non-response, provided that
individuals were willing to divulge these. Gathering information on non-responders can
assist in measuring the potential threat of non-response bias (Polit and Beck, 2006). In
addition to these practical benefits, changing modes of multiple contacts has been widely
linked with improved response rates (Converse et al, 2008; Dillman et al, 2009).

Participants were informed during this contact that the preferred completion mode was
the telephone. Interviewer-assisted completion can lower potential bias resulting from
missing data, and provide higher response rates compared with self-completion (Groves
et al, 2009; Jones and Rattray, 2010). However, this trend tends to be reversed when
collecting highly sensitive information. Furthermore, telephone completion can increase
the likelihood of acquiescence and social desirability effects (Bowling, 2005a; de Leeuw,
2005). Despite this, given that the questionnaire predominantly sought to capture
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factual information, the potential benefits of telephone completion were considered to
outweigh the possible negative effects of this mode.

Another benefit of assisted telephone completion is that it enables participants to ask
questions if they require clarification; thereby reducing the risk of response errors.
Similarly, this method allows for further guidance if needed in the completion of more
complex tasks, such as the ranking questions. While this mode was preferred, it was also
stressed that choice of mode remained with the participant. Although this third contact
was pre-scripted, it was decided that the scripts should be used as guidance only, to
precipitate adequate flexibility to respond to individual needs and circumstances.
Allowing room for greater flexibility in communications has also been associated with
higher response rates (Dillman et al, 2009).

5.2.3.2.4 Fourth and Fifth Contacts
For those who opted for telephone administration, the fourth point of contact occurred
on a pre-arranged date at a time specified as convenient by the participant for
completing the questionnaire (Appendix 5J). In the event that the participant needed to
reschedule the appointment due to unexpected workloads or other new commitments,
the re-arranged date was to be considered a second attempt at fourth contact. Fifth
contacts for this group of participants would be undertaken to remind participants to
forward missing data. This fifth contact would only be made in circumstances where
participants had agreed during questionnaire administration to forward data they were
unable to immediately provide, and had failed to do so within two weeks of telephone
completion. Likewise, if a completed questionnaire was not received within two weeks
of confirmation of self-completion as the preferred method, the participant would be
contacted again as a form of reminder (i.e. a fourth contact). A questionnaire, cover
sheet and pre-paid envelope would again be enclosed in this case, for the convenience of
the participant and, where necessary, to replace any misplaced communications. This
strategy has been linked with improved rates of response (Edwards et al, 2009). If no
response were received after another week, a fifth and final contact would be made to
encourage participation.
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Regardless of mode choice, the multiple contact process would continue until a
maximum of five contacts were made. Each contact method would differ in its approach
and emphasis, with an overall aim to promote likelihood of participation (Dillman, 2000).
If recipients failed to respond to these communications, no further contacts were to be
made. Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the five contact approach used.

Figure 5.1: Five Contact Approach
First Contact - Letter sent to inform potential
participants about the National Survey

Second Contact – Information sheet, return
envelope and questionnaire sent via post to
potential participants
Third Contact – Potential participants
contacted via telephone to query willingness to
participate and where applicable to confirm
preferred mode of completion
Fourth Contact
Telephone Completion preferred – this
contact was prearranged for completion of the
questionnaire.
Self Completion Preferred – if no
questionnaire received, a reminder letter with
a questionnaire and return envelope enclosed
was sent via post to participants.
Fifth Contact
Telephone Completion – Reminder via e-mail,
post or telephone to forward missing data.
Self Completion – Final contact via e-mail or
post to request forwarding of completed
questionnaire.
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5.2.3.2.5 Sequencing of Contacts
The population was divided into three groups prior to first contact, according to their
general location in Wales. Each group’s contact pattern was identical in terms of the
duration of intervals between contacts. Dividing the population in this way assisted in
devising plans for telephone contacts that were realistic and achievable. This approach
created enough slack for multiple contact attempts to be made where necessary, and
allowed for the possibility that potential participants may prefer to complete the
questionnaire over the telephone at an earlier stage than anticipated (i.e. at point of 3 rd
Contact).

5.2.3.3 Targeting Participants
Critical Care Senior Nurses were the chosen recipients of the questionnaire sent to
hospitals with no formal CCOS. CCOS Lead Nurses were targeted in hospitals with a
formal CCOS. ICNARC was contacted to ascertain the feasibility of them providing details
of the lead contacts for each hospital on their participation list, as they had for the survey
undertaken in England. Unfortunately they were not able to do so. However, the Critical
Care Networks in Wales were able to provide details of some of these professionals, who
then assisted in completing the contact list. It was envisaged that full completion of the
questionnaire could possibly require input from others, regardless to whom it was
targeted. Whilst the chosen recipients seemed to be the most appropriate, and likely
most motivated, to answer the posed questions, they would equally be best placed to coordinate access to information from varied sources should this be required. Allowing
such flexibility in targeting participants helped ensure that the potential for a good
response rate was maximised and that the quality of data provided was as good as it
could be.

5.2.3.4 Pretesting and Piloting
To evaluate the adapted questionnaire, pretesting and piloting were undertaken.
Pretesting allowed for the examination of the assumptions made in relation to
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respondent understanding, and the feasibility, of the questions posed (Czaja and Blair,
1996).

5.2.3.4.1 Pretesting Methods
Pretesting predominantly took the form of expert group discussions and feedback,
although more informal testing was also carried out via discussions with colleagues at the
university. The research proposal and the data collection tools were presented at a local
Critical Care Network meeting and a Senior Nurse Forum, with the aim of ensuring face,
construct and content validity of the questionnaire (Jones and Rattray, 2010).

These

exercises were also considered potentially valuable in terms of promoting motivation to
participate.

Accordingly the importance of the research was clearly communicated.

Attendees were asked to evaluate anticipated ease of completion and to highlight any
questions they felt were ambiguous or difficult to answer. Newly added questions were
given the greatest attention. This was important given that the newly added questions
had not been formally tested (Bowling, 2009). The feedback received resulted in some
minor changes to the questionnaire; including improved instructions for some questions,
and adjusted response categories for others. Questions relating to outcome measures
were also removed, as it came to light that this data could be sourced via the Critical Care
Networks. Questions relating to general hospital demographics were also removed as
these too could be collected via alternative sources.

Question removal assisted in

reducing possible perceived threats associated with participation and response burden.

5.2.3.4.2 Piloting Methods
Piloting was next undertaken to test the overall questionnaire, specific questions and
planned survey procedures (see Appendices 2a-2h, 2k-3b) . In view of the relatively small
study population for Wales, it was initially deemed appropriate to pilot the questionnaire
in England. However, it subsequently came to light that the National Outreach Forum
(NOrF) were planning to resurvey England. It was therefore more appropriate to pilot in
Wales, targeting different professionals associated with critical care than those who
would be asked to participate in the main study. A purposive approach to recruitment
was taken, with an aim to include two hospitals with a CCOS and two without, from
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varied geographical locations. Whilst a larger pilot sample is sometimes recommended
(De Vaus, 2002), given the size of the study population (N=17) and the intended format
of the pilots this was deemed an acceptable proportion under the circumstances.
Furthermore, it is not uncommon for small samples to be used in piloting surveys (Groves
et al, 2009). It was decided that if responses from these four hospitals revealed any
serious flaws or major feedback inconsistencies, then further recruitment to the pilot
would be undertaken, and the processes described above repeated until the
questionnaires were adequately formed (i.e. multiple rounds as required). Each pilot
telephone contact was loosely scripted and recorded, to reduce the risk of researcher
variation bias (see Appendix 2i and 2j).

All pilot participants were given the option of self-completion or telephone interviewerassisted completion, as participants would be in the main study. Those who opted for
self-completion would be asked to note any difficulties they encountered in the
comments box provided on the final page of the questionnaire, and to confirm how long
it took to complete. For those who chose the interviewer-assisted completion method a
debriefing session was conducted immediately following questionnaire completion and
all telephone interactions were tape-recorded after seeking participant consent. It was
important to ensure that debriefing took place as soon as possible, since this would
increase probing effectiveness (Willis, 2005).

Participants were informed that

questionnaire completion plus debriefing would last no longer than one hour. This
duration was chosen as a maximum as more prolonged sessions can result in respondent
fatigue (Hess et al, 1998). Debriefing involved administering both proactive and reactive
probes (see Appendix 4a and 4b) in an attempt to uncover response errors, which can
significantly affect the quality of data collected in surveys (Willis, 2005).

The proactive probes aimed to uncover any problems associated with instructions,
wording, inappropriate assumptions, recall and ambiguity. These were devised as a
result of previous pretesting and consideration of any potential flaws identified using the
Question Appraisal System (QAS) checklist approach (Willis and Lesser, 1999). Reactive
conditional probes were also used to investigate any unexpected problems detected
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during the pilot. A debriefing session was opted for over a concurrent “think-aloud”
technique (Ericsson and Simon, 1980) as a means of cognitive testing. It was judged to
be potentially less risky in terms of reactivity and also allowed for the timing of
completion of the questionnaire (Van den Haak et al, 2003). Think-aloud arguably
generates greater reactivity and response bias as a result of participants concentrating
on communicating their thought processes. Such concentration may influence cognitive
processes, perhaps resulting in participants answering questions differently than they
may otherwise have done (Presser et al, 2004). Debriefing is also arguably comparatively
better suited to testing self-administered questionnaires, which was one option available
to participants, and also aids in simulating field procedures (Willis, 2005).

5.2.3.5 Pilot Findings
Piloting revealed no obvious problems with the survey procedures and that participants
generally found the questions and instructions unambiguous. One participant did not
receive the questionnaire however. The reason for this remains unknown. Non-delivery
was not deemed to be a problem for the main study though, since the planned multiple
contacts would allow for resending of the questionnaire and reconfirming of delivery
address if this were to re-occur. Interestingly, all those approached to participate in the
pilot opted to complete the questionnaire over the telephone. This method greatly
assisted in identifying unanticipated problems.

5.2.3.5.1 Pilot Findings: Hospitals Without CCOS
With regards to the version designed for hospitals without CCOS, piloting revealed that
the term 3T would need further clarification.

It also revealed that participants were

unable to answer the question relating to the number of patients identified as being at
risk last month, since data relating to this were not generally collected via Critical Care
audits. This question was subsequently removed from that version of the questionnaire.
The pilot also revealed an erroneous entry in the response categories for one question
relating to patient-at-risk response algorithms, this entry was removed as a consequence.
One participant also reported that a “ward co-ordinator” would initially be contacted if a
patient were assessed as being at-risk. This was not an option on the list provided. An
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additional response category for ‘Other’ was therefore added along with space for
respondents to provide fuller details.

Another finding was that hospitals appeared to provide some services on an unofficial
basis which could be considered to be aligned with CCOS activities, such as follow-up of
CC patients, telephone advice for adult wards and direct bedside clinical support. It was
reported that these activities were carried out by CC staff as a “favour”. However,
respondents answered ‘no’ when asked if they were formally provided them. During
debriefing it also became apparent that the term “flexible” when referring to bed
allocations in CC could have multiple interpretations. When asked about the meaning of
the term “flexible” in this context one participant reported that the total number of CC
beds in their hospital was flexible, due to a necessity to take into account staffing ratios.
However, this was the participant who did not receive their copy of the questionnaire.
All participants who received a copy interpreted the question as intended, thereby
confirming that the written example provided was useful. Piloting also revealed this
version of the questionnaire took approximately 15 minutes to complete.

5.2.3.5.2 Pilot Findings: Hospitals With CCOS
With regards to the version designed for completion by staff at hospitals with CCOS,
piloting again revealed some potential problems. One of the questions relating to
retrieval of patients caused some confusion. Respondents were unsure whether this
referred to internal transfers or transfers from other hospitals. This question was
subsequently removed, since the format of the inclusion of an “Other” category would
enable hospitals to report this more precisely as a CCOS activity. Additionally, the
questions asking about the number of patients identified as being at risk last month and
the number of patients followed up initially appeared problematic.

However, further

probing confirmed that this was due to the fact that the participants of the pilot did not
work as part of the CCOS team. Respondents reported that these questions should not
pose a problem in the main study as the intended recipients would have access to these
figures. Accordingly, these questions were left unchanged. The pilot further highlighted
that ‘Patient Group Directions’ was not a term commonly recognised.
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It was

consequently substituted with ‘administration of medications’ in the main survey. The
term ‘Parent Specialty’ did not prove to be problematic.

However, the term ‘Primary

Team’ was used as an alternative by respondents. The questionnaire was therefore
updated to include both terms to avoid any potential ambiguity in the main study.

Finally, one participant highlighted how questions relating to patient follow-up could lead
to response errors. It was reported that all Level 3 patients are stepped down to Level 2
facilities prior to discharge to the wards.

Given this, the respondent accordingly

answered that no Level 3 patients were followed up by CCOS on wards as they were
transferred to HDU prior to discharge to the ward area. Although all of these patients
would be followed up by CCOS in due course, the wording of the questions in addition to
step-down processes could potentially lead to response errors. Greater clarity was
therefore required. This section was updated to reflect this need. This version of the
questionnaire took approximately 30 minutes to complete, as estimated.

5.2.3.6 Main Survey Data Collection
After minor adjustments were made to the questionnaires, the main survey was
conducted. As anticipated, in some cases repeated attempts at third contacts were
necessary due to shift patterns, sickness and annual leave.

Also, some telephone

appointments made for fourth contact and completion of the questionnaire required
changing due to workloads and ward emergencies. Follow-up contacts were necessary
on a few occasions to query missing data and to act as a reminder to those who had
opted for self-completion. The reminders for those who had opted for self-completion
were sent via mail and enclosed another copy of the questionnaire for respondent
convenience. Follow-ups relating to missing data took the form of telephone calls,
letters or e-mails. Modes of contact in these circumstances were tailored to individual
circumstances. For those individuals where telephone contact had previously proved
troublesome, e-mails or letters were sent.
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5.2.4 Data Analysis Methods
An SPSS database was constructed to input data from the completed questionnaires and
to conduct descriptive analysis.

Two code books were devised prior to entering the

data, one for each version of the questionnaire (Appendix 6). These were further
developed during the inputting stage to better accommodate the data collected. Prior to
entering responses on SPSS, the consented audio-recordings of all data captured via
telephone were checked against those recorded on the questionnaires to minimise the
risk of recording errors. Any elaborations provided were also transcribed verbatim. Any
problems encountered were also recorded. Once SPSS data were inputted, further
checks were conducted to identify any typing errors and to record missing data. Two
data entry errors were detected, and so a third check was performed.

With regards to missing data, participants who opted for self-completion were contacted
as soon as possible to query these, and where provided new data was inputted. Missing
data resulting from the telephone completion method were also inputted at a later date
if forwarded by participants. While it could be argued that chasing missing data in this
way could exert unnecessary pressure on participants, this final contact was clearly
written into the research proposal submitted to the ethics committee. Furthermore,
those who completed their questionnaires explicitly consented to these follow-ups.

A large proportion of data collected was categorical and nominal in nature. Many of the
questions also included binary response variables only. Information relating to the rating
of importance of service aims was one of the few questions which produced ordinal data.
The type of data and the size of the study population limited the statistical methods
performed. The analysis was thus predominantly descriptive.

5.2.5 Ethical Considerations
Before questionnaires were distributed the University of Glamorgan (now University of
South Wales) Ethics Committee confirmed this phase of the study was not classified as
research. Accordingly, NHS Research Ethics Committee approval was not required. Each
Health Board was however contacted and, where requested, applications were
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submitted to ensure the survey was carried out in accordance with local regulations.
Hospitals were allocated codes to maintain anonymity when data were analysed, and
confidentiality was assured. Sending the questionnaire out to participants prior to
telephone contact being made enabled participants to be fully informed of the questions
they would be asked prior to verbally consenting to participate. In instances where no
telephone contact had been successfully made prior to receipt of a self-competed
questionnaire, consent was deemed implicit.

For those who opted for telephone

completion, verbal consent was obtained for a second time upon fourth contact. Consent
for the sharing of data with the Critical Care Networks and NOrF was also sought. All data
collected were securely stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
Electronic data were stored on password protected computers and paper based records
were securely stored in a lockable filing cabinet.

5.3 Main Findings from the Survey
The main survey findings below provide a descriptive overview of CCOS configurations in
Wales, including inputs and processes associated with the service. Where possible,
comparisons have been drawn between findings of this survey and McDonnell et al’s
(2007) survey of England. The time lapse between surveys and the response rate in
England meant that comparisons would be tenuous, given that recent developments and
service provisions of non-responders remained unknown. However, comparisons helped
identify any notable differences or similarities in how CCOS have been developed within
the two countries.

5.3.1 Response Rate and Prevalence of CCOS
The survey achieved a response rate of 100%; 17 responses were received. This response
was likely attributed to the methods adopted to increase response, particularly the
involvement of the Critical Care Networks in Wales, and NoRF, which tend to be highly
regarded. Also, given that this research was born out of a local need to evaluate their
service with a view to continued provision, it is likely that this requirement was felt
elsewhere - thus participants felt that taking part was worthwhile from both research
and practice perspectives.
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Eleven of the 17 (64.71%) confirmed presence of a CCOS prior to questionnaire
distribution. This figure was reconfirmed on third contact and again during data
collection processes. This revealed that the prevalence of CCOS in England was slightly
higher in 2004 (72.8%). However, given the response rate was lower in England, the time
that has lapsed, the likely differences in local and regional priorities, and that CCOS status
of all non-responders except one was not known, it is difficult to draw comparisons
between the two. Twelve participants opted for telephone completion. The remaining
five chose the postal method. Whilst preference for mode of completion was evenly
balanced for hospitals without CCOS (3 telephone completions and 3 self-completions),
there was a clear preference for telephone completion over self-completion for hospitals
with a CCOS (9 versus 2 respectively).

The survey revealed CCOS in Wales were first established in three hospitals in 2001. Two
further hospitals established their CCOS in 2006 and 2007, followed by another six
between 2009 and 2011. The majority of CCOS in Wales would therefore not have been
in place in 2004, when the English survey (McDonnell et al, 2007) was conducted.
Rather, the implementation of CCOS has become increasingly popular in Wales over
recent years. Of the six hospitals that confirmed they did not currently provide a CCOS,
one reported CCOS cover at their hospital in the past. This CCOS was discontinued in
2007 after several bids had failed to secure the required funding. This finding reflected
the overall majority of rationales provided for discontinuation of CCOS in England; six out
of seven hospitals reported lack of resources as the reason for cessation (McDonnell et
al, 2007).

Six of the 11 CCOS in Wales (54.5%) covered additional hospitals within their Health
Board. This was higher than the proportion recorded in England in 2004 (45/137 - 32.8%)
(McDonnell et al, 2007). One hospital reported that its CCOS staff crossed-over for
educational purposes but not for clinical ones. Another reported that the CCOS covering
its acute hospitals was delivered by one team, but that individual team members were
based at each hospital. Another reported that the CCOS within the Health Board were
under the same management and that whilst each hospital had distinct CCOS teams, they
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would try and co-ordinate rotas to cover sickness leaves. These elaborations clearly
highlight how local arrangements can vary significantly. These arrangements required
further exploration in phase two.

5.3.2 Aims of CCOS
The literature review identified multiple objectives of CCOS. Hospitals in England differ
somewhat with respect to their priority ranking of these, in addition to activities and
processes they undertake to achieve them and their desired output (McDonnell et al,
2007). It remained unknown how these were ranked in Wales. The questionnaires thus
asked participants to rank the aims of their CCOS, from 1 to 7, when first established and
the aims of their CCOS in 2011 with 1 being ‘most important’ and 7 ‘least important’.
Given the relative complexity of this task, it was felt that participants having the
questionnaire in front of them during telephone administration greatly aided its
completion. Participants mostly referred to the questionnaires as they ranked each aim.

Eight of the 11 hospitals with CCOS were able to provide rankings from 1 through to 7 for
the aims, as was intended by question design. However, as somewhat anticipated, three
participants felt strongly that two or more of the aims of their CCOS were of equal
importance and thus could not apply rankings from 1 through to 7. Weightings were
therefore applied to analyse the responses (See Appendix 7).

5.3.2.1 Relative Importance of CCOS Aims in 2011
The survey revealed that the three most important CCOS aims in 2011 were considered
to be: timely identification of patient deterioration; averting admissions or ensuring
timely admissions to Critical Care; and education at the bedside (see Appendix 7 for
weighting calculations). This appears to support the proposition that the educational
role of CCOS was possibly considered of higher importance in Wales in 2011 than it was
in England in 2004.
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Table 5.1 Importance of Aims in Eleven Hospitals with CCOS in 2011
Cumulative
Ranking

Service Aim
Timely identification of patient deterioration

1

Avert admissions /ensure timely admissions to Critical Care

2

Bedside education

3

Share critical care skills

4

Avoid readmissions

5

Enable discharges

6

Formal teaching

7

Designed for Life (WAG, 2006; pg.20) outlined that “Outreach is aimed at augmenting the
effectiveness of critical care units by enabling critical care expertise to be utilised at all
stages in the evolution of a patient’s critical illness, both within and outside the critical
care unit”. The Department of Health has advised that CCOS should be set up with an
aim to meet three main objectives. The first is to avert or ensure timely admission to the
Critical Care setting. The second is to facilitate safe and timely discharges from Critical
Care. The third is to facilitate the sharing of critical care skills with ward or communitybased staff (DoH, 2000).

The Intensive Care Society has suggested two further

objectives: to promote continuity of care and the facilitation of audit and evaluation of
CCOS (ICS, 2002).

Implicit in each of these objectives is also a desire to avoid

readmissions to critical care and to ensure optimal use of scarce critical care resources.

If the rankings in Wales in 2011 are considered in terms of these official pre-prescribed
aims, it becomes evident that most hospitals have prioritised at least one of these – as
was the case in England (McDonnell et al, 2007). Notably though, enabling discharges
from CC appears to be considered of lesser importance than might otherwise have been
predicted.

This could possibly reflect a perception in Wales that inappropriate or

untimely discharges are a less significant problem in the principality.
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5.3.2.2 Relative Importance of CCOS Aims Over Time
Over time, changes to the ranking of aims have taken place, but these changes have been
minimal. One respondent explained how their hospital had only very recently set up
their CCOS. This respondent thus provided the same rankings for the aims of CCOS when
first established as they did for current aims. They were not alone in this respect. Only
three of these eight hospitals reported any changes to the importance ranking of CCOS
aims in their hospital.

One hospital reported that the CCOS aims of avoiding

readmissions to Critical Care, education at the bedside and formal teaching had
increased in importance. They also reported that enabling discharges and the sharing of
critical care skills were now considered less important. The second hospital, in stark
contrast, reported that enabling discharges and the sharing of critical care skills had
increased in importance, whilst avoiding readmissions had become less important. It
also reported that timely identification of patient deterioration had become more
important and that averting or ensuring timely admission to CC had become less so. The
third hospital considered the sharing of critical care skills and bedside education as aims
which had increased in importance since their CCOS were first established, and that
formal teaching had become of lesser importance as CCOS no longer were involved in
delivering the ALERT course (see Glossary).

Overall these changes in perceived importance of aims have not had any impact on
cumulative ranking positions.

However, cumulative weighting scores changed as a

consequence. Timely identification of patient deterioration and education at the bedside
have both slightly increased in importance. Contrary to this, averting or ensuring timely
admissions to CC and formal teaching have slightly decreased in their importance. In
terms of bedside education, two hospitals viewed this as being of higher importance in
2011. Thus, this form of education was not only possibly perceived as being of higher
importance in Wales when CCOS were first established in the principality, than in England
in 2004. It could also be argued that this CCOS aim is generally slowly growing in
importance. One hospital consistently reported this as being the most important aim of
its CCOS, and had named its CCOS the “Critical Care Outreach Education Service” to
reflect this. This will be further explored during phase two.
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Given that no two hospitals ranked all aims identically and the somewhat opposing
nature of changes to perceived importance of aims over time, there appears to be some
marked heterogeneity with regard to the relative importance of CCOS aims in these
hospitals, despite a degree of homogeneity relating to the aims perceived as being the
two most important. As highlighted in the literature review, variance was expected, given
that different localities will have different problems to address. Notably, one participant
commented that whilst the relative importance of the aims of their CCOS had not
changed over time, their priorities in practice had - “because of the limits of everything,
you’re not absolutely able to do in an ideal world what you would like to do”. This
revealed an awareness of, and local adaptation in response to, scarcity and the
acknowledgement of the need to prioritise limited resources. It also suggests that local
priorities may well be very different to the perceived importance of CCOS aims. This has
implication in terms of the possible outcome measures that may be best suited to CCOS
and how resources are allocated between processes undertaken in practice to achieve
these. Choice of appropriate outcome measure required further consideration in phase
two.

5.3.2.3 Current Additional Aims of CCOS in Wales
Six of the 11 CCOS were reported to have additional aims. Three participants referred
to the implementation of the RRAILS Sepsis bundles (see Glossary). One to ensure all
patients receive post-CC follow-ups, and another to provide tracheostomy and CVC
support services and monitoring. A further participant also disclosed how CCOS aim to
ensure all systems and processes relating to recognising deterioration and timely
intervention are working properly, and that they encourage staff to lead in ward areas.
Similarly, a further respondent highlighted their CCOS team were also part of the
resuscitation team, and would review what had happened to patients prior to cardiac
arrest with an aim of improving future patient care. Whilst these were viewed as
additional aims by respondents, each could also be considered as a prerequisite for
meeting the pre-listed aims in the questionnaire. Thus, whilst these findings provide
greater insight into the processes of CCOS, no significant additional aims were
uncovered.
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5.3.3 CCOS Related Activities
The questionnaires explored activities which are often associated with CCOS, regardless
of whether the hospital had a formal CCOS in place. The findings from these questions
are presented in Table 5.2.

Interestingly, five of the six hospitals without a CCOS reported having either a Medical
Emergency Team, a Rapid Response team, a Patient at Risk Team or similar to respond to
their T&T warning system. This highlights how in these hospitals at least, these other
rapid response teams are generally considered distinct from CCOS. However, one of the
hospitals (Hospital X) which reported presence of a CCOS described their service very
much along the lines of a rapid response service, since follow-ups were performed by
critical care staff and not members of the CCOS team. This reveals that there remains
some ambiguity surrounding what constitutes a CCOS in Wales. Hospital X's CCOS has
been included in the findings of the CCOS survey, given that this hospital were of the
opinion that they delivered a CCOS and for the sake of completeness. However, since it
fails to meet the CCOS definition used to guide this thesis, it was not considered for the
purpose of typology development in Chapter 6, or as a candidate for inclusion in the
multiple case studies of phase two.

5.3.3.1 Use of Track and Trigger or Early Warning Systems in Wales
The only universal commonality, regardless of CCOS status, was the formal use of an
early warning or track and trigger system in all 17 NHS acute care hospitals in Wales. Ten
of the 11 hospitals with CCOS reported that the T&T tool was used on all adult wards.
One hospital with CCOS reported that its tool was currently used on 14 out of 25 adult
wards, but that once the National Early Warning Score (NEWS) was implemented it
would be used on all. On the wards where T&T were used, they were used on all patients
in the 11 hospitals with CCOS. However, one respondent explained that there was an
exception to this; nurses would not use the tool for patients on palliative care pathways,
but would use it on all patients who were assigned DNAR status.
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Table 5.2 Activities of CCOS in Wales
Hospitals
with CCOS
(N=11)

Hospitals
without
CCOS
(N=6)

All acute
care
hospitals
(N=17)

11

6

17

Not
Collected

5

N/A

Telephone ‘hotline’ advice from critical care staff for adult (Level
1) wards

3

3

6

Direct bedside clinical support from critical care staff on adult
wards

11

0

11

Informal bedside teaching by critical care staff on adult wards

11

2

13

Formal educational courses delivered by critical care staff outside
of critical care

7

3

10

Assist with appropriate, timely discharge/transfer of patients from
critical care to adult wards

10

Not
Collected

N/A

Follow-up of patients discharged from Level 2/3/3T facilities to
adult wards supporting the continuing recovery of patients

11

0

11

Post hospital discharge follow-up from Level 2/3/3T facilities in
dedicated outpatient clinics

3

0

3

Audit and evaluation of Critical Care Outreach Service activity

11

Not
Collected

N/A

Activity
Formal use of ‘Early Warning’ or ‘Track and Trigger’ or any system
of mandated response by ward staff to a level of physiological
abnormality (e.g. EWS, MEWS, PARS, NEWs)
Medical Emergency Team/ Rapid Response Team/ Patient At Risk
Team response to an “Early Warning System”, Track & Trigger, or
any similar system

Of the six hospitals with no formal CCOS, four reported that their tool were used on all
adult wards, one reported use on medical wards only, and another that it was used on a
selection of specialties. On the wards where this tool was used in these six hospitals, it
was used with all patients. These findings suggest that there was relatively more
widespread use of T&T in hospitals with CCOS.

Research has revealed that tools used locally can vary (National Institute for Health
Research, Service Delivery and Organisation National Research and Development
Programme (Rowan et al, 2007). In England in 2004, the majority of hospitals were using
the Early Warning Score (EWS) or a locally modified EWS (Rowan et al, 2007). In Wales in
2011, three of the 11 hospitals with CCOS were using the Patient At Risk Scoring (PARS)
system, whilst eight were using MEWS. However, nine of these hospitals were planning
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to either pilot (n=2) or introduce (n=6) the recently designed NEWS in the near future.
Four of the six hospitals without CCOS were already using NEWS. The remaining two
were using the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS). The literature revealed growing
support for national standardisation in T&T tools. Standardisation is currently being
advocated by RRAILS, and the survey reveals relatively wide support for this
development in Wales.

Given how tools are often modified locally, the questionnaires sought to identify which
elements were included in the triggering mechanism of early warning systems used in
Wales. The findings are presented in Tables 5.3. The table highlights that the common
elements of all track and trigger systems used in Wales in 2011 were respiratory rate,
heart rate and blood pressure. The table also reveals greater homogeneity in the scoring
elements in hospitals with no CCOS, than in hospitals with CCOS. This corresponds with
the more widespread use of NEWS within this sub-group. Notably, seven hospitals with a
CCOS and six hospitals without CCOS reported that cause for concern could be used as a
rationale for requesting patient review by response teams, doctors or CCOS. Since this
element influences the demand for CCOS services, it required further consideration in
phase two.

Table 5.3 Elements that Trigger a Score
Hospitals with CCOS

Hospitals without
CCOS

All Hospitals

Number
(N=11)

Number
(N=6)

Number
(N=17)

Temperature

9

6

15

Respiratory rate

11

6

17

Heart rate

11

6

17

Blood pressure

11

6

17

Urine output

8

2

10

Consciousness level

9

6

15

Oxygen saturation

6

6

12

Pain score

1

1

2

Cause for concern

7

6

12

Other - age

1

0

1

Element
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With regards to frequency of use of track and trigger (T&T) tools, the survey uncovered
that out of the 11 hospitals with CCOS, 7 scored their patients whenever routine
observations were performed. Four of these respondents elaborated further however by
reporting that frequency was increased if score increased. Another hospital with CCOS
reported that the T&T was completed 12-hourly, but that this was the minimum and that
again frequency would increase if the patients score increased. The remaining three
hospitals with CCOS selected ’other’, reporting that this was undertaken a minimum of
twelve hourly, and again frequency would increase if patients were triggering a score.
These data reveal that the majority of hospitals with CCOS increase frequency in-line
with risk scores.

In hospitals with no CCOS, five reported that T&T were used whenever routine
observations were performed. One of these elaborated that frequency was dependent
on patient acuity. The sixth hospital selected the “other” category and detailed that for
patients with a low score the T&T tool was completed four-hourly, for a medium score hourly, and that discretion could also be used.

5.3.3.1.1 Response Algorithms
All 17 hospitals reported use of a response algorithm alongside their T&T tool. In
hospitals with no CCOS these algorithms were introduced in 2004 (n=2), 2009 (n=2) and
2011 (n=1). Year of introduction was not provided by one of these hospitals. In hospitals
with CCOS, algorithms were introduced in 2001(n=1), 2002 (n=1), 2005 (n=2), 2006 (n=1),
2007 (n=2) and 2010 (n1). Three respondents within this group did not know when
algorithms were first introduced. Algorithms were therefore introduced relatively earlier
in hospitals with a CCOS. The survey also revealed that three hospitals with CCOS
introduced their algorithm in the same year as their CCOS. Four hospitals introduced the
algorithm prior to, and one after, CCOS establishment.

The questionnaires also sought to identify which health care professionals should be
contacted if patients were scoring on their T&T. Table 5.4 presents the findings:
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Table 5.4 Algorithm Contacts

Hospitals with CCOS

Hospitals without
CCOS

Number (N=17)
6

Number (N=6)
4

Senior House Officer/Foundation Year 2

6

4

Parent team Registrar (SpR)

6

3

Parent team Consultant

1

3

ICU SpR

0

2

Nurse in charge of the ward

8

4

Senior Nurse/Modern Matron

0

0

Member of Critical Care Outreach Service

8

N/A

Other

2

3

Health Professional
House Officer/Foundation Year 1

Analysis of the data from this question again revealed a degree of homogeneity in the
response algorithm in terms of who to contact in cases of patient deterioration. Thus
CCOS demand mechanisms vary. A flaw with the question design was also uncovered.
Many hospitals now have a ramped response to T&T scores. The response category
provided for this question was inadequate for capturing this, which clearly has
implication in terms of validity and reliability.

5.3.3.2 Other CCOS Related Activities in Wales
Six of the 17 hospitals (35.3%), three of which had an established CCOS, reported they
provided a telephone hotline service to staff outside of CC. Many respondents were
keen to add however that whilst a hotline had not been officially introduced at their
hospital, that this activity tended to be carried out on an unofficial basis. Nurses based
on wards would contact critical care for advice on an ad-hoc basis. In 2004 in England 90
of the 156 hospitals that responded to this question (50.6%) reported that they offered a
hotline advice service.

Thus proportionately, there were fewer hospitals officially

offering this service in Wales in 2011. Again, the difference in timing of the survey, and
response rates and item response means that comparisons are difficult to draw; whether
or not this service was provided by non-responders remains unknown.
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All 11 hospitals with CCOS provided: direct clinical bedside support on adult wards,
informal bedside teaching, and follow-up of patients discharged from Level 2/3/3T
facilities to adult wards. All also undertook audit and evaluation. Another almost
universal CCOS activity (n = 10 - 90.9%) was the assisting of appropriate, timely discharge
or transfer of patients from CC to adult wards. Only one hospital reported that its CCOS
did not undertake this (this hospital’s CCOS has previously been mentioned as
functioning more like a rapid response team only, in that follow-ups are performed by
staff from Critical Care – Hospital X). Seven hospitals with CCOS (63.6%) reported
provision of formal educational courses delivered outside of critical care, while three
(27.3%) reported the provision of post hospital discharge follow-up from Level 2/3/3T
facilities in dedicated outpatient clinics. However, one of these hospitals (Hospital X) also
reported that CCOS staff had no direct involvement in delivering outpatient follow-ups.

In comparison, none of the hospitals without an established CCOS reported provision of
direct clinical bedside support, follow-up of patients discharged from CC facilities to adult
wards, or post hospital discharge follow-ups in dedicated outpatient clinics. Two
hospitals without CCOS (33.3%) identified how informal bedside teaching was carried out
by staff from critical care on adult wards.

Three (50%) also reported that formal

educational courses were delivered by CC staff. Thus direct clinical bedside support and
follow-up of patients on adult wards, and possibly post-hospital discharge follow-up of
patients, appear to be the distinguishing activities of CCOS in Wales (i.e. those activities
only provided in hospitals with an established CCOS).
5.3.4 Staffing of CCOS
The questionnaire was designed to capture the maximum level of staffing of CCOS over
the last year, i.e. labour inputs. One hospital reported that its service had significantly
reduced its staffing within the last year, as well as its hours of availability. Given the
design, the means shown in Table 5.5 below will not reflect this reduction. This change in
staffing highlights the potential for CCOS structure and costs to vary over time.
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Table 5.5 Staffing of CCOS in Wales
Number of hospitals
with this CCOS team
member (N = 11)

Mean
WTE

Consultant Doctor

8

0.084

Non-Consultant Career Grade Doctor

0

N/A

N/A

Junior Doctor

1

0.4

N/A

Band 8c Nurse

1

1

N/A

Band 8b Nurse

4

0.41 *

Band 8a Nurse

3

0.49

Band 7 Nurse

9

0.9

Band 6 Nurse

9

1.61

0.0067 – 1*
(0.53) *
0.07 – 1
(0.47)
0.58 – 2
(0.45)
0.00148 – 3.6
(0.98)

Allied Health Professionals:
Medical Director & Clinical Intensivist Lead

1

0.013

N/A

Other Staff:
Band 3 Personal Assistant to Band 8a
Band 3 Clerk

2

0.52

0.4 & 0.64
(0.17)

CCOS Team Member

Range
(standard
deviation)
0.007 – 0.2
(0.065)

*(These figures exclude one hospital that could not estimate WTE, as there was minimal input from their Band 8b
Nurse which was difficult to quantify)

No two CCOS were staffed identically. There was a degree of similarity in three hospitals,
in that they reported input of 1 WTE from Band 7 Nurse and 1 WTE for a Band 6 Nurse.
However, other labour inputs for these CCOS varied. The majority of CCOS did however
receive input from a Consultant Doctor, a Band 7 or Band 6 Nurse. As table 5.5 reveals,
eight of the 11 CCOS received (72.7%) Consultant input in Wales in 2011. The mean
input from these medical professionals was 0.84 sessions per week or 0.084 WTE, but the
range was very wide. Telephone completion elaborations revealed that input from these
professional tended to be at an organisational level. However, Consultants in one
hospital would accompany their CCOS staff if requested to review patients. Telephone
completions further revealed that medical tend not to be funded for CCOS; their input
represents an add-on to their usual role.

The percentage of hospitals confirming some form of medical input is in stark contrast to
the findings from the survey of England, where 71.1% reported no medical input
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(McDonnell et al, 2007). However, it should be noted that when administrating the
questionnaire over the telephone, respondents often reported that there was no medical
input when first asked this question, confirming that their CCOS team were made up of
nurses only. When it was subsequently explained that the intention was to capture all
forms of input, whether that be clinical or organisational roles, many changed their
answers as a consequence. Therefore this marked difference between the surveys of
Wales and England could potentially reflect the differing modes of administration and
the ability of the interviewer to elaborate rather than there being marked differences
between the countries. There was also some evidence to suggest that managerial inputs
were also at times not initially reported. This input could thus be subject to a degree of
measurement error. In keeping with the findings in England, the predominant staff
members making up the nursing component of CCOS teams in Wales tend to be Band 6
and Band 7 Nurses. Less than half of the hospitals reported input from nurses on higher
bandings.

5.3.4.1 CCOS Staffing - Links with Other Specialist Teams
Five hospitals reported that CCOS team members were also members of other specialist
teams.

In three of these, CCOS staff also worked as part of the cardiac

arrest/resuscitation team. In one of these hospitals, all CCOS staff took part in arrest callouts. In the second, the Band 7 Nurse worked on the resuscitation team. The third
hospitals reported how Band 7 Nurses from the resuscitation team also form part of its
CCOS team, but were not counted as official members. This respondent had not reported
any WTE for Band 7 Nurses. This again highlights how costing of CCOS labour inputs is
challenging and how further exploration of inputs was necessary to ensure future costing
is accurate.

In the remaining two hospitals, CCOS professionals were involved in

delivering care in the CC department. These included a Consultant Anaesthetist at one
hospital, and Band 6 and 7 Nurses at the other. These labour inputs again represent
shared resources that required further consideration.
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5.3.5 Coverage of CCOS
Ten of the hospitals with CCOS reported service coverage of all adults wards. In contrast,
one hospital reported CCOS currently covered 14 out of 25 adult wards, but there were
plans to roll-out to all adult wards once NEWS was implemented. Seven CCOS also
provided services to other departments. The most commonly reported department was
A&E (n=6), one hospital with a Minor Injuries Unit also reported coverage there.
Paediatrics was covered in three hospitals. Mental Health in two, and one hospital also
reported coverage of its Medical Assessment Unit, Neurological Rehabilitation and
Elderly Day Care Unit.
5.3.6 Availability of CCOS
The Department of Health (DoH, 2005) suggests that CCOS should ideally be provided 24
hours per day, seven days per week. Weekends and out-of-hours are traditionally times
when junior and senior doctors are most scarce. Whilst CCOS have the potential to
improve patient care in-hours on week days, potential benefits may be greater at
weekends and out-of-hours. McDonnell et al (2007) found that only a relatively small
proportion of hospitals in England (45/133 - 33.8%) provided a 24 hour per day, seven
day per week service of some form. The following describes the current situation in
Wales.

5.3.6.1 Post Critical Care Discharge Follow Ups
All 11 hospitals with a CCOS in Wales in 2011 conducted post-CC follow-ups on the
general wards. However, there were variations surrounding when this service was
provided. In five hospitals CCOS follow-up were conducted seven days per week. In four
this was undertaken Monday to Friday only. The remaining two on other selected days
only: four days per week (either Monday to Thursday or Tuesday to Friday) at one and
every Wednesday and/or Thursday at the other. In this latter hospital (Hospital X)
follow-ups were not carried out by CCOS professionals, but by nurses working in the CC,
with a physiotherapist in attendance and a doctor when possible. Again, this CCOS was
quite distinct in terms of how the different elements of the service were organised and
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delivered. The proportion of hospitals in Wales (45.45%) providing follow-up seven days
per week in 2011 was thus slightly lower than in England in 2004 (50.4%) (McDonnell et
al, 2007).

There were additionally differences in the hours follow-ups were provided.

All

respondents reported follow-ups were provided up to 11 hours per day, but elaborations
revealed that within this category practices varied. One CCOS undertook follow-ups for
approximately 30 minutes to two hours per week (Hospital X). In all other hospitals,
follow-ups were conducted each working day. Seven CCOS officially operated eight
hours per day. However, one of these was generally (unofficially) available for ten hours
per day. Another operated for nine and a half hours daily, another for ten hours. Exact
hours of service provision within this category were not provided by the two respondents
who opted for postal completion (H11, H12). Thus, no hospitals in Wales offered followups around the clock, every day of the week in 2011; in comparison to the 17 (12.2%)
that did in England in 2004 (McDonnell et al, 2007).

Ten of the 11 hospitals provided data for the number of follow-ups undertaken in the
month prior to the survey. The number of follow-ups carried out ranged from 14 to 51
(mean = 26.70, SD = 13.42). This figure would naturally be expected to vary between
hospitals depending on factors such as hospital size, patient population characteristics,
and the number of CCOS patients who survive their stay in CC. Variation may also be
attributed to differences in local practices relating to which patients are routinely
followed-up by CCOS. All 11 hospitals with CCOS reported that they followed-up Level 2
patients, and all 10 hospitals with the facilities to care for Level 3 patients for over four
hours reported follow-ups of this classification of patients. The majority of hospitals also
reported that all such patients were followed-up post discharge.

However, one

exception again proved to be Hospital X. Follow-ups there were not carried out routinely,
but instead conducted only when there was a perceived need. For example, patients
with a tracheostomy, long stay patients, those with poly-neuropathy, and frail individuals
requiring BiPAP or similar support.
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Nine respondents reported that follow-ups at their hospital were completed by means of
a regular ward round by members of CCOS.

There were established criteria for

discontinuation of follow-ups in six of them. Three elaborated on this during telephone
administration explaining that discontinuation occurred when the patients were no
longer scoring on the hospitals T&T tool (n=3), when urine output was satisfactory, and a
management plan was in place (n=1). Two also referred to the need to ensure ward staff
were in favour of discontinuation. One respondent who reported lack of established
discontinuation criteria explained that clinical judgements were used to guide this
decision. These findings highlight further process variations between CCOS, which in turn
may have implications for output and efficiency.

5.3.6.2 Telephone Hotline Advice
Three of the 11 CCOS in Wales (27.27%) provided a telephone hotline service; two for
seven days per week, the third Monday to Friday only. Just one hospital provided a 24
hour per day hotline (Hospital X); the other two for up to eleven hours per day.
However, as previously noted, CCOS often provide this service on an unofficial basis (i.e.
if ward nurses phone the CCOS Nurse or Critical Care for advice, staff will always try to
assist).

Another respondent commented how the On-Call Service was available, even

though they did not have an official hotline; thereby suggesting this was considered a
substitute. In comparison 45/133 (33.8%) respondents in England in 2004 reported
hotline advice was provided when necessary 24 hours per day, seven days per week
(McDonnell et al, 2007). This again reveals more comprehensive coverage in England.
However, in both countries around the clock CCOS are only provided in the minority of
hospitals.

5.3.6.3 Direct Bedside Clinical Support
Although direct bedside clinical support was undertaken by all 11 CCOS in Wales, again
only one hospital (hospital X) provided this support 24 hours per day. The other hospitals
reported up to eleven hours availability. Six hospitals (54.5%) provided this service seven
days per week, four provided it Monday-Friday only, and one four days per week.

In

contrast, in England in 2004 14.5% of respondents reported that clinical support was
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provided by CCOS 24 hours per day, seven days per week (McDonnell et al, 2007). Whist
the proportion of hospitals providing this around-the-clock daily service was higher in
England in 2004; provisions in both countries tend to fall short of the recommended
guidelines (DoH, 2005).

However, all 11 respondents in Wales also reported that a Hospital at Night programme
operated locally. This service may take over some of the functions of CCOS in Wales outof-hours, as Larkin (2006) suggested could be the case in some hospitals. Comments by
one respondent appear to support this “We have a Hospital at Night that covers .... the
out-of-hours and ..... so you know you got.... a cover”, although no respondents reported
formal integration with these services. Five hospitals did however confirm formal
integration with either the Acute Pain Team (n=1), the Resuscitation Team (n=3) or both
of these services (n=1). One of the CCOS formally integrated with the Resuscitation
Team also reported informal integration with the Acute Pain Team. A further two
hospitals reported that their CCOS were informally integrated with the both the Acute
Pain Team and the Resuscitation Team. Thus in total seven hospitals reported either
formal or informal integration with these other services. Such integrations, in addition to
out-of-hours services could have implications in terms of evaluating CCOS and thus
required greater exploration in phase two.

Five hospitals reported that data on the number of patients identified as being at risk in
the month prior to the survey were collected at the hospitals and were known by CCOS.
In these hospitals the number of patients identified as being at risk ranged from 20 to 90
(mean = 59.4, SD = 27.49). In addition to this insight, nine hospitals reported that they
had provided direct clinical bedside support to between two and 90 patients identified as
at risk (mean = 41.89, SD = 26.997). As is the case with follow-ups, a variety of factors
can influence the number of patients seen by CCOS. For example, the type of scoring and
response system used and the relative compliance of nurses in using them can both
influence the number of call-outs and consequently the number of visits made by CCOS.
Patient mix, skills mix and staffing ratios on wards may also have an influence.
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This research revealed local variations in T&T used in Wales. This could possibly account
for some of the variation between hospitals; however it is beyond the scope of this study
to investigate this further. The target time for review following triggering of an early
warning system in Wales ranged from between 5 and 30 minutes between hospitals,
sometimes dependent on severity of score. The triggering of a CCOS response clearly has
implications for how resources are allocated between processes and the timing of
necessary interventions. These in turn can influence patient outcome and the relative
efficiency of CCOS.

5.4 Independent Delivery of Care and Direct Referrals by CCOS
In contrast to the 62.2% of CCOS surveyed in England (McDonnell et al, 2007), all 11
CCOS in Wales will at times clinically intervene without first liaising and gaining
permission from the relevant ward. This suggests CCOS had greater autonomy in Wales
in 2011, than counterparts in England in 2004. Two participants were keen to point out
that at times independent intervention was absolutely necessary; as was the need to
ensure that their actions were effectively communicated to the parent team.

Ten CCOS were also able to undertake direct referrals to or from other specialist teams
without the need to inform the medical teams involved in patient care. Table 5.6 details
the nature of these referrals. The ‘other’ referrals reported by respondents reveal that in
two hospitals the traditional practice of Consultant to Consultant referrals to Critical Care
has been bypassed, thereby possibly reducing any potential delays in Intensivist review.
This may facilitate more timely intervention and smoother transitions between services,
and in turn improve patient outcomes.

Table 5.6 Direct CCOS Referrals To/From Specialist Teams
Specialist Team
Acute Pain Service

Number of CCOS
(N=11)
9

Nutrition Team

9

Physiotherapy Service

10

Other

6
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Table 5.7 Other Direct Specialist Team Referrals
Other Specialist Team
Critical Care Consultants – CCOS have admission rights to CC

Number of CCOS
(N=11)
1

ENT/Tracheostomy Specialist Nurse

1

Gastrology Nurse Practitioner

1

Respiratory Nurse Practitioner

1

Hospital at Night Team – selected patients only, those most at risk of
further deterioration
Respiratory reviews

1

Intensivist reviews

1

Stoma Nurse

1

Chest Pain Nurse

1

Capillary Nurse

1

Wound Management Team

1

Transfusion Nurse

1

Oxygen Therapy Team (including Capillary ABG Specialist Nurse)

1

1

5.4.1 Interventions Performed and/or Recommended by CCOS
Unsurprisingly, CCOS in Wales, like CCOS in England perform and recommend a wide
variety of interventions in practice, as can be appreciated from Table 5.8. Whilst the
majority of CCOS staff either performed or recommended most of the questionnaire’s
pre-listed interventions, there were some notable exceptions to this.

Adjustments to

medications were performed by CCOS in just one of the eleven hospitals. Additionally,
only two reported that their CCOS were able to request chest x-rays, initiate vaso-active
infusions or make adjustments to pain management.

Less than half (n=5) reported that CCOS performed initiation of colloid and/or blood
transfusions. Similarly, with regards to initiating DNAR decisions, five hospitals reported
that they performed this. However the majority (n=10), reported that they would solely
make DNAR recommendations.

So, there was marked homogeneity in CCOS

interventions, in particular those traditionally associated with the role of the doctor.
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Table 5.8 Interventions Performed and Recommended by CCOS

Arterial blood gases

Number of CCOS that
perform
intervention
(N = 11)
10

Number of CCOS that
make
recommendations
(N = 11)
9

Venous cannulation

9

9

Venepuncture investigations

11

10

ECG

11

10

Central line insertion

0

10

Changes in oxygen therapy

9

10

Changes in fluid management

8

11

Insertion of nasogastric tube

8

10

Initiation of non-invasive ventilation

7

9

Adjustment to medication

1

10

Adjustment to feeding/nutrition

0

9

Adjustment to pain management

2

11

Early Sepsis Bundle

11

9

Initiation of DNAR/NFR decision

5

10

Chest x-ray

2

9

Changes in patient positioning

10

8

Initiation of colloid/blood transfusion

5

9

Initiation of vaso-active infusions

2

8

Interventions

5.4.2 Additional Interventions Performed/Recommended by CCOS
Additional interventions reported included: airway management, CPAP, nebulizer
administration, tracheostomy care & weaning, chest drain removal, titrating respiratory
support, Hickman line care and management, blood cultures, central line removal,
urinary catheterisation, and escorting patients to scans. These highlight the varied roles
of CCOS staff. They also appear to reveal that, in some hospitals at least, CCOS not only
provide interventions usually associated with critical care nursing, but also interventions
that can generally be carried out by ward staff (eg. urinary catheterisation, escorting
patients to scans). The rationales for CCOS involvement in these interventions were not
captured by the questionnaire. The differences again represent alternatives processes,
which has implications for efficiency.
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5.5 Educational Activities of CCOS
Ten hospitals with CCOS reported that members of their CCOS team provided training in
care of the critically ill to other hospital staff. The only exception to this was again
Hospital X. The nature of this training is detailed in Table 5.9. Notably, all ten hospitals
involved in educational activities reported that their CCOS provided informal bedside
teaching in response to a deteriorating patient, in addition to training in the care of
tracheostomies, CVP lines etc. as part of follow-up care.

Table 5.9 Education/Training Delivered by CCOS

Type of Training
Informal bedside teaching in response to a deteriorating patient

Number of
CCOS
(N =11)
10

Percentage of
CCOS
90.91%

Training in care of tracheostomies, CVP lines etc as part of follow-up care

10

90.91%

Informal group teaching in response to a deteriorating patient

9

81.82%

Formal teaching of student nurses/medical students

7

63.64%

ALERT course or similar

6

54.55%

Formal in-house competency based training

4

36.37%

Course in developing high dependency skills

1

9.09%

CCrISP course

0

0%

Other

4

36.37%

Whilst ALERT training was reported as being delivered by CCOS in 6 hospitals, all 11
hospitals with CCOS reported that this course was delivered at their hospital. Two
respondents mentioned that their CCOS previously delivered this, but that this
responsibility had been transferred to the Resuscitation Team. With regards to the
hospitals with no formal CCOS, all six reported that this course was provided locally.
Thus ALERT is currently provided in all 17 (100%) acute NHS hospitals in Wales. In the
survey of England, 113 (83.1%) hospitals reported CCOS delivery of ALERT (McDonnell et
al, 2007). Therefore, although all hospitals in Wales deliver ALERT training to their staff, a
higher proportion of CCOS delivered this in England in 2004 than CCOS in Wales in 2011.
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When it came to ‘other’ training delivered by CCOS, two hospitals delivered the BEACH
course (Bedside Emergency Assessment Course for Healthcare Workers), one delivered
the REACT course, and another delivered informal teaching to medical students on
patient assessment. One hospital also elaborated on how formal teaching of student
nurses included occasional attendance at university lecture. The number of days spent
providing formal education was also captured by the questionnaire. The data revealed
eight CCOS delivered formal education with the number of days ranging from between 4
and 70 days annually (mean=29.88, SD = 24.71). There was significant variation between
hospitals in terms of this variable.

5.6 Education and Experience Required of CCOS Staff
Five CCOS had developed in-house training programmes to develop their staff. The nine
CCOS with medical input required all nursing staff to have CC experience. Eight of these
specified were also associated with baseline qualifications for doctors. These included
ALERT (n=1), ALS (n=2), and skills in recognising the sick patient (n=1).

All other

requisites related more to grading of doctors and their past experience.

Three

respondents stipulated that Consultant level was required, although one also reported
that trainees will review patients at times. Five also detailed a need for anaesthetics
training or Intensivist /CC experience.

All 11 hospitals respondents reported that CCOS Nurses were required to have CC
experience and the baseline qualifications presented in Table 5.10. Seven respondents
reported that nursing staff were required to have ‘other baseline qualifications, as listed
in Table 5.11.

Capturing this information assists in identifying some of the training costs associated
with CCOS. Some of the courses listed require periodical updates. Such costs will require
factoring-in to a future evaluation.
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Table 5.10 Baseline Qualifications of CCOS Nurses
Number of CCOS requiring
this qualification
7

Baseline qualification
Basic Life Support (BLS)
Hospital Life Support (HLS)

3

Intermediate Life Support (ILS)

7

Paediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS)

3

Advanced Life Support Provider (ALS)

9

Advanced Life Support Instructor (ALS)

0

Acute Life-Threatening Events: Recognition & Treatment (ALERT)

9

Care of the Critically Ill Surgical Patient (CCrISP)

1

Teaching qualification (e.g. Teaching and Assessing, PGCE)

5

General intensive care course (e.g. ENB 100)

9

Other

7

Table 5.11 Other Baseline Qualifications Required by CCOS Nurses
Number of CCOS requiring
this qualification
1

Other baseline qualification requirements
Advanced Nurse Practitioner (Band 7 staff only)
Degree level qualification

2

Clinical patient assessment module/course (e.g. DE70)

4

Independent prescribing

1

Masters level qualification (or working towards)

1

ALS (or prepared to undertake)

2

Transfer Course (Transforming Care)

1

5.7 Audit and Evaluation of CCOS
All 11 hospitals reported that information was routinely collected on the activities of
CCOS or on patient outcomes. Table 5.12 details the nature of the information collected.
All 11 hospitals collated information on clinical activities, and all except one (H02)
collected data on educational ones. Seven further reported that ‘other information was
also routinely recorded, as listed in Table 5.13.
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Table 5.12

Routinely Collected Data

Information collected

Number of CCOS collecting this data

Clinical activities

11

Educational activities

10

Patient outcomes

7

Other

7

Table 5.13 Other Information Collected
Information collected

Number of CCOS collecting this data

Cardiac arrests

3

CCOS response times

1

Follow-ups

2

Patient referrals

1

Patient report

1

Education report

1

ICNARC data

1

Averted admissions to CC

4

Readmissions to CC

4

Number of “at-risk” patients scoring above a certain level

1

Reason for call to CCOS

1

Interventions performed by CCOS

2

New admissions to CC

2

NFR/DNR orders

3

Mortality rates when patient under the care of CC and CCOS

1

Stability of patients (whether further review required)

1

Peri-arrests

1

Teaching activities

1

SPOTLIGHT data

1

RRAILS data

1

Time spent with patient

1

Intensivist review requests

1

Transfers to Tertiary Centres

1
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The data collected by CCOS therefore varied between hospitals, perhaps reflecting
differences in local priorities. In ten hospitals, clinical CCOS staff were involved in
collating the information used in audits and evaluations of the services. Audit clerks
were involved in this process in three of the hospitals. In two of these cases, data were
collected by CCOS but entered onto a database by an audit clerk. In the third hospital
the processes of data collection and data entry were conducted by an audit clerk and
staff from the CC department. One hospital also reported that a Consultant Anaesthetist
was involved on occasions. Such variations have cost implications.

5.8 Future Plans for CCOS in Wales
The questionnaires aimed to find out about future plans for CCOS in each hospital.

5.8.1 Future Plans for Hospitals Without CCOS
Three hospitals with no CCOS reported that there were plans to introduce the service in
the future. All of the pre-listed rationales for CCOS introduction were reported as
relevant in all three hospitals. One respondent elaborated that its hospital aimed to link
CCOS with the Advanced Nurse Practitioner role and that they were also exploring the
possible use of high observation areas. Another explained that lack of resources had led
to the delayed introduction of CCOS at their hospital.

All three hospitals not planning the introduction of CCOS also reported lack of resource,
in addition to no perceived need as the rationales underpinning their planning decision.
Respondents from two of these emphasised the need to prioritise resources. At these
hospitals it was judged that staff ratios and coverage during the day, in conjunction with
the Hospital at Night Nurse Practitioners during out-of-hours, ensured that the needs of
patients were being sufficiently met. Thus CCOS was not deemed a priority. Whilst none
of these hospitals reported medical, nursing or management opposition as influencing
the decision not to introduce CCOS, one added that whilst lower management wanted
the service, top management were opposed to it as they did not wish to create an “elitist
nursing team”. This clearly highlighted how the crossing of traditional professional
boundaries was potentially an issue of concern at this hospital.
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5.8.2 Future Plans for Hospitals With CCOS
Five hospitals with CCOS reported changes to the staffing and structure of their CCOS
were anticipated within the next 6 months. Four had plans to increase staffing and one
to reduce it. Two hospitals were planning on increasing hours of availability, one on
reducing them. Two hospitals were also anticipating formal integration with other
services. One with CC and the resuscitation team, where CCOS staff would also become
Resuscitation Officers (Hospital X). The second hospital was planning integration with
Advanced Nurse Practitioners. Thus overall, where changes were anticipated, these were
generally in the direction of expansion rather than reduction, and integration rather than
segregation.

Six hospitals reported no anticipated changes. However, one participant felt as though
their service was “kind of on trial”, and expressed a concern that even if CCOS were
undeniably effective, the continuation of the service may be compromised in the future
by financial constraints. Another respondent reported a desire for change, but felt this
was unlikely. A further hospital divulged that a business case had been put to expand the
service to 12 hours per day, seven days per week. However, the respondent was not
optimistic this would be approved, as this business case had been ongoing for some time.

5.9 Crude Resource Use for CCOS Provision in Wales
Eight respondents reported how CCOS funding was allocated from the CC budget. The
remaining three CCOS were reported to receive separate funding.

Numerous

combinations of labour inputs have been identified in England and other countries. In
English hospitals doctors participate in the delivery of some CCOS only (McDonnell et al,
2007). Labour resources were explored earlier when staffing of CCOS and audit and
evaluation activities were considered. Some hospitals also reported that their CCOS team
were sometimes involved in delivering care or education at other hospitals within their
Health Board. Some CCOS were also integrated with other specialist services. In a few
hospitals members of the CCOS team were also part of another specialist team. Careful
consideration of such activities, integrations and shared resources will be necessary in a
future evaluation to ensure accurate costing.
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The questionnaire also aimed to capture any equipment use associated with CCOS
delivery; as a means of identifying some of the capital inputs associated with production.
Six hospitals reported equipment had been purchased for the CCOS team, including: a
blood ketone testing machine (n = 1), an individual pocket held oxygen saturation probes
(n = 1), a tracheostomy dummy head for teaching purposes (n = 1), a Dell laptop (n = 1),
two Phillips M3046A Monitors (n = 1), stethoscopes (n = 2) and books (n = 1). The other
five hospitals had not purchased equipment specifically for CCOS use.

All eleven respondents reported that CCOS borrowed equipment at their hospitals. CCOS
generally tend to use specialist equipment from CC or general equipment from wards.
Specialist equipment included: monitors, chairs, bear huggers (patient warmers), transfer
ventilators and other transfer equipment, high flow oxygen and warming devices, chest
drain bottles and NIV equipment. Emergency drugs were also sourced from ITU in one
hospital. Equipment borrowed from wards included: Dinamap machines and monitoring
equipment, infusion pumps, ECG machines, and bladder scanners.

One CCOS also

sourced oxygen humidification equipment from the hospital general store; another Bair
Huggers (see Glossary) from theatre. This insight into shared equipment proves helpful
in terms of planning more in-depth explorations of these costs in phase two.

5.10 Considering Possible Links Between CCOS and Hospital Characteristics
Additional analyses were conducted to ascertain whether any tenuous associations could
be identified. Where Pearson’s r correlation analysis has been undertaken, results have
been interpreted using the guide provided by Evans (1996):
0.00 - 0.19 = very weak association

0.20 - 0.39 = weak association

0.40 - 0.59 = moderate association

0.60 - 0.79 = strong association

0.80 - 1.00 = very strong association

5.10.1 Exploration of Staffing of CCOS
Firstly data were scrutinised to examine the extent of any association between funding
and labour inputs. Whilst one of the three hospitals that reported separate funding
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reported the highest level of labour resource inputs in terms of WTE’s, another reported
the lowest; no obvious link was found. The numbers of CC beds in hospitals and CCOS
labour inputs were next analysed using correlation techniques, revealing weak positive
correlation (0.28). The number of wards covered by CCOS was subsequently explored,
revealing moderate positive correlation between ward numbers and WTE’s (0.57). Thus
whilst neither funding nor CC facilities appear to be associated with labour resource use,
an association was uncovered between the number of wards covered by CCOS and WTE
staffing.

Since all but one CCOS covered all adult wards in their hospital, this would

seem to suggest that staffing levels of CCOS are guided by the size of the hospital, if
number of wards is considered a suitable proxy. This could have implications for CCOS
optimality.

5.10.2 Exploration of Aims and Activities
In an attempt to provide additional insights into CCOS that could possibly aid the
development of a typology of models in the second phase of the research, some
additional correlation analyses were conducted. These attempted to ascertain if any
relationships existed between the relative importance of aims and CCOS activities. The
results are detailed in Table 5.14:

Table 5.14 Explorations of Associations between Aims and Activities
Variables tested for correlation
Formal education ranking & days of formal education provided

Correlation
Statistic
-0.10

Avoiding readmissions to CC ranking & number of follow-ups last month

+0.44

Timely identification of patient deterioration ranking & number of follow-ups last month

-0.05

Timely identification of patient deterioration ranking & number of 'At-Risk' patients seen by
CCOS last month

-0.08

Sharing of CC skills ranking & number of 'At-Risk' patients seen by CCOS last month

-0.05

Adverting or ensuring timely admission to CC ranking & number of 'At-Risk' patients seen by
CCOS last month

+0.81

The ranking for formal educational and the number of days of formal education provided
showed a very weak negative association. The ranking for avoiding readmissions to CC
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and the number of follow-ups provided last month were also found to have a moderate
positive association. A very strong positive association was however found between the
ranking of adverting or ensuring timely admission to CC and the number of 'at-risk'
patients seen by CCOS last month. Given that a ranking of 1 corresponded with the aim
with the highest importance, this analysis suggest that in those hospitals where this aim
was considered of lower importance that this corresponded with a higher number of
patients being seen. While correlation does not indicate causality, it is possible that in
hospitals where more patients are being seen by CCOS, that compliance with T&T and
algorithms is relatively better, and consequently this aim is considered less of a local
priority. Alternatively it is also possible that the tools used at these hospitals are more
sensitive, thereby resulting in more call-outs to CCOS. This could facilitate more timely
intervention and a perception of a lower priority for this aim.

These analyses, whilst

contributing to the overall picture of CCOS, did not reveal any wide-ranging or obvious
relations between the aims and processes examined that could aid development of a
typology.

5.11 Limitations of the Survey
The small population size limited the statistical analysis that could be performed on the
data. For example, Chi-square methods for looking at associations between categorical
data can generate interesting questions for further exploration. However, arguably,
interpretive methods should not be carried out on small sample sizes, as this can lead to
over-estimation of associations.

The analysis was therefore limited to descriptive

statistics.

Using a previously validated tool but altering it for use in Wales, could be viewed as
introducing the potential to reduce its reliability and validity. While this could be a
limitation in some respects, the tool was actually modified to meet the needs of the
conceptual framework dominating this research, namely economic evaluation.

This

meant that some of the original questions were superfluous, and that a couple of extra
questions needed adding to meet the aims of this stage of the research. In this instance
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the benefits of modification were deemed to outweigh the potential weaknesses of
altering the tool.

Whilst the mixing of modes of administration can help to improve response rates and
facilitate adaptation to individual preferences, this design also has its weaknesses. Most
participants who opted for telephone completion tended to elaborate their responses,
particularly when they felt that providing further information would be insightful, and
would paint a more accurate picture of their CCOS. In contrast, most postal respondents
provided little, if any, elaborations. In some cases, this may have led to biased reporting
of the additional data captured and the introduction of mode effects.

It remains

questionable whether answers provided by those who opted for postal completion, may
have been different if they had opted for telephone completion. However, it can clearly
be seen that the use of telephone interviews provided for richer information; albeit with
increased potential of the researcher induced bias as the result of researcher-respondent
interactions. The staffing of CCOS section in particular highlighted the potential for this
to be the case. This has potential implications for internal validity and reliability when
mixing modes. Missing data can also skew findings. However, given the infrequency of
this in this survey, this was not deemed a problem in this particular instance.

A number of the questions included in the questionnaire would also benefit from
alteration if the survey were to be repeated in the future. Firstly, the question asking
about the frequency of observations could be improved by adding a response category to
reflect the practice of increasing observation frequency in line with increasing T&T
scores. Secondly, the question asking about which staff should be contacted when
patients trigger a score could also be improved by adding a response category to capture
ramped responses (i.e. as the score increases the algorithm changes as to which health
professionals should be contacted). Finally, the question asking respondents how many
follow-ups were undertaken in the previous month suffered from item non-response,
possibly as a result of it requesting more sensitive data.
introduces some bias.
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Non-response inevitably

While some attempts have been made to draw comparisons between England and
Wales, these remain tentative at best given how much time has passed since these data
were collected in England; and how regional priorities and protocols are likely to differ
over time and across the countries. The information collected on CCOS and related
variables is also quite limited in depth, which prevents any concrete conclusions being
drawn at this stage about factors which may influence CCOS effectiveness. Nevertheless,
the survey has provided sufficient detail to consider service delivery heterogeneity and
how the identified differences may be useful in developing a typology of the services.

5.12 Discussion
The survey revealed the prevalence and current service delivery configurations of CCOS
in Wales in 2011. In doing so it revealed many similarities between services, but also
marked differences. With regards to the importance ranking of aims of CCOS, eight
hospitals were able to rank all seven aims in order of importance. Of these, five
considered timely identification to be the most important. One considered adverting or
ensuring timely admission to CC, and another two bedside education as being the most
important.

There were also marked variations in the number of hours of formal

education delivered. This revealed a potential spilt between hospitals in terms of the
relative importance associated with the educational role and the clinical role of CCOS.
These marked differences could possibly assist in the development of a typology in phase
two.

They could also potentially assist in the process of uncovering the outcome

measures that are considered most suited to CCOS in Wales. However, both of these
require further consideration in this thesis.

The T&T tools used in the principality also varied. Eight of the 11 hospitals with CCOS
were using MEWS and the other three were using PARS. However, nine of these
reported they would soon be switching to NEWS. Thus there is likely to be a high degree
of homogeneity in T&T use in the near future. The most notable difference between
hospitals in terms of T&T use was the inclusion of cause for concern as a trigger for CCOS
review. Seven CCOS received referrals based on this, the other four did not. This
represents a significant split in how CCOS interact with the acute wards and one which
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could again possibly assist in developing a typology of models or guiding sub-group
analysis. It is not inconceivable that different referral patterns will influence CCOS
effectiveness. Again, a closer examination of this potential will follow.

In terms of activities, three hospitals with CCOS provided a telephone hotline service
(although many reported this was delivered unofficially), 11 provided direct clinical
bedside support, informal bedside teaching and follow-up of patients discharged from CC
to adult wards. Ten assisted with discharges from CC, three provided formal educational,
and three post-hospital discharge follow-ups at outpatient clinics. CCOS staff, however,
were not directly involved in the latter activity in one hospital. These differences may be
important when developing a typology.

The staffing of CCOS differed in all 11 hospitals, These differences may be attributable to
different hospital structures, patient-staff ratios, and/or differences in local priorities.
However, the survey did not probe into enough details to confirm or reject these
hypotheses.

While there were differences, there were also some notable similarities.

Eight hospitals received Consultant input, nine reported Band 7 Nurse involvement, and
nine Band 6 Nurse input. It may be possible to categorise hospitals in terms of staffing,
but this required further exploration in phase two. Labour inputs also require more
thorough exploration, given that measurements errors may have been a survey feature
of the survey, and the shared resources identified. Five hospitals reported that some or
all of their CCOS staff were also members of specialist teams.

Six CCOS also covered

other hospitals within their Health Board. It will therefore be important to investigate
this further to ensure accurate identification and measurement of costs. Consideration
of links with other hospitals may also assist in typology development.

Almost all CCOS (n=10) reported full coverage of adult wards in their hospitals. However,
there were marked differences in wider coverage. Seven CCOS covered additional
hospital departments. This again highlights the potential for one means of categorising
CCOS (e.g. ward only versus ward plus other departments). In all but one special case
(Hospital X), provision of CCOS in Wales was limited in terms of hours of operation when
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compared with Department of Health recommendations (DoH, 2005). The majority
reported up to eleven hours service provision, although there were differences within
this grouping.

There were also marked variations in days of week CCOS was provided,

which could also assist typology development, and will influence cost of CCOS delivery.

The survey also revealed relatively greater autonomy of CCOS staff in Wales in terms of
independent clinical intervention, when compared to England in 2004.

Whilst the

majority of CCOS were able to refer patients to the prelisted specialties, two CCOS were
also able to directly refer patients for CC review. When interventions performed or
recommended were explored further, this again revealed a great deal of homogeneity.
However, some notable exceptions to this were also uncovered. A minority of CCOS
delivered interventions are traditionally associated with doctors. The ability to carry-out
these interventions and likewise direct referrals to CC possibly assist in improved timing
of interventions and thus the efficiency of services. Regardless of whether this is so,
these do represent differing processes between hospitals and thus potentially have some
implications in terms of cost and effects.

All doctors and nurses working for CCOS were expected to have CC experience. Five
respondents reported there were in-house training programmes to develop CCOS staff.
There was a degree of consensus in terms of baseline qualification requirements,
although some differences were also noted. These required further exploration in phase
two. All training represents a cost associated with CCOS and will thus be an important
consideration in a future economic evaluation.

All CCOS undertake audit in Wales, in accordance with ICS (2002) guidelines. In some
instances, staff other than those working for CCOS are involved in this process. There
were differences in labour inputs associated with this activity, which will inevitably
influence costs. Differences were also noted in the type of data collected. These could
assist in phase two, when investigating outcome measures most suited to CCOS in Wales.
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Future plans for CCOS were also examined. Where changes were expected these were
generally in the direction of expansion and integration. Five hospitals were already
integrated with the acute pain team and/or the resuscitation team. This has implications
for the costing of CCOS, and could possibly assist typology development. The survey
further revealed that whilst not all CCOS purchase, in contrast all borrow equipment
purchased by other specialties. Whilst measuring usage of shared equipment and other
shared resources, such as health professional input or overhead services, can be difficult,
it is an important consideration in economic evaluation (Drummond et al, 2005) and thus
required further exploration.

5.13 Conclusion
Overall the aims of the survey were successfully met. The methods employed with a
view to improve the robustness of this phase in the research would appear to have been
successful. There was a general willingness of potential respondents to engage in the
survey process which was reflected in the good response achieved and the relative
completeness of the data collected. The prevalence and service delivery configurations
of CCOS in NHS acute care hospitals in Wales in 2011 were successfully uncovered. This
facilitated identification of the inputs and processes associated with CCOS. Basic analysis
of these has assisted in pin-pointing homogeneity and heterogeneity between services.
The similarities and differences identified between services are very much in keeping
with prior research focused on CCOS service delivery in England. This increases the
potential for any findings from this research having greater wider generalisability.

The features or characteristics of CCOS that are associated with the greatest degree of
heterogeneity, as identified via the survey, will be looked at in greater depth in the
following chapter. Exploration of the these survey findings together with the current
literature, will help to ascertain which characteristics of the services are likely to be most
appropriate in the development of a typology of models of CCOS. In facilitating this, the
survey has brought this research a step closer in terms of its potential to answer the
research questions posed. In particular, in getting closer to identifying whether a
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typology approach is indeed beneficial, and more of the challenges related to
effectiveness measure identification and contextual influential factors.

While key cost drivers associated with CCOS were identified, they remain quite crude at
this stage. CCOS inputs and processes require more-in depth consideration in phase two
to ensure identification and future measurements are as accurate as possible. Accuracy
and comprehensiveness is important for any costing exercise (Gray et al, 2011). It is also
important in terms of meeting the research aim of identifying the challenges of the
evaluation, particularly any system, behavioural and/or organisational influences which
could impact on CCOS effectiveness.
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Chapter 6: Developing a Typology of CCOS Models
6.0

Introduction

The literature review undertaken as part of the current research (see Chapter 2)
identified that CCOS are heterogeneous in their structure and function. Chapter 4
additionally explored contextual factors which may prove to be important considerations
when designing and conducting future economic evaluations of the service. Whilst many
of these potential influential factors represented exogenous factors, some were
specifically related to the characteristics of CCOS themselves. As previously supposed, it
may be the case that contradictory research findings to date are reflective of
methodological differences between studies. Or it may be the case that contextual
factors have varied and this has had an influence on the findings of previous studies.
Alternatively, the uncertainty surrounding effectiveness may simply be attributable to
marked differences between CCOS. These differences may have a strong influence over
effectiveness. If this is the case, then it is plausible that one type or model of CCOS could
be more effective and potentially more cost-effective than another. However, even if
this is the case, there could well be too much noise in the hospital system to identify this,
given the many factors which have the potential to influence effectiveness.

In order to begin to identify which of these rationales are contributing to current
uncertainty, or those which require more in depth consideration to inform a future
evaluation, it would be beneficial to further explore each of these potential influencing
factors. To successfully examine whether differences in CCOS characteristics in particular
have the potential to noticeably influence CCOS effectiveness necessitates categorisation
of CCOS in some way that adequately mirrors the differences between these services,
and captures those characteristics most likely to influence effectiveness.

If these

differences are significant in influencing either or both cost and effectiveness of CCOS,
then future evaluations would need to be conducted on a typology basis, as opposed to
grouping all CCOS together, thereby assuming all are similar in terms of cost and effect.
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This chapter explores potential influential characteristics of CCOS and how these can best
be categorised for evaluative purposes. Exploration is guided by consideration of the
heterogeneities identified as a result of the literature review and the national survey
conducted in Wales in phase one of this research. These heterogeneities are examined
for suitability in developing a typology of CCOS. The final typology was developed with a
view to facilitate allocation of all CCOS in Wales to categories/models that are both
comprehensive and mutually exclusive. It was also developed to be suitable for the
categorisation of all CCOS, irrespective of which country it functions.

6.1

Findings from the Literature Review

The literature review revealed how CCOS can differ between hospitals in a multitude of
ways. This seems to be the case for CCOS operating both within and outside of the UK.
Examination of prior research, and the findings from a national survey conducted in
England (McDonnell et al, 2007) uncovered differences in terms of referral processes,
CCOS team structure, CCOS activities, CCOS availability and CCOS coverage. Whether or
not this heterogeneity was reflective of the services available in Wales remained
unknown prior to the national survey of CCOS in Wales, conducted in 2011 as phase one.

The noted heterogeneity in England highlights how many of the attributes associated
with CCOS can differ significantly. If the variations between CCOS are multi-dimensional,
as the literature would seem to suggest, then this clearly has implications in terms of the
appropriateness of considering all CCOS to be more or less the same for economic
evaluation purposes. If CCOS are different in a number of domains, then this introduces
the potential for multiplier effects in terms of outcomes. To evaluate CCOS all together
would be to ignore these effects and could effectively result in ill-informed allocation
decision making.

6.2

Findings from the National Survey of CCOS in Wales

The national survey of CCOS in Wales revealed that 10 out of the 17 acute NHS hospitals
in Wales had a functioning CCOS at the time of the survey. Eleven hospitals had reported
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having a CCOS. However, on closer examination, one service did not meet the definition
of a CCOS as stipulated for the purpose of this study (for definition see pg.6, Chapter 2);
it more closely resembled a rapid response team, it provided no aftercare or monitoring
of patients post CC discharge.

The survey conducted in Wales attempted to replicate as much as possible the survey
that had been conducted in England. However modification was required, given the time
lapse between surveys and contextual differences between England and Wales. The
Welsh survey revealed a notably higher degree of homogeneity between CCOS in Wales.
However, it also highlighted differences in both the function and structure of CCOS at
that time. This marked heterogeneity in these attributes broadly mirrored the findings of
the national survey conducted in England in 2004 (McDonnell et al, 2007), and the
literature review (see Chapter 2). NHS England and NHS Wales have diverged even more
since the English survey was conducted (e.g. devolution of NHS to the Welsh
Government, and the creation of Clinical Commissioning Groups in England), so it is
possible that the differences in CCOS provisions between the two countries could be
even more exaggerated today. The selection of cases for phase two may therefore have
resulted in more heterogeneous results if this research had been conducted in England.

Despite the higher degree of homogeneity in Wales, there remains considerable
heterogeneity associated with some CCOS attributes; which could potentially influence
both the costs and effects of CCOS. The findings of the survey of CCOS in Wales thus add
support to the view that any attempt to evaluate CCOS as a ‘service’ could be misleading.
Cost-effectiveness may depend on the characteristics of the sample of CCOS used in the
analysis. It could be the case that a CCOS is cost-effective if it has certain attributes, but
not if it lacks them. The findings from the survey thus also support the aim of the
present study, i.e. to develop a typology of CCOS models, and to explore challenges
relevant to the design of a future economic evaluation.
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6.3

Developing a Typology of CCOS Models

Following the national survey of Wales, the intent was to construct an empirically
grounded typology of models for CCOS. Whilst there remains a paucity of literature
relating to typology development, particularly in relation to informing the design of
economic evaluations, frameworks have been developed with an aim to promote
systematic and transparent typology construction.

Kluge (2000) details a model of

empirically grounded typology construction, which consists of four stages of analysis
(stages one to three being iterative in nature), namely:
•

Development of relevant analysing dimensions

•

Grouping the cases and analysis of empirical regularities

•

Analysis of meaningful relationships and type construction

•

Characterisation of the constructed types.

Kluge suggests that this model offers greater flexibility and openness when compared
with earlier approaches promoted in the 1980's.

Nonetheless, the four stages of

analysis, regardless which methods are selected to attain them, ensure that the goal of
typology construction is obtained in a systematic and transparent way.

The paucity of

English language literature in this field prevented the weighing up of the pros and cons of
different approaches to typology development. That said, this model offered a logical,
comprehensive approach and was considered particularly appropriate for the aims of this
research.

Kluge (2000) identifies how when developing typologies, a standardised study will define
attributes for analysis prior to data collection. Conversely, in qualitative research these
attributes are dimensionalised during the process of data analysis.

This research

collected standardised information on CCOS in Wales during phase one. Prior to the
survey, it remained unknown how similar or different CCOS would be in Wales. The net
was therefore thrown wide, with the aim of capturing as much information as possible.
This allowed for examination of the degrees of homogeneity and heterogeneity between
a wide variety of CCOS attributes, including: processes, team characteristics, activities,
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and structures. This assisted in the grouping of services and the development of a
typology of models for CCOS.

However this is not where the typology development considerations stopped. The
development of a typology facilitated phase two, the multiple case studies of CCOS in
Wales, which enabled further more in-depth analysis of CCOS in Wales. This assisted in
determining whether or not the typology developed following phase one seemed a
reliable and valid one, by examining empirical regularities and meaningful relationships.
Furthermore, it ultimately helped identify the full range of challenges of economic
evaluation of CCOS, and how a future evaluation can be designed to overcome these as
much as possible. Thus, the typology development is based essentially on a mixed
methods approach; which allowed the added flexibility of initial stages of testing the
rationale underpinning the typology development. Of course, future research focused on
the typology would also be highly beneficial in terms of validating the model distinctions.

In order to take a comprehensive approach to typology development it was necessary to
consider all the variations in the functions and structures of CCOS, including: CCOS aims
and activities, CCOS team composition and size, in-hospital and other hospital coverage,
and availability of services. It was plausible that any, or indeed all, of these attributes
could shape interactions between CCOS staff and hospital patients and staff and in turn
the relative cost-effectiveness of different CCOS models. The rationale for combining
certain CCOS characteristics, including previous attempts at categorisation, for the
present typology development are detailed below.

6.4

Categorising CCOS Function: Aims and Activities

The literature review and survey of CCOS in Wales revealed how a number of activities
are often undertaken in an attempt to meet the multiple aims of the service. How a
CCOS is delivered, and how much relative importance is attached to each of these aims,
were deemed potentially highly important considerations for typology development. It
would seem reasonable to assume that these factors likely shape CCOS function, and in
turn CCOS effectiveness. If a service has been carefully designed to fulfil a specific
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requirement within system, then it follows that the service as a result would be expected
to deliver specific outcomes as a priority. The potential for service aims to inform a
typology of Models for CCOS has previously been acknowledged, and attempts have
already been made to categorise CCOS based on these characteristics.

According to Wood (2006a) all CCOS can be broadly classified as being either
‘interventionist’ or ‘educationalist’. Wood recognises that these classifications represent
extremes in CCOS team methodology which may not be representative of the real world.
It is therefore suggested that all CCOS can be placed at some point on a continuum, with
a pure educationalist model at one end and a pure interventionist model at the other.
Whilst an educationalist CCOS team endeavours to influence care via the educational
support of ward-based staff (i.e. by taking an indirect stance), an interventionist CCOS
team takes a more direct, hands-on approach. Wood asserts the optimal model is
predominantly educational. However, he also acknowledges the lack of evidence to
support this belief, and suggests research focused on identifying the optimal model is
needed (Wood, 2006a). A comparison of features of the two extremes is detailed below
in Table 6.1.

In another attempt at categorisation, a report commissioned by the National Institute for
Health Research, Service Delivery and Organisation National Research and Development
Programme (Rowan et al, 2007) alternatively considered the relative prioritisation of preadmission, post-CC and educational aims to be an effective means of distinguishing
between CCOS models. Using these preferences as a guide they categorised CCOS into
three main models: the ‘Admission Model’, the ‘Discharge Model’ and the ‘Education
Model’.

Whilst the latter categorisation is clearly more focused on prioritising the activities of
CCOS, it is not vastly different from the educationalist/interventionist approach
suggested by Wood (2006a). Pre-admission preferences and post-CC preferences reflect
the pursuits of an interventionist approach. Interventionist CCOS work hands-on to
prevent avoidable deterioration and therefore play an important role in a patient’s
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journey both pre-CC and post-CC.

The likening of the education model with the

educationalist CCOS model is self-explanatory.

Table 6.1 Comparison of CCOS Models

Interventionist

Educationalist

A critically ill patient will be directly managed by a
team skilled in critical care

The ward staff are trained in the principles of
critical care and can apply these principles to all
patients preventing the deterioration of a number
of patients

Will result in a small number of patients being
managed to an extremely high standard

Will improve the care of a greater number of
patients and educate ward staff to refer those
requiring a higher level of input promptly

May tend to disenfranchise ward staff with
potential for reducing benefits though likely to be
welcomed once the patient is extremely ill

Educators may be perceived as lacking clinical
credibility if they are never seen to manage a sick
patient

The team is ideally placed to facilitate admission to
ICU

There are already clear pathways by which patients
are referred and admitted to ICU; these can be
reinforced by an outreach team

Costly as the team will have to be large enough to
provide 24 hour cover 365 days of the year

Gearing means that a small team will produce a
greater degree of benefit; therefore it is relatively
cheap

Reproduced from Wood (2006a), pg. 18.

Given these previous attempts at categorising CCOS, the data collected on the aims and
activities of CCOS in Wales were duly explored when developing the typology. Analysis
was initially focused on CCOS activities. This revealed that all CCOS in the principality
provided: rapid response to a track and trigger or warning system score, clinical bedside
support, bedside teaching, follow-ups of patients discharged from CC to the ward area,
referral to other specialist teams, and audit and evaluation. All CCOS also assisted in the
timely discharge of patients from critical care. There was therefore a great deal of
homogeneity with regard to CCOS activities and service components.

There were also some noticeable differences between CCOS however. Only four of the
hospitals reported formal provision of a hotline, although almost half of the remainder
reported that it tended to be delivered informally anyhow. Furthermore, all hospitals
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without a formal hotline confirmed that CCOS could be contacted if ward staff were
concerned about a patient despite them not triggering on the scoring system used. This
suggests that the additional support that a formal hotline delivers is somewhat
compensated for via other mechanisms in hospitals without provision.

There was also notable variation surrounding formal education delivered by CCOS. Just
seven participants reported that this was part of the CCOS role. In some hospitals this
responsibility is delegated to the resuscitation team instead.

Other noteworthy

differences related to post hospital follow-up of patients.

Given the many similarities and the discovery that all CCOS in Wales undertook both
interventionist and educationalist activities, it was not possible to categorise CCOS based
on activities alone, as previously theorised by Wood (2006a). Furthermore, formal
education alone was not judged a suitable measure for gauging the degree of
educationalist tendency, since a CCOS that places an emphasis on education at the
bedside may be considered to be more educationalist than one that just delivers formal
education every now and them. To overcome these categorisation difficulties, it was
necessary to take an alternative approach to those already hypothesised.

Instead of

using these pre-defined categories, it became necessary to create a typology born out of
the empirical data collected via the national survey of CCOS in Wales. However, given
that the rationale behind these theories made logical sense, attempts were made to
capture the essence of the theorised typologies. In doing so, the rankings of the
importance of aims were next considered.

To adequately capture the differences identified via the survey in a meaningful way, a
number of ways of categorising the aims were explored.

One of the approaches

experimented with resulted in three broad categories and five sub-categories for CCOS
models.

The broad categories identified were educationalist, mixed/balanced and

interventionist. Table 6.2 details how each CCOS was assigned to these categories. This
method of categorisation took into account the three aims identified as being most
important for individual hospitals in 2011.
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The national survey of Wales asked

respondents to rank all seven pre-listed aims of CCOS in order of importance. A ranking
of 1 was assigned to the aim of highest importance and 7 to the least important.

Table 6.2 Categorisation of CCOS According to Importance Rankings
rank 1

rank 2

rank 3

Aims of CCOS

Overall Preference

Hospital

ed

ed

ed

Strong Educationalist

Educationalist

none

ed

ed

int

Educationalist

Educationalist

none

ed

int

ed

Educationalist

Educationalist

G, H

ed

int

int

Mixed/Balanced

Mixed/Balanced

none

int

ed

ed

Mixed/Balanced

Mixed/Balanced

A, B

Int

ed

int

Interventionist

Interventionist

none

Int

int

ed

Interventionist

Interventionist

F, J

Int

int

int

Strong Interventionist

Interventionist

C, D, E, I

The top three aims were thus considered to reveal the relative preference for
interventionist or educationalist aims for CCOS. This was based on the notion that aims 1
to 3, according to the ranking system used, reflected those aims considered of highest
importance, whilst a ranking of 4 signified medium importance and 5-7 aims of lesser
importance. This system also allowed for categorisation of those CCOS that ranked both
educationalist and interventionist aims as being of equal importance; allocating these to
the mixed/balanced category.

For the purpose of categorisation and typology development, timely identification of
patient deterioration, averting admission to CC, avoiding readmissions to CC and
enabling discharge were considered to be interventionist aims. The remaining pre-listed
aims of sharing of CC skills, bedside education and formal education were all considered
to be educationalist. While this approach may be considered simplistic, it arguably
captures the educationalist and interventionist leanings of individual CCOS in a consistent
and logical way. It thereby retains the rationalisations of the theoretical categorisations
identified in the literature, but is workable and a truer reflective of current CCOS
motivational aims in Wales.
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This categorising revealed regional preferences for one of the three types of CCOS focus.
It also revealed that interventionist aims were considered of higher importance than
educationalist aims in six hospitals, that the opposite was true in two hospitals and that a
further two CCOS attributed equal importance to these aims.

These rankings were plotted on Figure 6.1 to reveal the differences between CCOS on the
interventionist-educationalist continuum in Wales in 2011.

Figure 6.1 Aims of CCOS in Wales
A, B

C, D, E, I
F, J

G, H

Interventionist

Educationalist

Categorising CCOS according to the importance attached to the multiple aims reveals
much about the local focus and how a CCOS is designed to achieve these, i.e. the
function of the service. However, such categorisation effectively ignores the structure of
CCOS – whether that be in terms of organisational structure, such as local protocols and
processes, or the structure of the CCOS team itself. These could potentially be important
considerations, which could influence both cost and effectiveness. It was therefore
deemed preferable to take account of both structure and function when developing a
typology of CCOS models. Thus, these complex services necessitated a more complex
attempt at categorisation; albeit still relatively simple in its approach.

6.5

Categorising CCOS Structure: Team Membership

Again, categorising CCOS according to structure was not a new concept. Wood (2006a)
identified three predominant models: solo educator service, nurse-led team and the
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multi-disciplinary team. The first model, according to Wood is likely to be the least
costly, but also the least effective in terms of facilitating hospital-wide improvements in
the care of critically ill patients. The solo educator model predominantly focuses on
developing ward-based staff and does not tend to lend itself to a more direct
interventionist approach.

The nurse-led team on the other hand can be interventionist or educationalist (Wood,
2006a). Whilst this second model may be more likely to be successful in bringing about
change in nursing practices than the solo educator, Wood also suggests that it may not
be as successful in changing the practices of other disciplines as the multi-disciplinary
team. This last model can also be interventionist or educationalist and is considered by
Wood to be both most costly and most effective of all models. He bases this opinion on
the fact that the Department of Health Comprehensive Critical Care guidelines (DoH,
2000) were based on the benefits identified in the literature, which in turn tended to be
focused on multi-disciplinary approaches.

Again, Rowan and colleagues (2007) took an alternative yet similar approach to this,
taking into account WTE in addition to the presence or otherwise of medical input into
CCOS in one study they conducted. This highlights how medical input into CCOS is
considered a potentially important characteristic by which to differentiate between
CCOS. Medical input could possibly influence how a service functions, how it is received
locally, and potential for effectiveness. Of course, team structure may have only limited
influence

over

effectiveness.

Even

if

so,

there

are

likely

to

be

cost

implications/differences associated with differing team structures.

When attempting to categorise CCOS team structure, it was once again the case that the
theoretical categories referred to in the literature were not directly transferable to the
empirical data collected via this research. For obvious reasons it is not appropriate to try
and fit empirically collected data into categories which do not adequately capture data
diversity and characteristics. Further consideration was therefore required for this area
of categorisation too.
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Given the potential for CCOS team structure to influence cost effectiveness, a number of
categorisations were considered prior to development of one which resulted in 3
categories: 1) solo practitioner/nurse delivered CCOS (no medical input), 2) nurse
delivered CCOS – with medical input, and 3) the multi-disciplinary CCOS. This was clearly
an adaption and amalgamation of the categorisations suggested by Wood (2006a) and
Rowan et al (2007). It aimed to be comprehensive of the available literature on CCOS
and the team structures uncovered in the national survey of Wales. For example, one
solo nurse CCOS was uncovered in the principality, but this service was identified as
having mixed/balanced aims and not the educationalist tendency that Wood described.
The solo Educator category suggested by Wood was therefore altered to solo practitioner
to cater for all solo services regardless of their primary aim and delivery mechanism. This
category was also combined with the nurse delivered/led CCOS (with no medical input)
category to capture for all CCOS models with input from nurses only, regardless of team
size.

It was considered important to distinguish between CCOS with some form of medical
input and those without. However, it was not appropriate to label all CCOS with medical
input as multi-disciplinary – since this conjures up an image of a multi-disciplinary team
who work together in delivering CCOS interventions. Whilst this may apply in some
cases, in Wales medical staff did not actively participate in the CCOS rapid response to
patient deterioration or in the education of ward-staff. They instead played a more
facilitative and supportive role. The category nurse delivered/led CCOS with medical
input was therefore introduced to capture this important distinction between CCOS with
some medical input and those that are that are truly multi-disciplinary in nature, i.e.
teams that include nurses, doctors and sometimes other allied professionals, such as
physiotherapists and other specialists.

On the basis of these categories, three CCOS in Wales were allocated to the category solo
practitioner/nurse led CCOS, and seven to the nurse led CCOS with medical input
category. No CCOS in Wales could be considered multi-disciplinary, but this category was
included to ensure a comprehensive approach to typology development, given that such
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CCOS have been mentioned in the literature. Regional preferences for team structure of
CCOS were evident, as was the case with CCOS aim preferences.

6.6

Combining Categories for Final Typology Development

Combining the categories detailed above seemed to be a logical way to proceed with
typology development, since they captured differences in both the structure and
function of CCOS. In doing so it was hoped any differences in cost and effectiveness
related to different model characteristics would be adequately captured if this typology
is used in a future evaluation. Combining the categories resulted in nine distinct,
mutually exclusive models of CCOS, which have been adopted as the final typology for
this study. Figure 6.2 details these models and reveals which were reported to be
populated by CCOS in Wales during phase one. Wood (2006a) argued that the optimal
model for CCOS is one that is multi-disciplinary with an educationalist focus. However no
evidence is currently available to support the notion that these models are any more
effective or cost-effective than alternative models.

No CCOS in Wales fit this

categorisation.

6.7 Conclusion
The typology developed following reviews of the literature and analysis of phase one
survey data, reflects a first practical attempt to assign CCOS to an interventionisteducationalist continuum.

It also represents an attempt to categorise CCOS team

structure on the basis of both theoretical propositions detailed in the literature and
empirical data using a recognised typology construction framework. If this typology
adequately captures differences between CCOS, it has the potential to be used to
measure differences in cost-effectiveness between CCOS models. This could help answer
the question of whether or not differences between CCOS contribute to current
uncertainty surrounding effectiveness. This typology could therefore prove useful as a
framework for future research, specifically a future economic evaluation of CCOS. It
could provide a practical means of categorising services for evaluation and comparing
costs effectiveness results. This could potentially assist in determining optimal models in
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Figure 6.2 Models of CCOS – Based on CCOS Aim Preferences and CCOS Team Composition
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2

terms of efficiency. However, this potential and the desirability of such an approach will
require further consideration following the case studies of phase two.

As discussed in some considerable depth in chapter 4, many other extraneous or
confounding factors could potentially influence the cost-effectiveness of CCOS, including
inter alia the T&T tool used, local management structures, direct referrals to CC, referral
processes, types of interventions performed by CCOS and time spent delivering formal
education. This is a feature that is given a great deal of further focus in the case studies
conducted in phase two of this research. The typology developed actually created the
sampling frame for the case studies, which are discussed in Chapter 7. The typology
developed thus enables this research to begin to explore potentially significant
differences between CCOS models, in terms of associated costs, effects and influential
contextual factors.

It may be the case that the different models of CCOS are significantly different in what
they aim to achieve, and that their cost-effectiveness is sensitive to varied/unique
influences intrinsically associated with model type; whether or not this is the case has yet
to be explored in the literature. The case studies conducted in phase two therefore
initiate such exploration, and will also help in identifying an appropriate framework for
future economic evaluation of the services, including which costs and effects should
ideally be captured. The selection of meaningful and useful case studies for this purpose
would not have been possible without the development of a typology of models for
CCOS. Typology development was therefore a pivotal and highly important element of
this research.
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Chapter 7: Multiple Case Studies of CCOS in Wales
7.0

Introduction

Phase two of this research involved undertaking multiple case studies of CCOS in Wales
to assess the challenges of applying economic evaluation to these services and facilitate
answering of the primary and secondary research questions: What are the challenges of
conducting an economic evaluation of CCOS? and Is a typology approach to economic
evaluation an appropriate methodology for CCOS?

This chapter first describes the

rationale and methods used for this final phase, prior to findings being presented and
discussed.

7.1

Research Methods

Given the limited amount of research conducted in this area and the known
heterogeneity in CCOS delivery, qualitative methods were deemed well suited to this
second phase. They were considered potentially valuable in uncovering new information
about CCOS, and more appropriate than a quantitative approach in their potential for
answering the research questions, and for further exploring the typology of models of
CCOS developed following phase one. Qualitative research has a number of distinct
advantages when research aims are exploratory, descriptive and/or explanatory in
nature (Boeije, 2010). A qualitative approach provides for rich data and is particularly
suited to the study of diversity, both between and within groups (Auerbach and
Silverstein, 2003). All of these uses are reflected in the objectives of this research. This
research aims to answer the research questions, via: the exploration of CCOS within
context; assessment of the heterogeneity and homogeneity between services, with the
aim of developing an empirically grounded typology; and ultimately providing guidance
for overcoming the challenges to the future economic evaluation of CCOS.

Taking a

qualitative approach offers flexibility and contextual sensitivity (Silverman, 2006) and
facilitates holistic exploration of phenomena within a real world context (Parahoo, 2006;
Polit and Beck, 2006); an approach which is arguably a necessity to exploring complex
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services such as CCOS, particularly given the contradictory research findings to-date and
the nature of their introduction.

While advocates of the scientific approach may argue that qualitative methods lack the
objectivity of quantitative approaches, it could equally be argued that it is the
subjectivity and freedom that the relative flexibility of this alternative research paradigm
offers which adds most value in terms of enriching knowledge, not just testing it. Fuller
details of the research methods employed, and justification for those chosen, are
provided below.

7.1.1 Multiple Case Study Design
Multiple case studies were considered the most appropriate design for phase two. A
multiple case study design allowed for an iterative approach to the collection of rich data
from purposively selected CCOS related sites. Case studies were also chosen as they are
particularly suited to systems thinking and in-depth, holistic explorations of
contemporary complex phenomena in real-life settings (Thomas, 2011; Yin, 2009). A
case study approach recognises the importance of context and that the whole sometimes
constitutes more than the sum of its parts. However they are also sometimes criticised
for their singleness. Arguably though, the main aim of a case study is not to generalise in
the same way that experiments do. Case studies assist instead in developing theories.
They facilitate a more multi-faceted view of phenomena and in doing so enable more indepth explorations of complex systems or interventions. Case studies are particularly
suited to exploring processes and relationships (Thomas, 2011).

Case studies are also useful for evaluation purposes, especially when an intervention has
multiple outcomes and no one obvious primary outcome measure (Dopson, 2003), and
where the boundary between context and phenomena is fuzzy (Yin, 2009). Given these
applications and strengths of case studies, and the known complexity and characteristics
of CCOS, this research method was considered ideal for assessing the challenges of
applying economic evaluation to these services. Case studies provided a good method by
which to further explore CCOS dimensions and any meaningful relationships between
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CCOS attributes, and to further examine the appropriateness of the typology developed.
No other research methods fitted the aims of phase two better. The way in which the
case studies were designed offered enough focus, yet at the same time enough flexibility
to facilitate answering of the research questions, as will be detailed below.

7.1.2 Sampling and Recruitment Strategies
A purposive sampling strategy was adopted for selecting cases for inclusion in this second
phase. This strategy was guided by a sampling frame that was developed following
phase one. The national survey in phase one and reviews of published literature aided
the development of a typology of models of CCOS (see Chapter 6). This typology
effectively created the sampling frame for phase two. The survey revealed distinct
models of CCOS were populated in Wales (see Figure 7.1)

Figure 7.1 Models of CCOS Populated in Wales
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One typical case for each populated model was selected for inclusion in the multiple case
studies; purposive sampling was thus undertaken.

This approach to sampling was

necessary for ensuring that consideration was given to the question of whether or not all
CCOS are sufficiently different that they will require evaluating on a CCOS model basis.
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Of course, even this sampling strategy has its limitations. Whenever a sample is looked
at rather than a whole population, there is always a risk of introducing sampling bias
(Polit and Beck, 2006). Even careful consideration when choosing a typical case study for
each model of CCOS could not eliminate that risk. However, as it was not feasible to
conduct case studies for all CCOS in Wales, a purposive approach was arguably the most
pragmatic and best approach for this stage of phase of the research.

Choice of

participants was guided by a desire to collect rich data from key stakeholders, each of
whom would to some degree likely have a different perspective on CCOS.

For each of the five cases purposively selected for phase two, three health care
professionals were invited to participate. Two of these were selected according to job
title and their association with CCOS, namely CCOS Lead Nurses and Health Board Leads
for the 1000Lives Plus campaign (see Glossary). In some cases an alternative Health
Board level professional was recruited, as they were perceived to be most appropriate
for interview, having the greatest knowledge of CCOS at Health Board level. These
alternative potential participants were identified either by the case study’s R&D
department, the 1000Lives Plus Lead, or the CCOS Lead Nurse.

The third participant for each case study was invited to participate via a snowball
approach to recruitment from the outset. CCOS Lead Nurses were asked to identify a
ward based health professional who was able and willing to participate in the research.
Whilst a snowball approach, and widening the recruitment criteria for Health Board level
participants could be viewed as having the potential to introduce bias, this was not
considered to be threatening in terms of degrading quality in this instance. Instead these
approaches were considered valuable in terms of their potential to deliver rich quality
data from health professionals with adequate knowledge and experience of CCOS.

Following R&D approval, first contact letters were sent to the CCOS Lead Nurse and
Health Board Lead for 1000Lives Plus at the hospital selected to commence the case
studies (Appendices 8a and 8b). It was decided prior to approval being granted that the
order by which potential participants would be approached would be guided by the
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interventionist-educationalist continuum developed in phase one. It was assumed that
this approach could potentially assist in taking a logical approach to iterative
comparisons between cases, and in the identification of emergent model-related
themes. Whilst invitations were sent out to potential participants in a sequence which
reflected relative position along the continuum, the same cannot be said for the order of
interviews. Sickness, annual leave, availability and time constraints for data collection
resulted in interviews being carried out in a somewhat ad hoc fashion, as this proved to
be more practical. The first case study was used as a form of pilot testing for the data
collection method, in terms of content and duration.

No obvious problems were

uncovered. These data were not excluded from the main analyses of cases for phase
two.

A multiple contact approach was successful in terms of recruitment for the survey in
phase one. Research in other areas has also revealed that multiple contacts increase the
likelihood of participation, whilst reducing the risk of non-contact (Yun and Trumbo,
2006). Multiple contacts were therefore also planned for phase two. First contact letters
alerted potential participants to the fact that they would soon receive a request to take
part in the research. A second contact was then made two working days later to provide
greater details relating to the multiple case studies. This second postal mailing involved
sending potential participants a brief handwritten compliment slip, a detailed
information leaflet, a consent form and an interview guide highlighting the main topics of
interest (Appendices 8c and 8d).

Potential participants were informed at this stage that they would be contacted after
another week via telephone to provide them with the opportunity to discuss any queries
or concerns they may have, and to ascertain whether or not they consented to
participate (Appendix 8e). It was not uncommon for individuals to agree to participate
but request a second or third telephone contact to make an appointment. Contacts with
those working at Health Board level also mostly involved extra communications with
personal assistants via e-mail before interview dates were agreed. Consent was finalised
in person immediately prior to data collection. Prior to signing, participants were given a
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further opportunity to ask questions. A copy of the signed consent form was given to all
participants for their records. It was important to take these measures for consenting, to
ensure participants were fully informed of their role in the research, and of their right to
change their mind at any time. Failure to ensure this would equate to failure to meet
general ethical requirements.

7.1.3 Data Collection Methods
A topic list informed by phase one and the literature was drawn up to assist in guiding
the semi-structured interviews. The primary and secondary research questions assisted
in the design of this list, which ensured data collection was sufficiently focused.
Additional secondary research questions used in developing this list included: Do local
factors influence the effectiveness of CCOS?; What outcome measures are most
appropriate for evaluating CCOS?; and Where should a boundary be drawn around CCOS
for costing and evaluative purposes? The topic guide was therefore designed to facilitate
further exploration of the costs borne by others that might easily be missed, in addition
to costs borne by one CCOS that might not be borne by another i.e. costs that could
distort a cost-effectiveness comparison.

It also guided exploration of possible

measurable effects of CCOS and any important less quantifiable effects that may be
excluded from a cost-effectiveness evaluation. The interviews also explored factors
which might affect CCOS performance, but are outside of CCOS control.

Other

organisational and behavioural factors such as leadership, team-working and morale
were also considered, since these were deemed potentially important features in
contributing to successful CCOS (Appendices 9a and 9b). As the iterative progression of
data collection continued, the focus of inquiry was designed to be guided by data analysis
findings.

The topic guide was designed with enough focus to facilitate answering of the research
questions but also with enough flexibility to allow participants to share their thoughts
and experiences of CCOS, without the need to constantly guide the focus of enquiry.
While there were clear objectives and attributes that needed attention, it was
considered better to explore these in a more organic way, allowing topics to come up
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naturally, both those which were anticipated and somewhat planned, and those which
were not. The overarching questions for the topic guide were designed to be as open as
possible to avoid biasing responses, and to allow new ways of seeing and understanding
CCOS. Thus semi-structured, as opposed to structured interviews were planned. The
interview questions were therefore used more as prompts than scripts to be strictly
adhered to. Of course there is always a danger that lesser structured interviews will
reduce comparability. Furthermore, when any interviews are conducted there is always
a risk of interview effects (Polit and Beck, 2006). However, the fact that the design was
such that only one researcher would conduct all of the interviews, and that that
researcher would aim to do so in a reflective, reflexive manner helped minimise these
risks.

Semi-structured face-to-face interviews, lasting up to one hour, were conducted with all
participants.

All except one interview were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim.

Following the interview which was not audio-taped at the participant’s request,
interviewer notes were read back to the participant to ensure answers had been
paraphrased appropriately and accurately reflected the answers given. This measure
helped reduce the potential for interviewer bias. Whilst face-to-face interviews are more
resource intensive than telephone interviews or questionnaires, and can potentially
introduce interviewer-related bias, they also have distinct advantages. They generally
generate higher response rates.

They also facilitate clarification, more accurate

assessment of whether a question has been understood as intended (Polit and Beck,
2006), the building of rapport, and the possibility to probe (Bowling, 2009).

The data

collection plan also allowed for a telephone follow-up lasting up to 45 minutes should
there be a need to clarify or elaborate on data collected via the semi-structured
interviews. These planned follow-ups were not to be audio-recorded and were only
conducted where absolutely necessary, to minimise participant burden. Only a few
follow-ups were required, relating to labour inputs. Thus a number of elements were
built into the data collection design with the intent of improving validity.
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7.1.4 Data Analysis Methods
An iterative approach to data collection and analysis was planned. The data collected
from the first interview were analysed prior to conducting the next interview. In some
cases the interviews with all participants for one case study were conducted during the
same day, thereby preventing any in depth analysis between interviews. In other cases
there was sufficient time between interviews to analyse in much greater detail. This
process of conducting analysis prior to collating data from the next participant continued
until all data were collected. This helped to ensure that any emergent themes were
adequately explored and reached saturation. NVivo was used to capture, code and
categorise data collected. The content of the interviews were analysed for content and
meaning. A number of pre-defined themes had guided the interview questions. These
were used as overarching categories to begin the analysis, and were added to as
additional categories or themes emerged from the data.

In contrast to quantitative statistical analyses, there are no clearly prescribed rules for
conducting case study analysis. Instead, case study analysis tends to be guided by
evaluation of relevant evidence, focused evidence-based reflection and consideration of
the possible relationships between the phenomena of interest. There are however
analytic strategies and tools available to aid the analysis process (Yin, 2009). To ensure
that a rigorous approach was taken at this stage of the research, a number of strategies
were employed, including the consideration of theoretical propositions and the
examination of rival explanations (Yin, 2009). Theoretical orientation was considered to
be of high importance for guiding questioning and driving data analysis. CCOS were
proposed to be sufficiently complex and influenced by context to warrant consideration
of the challenges of applying economic evaluation.

This proposition assisted in

developing the topics guide and in organising the data. Another strategy employed was
the examination of rival explanations, particularly in terms of examining the potential for
contextual, organisational and behavioural factors/variables to influence the
effectiveness and outcome measure used to evaluate CCOS.
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To assist analytic strategies, a number of techniques can be used, including pattern
matching, logic modelling and cross case synthesis (Yin, 2009). Pattern matching was
undertaken with a view to analyse both independent and dependant variables associated
with CCOS. Logic modelling of CCOS as a whole was also undertaken. This allowed for
further exploration of the relationship between intermediate and final outcomes, and
also rival explanations relating to effectiveness and system changes. This facilitated
comparisons of expected explanations and those borne out of the data. Cross case
analysis was also performed to examine costs, benefits and suggested possible outcome
measures to ascertain whether these are similar or distinct according to typology
categorisation. Constant comparison (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), soft systems thinking
(Thomas, 2011) and applied thematic analysis (Guest et al, 2012) helped guide the coding
and analysis processes. All coding was verified during a third reading of the transcripts.

The use of all the above strategies and the flexibility offered by the application of applied
thematic analysis were highly suited to the aims of the case studies, and the methods
and theorising that had led up to phase two.

The analysis helped gain a better

understanding of the degree of heterogeneity between CCOS, how these differences can
influence both costs and effects in an economic evaluation.

It further enabled

exploration of whether any meaningful relationships are captured by the typology
developed, and how context and local influencing factors can also impact on CCOS
effectiveness.

7.1.5 Ethical Considerations
Ethics approval and access was granted by the University of Glamorgan (now University
of South Wales) Ethics Committee and local Health Board R&D departments.
Confidentiality was assured in writing, and a number of measures were undertaken to
meet these assurances. All participating hospitals and participants were assigned unique
codes/pseudonyms for data analysis and reporting purposes. There was therefore no
explicit disclosure of hospital or participant identity. Electronic data files were encrypted
and stored on a secure server. Paper files were stored in a lockable cupboard, within a
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secured university room. This ensured only those individuals with the right of access to
the data could do so.

Potential participants were provided with the opportunity to review the information
leaflet and interview guide in their own time, and were given the opportunity to ask
questions prior to consenting to take part on two separate occasions. Given the nature of
the study, participants were unlikely to be harmed as a result of taking part. However, as
the interview and potential follow up by telephone required up to two hours of
participants’ time, there was an inevitable time burden associated with participation. No
patient level data were collected. Thus there was no risk of harm to patients.

The snowball approach to recruitment of acute care staff inherently had the potential to
introduce bias and coercion to participate. However, given that CCOS Leads generally
work under a different directorate to acute care staff, and that all data collected
remained confidential, the snowball approach was not considered to compromise
voluntary consent or data quality.

7.2 Findings from the Multiple Case Studies
Given the semi-structured interview design, the overarching themes of interest were
identified prior to data collection and analysis.

These included resource inputs

associated with CCOS delivery, benefits of CCOS locally, and factors that may influence
the effectiveness of the service. In order to aide within and between comparisons of the
findings, participant codes have been included in parenthesis. Each participant code is
prefixed with stakeholder information (e.g. CN-B, HB-G, AP-J) where CN refers to CCOS
Nurse, and AP and HB refer to acute healthcare professional and Health Board
Lead/professional respectively. The following portion of the participant code reveals
which CCOS the individual is associated with. The suffixes D and J correspond with
interventionist - nurse led CCOS with medical input; A with mixed/balanced solo/nurse
led CCOS with no medical input; B with mixed/balanced solo/nurse led CCOS with
medical input; and G with educationalist nurse led CCOS with medical input.
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7.2.1 Resource Inputs/Costs Associated with CCOS Delivery
Phase two confirmed that direct NHS costs differ between CCOS. It also revealed how
costs can change over time. Cost differences between CCOS were identified in relation
to labour, equipment and training. One case study also revealed some disparity in labour
costs reported by participants; the HB professional reported input from a Senior Nurse,
the CCOS Lead reported no input at this level.

The following tables detail the direct NHS costs recorded for each case study. For labour
and equipment use, some participants reported inputs in terms of hours per week,
others calculated days per week or month etc. To ensure all costs were comparable, all
inputs are reported in terms of hours per month. Where hours per week were reported,
these have been multiplied by 4.3 (52 weeks/ 12 months = 4.3). Additionally one WTE
was taken to equate to 37.5 hours/week, and one session to 3.75 hours of input; these
data were also converted into hours per month. Where usage was reported in hours per
day, this figure was multiple by the number of days that particular CCOS is provided each
week to convert to hours per week, prior to converting to monthly inputs.
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Table 7.1 Case Study I - Strongly Interventionist, Nurse Led with Medical Input
(Hospital Code D)

Labour Inputs

Staff Training

Equipment

Inputs
Comments
CCOS Band 7 Nurse also works as
• Consultant – 3.75hrs/month
part of the Resuscitation Team for
• 8B – possibly 32.25hrs/month – but
approx 4.3-12.9hrs/month
uncertainty expressed
• Band 7 CCOS Nurse –
Funding: Critical Care budget
161.25hrs/month
• ALS*
• ALERT (no longer undertaken)
All training undertaken in own
(leisure) time – 0% study leave.
• Clinical Assessment Module (12 days)
• General Intensive Care Course (12
*Please refer to the Glossary for
days)
explanation of the training acronyms
• Expected to be educated to Degree
level as a minimum
CCOS Equipment:
• 1 Monitor (2 reported in phase 1) – gifted by Medical Devices. Very rarely
used as wards have their own – kept as a backup only.
Shared Equipment:
• Propac Monitor and Portable Ventilator – used for transferring patients to
Critical Care as required.
• Transfer Trolley – used for transferring patients to other hospitals. Used to be
used once monthly, but transfers have reduced, hasn’t been used in last 4
months.

Educational
Activity

Formal Education:
12 days/year – phase 1. Has since reduced, but is increasing again. This input changes
to meet hospital needs at any particular time. Unable to quantify.
Informal Education:
Dependant on which ward/nurse calls - estimated that 75% of the time that the Band 7
CCOS Nurse spends on wards is with ward/acute care staff.

Service
Provision

Mon to Fri – 5 days per week - up to 11 hours per day
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Table 7.2 Case Study II – Interventionist, Nurse Led with Medical Input
(Hospital Code J)
Inputs
Labour Inputs
•
•
•
•

•

Consultant – 2hrs/month*
8A** – 6.13-32.25hrs/month
Band 7 CCOS Lead Nurse –
161.25hrs/month
Band 6 – increased from
78.75hrs/month (phase 1) to
97.5hrs/month (phase 2)
Band 3 Audit Data Input Clerk –
32.25hrs/month***

Comments
* Reported no medical input in
phase 1 in error
**8A not recognised as providing
any input by CCOS Nurse
Bands 7 & 6 also work on the
Resuscitation Team. They receive
between 2 & 10 calls per week
during CCOS hours - unable to
estimate time allocated.
***data from pilot used – CCOS Lead
Nurse unable to estimate time
during interview and subsequent
follow-ups
Funding: Outreach Budget for Band 7
and 1 (WTE) Band 6 BUT Critical Care
Budget for other labour inputs
(Phase 1- all CC)

Staff Training

Equipment

• BLS
• HLS
• ILS
• ALS
• PIMA (1 Day)
CCOS Equipment:
• None

Band 7 chooses to attend training in
own time – 0% study leave.
Band 6’s – 50% study leave.

Shared Equipment:
• ITU monitor, ITU transfer ventilator, transfer equipment – each used
6hrs/month.
Educational
Activity

Formal Education:
21 days phase 1, then increased, now decreased. Tends to vary with hospital need.
Not quantified.
Informal Education:
At the very least 1hr/day (30.1hrs/month) spent with ward staff. If student nurses,
medical students and junior doctors are on placement in CC they also spend time with
CCOS. Some Drs on Acute Care placements spend a whole day with CCOS.

Service
Provision

Mon to Sun – 7 days per week - up to 11 hours per day
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Table 7.3 Case Study III - Mixed/Balanced, Solo/Nurse Led
(Hospital Code A)

Labour Inputs

•
•

Inputs
No Medical Input
Band 7 CCOS Nurse –
267.68hrs/month

Comments
Band 7 Nurses work on the
Resuscitation Team for approx.
14.32hrs/month
Funding: Critical Care Budget

Staff Training

Equipment

• BLS
• ILS
Receives 50% study leave
• ALS
• ALERT
• TRANSFER
CCOS Equipment:
• Keytone Testing Machine (CC Budget) - Used very rarely, less than once
weekly.
Shared Equipment:
• ITU Portable Monitor – 64.5hrs/month
• ITU NIV Equipment – Adhoc usage. Sometimes used for 12hours in one go,
but then won’t use for quite a while – unable to estimate hours/week.
• O2 Humidifier (from Central Stores) – 86hrs/month
• Transfer Bags and Emergency Drugs – 64.5hrs/month
• BAIR Hugger (Recovery/Theatres) – 43hrs/month
• Bladder Scanner (Urology Ward) – Adhoc usage/ no estimate.

Educational
Activity

Formal Education:
None delivered by CCOS.
Informal Education:
Almost always a staff nurse or a student with the CCOS Nurse as they deliver care.
Approximately half the time spent on wards involves delivering informal education to
ward staff.

Service
Provision

Monday to Friday – 5 days per week – 12.5 hours per day
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Table 7.4 Case Study IV - Mixed/Balanced, Nurse Led with Medical Input
(Hospital Code B)

Labour Inputs

•
•
•
•

Staff Training

Equipment

Inputs
Consultant – 1.61hrs/month
Band 7 CCOS Nurse- 80.63hrs/month
Band 6 CC Nurse – 0.240.29hrs/month
Band 3 Audit Clerk – 3hrs/month
approx

•
•
•
•
•
•

BLS
ILS
PALS
ALERT
Teaching Qualification
General Intensive Care Course
(Band 7 only requirements)
CCOS Equipment:
None.

Comments
CCOS Nurse has a number of roles,
including Pain Nurse & Thrombosis
Nurse. No input on Resuscitation
Team.
Funding: Band 7comes from
Specialist Nurse budget not Critical
Care budget.

Band 7 receives 100% study leave

Shared Equipment:
• Ward equipment: Dinamaps, monitor, infusion pumps – unable to quantify this equipment has usually already been set up by ward staff prior to CCOS
arrival.
•
Educational
Activity

ITU Transfer equipment – used as required/unable to quantify.

Formal Education:
18 Days phase 1, increased to 46 Days phase 2.
Informal Education:
Some staff are open to receiving informal education, others leave the CN alone.

Service
Provision

Monday to Thurs/Tuesday to Friday – 4 days per week - up to 11 hours per day
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Table 7.5 Case Study V – Educationalist, Nurse Led with Medical Input
(Hospital Code G)
Inputs
Labour Inputs
•

•
•
•
•
•

Consultant – 21.5hrs/month phase 1.
Input has reduced since then, more
on an as needed basis now.
Junior Doctors – 64.5hrs/month in
phase 1, now 16.13hrs/month*
Band 8** – as required only now
Band 7*** – 15hrs/month
Band 6 – 258hrs/month
Grade 2 Audit Clerk – 21.5hrs/month

*Due to shortages of Junior Doctors
in Wales.
**covers sickness/study leave
Band 6 CCOS Nurses also work as
part of the Resuscitation Team.
*** One Band 7 Nurse who works on
the Resuscitation Team also works 2
days a month on CCOS team.
(No funding has been allocated to
filling the Band 7 post that the Band
8 left a while back.)
Funding: Critical Care budget (used
to be separate)
50% Study Leave

Staff Training
• ALS
• PALS
• ALERT
• Clinical Assessment Module
• Independent Prescribing
• Masters Degree*
(Band 6 requirements only)
Equipment

Comments
CCOS continues to receive full
support from all CC Consultants.

ALERT no updates required as teach
on the course
*All three Band 6 Nurses are
educated to minimum Degree level.
One has completed a Masters;
another is just starting the Masters
course.

CCOS Equipment:
• O2 Saturation Probe – used 50% of time – 129hrs/month
• Tracheostomy Head – 0% - used extremely rarely
Shared Equipment:
• ITU Monitors & CVP Monitors – used 20% of time – 51.6hrs/month
• O2 equipment – 50% of time – 129hrs/month

Educational
Activity

Formal Education:
70 days or more phase 1 – ALERT, REACT, ALS. No change reported phase 2.
Informal Education:
Half the time on wards is spent with staff.

Service
Provision

Mon to Fri – 5 days per week - up to 11 hours per day
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7.2.1.1 Staff Costs
The case studies reconfirmed no two CCOS models have identical staffing costs. The
variation that exists can be attributed both to the quantity and grade of health
professionals participating in service delivery. In three of the four CCOS with medical
input, Consultant input ranged from 1.6hrs/month to 3.75hrs/month. Consultant input
was provided as required in the fourth. Junior Doctor input was only reported as a
regular feature in the educationalist CCOS, and was thus a distinguishing feature of this
model. The amount of time dedicated to CCOS by Junior Doctors had reduced with time
to 16.3hrs/month, as a consequence of the relatively recent doctor shortages
experienced throughout the whole of Wales. Band 8a/b input was reported for the two
interventionist and the one educationalist model, but was not a feature of the two mixed
models. Input ranged from 6.13hr/month to 32.25hrs/month in the two Interventionist
models, although in one of these this input was not recognised by the CN, just the Health
Board Lead. In the educationalist model Band 8 input was delivered on an as required
basis only. Band 7 input ranged from 15hrs/month to 267.68hrs/month, and Band 6
from 0.24hrs/month to 258hrs/month.

All staff inputs were therefore subject to

variance. The Band 7 input recorded for the educationalist model represents input from
one of the Resuscitation Team nurses, who works as part of the CCOS for two days each
month.

Similarly, in four of the five models, the CCOS Nurse role involved responding to cardiac
arrest callouts with the Resuscitation Team (CN-A, CN-D, CN-G, CN-J). The time they
spend working on this team is variable, depending on the number of calls received during
CCOS hours. One of the participants expressed how they personally felt that the demand
for the Resuscitation Team was to some degree a reflection on how well CCOS was doing
its job, thus acting as a form of performance feedback within the hospital system – “I
think I’m doing my job properly the less (callouts) I have...” (CN-A). Accordingly, if CCOS
are effective, this should lead to fewer cardiac arrests during CCOS operating hours,
which in turn would reduce the CCOS Nurse (CN) time allocation to the Resuscitation
Team.
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Another noteworthy finding was that the amount of Consultant input for one of the
interventionist CCOS (Case Study I) was inversely linked to the demand for the service
over time. The demand for the CN to review patients had increased over time and it had
therefore become impractical for that CN to leave the service unattended to go for
training sessions with the Consultant. The CN expressed how highly they valued this
input, but could not always benefit from it due to service demand pressures (CN-D).

Given the stated variances, there was no obvious association detected between model
type and staffing inputs, other than those already used to develop the typology, i.e.
medical and other health professional input.

7.2.1.2 Training Costs
The information uncovered relating to the training of CCOS staff further reinforced how
costing CCOS is challenging. In addition to varied training needs being identified between
the different CCOS models, the case studies also revealed how whilst one CN is granted
100% study leave (CN-B), three others receive 50% (CN-A, CN-G, CN-J – Band 6 staff). In
further contrast one is expected (CN-D) and another prefers/chooses (CN-J – Band 7) to
undertake training in their own leisure time. These findings have implications for costing.
No obvious patterns were detected linking model typology to training requirements.
Table 7.6 details the courses used for CCOS training and specifies duration of certification
validity and whether or not a recertification course is available/necessary.

7.2.1.3 Equipment Costs
In three of the cases CCOS Nurses felt they were unable to estimate the amount of time
certain items listed were utilised, due to the infrequency with which they were used (CNA, CN-B, CN-D). Analysis of equipment purchased for CCOS reveals minimal acquirement
and lack of consistency between cases. Cost queries related to shared equipment
revealed further levels of complexity. For example, some CCOS reported using
equipment from Critical Care, wards, theatres or central stores.
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Table 7.6 CCOS Training Course List
Course

Course
duration

Certification
validity

ALERT

1 day

Not specified

ALS

2 days

4 years

1 day recertification

ALS Instructor

2 days

4 years

1 day recertification

APLS (PALS)

3 days

4 years

1 day face-to-face, plus
10 hour online training

BLS

1 day

Not specified

Superseded by ILS & ALS

ILS

1 day

1 year

½ day recertification

ILS Instructor

1 day

4 years

1 day recertification

PIMA

1 day

Not specified

Not Specified

Clinical Assessment Module

12 days

N/A

N/A

General Intensive Care Course

12 days

N/A

N/A

Teaching Qualification/Module

12 days

N/A

N/A

Not specified

Not specified

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Transfer Training (Basic)
- with optional air
transfer/rescue training
Independent Prescribing

Masters Degree

1.5 days (basic)
- 1 optional
extra day
Variable –
depending on
level
1800hrs over 3
years

Reassessment/
recertification
Not specified/
Not necessary if CCOS
teach on course

In terms of core requirements, all CCOS were reported to use monitors from CC. Three
specifically reported use of transfer equipment, but all patients transferred would likely
require this equipment. Other shared equipment reported was dependent to some
degree on the nature of the patients’ illness and their clinical needs, e.g. Bair Hugger,
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which is used for temperature maintenance. Thus the equipment use reported was more
likely to reflect patient need than model specific requirements.

7.2.1.4 Educational Activity Costs
CCOS also deliver both formal and informal education. Situations where acute care staff
attend CCOS formal education sessions or where informal education is delivered in ward
areas are also costs of CCOS delivery.

The time acute care staff spend receiving

education from CCOS should be included in any analysis. Again, examination of this
element of CCOS revealed differences between models. Whilst calculation of the costs
associated with formal education would at first seem straight forward, analysis of the
data collected reveals how these are in fact fluid. Courses or formal sessions delivered
by CCOS have tended to change over time, to meet the changing needs of the hospital
but the amount of formal education delivered did appear to be associated with model
type, the more educationalist models deliver more formal education. Less certainty was
expressed in providing estimates of informal education inputs.

7.2.1.5 Further Cost Considerations
In addition to positive costs, potential resource savings or negative costs were reported.
Some participants identified how CCOS involvement can sometimes reduce the amount
of time ward nurses spend with deteriorating patients (CN-A, CN-B, HB-D, CN-D, CN-G,
CN-J). Some attributed this to the notion that ward nurses can sometimes have a
tendency to disappear once CCOS arrive (CN-A, CN-B, CN-G, CN-J), especially when the
ward is busy (CN-G, CN-J). One participant explained how ward staff resource savings
can also result from patients being admitted to CC in a more timely fashion. In contrast,
they also described how the time ward staff spend with those patients who are cared for
in the general setting with the support of CCOS is likely to decrease in the acute illness
phase but increase overall as a result in the need for extra monitoring and interventions
(CN-J). One participant stressed how ideally there should not be any resource savings in
terms of ward staff time, since CCOS was designed to support and educate them, not
take over the care (CN-G).
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One participant believed CCOS involvement reduced medical input, since patients were
“sorted quicker” (AP-J). This participant also explained how doctor shortages combined
with the incidence of multiple patients with identified severe deterioration at any one
time could on occasion mean that CCOS are left to manage patients without hands-on
support from the team’s Junior Doctor. This would mean a reduction in doctor labour
input, but this was not a goal of the service, just a necessity on occasions (AP-J).

Participants also referred to potential savings that were being made as a result of
reducing admissions to CC (HB-B, HB-J, CN-J), reducing length of stay in CC (CN-D) and
reductions in length of hospital stay (HB-J, CN-J). Reductions in length of stay reportedly
comes about as a result of both interventionist and educationist activities, including rapid
response, supported discharges, sepsis bundles and reduced incidence of infections from
central lines.

One participant even highlighted how they took on responsibilities

normally associated with Tracheostomy Specialist Nurses, thereby saving the hospital the
cost of employing someone solely dedicated to this role (CN-J). These potential savings
introduce further challenges in terms of drawing a boundary around CCOS for evaluation
purposes.

7.2.2 Benefits/Effects of CCOS
A number of questions were asked in an attempt to capture all benefits and effects
experienced as a result of CCOS delivery. Responses included both quantifiable and less
quantifiable benefits. All participants reported CCOS as being of value for one reason or
another. The following tables summarise the responses received:
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Table 7.7 Case Study I – Interventionist, Nurse Led With Medical Input
Benefits/Effects of CCOS

Reported by

Most Important Benefit(s) of CCOS
More timely interventions/avoiding avertable deterioration
Ward staff education/enhanced knowledge
Benefits of CCOS
Reduced CPR rates
Reduced futile CPR call-outs
Improved monitoring and compliance with T&T tools
More appropriate care delivered to patients
Improved quality of care
Improved medico-legal defence
More timely treatments and interventions
More appropriate referrals and admissions to Critical Care (CC)
Prevents avoidable deterioration
Prevention of or reductions in ITU/CC admissions
Reductions in CC readmissions
Reduction in demand for CC
Reductions in clinical and psychological risks associated with ITU stays
More consistent approach in the care of deteriorating patients
Bridges gap for patients stepping down from CC to ward level staff-patient ratios
Increased awareness of staff and promotion of a change environment
Improved patient journey
Patients feel more supported after discharge from CC
Nursing staff, family and/or Junior Doctors feel more supported and reassured
Improved knowledge, competency, expertise and confidence of nursing staff
Negative/Possible Perceived Negative Effects of CCOS
CCOS could be considered by some to deskill ward nurses – but this is not the
case
Reductions in ward Consultant involvement has the potential to increase
inappropriate referrals to CC
Unexpected Effects of CCOS
CCOS and ward staff at times using the NEWS T&T to refuse discharges from CC
Presenting the Benefits in a Business Case for CCOS
Potential resource savings and monies saved
Reduction in ITU usage/avoided ITU admissions
Earlier discharges from CC enabled by CCOS support
Consistency of care between hospitals
Reductions in cardiac arrests
Ranking of the Multiple Aims of CCOS (from phase 1)
Timely identification of patients with impending critical illness
To avert admissions to CC or to ensure timely admissions to CC
To avoid readmissions to CC
To enable discharges from CC
To share CC skills with staff working outside of CC areas
To support ward-based care through education at the bedside
To support ward-based staff through informal teaching
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CN-D
AP-D
HB-D, CN-D
CN-D
AP-D
CN-D
HB-D, CN-D
HB-D
CN-D
HB-D, CN-D
AP-D, CN-D
AP-D, CN-D
CN-D
HB-D
CN-D
HB-D
HB-D, AP-D
HB-D
HB-D
HB-D, AP-D
HB-D, AP-D, CN-D
HB-D
AP-D
HB-D

HB-D
HB-D, CN-D
HB-D, CN-D
HB-D
HB-D
HB-D
1
2
4
3
6
5
7

Table 7.8 Case Study II – Interventionist, Nurse Led With Medical Input
Benefits/Effects of CCOS

Reported by

Most Important Benefit(s) of CCOS
More timely/quicker admissions to CC
Improved patient outcomes/reduced mortality (rate/risk)
More timely interventions/avoiding avertable deterioration
More timely identification of deteriorating patients
Consistent/standardised care provision
More dignified deaths
Reduced morbidity
Increased patient safety
Benefits of CCOS
Reduced CPR rates
More timely end-of-life planning and assignment of DNAR status
Improved family involvement in timely end-of-life planning
Improved DNAR processes
Protection and promotion of patient dignity via improved end-of-life planning
More appropriate care delivered to patients
Improved monitoring of patients post Critical Care discharge
Sharing of CC expertise empowers nursing staff to intervene effectively
Up-skilling of acute care staff
Improved quality of care
Enhanced patient safety
Reductions in near misses and/or clinical incidents
Reduction in complaints and litigation associated with inappropriate care
Reduction in delays
More timely referrals and/or admissions to CC
More timely treatments and interventions
More appropriate referrals and admissions to CC
Improved timing of communications between teams
Improved quality of communications between teams
Resource savings resulting from avoided CC Admissions and improved end-of-life
care planning
Increases visibility of deteriorating patients within hospitals
Prevents avoidable deterioration
Prevention of avoidable mortality
Prevention of avoidable morbidity
Prevents/reduces ITU/CC admissions
Reductions in clinical and psychological risks associated with ITU stays
Reduced risk of further deterioration in patients
Reduced clinical risk in general
Reduction in infection risks & risks associated with sepsis
Improved and earlier recognition and management of sepsis
More consistent approach in the care of deteriorating patients
Improved continuity of care
Bridges gap for patients stepping down from CC to ward level staff-patient ratios
Assisting the weaning process and monitoring of patients post CC discharge
Improved relationship between CC and ward based staff
Creates safety net – safeguarding patients
Helps stabilise patients when doctors are scarce
Patients feel more reassured
Patients feel more supported after discharge from CC
Nursing staff, family and/or Junior Doctors feel more supported and reassured
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HB-J
HB-J, AP-J
HB-J, AP-J
HB-J
HB-J
HB-J
AP-J
CN-J
CN-J
HB-J
AP-J
HB-J
HB-J
HB-J
AP-J
AP-J
AP-J
HB-J
HB-J, CN-J
AP-J
HB-J
HB-J
CN-J
HB-J, CN-J
HB-J, CN-J
AP-J
HB-J
CN-J
HB-J
HB-J
HB-J, AP-J
AP-J
HB-J, CN-J
HB-J
AP-J
HB-J
HB-J, CN-J
CN-J
HB-J
AP-J
HB-J, AP-J
AP-J
HB-J
HB-J, AP-J, CN-J
AP-J
AP-J
AP-J
HB-J, AP-J

Increased sense of security on wards that help is available if needed
Doctors more ready to listen to ward nurse concerns
Negative/Possible Perceived Negative Effects of CCOS
Increased risk of deskilling acute ward based staff
CCOS introduction has “stepped on a few toes”
Unexpected Effects of CCOS
None
Presenting the Benefits in a Business Case for CCOS
Potential resource savings and monies saved
Reduction in ITU usage/avoided ITU admissions
Improved patient safety
Reductions in cardiac arrests
Reductions in central line infections
Negating the need to employ other specialist nurses, e.g. Tracheostomy Nurse
Ranking of the Multiple Aims of CCOS (from phase 1)
Timely identification of patients with impending critical illness
To avert admissions to CC or to ensure timely admissions to CC
To avoid readmissions to CC
To enable discharges from CC
To share CC skills with staff working outside of CC areas
To support ward-based care through education at the bedside
To support ward-based staff through informal teaching

AP-J
CN-J
HB-J
CN-J

CN-J
HB-J, CN-J
CN-J
CN-J
HB-J, CN-J
CN-J
1
2
4
7
5
3
6

Table 7.9 Case Study III – Mixed/Balanced, Solo/Nurse Led (No Medical Input)
Benefits/Effects of CCOS

Reported by

Most Important Benefit(s) of CCOS
Averting admissions to ITU
More timely/quicker admissions to CC
Improved patient outcomes/reduced mortality (rate/risk)
Benefits of CCOS
Reduced CPR rates
Improved DNAR processes
Protection and promotion of patient dignity via improved end-of-life planning
Improved monitoring and compliance with T&T tools
Earlier identification of patient deterioration – patients become less acutely
unwell
Improved care delivery
Enhanced patient safety
More timely referrals and/or admissions to CC
More timely treatments and interventions
More appropriate referrals and admissions to CC
Improved quality of handovers to CC Staff – better prepared for admissions
Reduced length of stay in CC
Prevents avoidable deterioration
Saves lives
Prevention of avoidable mortality
Prevents/reduces ITU/CC admissions
Reductions in clinical and psychological risks associated with ITU stays
Reduced pressure within hospital system, including CC and ward areas
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HB-A
AP-A
CN-A
HB-A, AP-A, CN-A
AP-A
AP-A
HB-A
AP-A
HB-A
AP-A
HB-A, AP-A
CN-A
HB-A, AP-A, CN-A
AP-A
AP-A
AP-A
AP-A
CN-A
AP-A
AP-A
AP-A, CN-A

Creates safety net – safeguarding patients
Patients feel safer and more secure
Patients feel more reassured
Nursing staff, family and/or Junior Doctors feel more supported and reassured
Nursing staff more empowered
Improved knowledge, competency, expertise and confidence of nursing staff
Negative/Possible Perceived Negative Effects of CCOS
Ward staff may view the whole CCOS process as a “hassle”
Increased reliance on CC and/or CCOS
Reduced doctor involvement in ITU referrals and reviews
Easier for ward doctors to offload decisions relating to the need to stop active
treatment or DNAR status
CCOS sometimes seen as get-out clause, ward staff leave CCOS with patient
Unexpected Effects of CCOS
CCOS introduction has created highly skilled nurses, like Advanced Practitioners
Presenting the Benefits in a Business Case for CCOS
Not enough data collected locally to present a business case
Ranking of the Multiple Aims of CCOS (from phase 1)
Timely identification of patients with impending critical illness
To avert admissions to CC or to ensure timely admissions to CC
To avoid readmissions to CC
To enable discharges from CC
To share CC skills with staff working outside of CC areas
To support ward-based care through education at the bedside
To support ward-based staff through informal teaching

CN-A
AP-A
AP-A
AP-A, CN-A
HB-A
CN-A
AP-A
HB-A
HB-A
HB-A
CN-A
HB-A
CN-A
1
5
6
7
2
3
4

Table 7.10 Case Study IV – Mixed/Balanced, Nurse Led With Medical Input
Benefits/Effects of CCOS

Reported by

Most Important Benefit(s) of CCOS
Improved patient outcomes/reduced mortality (rate/risk)
Increased patient satisfaction or reassurance
Ward nurse empowerment/increased confidence
More timely interventions/avoiding avertable deterioration
Continuity of care
Consistent/standardised care provision
Benefits of CCOS
Improved monitoring and compliance with T&T tools
Earlier identification of patient deterioration – patients become less acutely unwell
More appropriate care delivered to patients
Sharing of CC expertise empowers nursing staff to intervene effectively
Up-skilling of acute care staff
More timely referrals and/or admissions to CC
More timely treatments and interventions
More timely readmissions
Prevents/reduces ITU/CC admissions
Reductions in readmissions
Improved and earlier recognition and management of sepsis
Improved continuity of care
Patients feel more reassured
Patients feel more satisfied
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HB-B, CN-B
HB-B, CN-B
AP-B
CN-B
CN-B
CN-B
HB-B, AP-B
AP-B
AP-B, CN-B
CN-B
CN-B
AP-B, CN-B
HB-B, CN-B
CN-B
HB-B, CN-B
HB-B, CN-B
AP-B
CN-B
CN-B
CN-B

Patients feel more supported after discharge from CC
Nursing staff, family and/or Junior Doctors feel more supported and reassured
Nursing staff more empowered
Improved knowledge, competency, expertise and confidence of nursing staff
Negative/Possible Perceived Negative Effects of CCOS
Increased risk of deskilling acute ward based staff
Increased reliance on CC and/or CCOS
Increased reliance on tools rather than use of clinical judgement
Unexpected Effects of CCOS
None
Presenting the Benefits in a Business Case for CCOS
Potential resource savings and monies saved
Reduction in bed usage
Reduction in ITU usage/avoided ITU admissions
Increased patient satisfaction
Reduction in readmissions
Increased knowledge, competencies and expertise of ward staff
Improved care at the bedside
Better outcomes for patients
Continuity of care
Consistency of care between patients
Ranking of the Multiple Aims of CCOS (from phase 1)
Timely identification of patients with impending critical illness
To avert admissions to CC or to ensure timely admissions to CC
To avoid readmissions to CC
To enable discharges from CC
To share CC skills with staff working outside of CC areas
To support ward-based care through education at the bedside
To support ward-based staff through informal teaching

CN-B
CN-B
CN-B
HB-B, AP-B, CN-B
CN-B
AP-B
AP-B

HB-B
HB-B
HB-B, CN-B
HB-B
HB-B
HB-B, CN-B
CN-B
CN-B
CN-B
CN-B
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

** No mention of Cardiac Arrests – the only model not to.

Table 7.11 Case Study V – Educationalist, Nurse Led With Medical Input
Benefits/Effects of CCOS

Reported by

Most Important Benefit(s) of CCOS
Averting admissions to ITU
Improved patient outcomes/reduced mortality (rate/risk)
More timely interventions/avoiding avertable deterioration
Some measure related to sepsis
Cardiac arrests prevented
Benefits of CCOS
Reduced risk of cardiac arrest
Reduced CPR rates
Reductions in peri-arrests
Reductions in ward-based cardiac arrests
Improved family involvement in timely end-of-life planning
Improved monitoring and compliance with T&T tools
More appropriate care delivered to patients
More timely referrals and/or admissions to CC
More timely treatments and interventions
Faster patient recovery
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CN-G
CN-G
AP-G
HB-G
AP-G
CN-G
HB-G, AP-G, CN-G
AP-G
AP-G
CN-G
HB-G, AP-G
CN-G
AP-G
AP-G, CN-G
AP-G

Prevention of avoidable mortality
Prevention of avoidable morbidity
Prevents/reduces ITU/CC admissions
Reductions in readmissions
Improved and earlier recognition and management of sepsis
Improved communication processes between all teams
Positive influence on team working
Improved relationship between CC and ward based staff
Improved patient journey
Patients feel less traumatised
Patients feel more supported after discharge from CC
CCOS provide better answers to questions relating to their CC stay
Nursing staff, family and/or Junior Doctors feel more supported and reassured
Improved knowledge, competency, expertise and confidence of nursing staff
Ward staff take more responsibility for deteriorating patients
Negative/Possible Perceived Negative Effects of CCOS
Increased risk of deskilling acute ward based staff
Unexpected Effects of CCOS
CCOS have helped identify high dependency wards within hospital system, which
has assisted in setting appropriate staffing levels
Presenting the Benefits in a Business Case for CCOS
Potential resource savings and monies saved
Reduction in ITU usage/avoided ITU admissions
Some kind of sepsis measure
Better outcomes for patients
Reductions in cardiac arrests
Ranking of the Multiple Aims of CCOS (from phase 1)
Timely identification of patients with impending critical illness
To avert admissions to CC or to ensure timely admissions to CC
To avoid readmissions to CC
To enable discharges from CC
To share CC Skills with staff working outside of CC areas
To support ward-based care through education at the bedside
To support ward-based staff through informal teaching

HB-G, CN-G
HB-G
AP-G
CN-G
HB-G
AP-G
AP-G
AP-G
HB-G, AP-G
AP-G
CN-G
CN-G
AP-G, CN-G
HB-G
HB-G
HB-G
AP-G

CN-G
CN-G
HB-G
HB-G
HB-G
2 (1**)
4 (2)
6 (4)
7 (3)
3 (6)
1 (5)
5 (7)

** Rankings in brackets represent how the CCOS works in practice despite the service aims, due to
resource limitations/everyday demands on the service.

7.2.2.1 Multiple Benefits of CCOS
CCOS have multiple objectives. It therefore follows that if CCOS are successful in meeting
these that the service will also offer multiple benefits.

Analysis of the interviews

supported this; numerous and varied benefits were identified for each CCOS model.
Uncertainty was expressed by some participants surrounding the benefits, as not all
CCOS are currently audited thoroughly. Furthermore, in some hospitals CCOS has been
introduced alongside other measures, thus singling out the benefit of CCOS alone was
considered potentially fraught with difficulty by some. Some of the benefits reported
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were easily quantifiable, others less so. This has implications for the choice of method
of economic evaluation undertaken. If CCOS are all associated with a wide variety of
effects, some of which are intangible, then this naturally means these services are less
suited to cost effectiveness and cost utility analyses.

7.2.2.1.1 Cardiac Arrests
Many participants identified how CCOS can have a positive influence over cardiac arrests.
Ultimately CCOS was reported to reduce risk of cardiac arrest (CN-G), and in turn reduce
CPR rates (HB-A, AP-A, CN-A, HB-D, CN-D, HB-G, AP-G, CN-G, CN-J). More specific
responses included how CCOS leads to more timely admissions to ITU, thereby reducing
the need for CPR; how CCOS intervention leads to reductions in peri-arrests (AP-G) and
ward based cardiac arrests (AP-G); and how the introduction of CCOS has reduced the
number of futile CPR call-outs (CN-D).

If CCOS are successful in their activities these

would appear logical outcomes since they will have helped reduce the incidence of
avoidable deterioration in patients, thereby avoiding some cardiac arrests. Participants
associated with each of the case studies bar one, one of the mixed/balanced models,
identified this as a CCOS benefit. This benefit is therefore universal and not associated
with just one particular model type.

7.2.2.1.2 End of Life Planning
Additionally, for patients deemed unsuitable for escalation to Critical Care, futile
attempts at CPR should be reduced as a result of more timely commencement on an endof-life care pathway and assigning of DNAR (do not attempt resuscitation) status (HB-J).
Improvements in planning end-of-life care were considered a notable benefit of CCOS,
since they enhance family involvement in decision making (CN-G, AP-J), improve DNAR
processes (AP-A, HB-J), and ultimately protect and promote the dignity of patients (AP-A,
HB-J). Futile CPR attempts on individuals who have irreversible conditions have the
potential to introduce unnecessary discomfort and suffering for patients and their
families. Thus if CCOS function as they should, this is one example where the rule of
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rescue is neither desirable nor applicable in practice. No obvious association was evident
between this benefit and model type.

7.2.2.1.3 Standards of Care and Patient Safety
Many participants reported how CCOS has, in one way or another, led to marked
improvements in the monitoring and/or care management of deteriorating patients
within the general ward setting. For example, compliance with track and trigger tools and
monitoring has improved (HB-A, HB-B, AP-B, AP-D, AP-G, HB-G). Ward staff identifying
deteriorating patients earlier had resulted in patients becoming less acutely unwell (APA, AP-B). More appropriate care was being delivered to patients (AP-B, CN-B, CN-D, CNG, HB-J, ref) and there was improved monitoring of patients post CC discharge (AP-J).
CCOS share their CC expertise, thereby empowering nursing staff to intervene effectively
(CN-B, AP-J). CCOS can facilitate doctor learning (AP-J). Thus, CCOS had generally led to
the up-skilling of staff (CN-B, AP-J) and improved care delivery (HB-A) and quality of care
(HB-D, CN-D, HB-J). This was considered to have enhanced patient safety (AP-A, HB-J,
CN-J) and have led to a reduction in near misses and/or clinical incidents (AP-J) and in
turn complaints and litigation associated with inappropriate care (HB-J). The introduction
of CCOS in hospitals has also improved their medico-legal defence (HB-D). All models
were therefore associated with improved care delivery. The Health Board leads linked
with the two interventionist models identified how these benefits reduce the potential
for compensation claims. This benefit could thus have significant implications for costing
and resource savings.

7.2.2.1.4 Improved Timings and Potential Resource Savings
Many of the benefits reported were further related to improved timing or resource
savings. As a result of CCOS delays are reduced (HB-J). Patients experience more timely
referrals and/or admissions to CC (AP-A, HB-A, AP-B, CN-B, AP-G, CN-J), more timely
treatments and interventions (CN-A, HB-B, CN-B, CN-D, AP-G, CN-G, CN-J, HB-J), and
more timely readmissions to CC (CN-B).

As well as being timelier, referrals and

admissions to CC have also become more appropriate (HB-A, AP-A, CN-A, HB-D, CN-D,
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HB-J, CN-J). More appropriate referrals imply more efficient use of Consultant
Anaesthetists’ time. The timing of communications between teams has also improved
(AP-J), as has the quality of communications (HB-J) and handovers, which saves the time
of CC staff who are better prepared for admissions as a consequence (AP-A). Reduced
length of stay in CC was also reported as a benefit by one participant (AP-A), as was
faster patient recovery (AP-G). Thus CCOS possibly helps prevent unnecessary prolonged
lengths of stay. One CCOS Nurse also reported savings which come about as a result of
avoided CC admissions and improved end of life care planning (CN-J). Together, these
suggest that CCOS have much potential to improve efficiency. Participants associated
with all models identified resource savings as a benefit.

7.2.2.1.5 Prevention
From a preventative point of view, CCOS has led to a number of benefits. CCOS increases
the visibility of deteriorating patients within hospitals (CN-J). In doing so, CCOS helps
prevent avoidable deterioration in patients (AP-A, AP-D, CN-D, HB-J). CCOS save lives
(AP-A) and prevents avoidable mortality (CN-A, HB-G, CN-G, HB-J, AP-J) and morbidity
(HB-G, AP-J). CCOS intervention also prevents or reduces ITU/CC admissions (AP-A, CN-B,
HB-B, AP-D, CN-D, AP-G, HB-J, CN-J), reduces readmissions (HB-B, CN-B, CN-D, CN-G),
thereby reducing demand for CC (HB-D). CCOS thereby reduce: the negative clinical and
psychological effects associated with ITU stays (AP-A, CN-D, HB-J), risk of further
deterioration (AP-J), and clinical risk in general (AP-J). Reductions in infection risk and
the risks associated with sepsis were reported benefits (HB-J, CN-J). CCOS has led to
improved and earlier recognition and management of sepsis (AP-B, HB-G, CN-J), which
helped avoid unnecessary patient deterioration and promoted more efficient use of
scarce hospital resources. This research has revealed how pivotal CCOS have been to the
introduction of Sepsis Care Bundles and Sepsis bags within the general setting; thereby
complementing and championing the 1000Live Plus agenda. Participants associated
with all models of CCOS identified how the service offers benefits through prevention.
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7.3.2.1.6 Consistency and Continuity
CCOS has also led to a more consistent approach in the care of deteriorating patients
(HB-D, HB-J) and patient follow-ups (AP-A). The service has improved continuity of care
(CN-B, AP-J) and bridged the gap for patients stepping down from critical care to ward
level staff-patient ratios (HB-D, AP-D, AP-J, HB-J). CCOS were reported to be valuable in
terms of assisting the weaning process and monitoring of patients post CC discharge (APJ). Participants from all models except the educationalist CCOS reported consistency
and/or continuity as a CCOS benefit.

7.2.2.1.7 Communication, Team Work and System Effects
The involvement of CCOS have reportedly improved communication processes between
all teams (AP-G), had a positive influence on team working (AP-G), particularly improving
the relationship between CC and ward staff (AP-G, HB-J). CCOS were also reported to
increase “consciousness” of staff and to promote a change environment within hospitals
(HB-D). Thus CCOS have produced less tangible benefits which translate into improved
processes and working practices, which in turn improves interconnectivity between the
different mechanisms and services within the hospital system.

CCOS were also

considered to have reduced pressure within the hospital system, including critical care
and ward areas (AP-A, CN-A). CCOS were further considered a safety net for patients (CNA, HB-J, AP-J, CN-J), particularly in helping to stabilise patients when doctors are scarce
(AP-J). However, one participant argued that there were large holes in this net due to the
limited hours of availability of the service (CN-J).

These benefits reveal how dependent the effectiveness of CCOS can be on human
interactions, which naturally introduces complexity and variation. Whilst the models
leaning more towards the interventionist end of the spectrum tended to identify
continuity and consistency in care as a benefit, communication and team working
benefits were identified by participants associated with the educationalist model.
Nevertheless, participants related to both extremes expressed how CCOS has improved
communication between specialties.
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7.2.2.1.8 The Patient Journey and Staff Development
Benefits to patient experiences and psychological wellbeing were further reported. The
introduction of CCOS has led to possible or definite improved patient journeys (HB-D, HBG, AP-G) and patients feeling less traumatised (AP-G), more secure, safer (AP-A), more
reassured (AP-A, CN-B, AP-J) and more satisfied (HB-B) with the care they receive. In
particular, patients feel more supported after discharge from CC when they are followed
up by CCOS (CN-B, HB-D, AP-D, CN-G, AP-J). Arguably CCOS are also often able to answer
questions patients may have about their CC stay better than ward staff (CN-G). CCOS can
therefore assist with the psychological recovery of patients who survive critical illness,
thereby having a positive psychological effects.

Nursing staff, family and/or junior doctors also feel more supported and reassured by
CCOS (AP-A, CN-A, CN-B, AP-D, HB-D, CN-D, AP-G, CN-G, AP-J, HB-J).

CCOS have

empowered nursing staff (HB-A, CN-B), improved their knowledge, competency,
expertise, and confidence in some cases (CN-A, AP-B, HB-B, CN-B, HB-D, HB-G), and have
led to an increased sense of security on wards that help is there if needed (AP-J). Ward
staff are taking more responsibility for deteriorating patients (HB-G) and doctors are
more ready to listen to ward nurse concerns (CN-J). Participants associated with all
models recognised the psychological impact of CCOS on both patients and families; and
the benefits to acute care staff.

7.2.3 Negative and Unexpected Effects of CCOS
The interviews were also designed to explore any negative, harmful or unexpected
effects of CCOS.

7.2.3.1 Negative Effects
Negative effects, the potential for negative effects and/or possible perceived negative
effects were reported by 11 participants. The remaining four felt CCOS had only brought
benefits. With regards to possible perceived negative effects, one acute care practitioner
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(AP-A), based in a CC department, felt that ward staff may view the whole CCOS process
as a “hassle”. However, this was not reported to be the case by any of the ward-based
acute care practitioners interviewed.

Another acute care practitioner (AP-D) also

suggested that some people may be of the opinion that ward nurses not having to deal
with problems on their own could deskill them, but did not feel that this was the case in
practice. The increased risk of deskilling acute ward based staff was reported as being a
negative effect of CCOS by three other participants (CN-B, HB-G, HB-J). Two participants
felt that this risk could be minimised by ensuring a strong educationalist element to CCOS
(HB-G, HB-J). One participant was keen to emphasise that CCOS involvement should be
viewed as the application and sharing of expertise (HB-D), rather than as a service which
robs acute care staff of their skills.

Linked to the idea that CCOS has the potential to deskill staff was the reported negative
effect of increased reliance on CC and/or CCOS (HB-A, AP-B) and on tools rather than
clinical judgement (AP-B). Another negative effect reported was the reduction in doctor
involvement in ITU referrals and reviews (HB-A). However, a further participant argued
that this should not be viewed negatively, since more timely intervention is one of the
goals of CCOS. If doctors are delayed in reviewing patients, any intervention initiated
without them would be to the benefit of the patient and should thus be viewed positively
(CN-J). A different participant however pointed out how a reduction in ward Consultant
involvement has the potential to increase inappropriate referrals to CC (HB-D).

One participant aligned CCOS introduction with the creation of an environment which
has made it easier for ward doctors to offload decisions relating to the need to stop
active treatments or assign DNAR statuses to patients (HB-A). Similarly, one CCOS Lead
identified how CCOS can sometimes be seen as a get-out clause. As soon as CCOS arrive,
some ward staff leave them alone to deal with patient problems (CN-A).

The

introduction of CCOS may also have “stepped on a few toes” (CN-J). As with any new
service, it could be argued that this is only to be expected at first whilst people adapt to
new roles and responsibilities.

Again, these findings reveal no obvious association

between negative effects and CCOS type.
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7.2.3.2 Unexpected Effects
There were some truly unexpected effects of CCOS. Firstly CCOS introduction has
created highly skilled CCOS nurses, who can be likened to Advanced Nurse Practitioners,
and this apparently was not an original intention (HB-A). Secondly, one Heath Board
Lead commented on how CCOS and ward staff are at times using the NEWS track and
trigger tool (T&T) to refuse discharges from CC, despite neither CCOS nor the T&T being
designed for this purpose (HB-D). Finally, in another hospital auditing of CCOS callouts
has helped identify high dependency wards within the hospital system, which in turn has
helped in setting appropriate staffing level (i.e. increasing staffing where necessary) (APG). These clearly reveal spill over effects and developments not introduced by design.

7.2.4

Most Important Benefit of CCOS

All participants were asked to identify the most important benefit of CCOS.

The

responses received were varied and included both process and outcome measures; some
were patient focused, others more hospital/organisation focused. Most participants
were unable to single out one benefit as being of highest importance. However, some of
the participants associated with all three primary categories, namely educationalist,
interventionist

and

mixed/balanced

CCOS,

identified

improved

patient

outcomes/reduced mortality and more timely interventions/avoiding avertable
deterioration as being amongst the most important benefits. Table 7.6 details the
responses received.

Whilst within some case studies the responses received from the three participants were
relatively similar, none were identical nor were they identical between cases. The view
on this seemed to be influenced to some degree by where participants worked within the
organisation. For example, one acute care health professional identified that enhanced
staff knowledge was the most important benefit. This participant went on to explain this
choice “I would like to say patient outcome, but (on this particular ward) .... we use them
more for teaching than (rapid response) support”(AP-D). Overall, reduced mortality or
improved patient outcome was most commonly referred to as the benefit with highest
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importance.

This was closely followed by, and closely related to, more timely

interventions and averting avoidable deterioration. Just one participant identified
reduced cardiac arrests as being the most important benefit.

Table 7.12 Most Important Benefits
Benefit

Participant

Averting admissions to ITU

HB-A, CN-G

More timely/quicker
admissions to CC

AP-A, HB-J

Improved patient
outcomes/reduced
mortality (rate/ risk)

CN-A, HB-B, CNB, CN-G, HB-J,
AP-J

Increased patient
satisfaction or reassurance
Ward nurse
empowerment/increased
confidence
More timely
interventions/avoiding
avertable deterioration

Model Types
Mixed/balanced - solo/nurse led (no medical input)
Educationalist - nurse led with medical input
Mixed/balanced - solo/nurse led (no medical input)
Interventionist - nurse led with medical input
Mixed/balanced - solo/nurse led (no medical input)
Mixed/balanced - nurse led with medical input
Educationalist - nurse led with medical input
Interventionist - nurse led with medical input

HB-B, CN-B

Mixed/balanced - nurse led with medical input

AP-B

Mixed/balanced - nurse led with medical input

CN-B, CN-D, APG, HB-J, AP-J

Mixed/balanced - nurse led with medical input
Interventionist - nurse led with medical input
Educationalist - nurse led with medical input

Continuity of care

CN-B

Mixed/balanced - nurse led with medical input

Ward staff education/
enhanced knowledge

AP-D

Some measure related to
sepsis

HB-G

Educationalist - nurse led with medical input

Cardiac arrests prevented

AP-G

Educationalist - nurse led with medical input

More timely identification of
deteriorating patients

HB-J

Interventionist - nurse led with medical input

Consistent/standardised
care provision

CN-B, HB-J

Interventionist - nurse led with medical input

Mixed/balanced - nurse led with medical input
Interventionist - nurse led with medical input

More dignified death

HB-J

Interventionist - nurse led with medical input

Reduced morbidity

AP-J

Interventionist - nurse led with medical input

Increased patient safety

CN-J

Interventionist - nurse led with medical input

A number of participants expressed the difficulties they had experienced within their
organisation in trying to identify the most important benefit or best measure of CCOS
effectiveness; this was generally deemed to be a very difficult task. “That’s a really
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difficult question......” (CN-B), “If you can come up with a scheme for evaluating it that
would be great” (HB-D), “We haven’t pinned down exactly the best outcome measure.....
we don’t have a good measure.... we need to get much cleverer at actually measuring”
(HB-G).

7.2.5 Presenting the Benefits in a Business Case for CCOS
Participants were also asked how a business case for CCOS could be supported in terms
of the potential benefits it offers. One CN explained that not enough data had been
collected locally to present a strong business case, and that they were unsure how they
would present one (CN-A). All other participants presented with this question however
were able to identify benefits they believed could be used in a business case. A common
thread throughout many of the replies related to the need to present the benefits of
CCOS in terms of potential resource savings and in turn monies saved (HB-B, HB-D, CN-D,
CN-G, CN-J). Such savings were linked to bed usage (HB-B), ITU usage and avoided ITU
admissions (HB-B, CN-B, HB-D, CN-D, CN-G, HB-J, CN-J) and earlier discharges from CC
enabled by CCOS support (HB-D).

A few participants referred to the current economic environment and the pressure on
NHS Health Boards to save millions of pounds, stating that this has increased the
importance of using resources saving arguments when presenting business cases (HB-J,
CN-J, CN-D). One participant acknowledged how this may sound cynical, but was also
keen to emphasise that whilst resources savings were seen as positive since they also
reflected benefits to patients (CN-D). For example avoided ITU admissions not only
reduce the cost associated with those patients, but also benefit the patient in terms of
health and avoidance of all the negatives associated with ITU admissions, including the
psychological impact. Some of the participants however also made a point of stating that
any resource saving calculations related to avoided ITU admissions could be viewed as
very soft data and picked apart relatively easily, given that this is generally a highly
subjective measure which is difficult to prove or measure (CN-B, HB-D, CN-J).
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One of the CN’s (CN-J) disclosed how averted ITU admissions in the past year had
resulted in potential resource savings valued at £272,412. This CCOS had received 330
patient referrals, 92 of which were for patients scoring >9 on the NEWS chart. Such a
high score tends to be associated with ITU admission. However, 47 of these patients
improved with CCOS input and did not subsequently require admission to ITU. The cost
of a one day stay in ITU was valued at £1,932. The average length of stay in ITU is three
days. Thus the cost of a three day stay was calculated by the CN to equal £5,796. This
cost was then multiplied by the number of averted admissions (47) to calculate resources
savings for admissions averted. The same CCOS had also been associated with improved
Do Not Attempt Resuscitation (DNAR) processes. CCOS had been actively involved in 25
DNAR decisions.

These were considered to have been cases where lack of CCOS

intervention would likely have meant admission to the ITU before such a decision was
reached. Again costs associated with average length of stay were used to estimate a
potential resource saving valued at £144,900 (25 x £5,796). However, the CN explained
how these savings are difficult to prove in practice.

Improvements in patient safety were also viewed as potentially important components
for a business case. Yet again, measuring and valuing patient safety was deemed a very
difficult task (CN-J).

Despite the perceived importance of safety and quality, one

participant explained “you can make it in quality terms but nobody takes any notice” (HBD). Other benefits considered important for a business case included patient satisfaction
(HB-B), some kind of sepsis measure (HB-G), readmissions (HB-B), increased knowledge,
competencies and expertise of ward staff (HB-B, CN-B), improved care at the bedside
(CN-B), better outcomes for patients (CN-B, HB-G), continuity of care (CN-B), consistency
of care between patients (CN-B) and between hospitals (HB-D), reductions in cardiac
arrests (HB-D, HB-G, CN-J), reductions in central line infections (CN-J, HB-J), and avoiding
the need to employ other specialist nurses, such as a Band 7 Tracheostomy Nurse
Specialist, who would command a wage somewhere between £30,764 and £40,558 (CNJ).
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7.2.6 Best time to Measure Effectiveness
The interviews also explored the length of time that passed after CCOS introduction
before the full effects and benefits were felt. The findings relating to this consideration
are detailed below.

7.2.6.1 Timing of Evaluations
Participants who worked within the hospital or Health Board at the time of CCOS
introduction were asked whether or not the benefits of the service were immediately
noticeable following its roll-out. Whilst this question was likely to introduce a degree of
recall bias, it was nevertheless considered important to try and gauge whether any time
lags are likely to exist for the purpose of informing the design of a future evaluation.

Immediate effects reported were the supportive element for staff (HB-B) and negative
reception from some Nurse Practitioners (CN-J). Whilst the demand for CCOS took off
quickly in some hospitals (CN-J), in general it would seem that there was some delay
between introduction of CCOS and reaping of the full benefits the service has to offer
(AP-A, CN-A, HB-B, AP-B, HB-G, CN-G, HB-J, CN-J). Some participants estimated it took
between 3 and 6 months to feel the full effects (CN-A, AP-B, HB-J). Others reported it
had taken much longer, between one and three years (AP-A, CN-G).

Yet others

suggested that the effectiveness of CCOS continues to grow with time, as new roles of
CCOS continue to emerge (HB-B, HB-G, CN-J). Some participants also explained how
referrals to CCOS and in turn the effectiveness of the service have tended to fluctuate
over time. Periodically therefore it has been necessary to remind staff to use CCOS or to
‘re-launch’ the service in some way (CN-B, CN-D, CN-J). Two participants were also keen
to explain that other initiatives have run alongside CCOS, thereby making it difficult to
report with certainty the full impact of CCOS alone (HB-D, CN-D).

These findings highlight another challenge for economic evaluation. Further
consideration needs to be undertaken to ascertain when benefits should ideally be
measured. Logically rapid response activities should lead to more immediate effects.
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Conversely, educational activities, which can be viewed as investments, are likely to take
longer to reach fruition. The fact that the CCOS Lead associated with the educationalist
model reported a longer time period for feeling the full effects would seem to back this
up. These findings are particularly useful in terms of identifying the data collection
points required in future analyses.

7.2.7 Characteristics of CCOS Team and Other Factors That May Influence
Effectiveness
The literature review revealed how CCOS research has varied both in design and in
findings. In some cases CCOS has been deemed to be effective (e.g. Pittard, 2003;
Priestley et al, 2004; Harrison et al, 2010, Gao et al, 2007), in other cases there was no
evidence to support this (Leary and Ridley, 2003; Garcea et al, 2004). CCOS relies heavily
on human interactions.

Thus, unlike new drug treatments or medical device

interventions, CCOS are naturally characterised by a strong tendency for variation.
Variation occurs at the organisation and individual levels. It was presupposed that such
variations could perceivably have an impact on CCOS effectiveness, positive or negative.
Participants were therefore also asked whether there were any characteristics of CCOS or
any other factors locally which enhanced their service, or alternately acted as a barrier to
its effectiveness.

7.2.7.1 CCOS Nurse/Team Traits and Characteristics
Understandably, many participants reported how the clinical ability of CCOS staff is
important for the effectiveness of their service. Critical Care expertise was seen as being
important (CN-B, CN-J), as was the need to be highly skilled and to have vast knowledge
and wide ranging experience (AP-A, HB-D, AP-D, HB-G, AP-J, CN-J).

Clearly these

characteristics are important in terms of being able to effectively manage patient care.
However they were also deemed important in terms of how the CCOS team are viewed
and evaluated by other healthcare professionals throughout the hospital. To be effective
CCOS staff need to be seen as competent (HB-G, AP-J). They also need to have clinical
respect and credibility in order that they are highly valued (AP-B, CN-B). They also
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arguably have to have the ability to work independently (HB-D) and well under pressure
(HB-G), and to bring out leadership skills in others (HB-J). CCOS Nurses also need to be
able to deal with conflict, get staff onside and be the voice of reason (CN-G, CN-J). As
patient advocates they have to be ready to fight in the patients or ward staff’s corner
(CN-A, AP-B, CN-J).

They should be confident, outspoken and assertive, and have the

ability to stand their ground (CN-A, AP-B, CN-B, CN-D, CN-J). They should also possess a
willingness to push the boundaries a little when necessary (HB-D, CN-J). Motivation and
a passion for and commitment to the job were also considered important for CCOS to be
as effective as it could be (AP-A, CN-A, HB-D, CN-G, HB-J).

Arguably CCOS Nurses should be good teachers, role models or coaches (HB-D, HB-J) and
be good listeners with effective communication skills (AP-A, CN-A, HB-G, AP-G, AP-J, CNJ). The latter was deemed particularly important. One participant explained “You could
have the most experienced CC practitioner in the world but if they haven’t got the
personality it’s not the job for them........ because they would ruin the service you know,
we would have wards refusing to refer because they wouldn’t want that particular nurse
coming in their environment” (CN-G). This sentiment was echoed by another participant
“...if you had somebody who’s quite fiery and argumentative ...... that’s not going to
help..... because they’re not going to call Outreach” (CN-J). Thus CCOS staff need to have
both the “ability and personality to....sell Outreach in a positive way” (HB-J).

Accordingly participants suggested that CCOS Nurses should be approachable and not
intimidating (AP-A, AP-D, AP-G, CN-J), helpful (AP-A), reassuring (AP-A), tenacious (CN-A)
and sensitive (HB-J). They should have the ability to develop mutual trust and respect in
ward areas to create good working relationships (CN-A, HB-D, CN-D, AP-G). In order to
facilitate this CCOS should always responds positively to calls for assistance (CN-A), have
a positive attitude towards others at all times (CN-G) and be supportive and encouraging
of ward staff (CN-A, AP-B, CN-B, CN-G, HB-J, AP-J). To ensure acceptance and use of the
service, staff should also be diplomatic and tactful, they should not “go in like a bull in a
china shop” and undermine ward staff, they should guide rather than criticise (AP-B, HBD, CN-D, AP-G, HB-J, AP-J, CN-J). They also should be understanding of the ward
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environment, appreciate ward pressures and be realistic about what can be achieved on
wards (AP-B, AP-G, CN-G, HB-J). They should further recognise that ward staff know their
patients and resist taking over (CN-D, AP-G). In doing so a good rapport can be built up,
which in turn enhances the service (CN-A, HB-D). “I mean part of the job is about the
relationship that you develop on the ward.....that’s a BIG part because if they don’t like
you, they’re not going to ask you, they’re not going to tell you what they’re worried
about, and they’ll avoiding ringing you.....” (CN-A).

Whilst all of these factors are undeniably important in ensuring that CCOS run efficiently,
none are related to the structure of CCOS. Most of the factors mentioned appear to be
requirements for each of the different models of CCOS. However, notably the two
participants who believed willingness to push the boundaries when necessary to be
important were both associated with interventionist models.

7.2.7.2 Medical Input/Support
None of the participants disclosed that medical input and support has the potential to
have a detrimental impact on the goals of CCOS, quite the contrary. One participant
even went so far as to suggest that without medical input CCOS lacks credibility (HB-D).
Another suggested more specifically that there was a need for CC Consultant buy-in to
gain support from ward based Consultants and more junior doctors (HB-J). This was
echoed by another participant who felt that medical input is fundamental in getting
teams working together, and avoiding the risk of it being viewed as a nursing problem
only (HB-D). Having medical input and support is of value, since without medical backup
CCOS would be out on a limb (HB-G). Such support helps overcome politics and provides
support and advice to CCOS Nurses. Without doctor input CCOS staff can feel isolated.
Furthermore, without full CC Consultant support it can be more difficult to retain CCOS
staff “because they find it so stressful” (CN-G).

The CCOS Lead Nurse associated with the one model without medical input commented
on how lack of this input makes the role difficult, as it means there is no-one in particular
to go to for advice or guidance, especially when CCOS is first set up (CN-A). Medical input
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is arguably necessary to train CCOS Nurses in the advanced skills required of them (HBD). Again Consultant input in particular was considered beneficial in terms of skills
training, and also in terms of facilitating reflective learning (CN-D). Overall, some would
argue that in order to be fully successful CCOS requires both strong nursing leadership
and well defined input from Consultants (HB-G). However, given that some CCOS have
been set up without medical input it would not be unreasonable to assume that others
would not entirely agree with this sentiment. That said, participants associated with
each of the models included in the analysis disclosed how they felt medical input is of
value and has a positive influence over effectiveness.

7.2.7.3 Links with Critical Care
The case studies revealed how CCOS tend to have strong links with staff working in CC
and how some CCOS staff also work in CC.

Good rapport with CC doctors was

acknowledged as being beneficial to effectiveness by two participants (CN-A, AP-B).
Another participant felt that rotations into CC enhance the patient journey by improving
continuation of care (AP-A). However, such rotation was also considered to have a
negative impact on CCOS effectiveness, since working in CC can reduce visibility of CCOS
and therefore reduce the likelihood of staff calling the service (CN-D, CN-J). The two
individuals who held this view were both associated with interventionist models. In
another hospital where the CCOS Nurse helped out CC during times of staff sickness and
shortages, it was thought that CCOS was expected to “wear too many hats” and that this
could potentially be detrimental to CCOS effectiveness, as CCOS were consequently
“spread too thin” and were not always available to support patients on wards when
contacted (HB-B, AP-B). Perceived reliability can be limited by both CCOS staffing levels
and ITU staffing levels, when CCOS are expected to rotate into CC to cover shortfalls (HBG). Perceived effectiveness of CCOS can also influence referrals and thus the actual
effectiveness of CCOS (CN-G).
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7.2.7.4 Perceived Reliability and Availability of CCOS
A CCOS needs to be seen as reliable for it to work as it should (HB-G). However, the
limited availability of CCOS in one hospital has reduced the perceived reliability of the
service and thus the tendency to refer patients (AP-B). The participant who highlighted
this continued to explain “....she’s brilliant and if you have a patient that you’re
concerned about you can ring (her) if she’s available, I don’t call that an Outreach service,
I call that someone if they’re available can come and give you a bit of assistance” and
“it’s very rare that our patients are followed up from ICU.... VERY rare” ...... “one person
isn’t a service” (AP-B). This particular CCOS had less than 1WTE nurse available for
outreach activities. Another participant explained how limited staffing of CCOS at their
hospital limits the time spent with patients, and negatively affects the ability for CCOS
staff to receive training themselves (CN-A).

In addition to limited staffing, some participants suggested that another factor that
impinges on effectiveness is limited service hours (i.e. no out-of-hours and/or weekend
cover) (HB-B, AP-B, CN-J). These two are intrinsically linked, since hours tend to be
limited to some degree because staffing levels do not generally enable around-the-clock
service delivery. Whilst some participants suggested increases in service hours could
increase effectiveness (AP-B, CN-D, AP-G, CN-G, CN-J), one felt the hours were adequate
but that more staff would benefit the service in terms of being able to put more
emphasis on the CCOS educational component (HB-J).

7.2.7.5 CCOS Links with Hospital at Night
CCOS often have links with Hospital at Night services, so that some form of CCOS is
effectively delivered out-of-hours. However, a number of participants explained how this
does not always work as well in practice as it does in theory (CN-D, HB-D, HB-G, CN-J, HBJ). One participant thought this was possibly due to lack of any overall leadership or
management of Hospital at Night and lack of a common communication tool between
the services in some hospitals (HB-D). Furthermore, “a lot of people (are) picked up
poorly throughout the night or early part of the morning” (AP-G). Despite this, staffing of
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the hospital during the night is relatively limited. The workloads of the Hospital at Night
team can be very heavy. Thus arguably, it may not be realistic to expect this service to be
able to fully replicate CCOS rapid response activities during the day, given the demands
made on them. In one hospital the relationship between the two teams had suffered as
a consequence of work pressures, it had “...deteriorated.... because of the pressures on
Hospital at Night, with their numbers and their role...” (CN-D). Two participants also
explained how Night Nurse Practitioners do not necessarily review patients in the same
way as CCOS (HB-J, CN-J).

Whilst acknowledging this, one of these participants also

suggested that with further guidance Hospital at Night can foster the ethos and principles
of CCOS; in doing so hospitals can use the resources they have in “smarter” ways (HB-J).

One participant mentioned how their Health Board had considered changing CCOS
operating hours so that the service is provided out-of-hours, given that many cardiac
arrests occur during the early hours of the morning (HB-G). The tendency for a large
proportion of cardiac arrests to occur out-of-hours was reported by further participants
(CN-A, AP-B, CN-J). However, one CCOS Nurse was strongly of the opinion that the hours
of their CCOS should be extended to promote greater effectiveness, but not changed in
their entirety – believing CCOS remained a highly valuable service to have in-hours also
(CN-G).

7.2.7.6 CCOS Staff Rotation and Leadership
Some CCOS Nurses in Wales are required to rotate around hospitals to cover staffing
shortages brought about by holiday leave and sickness absences. This was viewed as
being disruptive and as having a negative impact on continuity (CN-D). Avoiding rotation
between hospitals in the HB was seen as beneficial in terms of building rapport with
ward sisters and avoids diluting the effects of CCOS (HB-D). Rotating the “in-charge” role
of CCOS at another hospital however was viewed positively in that it helps to balance out
workloads and helps team-building (CN-G). Similarly, encouraging different members of
the CCOS team to take the lead in different areas was considered beneficial in terms of
sharing workloads (CN-J). Whilst having a Grade 8a Nurse Manager CCOS Lead bucked
the trend in Wales, having some input at this level was valued as a means of support for
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the CCOS Nurses. The 8a was able to sort out any “issues” thereby freeing up CCOS
Nurses to “get on with their jobs” (CN-D).

7.2.7.7 Politics and Rapport with Other Specialities
Good rapport with other specialities, such as Cardiology and the Nutrition team, was also
considered to be of benefit. For example, the CCOS Lead felt able and comfortable in
contacting Cardiology to review ECG’s as and when needed (CN-A). The case studies
included in this phase all had open Critical Care units (see Glossary). This was seen as
positive, as closed CC units could be detrimental to patients since they effectively create
a cultural barrier (AP-J). However, even in hospitals with open units, “politics” between
physicians and anaesthetists was recognised as a potential barrier to the effectiveness of
CCOS (AP-A, CN-A). This was partly thought to be attributed to a general tendency for
“.....physicians (to)..... think that they can resurrect everybody, and the anaesthetists
(being) a bit too quick to say no” and in these circumstance CCOS are often “stuck in the
middle” (CN-A). Patients requiring non-invasive ventilation (NIV) in particular were
identified as the source of many of the disputes between CC and ward based doctors
(AP-A, CN-A, CN-D).

Politics were reported to be a factor in delayed escalations in care (CN-A), thereby
affecting the CCOS ability to help ensure more timely admissions to CC. One participant
explained that in cases where “the physician feels they DO warrant ITU the ultimate say is
obviously that of the Anaesthetist or Intensivist managing ITU that day, and if they feel
that it’s inappropriate that the patient goes to Intensive Care they have to speak to the
family to tell them” (AP-J). Similarly, politics can also be a factor when it comes to nursedoctor relations. Another participant explained how some of the more senior doctors
and Consultants simply still “do not want CCOS involvement........ (this is) the biggest
factor that will affect ..... effectiveness” (CN-G).
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7.2.7.8 CCOS Related Training, Coverage and Hospital Policies
Training related to NEWS and CCOS, in addition to how widespread policies and the
service functioned were also deemed to have an influence over CCOS effectiveness. One
participant explained how the ward nurses tend to undertake lots of NEWS training but
the doctors do not. They also reported how A&E staff at their hospital were reluctant to
use NEWS and the Sepsis Bundle. This participant felt everyone in the system should be
trained and required to use the same tools to maximise effectiveness (AP-B). The need
to train HCA’s who often carry out vital sign observations was also highlighted (CN-D). As
was the need to be aware that staff movement and ward mergers can dilute the impact
of training. There is therefore a need to continually educate, “it is a painting the Forth
Bridge job” (HB-G). The ultimate aim of CCOS doing themselves out of job could arguably
be more closely be achieved if an all Wales approach to CCOS education were adopted
(HB-G).

Another participant suggested that CCOS effectiveness could possibly be further
enhanced by making the service available to paediatric patients (HB-B), something that
this research has revealed tends not to be the norm in Wales. Hospital wide policies and
protocols for CCOS were also seen as a means of enhancing the effectiveness of CCOS
(HB-D). However, another participant shared their experience of doctors not always
abiding by T&T and CCOS protocols, suggesting that this was somewhat due to poor
management of doctors (AP-B). Thus compliance would seem to be an important factor
even in hospitals with well-developed policies.

This again emphasises how CCOS

effectiveness can be influenced by a number of behavioural factors, as well as
organisational ones.

7.2.7.9 Hospital Size
Hospital size was also thought to have some influence over CCOS effectiveness. One
participant commented how this could affect the request for a CC review “because we’re
a small hospital and everybody knows each other that possibly works here a little better
than a bigger more anonymous hospital” (AP-B). This was echoed by another participant
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who felt small hospitals foster good rapport (CN-B). Furthermore, everyone knowing
each other was thought to help in the sense that any “issues are sorted out very, very
quickly” (HB-D).

7.2.7.10 NEWS Chart Algorithms and Referral Mechanisms
In one of the case studies the NEWS chart algorithm used at the hospital advises staff to
contact Nurse Practitioners and doctors but does not mention CCOS (AP-B). This possibly
makes CCOS less visible and in turn means ward staff are less likely to call. However,
given that only 0.5WTE staff was allocated to CCOS at this hospital, it would not make
sense for CCOS to be specified as a compulsory contact on the charts in these
circumstances. Contrary to this the inclusion of the need to use SBAR (see Glossary)
when referring patients to CCOS, or indeed other health professionals, would seem to be
advantageous regardless of staffing levels. This was recognised by one participant who
explained how the use of SBAR can help CCOS prioritise their patients and thus maximise
their efficiency (CN-G).

7.2.7.11 Bed Pressures
The literature review revealed how CCOS involvement has in some cases been linked to
reduced length of stay in CC units. However, a number of participants reported how
wards no longer keep beds for patients escalated to Level 2 or Level 3 care as they used
to, and how they are increasingly finding that some discharges from CC are significantly
delayed due to bed shortages on the wards (AP-A, CN-B, CN-D, CN-J). “We’ve had major
issues this year with delayed discharge” because of hospital bed shortages. “We’ve been
.... regularly discharging late” (CN-J). In some cases, patients have been discharged
home from the CC department, something unheard of until relatively recently (AP-A, CND).

Conversely, discharges from CC are also sometimes conducted earlier than planned due
to pressures on CC beds (CN-A, CN-B, CN-D, CN-J). “Sometimes ......we have to ....send
patients back before they should go ...... we have to do that because there’s someone
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poorlier, and sometimes it’s not appropriate for them to go back but that’s when
Outreach become even more important, ‘coz they can keep an eye on them on the ward”
(AP-A). These pressures tend to be worse during winter months (HB-J). Furthermore
CCOS do not tend to have any input into discharge decisions (AP-A, CN-A). These factors
highlight how this measure of effectiveness (length of stay in CC) can be significantly
influenced by factors other than CCOS performance, how cyclical patterns may exist, how
the problem of delayed discharge is relatively new - thereby making baseline
comparisons difficult, and ultimately how CCOS is just one component of a highly
complex hospital system.

Early discharges from CC can also influence another effectiveness measure utilised in
previous research, readmissions. Patients discharged before they are ready are likely to
have a higher risk of readmission compared with those patients discharged on time, and
readmission is in turn associated with higher morbidity risk (Durbin and Kopel, 1993). Of
course, not all patients discharged early will be readmitted, but others will: “there’s some
patients who should really have never been bounced out .... some of them NEED Level 2
care, because .. you can only do so much on the wards ...... so, these patients DO ....
bounce back” (CN-A). Again, as CCOS have no influence over early discharges CCOS input
can only be effective in avoiding readmission in these circumstances to a limited degree.
Surgical patients are also more likely to be readmitted. They experience “breakdowns in
their anastomosis and stuff like that which you can’t really prevent in a way” (CN-D).
Thus what percentage of patients is surgical versus medical will also influence risk of
readmissions.

7.2.7.12 CCOS Team Size and Discharge Decision Making
Follow-up of patients can help avoid readmission to CC in some cases, since any early
signs of delayed recovery or deterioration can be picked up on early and treated
accordingly. However, in hospitals with smaller CCOS teams it is not feasible to follow up
all patients. In such cases clinical judgement is used to prioritise who the CCOS visit (CNB), since the rapid response element of CCOS tends to need prioritising over the
education element (CN-D). Thus hospitals with larger teams may be more able to put
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more emphasis on follow-ups and in turn be more able to exert greater influence over
readmissions. Readmission is a Consultant-to-Consultant decision and with this comes
the possibility that Consultant preferences may result in different effects on patterns of
readmissions or delays in readmission (CN-D).

CCOS also have no influence over day of

discharge, so if discharge falls on a Friday and CCOS operates Monday to Friday only,
then this will have an influence over the ability to follow-up in a timely manner (CN-D).

7.2.7.13 Referrals and Admission Rights
Admissions are ultimately decided upon by ITU Consultants (AP-A, AP-J, HB-B).
Historically this has always been the case, and arguably that is how it ought to stay
“gatekeepers have to be the Consultants for ITU & HDU” (AP-J). CCOS do not therefore
have the final say over whether or not a patient is appropriate for admission to the unit.
Thus whether or not CCOS has led to more appropriate admissions is not so much a
measure of CCOS effectiveness but a measure of anaesthetist or intensivist consistency in
their clinical judgement. CCOS should however, if effective in their role, be contributing
to more appropriate referrals to the Consultants in CC in those cases where CCOS are
involved.

A number of participants felt this to be one of the benefits of CCOS

experienced locally (AP-A, CN-D, CN-G, HB-J). However, not all referrals to CC are made
via CCOS, either because the referral occurs outside service hours or because ward staff
have felt it more appropriate, for one reason or another, to make a direct referral (CN-B,
AP-B). It remains the case that some deranged observations are not always picked up on
or acted upon (HB-G). Some referrals are also not conducted in a timely manner (CN-D).
Furthermore, in situations where there are “Consultants out on wards that WANT their
patient (in CC), even though everyone else might not think it appropriate..... if somebody
is .... determined then they’ll fight that, and sometimes it’s very difficult to refuse the
patient” (CN-A). Thus, sometimes the ability to effectively filter patients for referral and
therefore manage CC demand is out of CCOS control.

Consultant preference can

supersede CCOS decision making.

Similarly, CCOS do not have total control over when precisely a patient deemed suitable
for escalation is admitted to the unit. If the T&T system and CCOS are effective then
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patient deterioration should be picked up and responded to sooner, which should then
translate into more timely admissions to CC. However, it remains the case that some
ward staff do not refer patients to CCOS when triggering on the NEWS tool (CN-A, AP-B,
CN-B, HB-G, AP-J, CN-J). Also, even if deterioration is detected earlier and CCOS are
notified, given the demand pressures on CC beds it is unlikely that all patients will be
admitted immediately. CCOS will often in such cases continue to support patients and
staff within the ward environment, or sometimes in the recovery department, until a bed
has been freed up in CC (CN-A). Thus factors beyond CCOS control can have some impact
on how effective CCOS performs at this particular aim of achieving more timely
admission to CC. This has implications for the choice of outcome measure for future
evaluation.

7.2.8 Barriers to Effectiveness
In addition to more open questions relating to local influential factors, participants were
also asked more specifically whether or not they perceived there to be any local barriers
to CCOS delivery or effectiveness. A number or barriers were suggested, many of which
were associated with behavioural factors, scarcity of resources, and hospital system
constraints.

7.2.8.1 Behavioural Barriers
With regards to behavioural factors, politics and culture were reported as being
significant barriers in two cases (AP-A, CN-A, CN-G). In particular Consultant preferences
and personalities (CN-A), and their insistence upon rigid adherence to local policy and
protocol pertaining to the need for Consultant-to-Consultant referrals to CC (CN-A) were
reported as being key factors in the creation of such barriers. Lack of support from all
doctors was also considered a barrier (AP-B), as was resistance to change (HB-J). Some
participants also reported how some deteriorating patients were still not being referred
to CCOS (CN-A, AP-B, CN-B, CN-D, HB-G, AP-J, CN-J), or were being reported in an
untimely manner (CN-J). Similarly one participant explained how a theory-practice gap
exists between how nurses know they should intervene and how they actually intervene
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when they first identify patient deterioration, suggesting this was possibly due to ward
nurses feeling “scared” or not feeling “empowered” enough to act (HB-G). Another
suggested that some staff see CCOS involvement as confirmation of their failure (CN-D),
and were therefore reluctant to contact them as a result of this. One participant felt that
further education aimed at encouraging Junior Doctors to contact CCOS would be
beneficial, given that for whatever reason they tend to not make many referrals in
practice – most come from nurse and Consultant level doctors (AP-J). Lack of awareness
of the CCOS service amongst acute care staff was also considered a barrier to
effectiveness (AP-B). These reported barriers clearly highlight again how CCOS can be
influenced by the behaviour, knowledge and attitude of health professionals working
within a hospital.

7.2.8.2 Limited Hospital Resources and System Barriers
The hospital system itself and resource limitations were also perceived to behave as
barriers to CCOS in some cases. For example, shortages of CC beds were seen as a
barrier since they can lead to delays in admissions to CC (CN-A). This has implications in
terms of CCOS time allocations given that they will tend to need to stay longer with
patients requiring admission to CC. This in turn can diminish CCOS ability to conduct
rapid response and follow-ups, or to deliver education or any other CCOS activity. This
can consequently negatively influence CCOS effectiveness and efficiency. Other factors
which were also considered barriers due to their delay effects included the inability to
get a doctor to the ward area to prescribe, especially out-of-hours (CN-J) and related to
this, the inability of CCOS staff themselves to prescribe (CN-D, HB-D, CN-J). The high
volume of rapid response requests that CCOS can receive was also thought to have the
potential to negatively influence CCOS ability to follow up patients (CN-A) and to force
CCOS down the interventionist end of the continuum (HB-J). The multiple roles of the
CCOS Nurse in one of the case studies also diluted their ability to perform CCOS tasks
(HB-B, AP-B).

The heavy workloads of ward staff, as opposed to CCOS staff, were another perceived
barrier, in the sense that stretched staff are less likely to pick up on deteriorating
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patients in a timely manner, and are thus less likely to make timely referrals, thereby
limiting the effectiveness of the service (CN-G, HB-G). One participant more specifically
suggested that a reduction in nursing paperwork could potentially increase the likelihood
of timely referrals to CCOS and in turn service effectiveness (CN-G). Low levels of staffing
and ward pressures were also reported to influence the ability of CCOS to deliver
informal and formal education (CN-D, AP-G).

7.2.8.3 Limited Resources Available for CCOS
The lack of resources available to deliver CCOS (AP-A) and in particular the limited
resources available for the staffing of CCOS were also considered barriers (AP-J, HB-B,
CN-B, CN-G). Lack of resources was thought to limit the scope for the educational
element of CCOS (HB-J). Other barriers reported included the limited service hours of
CCOS (CN-D, AP-G, CN-G).

Work pressures on CCOS staff, and in some cases lack of

study leave, were thought to be prohibiting further development of the CCOS role (CN-D,
CN-A). One participant further felt that lack of CCOS equipment results in time wasted
looking for things on wards (CN-A) and therefore inefficiencies.

The majority of the reported barriers represent factors which are beyond the control of
CCOS. This emphasises how local context can be important in influencing the relative
effectiveness of CCOS. The importance of context should thus be acknowledged and
accounted for when conducting future evaluations.

7.2.9 Referral, Admission, Discharge, Follow-Up and Readmission Processes
During many of the interviews the general processes for referrals, admissions, discharges
and readmissions were disclosed by participants. It is important to consider these
processes, since if they differ significantly such variances may also need to be taken into
account to inform future evaluation design.
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7.2.9.1 Referrals and Admissions
In four of the five cases the T&T tool and algorithm used locally specified that if a patient
were identified as showing early signs of deterioration that the nurse in charge of the
care for that patient should contact CCOS. In one hospital where the acute care health
professional felt that CCOS was not fully developed or widely known about, there was no
mention of CCOS on the local algorithm. This could possibly be one reason for the
perceived lack of a fully integrated service there. In contrast, the interviews revealed
how in all cases the need for a Consultant-to-Consultant referral was in fact local
policy/protocol. That said whether the requirement for a Consultant-to-Consultant
referral to CC is strictly adhered to can depend on which CC Consultant is working at that
particular time (CN-A). Whilst it was acknowledged that this is the ideal and traditional
method for CC referrals, it was also suggested that it is not always realistic or in the
patients’ best interest to be inflexible with regards to this: “welcome to reality....... I
remember one day I had a patient who DID need to be escalated and .... I got the
response it had to be a Consultant to Consultant referral....... well, the Consultants were
in a different hospital.... the Registrar was off sick, the SHO was on holiday, so I had a
House Officer with me. So how am I meant to get a Consultant to Consultant referral.......
you’re running around the hospital ...... that then of course DELAYS your patient being
escalated ...... and that DOES happen” (CN-A).

Flexibility relating to the need for Consultant-to-Consultant referrals was thought to have
the potential to improve CCOS effectiveness in some circumstances. Acknowledging this,
one participant emphasised how their CC Consultants would never delay an admission
simply waiting for a Consultant-to-Consultant referral (CN-D). In fact, all of the case
studies revealed that either some or most CC Consultants would review a patient upon
CCOS request prior to a formal Consultant referral if CCOS were concerned that any delay
could be detrimental. In one hospital the confidence in the ability of CCOS to ascertain
the need for immediate referral and admission was so great that some CC Consultants
were prepared to accept both referral and admission without feeling the need to review
the patient themselves prior to transfer (CN-G). Likewise, one participant disclosed how
sometimes ward doctors will consult CCOS on their opinion of the patient’s
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appropriateness for stepping up care to Level 2 or 3, and in turn are happy to go with
CCOS opinion (AP-J).

However, in less urgent situations the benefits of Consultant-to-Consultant referrals
often come into their own. Parent team doctors tend to have better knowledge of
patients medical history than CCOS and will thereby be more fully equipped for clinical
judgement making in relation to escalation planning (CN-B).

7.2.9.2 Discharges, Follow-ups and Readmissions
On occasions when discharge is anticipated to be difficult, CC “may” invite CCOS to
participate in discharge planning (CN-J). However, discharge decision making in CC often
does not involve CCOS in any way (AP-A, CN-A). Furthermore, once a decision has been
made that discharge is appropriate, the timing of the transfer of the patient back to the
ward area is also entirely out of CCOS hands. All CCOS in Wales deliver post discharge
follow-ups. However, working practices vary throughout the principality. Some CCOS
aim to follow-up all patients, whilst others aim to follow-up only a select few. Further
variation stems from the fact that factors such as late discharges out of CC due to bed
shortages (CN-B), and high demand for rapid response may at times impede CCOS in
achieving their follow-up objectives (CN-A). The day a patient is discharged combined
with the hours of service delivery can also affect CCOS ability to conduct follow-ups in a
timely manner (CN-B, CN-D). As stated above, timing and day of discharge also has the
potential to influence the risk of readmission (AP-A, CN-A, CN-D, CN-G ): “we’ve looked
at things like readmissions into ITU and we know that the readmissions, the patients that
have gone out of ITU back to the ward out-of-hours, so at night or over the weekend,
when there’s no outreach support, there’s a higher percentage of those that get
readmitted” (CN-G).

Participants reported how a few long-stay or terminally ill patients may be discharged
from CC with a suggestion in their notes that they are not suitable for readmission to CC
should they deteriorate after they have been discharged to the ward environment (AP-A,
CN-D, CN-G, AP-J). However most referrals for readmissions are treated as a first
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admission and are therefore subject to the same processes (AP-A, CN-D, CN-G,). Some of
these readmissions will occur out of CCOS hours, so CCOS will not always be involved
(CN-J).

Again, this has implications for the choice of outcome measure used for

evaluating CCOS effectiveness.

7.2.10 The Interventionist-Educationalist Continuum
All CCOS in Wales were plotted along an interventionist-educationalist continuum (see
Chapter 6). Where they were placed depended on the order the CCOS Lead Nurses had
ranked the relative importance of the multiple aims of their service during the first phase
of this research.

At the beginning of the interviews conducted to inform the case

studies, all CCOS Lead Nurses, many of the HB Leads and some acute care health
professionals were asked whether they considered their placement to be a true
reflection of where their CCOS lies on the continuum. One participant associated with
one of the models which had been categorised as interventionist agreed with that
placement (CN-J). Three others from two of the other case studies, one interventionist
and one mixed/balanced model, explained that whilst placement would have been
correct at the time phase one was conducted that this was no longer the case because
their service had evolved (HB-B, CN-B, CN-D). Another felt it was not a true reflection
(HB-J), but this contrasted completely with the CCOS Lead’s view. The remaining three
participants, each associated with either the educationalist or one of the mixed/balanced
models, agreed that the placing of their CCOS on the continuum reflected the aims of
their service in an ideal world, but explained that this was not how the service ran in
practice given the demands on CCOS and the limited resources available to them (CN-A,
CN-G, HB-G).

Participants interviewed in relation to the two interventionist models either felt that they
had successfully developed the educationalist component of their CCOS (CN-D), or that
this component should be further developed in the future (HB-J, CN-J).

Another

participant commented on how an “educationalist orientation is really important” for
CCOS to be effective in attaining its service goals (HB-D).

With regards to the

educationalist model, participants working at this hospital felt that their CCOS should be
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moved further towards the middle of the continuum. Whilst their service had been set
up to be predominantly educational this was not how it functioned in practice (HB-G, CNG). One of the two mixed/balanced models felt that their service was likely to sit
between the interventionist end and the middle, due to lack of resource (CN-A). The
other felt they should be moved closer to the educationalist end as they had been
developing this role (CN-B, HB-B). These findings reveal a trend towards pursuing a more
educationalist model in each and every one of the case studies researched. A high value
is therefore placed on the educational aspect of CCOS in Wales.

7.3 Discussion of Findings
The case studies provided much new information, which allowed for further exploration
of the costs and benefits which should be included in a future economic evaluation of
CCOS. The case studies also gave insight into factors that could have a significant
influence on the efficiency and effectiveness of CCOS.

All of these are important

considerations for informing future research.

7.3.1 Factors That May Influence the Efficiency and Effectiveness of CCOS
Participants reported a multitude of factors which they believed could influence the
efficiency and effectiveness of CCOS. If an inefficient service were used to evaluate CCOS
the findings of a cost-effectiveness study could be misleading. It may be possible to
identify these CCOS by measuring the degree of compliance of ward staff in referring
patients to CCOS when they should and by assessing the timings of review, transfers and
communications. However, these are not the only influencing factors and it is likely to be
difficult to ascertain the degree of efficiency with certainty. This will therefore require
further consideration.

The case studies unveiled a consensus of opinion that medical input and the support of
doctors is important for CCOS effectiveness. This clearly has implications in terms of
validating the typology of CCOS models developed as part of this research. Rapport
between specialties and links with other services were also explored. Links with CC were
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seen as being generally beneficial. There also seemed to be a widespread belief that
links with Hospital at Night have the potential to influence CCOS effectiveness, but that
currently this potential is not being fully realised. Cultural barriers were also suggested
as a cause for inefficiency. It was suggested that medical input could overcome these.
Medical input and support can therefore benefit CCOS through the provision of training
and by effectively cutting through these barriers.

Bed pressures within the hospital system, both within ward and CC areas, were identified
as having the potential to negatively influence the ability of CCOS to meet its aims by
participants associated with all CCOS except the educationalist model. Bed pressures
within ward areas can increase length of stay for patients admitted to CC. Conversely CC
bed pressures can lead to premature discharges to ward areas. Whilst the latter can
increase risk of readmission, the former hinders the role of CCOS in assisting the demand
management of scarce CC beds. Pressures on CC beds can also delay admissions to the
unit, thereby impinging on another of CCOS aims, to ensure timely admissions.

The workloads of ward based staff were similarly seen as a potential barrier, particularly
in terms of CCOS facilitating more timely intervention and transfers to CC.

Other

potential sources for delaying admissions related to poor compliance of ward staff and
some anaesthetists’ strict adherence to the requirement for Consultant-to-Consultant
referral. The participant who repeatedly referred to the latter and placed most emphasis
on this being an issue locally was associated with the one CCOS model without medical
input. Thus it may be plausible that models with some form of medical input are less
likely to be influenced by this requirement and some of the other cultural and political
barriers reported. Thus CCOS with medical input possibly have a greater ability to
maximise efficiency.

These influences indicate how, regardless of which model operates, the effectiveness of
CCOS can be influenced by many factors within the hospital system. Efficiency and
effectiveness can therefore be context dependent.

Thus when conducting future

evaluations it will be necessary to remain mindful of this. It will be important to ensure
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that any local context dependencies are acknowledged and explored. . This will begin to
allow decision makers to identify how and why CCOS may work better in some contexts
than others. This is important, because sometimes the effectiveness of CCOS is impaired
or indeed enhanced by factors within the wider hospital, and the performance of other
teams. Identifying the impact these factors can help identify how these may influence
CCOS effectiveness.

7.3.2 Patterns Associated with CCOS Typology
Figure 7.2 provides a reminder of how each CCOS in Wales was categorised according to
the typology developed following phase one of this research:

Figure 7.2 Models of CCOS Populated in Wales
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Although not as predominant as may have been expected, the case studies uncovered a
number of patterns associated with CCOS type. For instance, the educationalist model
included in the case studies required a higher level of CCOS training. CCOS nurses
associated with this model were expected to have a minimum of degree level
qualification and were also expected to be nurse prescribers. This was also the only
model to have regular input from junior doctors. Given the educational focus of this
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CCOS, these two distinguishing features are likely to be linked, since CCOS also educate
the junior doctors they work alongside. The educationalist model also delivered the
highest amount of formal education within the hospital. In fact, excluding one of the
mixed/balanced case studies, a clear trend was detected between model type and formal
education. The further to the right a CCOS sits on the interventionist-educationalist
continuum the more formal education they deliver.

Further patterns were uncovered during analysis of the benefits of CCOS. The Health
Board Leads associated with the two interventionist models identified how CCOS
improves patient safety and standards of care, which in turn reduces the potential for
compensation claims. This possibly uncovers a more liability focused rationale for the
introduction and ongoing delivery of CCOS, at Health Board level at least. Consistency
and continuity of care were considered benefits by participants associated with both the
interventionist and mixed/balanced models, but not the educationalist CCOS. In contrast
benefits in terms of improved communication and team working were given greater
emphasis by the educationalist model. The educationalist model would therefore appear
to be more focused on human interactions, whilst the others are arguably more process
focused. Two participants associated with the interventionist models also identified how
rotation of CCOS staff into CC may be detrimental to effectiveness.

In terms of the time it takes to reap the full benefits of CCOS, there again appeared to be
a loose association with model type. Participants associated with the mixed/balanced
and educationalist models reported longer time periods. This is likely to reflect a greater
emphasis on the inherent learning curve associated with developing the skills and
competence of both CCOS staff and ward based staff.

These findings and associations further validate the typology of CCOS models developed
prior to phase two. They highlight how some of the differences between models can
influence both costs and effects. The implications of this being that it will be important
to ensure that all CCOS are identified in terms of model type in any future economic
evaluation.
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7.3.3 Evolution and Maturation of CCOS
The case studies revealed how most CCOS are aiming to become more educationalist
with time. This has important implications for the design of a future evaluation of CCOS.
The participants associated with all models, including the educationalist one, idealised a
more educationalist form of CCOS for the future.

This would suggest that future

evaluations of the service should possibly be more focused on this particular model;
since evaluation of evolving interventionist models may be premature.

Prior to

conducting the interviews it was presupposed that it may be beneficial to conduct
comparative analysis of the various models to see which is most likely to provide decision
informing information on cost-effectiveness. However, given that the models appear to
be transitory and that CCOS seem to mature toward the educationalist end of the
continuum, then it would arguably be beneficial to concentrate future research on this
particular model. This will help to assess whether or not the evolutionary goals of CCOS
are likely to deliver relatively cost-effective resolutions to the problems the service aims
to address. Again, this finding is a strong validation of the benefits of using a typology
approach to the economic evaluation of CCOS.

7.3.4 Timing of Economic Evaluation Considerations
The case studies revealed how different participants had varied experiences in terms of
how long it took before the full effects of CCOS were noticeable. Indeed some were of
the opinion that the full effects of CCOS have still not come to fruition, given that the
service continues to evolve. This is another important consideration in terms future
evaluations of CCOS. The timings indicated by participants could possibly be useful in
planning multiple data collection periods. Data collection points could correspond to the
3-6 month and 1-3 year timeframes identified by participants as being the length of time
taken to see the full effects of CCOS after their introduction locally. However, given the
findings related to maturation of services, the timing of an economic evaluation will need
to take into account not only the bedding-in and learning effects, but also maturation
effects. Length of time is therefore not the only key consideration.
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7.3.5 Theory-Practice Gaps
The case studies revealed theory-practice gaps associated with CCOS. One of these
related to how nurses know they should intervene when a patient shows signs of
deterioration and how they actually respond. Participants suggested that nurses may not
feel empowered or are too “scared” to intervene as they should. For example, when a
patient deteriorates it may be beneficial to commence oxygen therapy or fluids.
However, traditionally nurses have been trained to only administer drugs that are
prescribed. A conflict between traditional practices and current moves towards more
proactive management of deteriorating patients may be the source of this gap.

Additionally it was reported how despite CCOS being designed to support patients, that
pressures within the hospital system at times means that CCOS are left to manage
deteriorating patients whilst busy ward staff attend to other demands placed on their
time. This gap has significant implications for both the effectiveness of the educationalist
aims of CCOS and the resource savings attributed to CCOS. These will require further
consideration when planning an economic evaluation.

7.3.6 Cost Data Considerations
The findings revealed how heterogeneity exists in the staffing, training, equipment use
and educational activities of CCOS. These differences translate into heterogeneous
service delivery costs. Analysis of these differences included both within and between
case considerations. Difficulties in measuring costs were also uncovered.

7.3.6.1 Staffing Costs
Exploration of staffing costs revealed no obvious trend associated with model type. The
majority of models received some input from Consultants.

All but one CCOS, the

educationalist model, had Band 7 Nurse input. However, this difference in staffing
structure was not an intended deviation from what would appear to be the norm for the
nursing component; the norm being Band 7 Lead Nurses, who are sometimes
complemented by Band 6 Nurses.
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Analysis also revealed how some staffing resources were shared. One CCOS received
input from a member of the Resuscitation Team. Four of the CCOS models’ team
members worked as part of the Resuscitation Team. This latter input is likely to be
inversely related to CCOS effectiveness. This reveals an additional layer of complexity
that a future economic evaluation will need to cater for, and highlights how CCOS is
intrinsically linked to the wider hospital context.

7.3.6.2 Training Costs
The core training requirements evident for all models of CCOS were ALS an/or ILS
attendance, and PALS in those models which also deliver care to paediatric patients. The
ALERT course was also a training requirement in four out of the five case studies, all
except one of the interventionist models. The additional training requirements listed did
not appear to be linked to model type in the sense that without attending these courses
the CCOS would not be able to function. The educationalist CCOS however has begun
training its nurses in independent prescribing and was only model that appeared to
promote Masters Degree attainment. These findings revealed how CCOS training costs
can vary according to CCOS specific protocol and/or processes.

Further examination of training costs uncovered variation in terms of study leave
allowances. The model which exhibited the strongest interventionist tendencies was
associated with no study leave allowance. Staff working for all the other models of CCOS
were granted between 50% and 100% leave. It is possible that CCOS models more
geared toward an interventionist approach are less able to spare staff to attend training,
given that they tend to place more emphasis on their hands-on role. However, these
differences again may be merely attributed to directorate preferences at the case study
hospitals. These differences also reveal how costs can vary significantly when an NHS
perspective is adopted, rather than a wider societal one. From an NHS perspective any
training undertaken in staffs’ own time is not considered a cost. This clearly ignores the
obvious opportunity cost of attendance to the staff members themselves. Attendance in
a person’s own time reduces the time available for leisure pursuits and thus according to
the principles of economics has a cost attached.
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Another important consideration

relating to training is whether or not the individual team members have already attended
the required training courses prior to being employed as a CCOS Nurse. If so, this has
implications for the base case and sensitivity analysis of future evaluations.

7.3.6.3 Equipment Costs
The case studies revealed minimal purchasing of equipment specifically for CCOS
purposes. This would suggest that purchasing equipment is not essential for CCOS to
function. The sharing of equipment instead appeared to be the norm – regardless of
model type. Typically equipment costs are apportioned according to the percentage of
time that item is used for an intervention (Wonderling et al, 2005). However, all CN’s
found it difficult to estimate time in use.

7.3.6.4 Educational Activity Costs
Whilst one of the mixed/balanced CCOS delivered no formal education, analysis of the
other models included in the case studies revealed a trend in the amount of formal
education delivered. The educationalist model delivered the most formal education, 70
days or more each year. The other mixed/balanced model also delivered a relatively high
amount, which had increased from 18 in 2011 to 46 days in 2013. CCOS as this hospital
had therefore placed increasing emphasis on its educational role. The two CCOS that
were classified within the interventionist model were both reported to have initially
reduced the amount of formal education they delivered following phase one, but this
was increasing again to meet current hospital needs. It is therefore difficult to cost the
input from acute care staff with any degree of certainty. It is likely that future sensitivity
analysis will need to accommodate variable educational activity costs.

Informal education on the other hand was not associated with any obvious trends or
associations according to model type.

Given that informal education tends to be

delivered on an ad hoc basis, this cost inherently is more difficult to measure than formal
education activities. Costs estimated at any one point in time may not be representative
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of an alternative time period. This uncertainty will need to be accommodated in a future
evaluation.

7.3.6.5 Potential Resource Savings
The case studies identified a number of potential and actual resource savings associated
with CCOS intervention. Some of these were related to ward staff time. All of the CCOS
Lead Nurses reported how CCOS attendance on wards was often associated with a
reduced input from ward staff. Whilst these resource savings are noteworthy they also
represent a failure of CCOS in some respects, since they highlight how CCOS does not
always function as it should in terms of its educational aims. This clearly highlights how a
theory-practice gap exists. Whilst CCOS was designed to support acute care staff, the
many competing demands on these staff at times mean that CCOS is used as a substitute.
How these savings should be dealt with in analysis remains debatable because if CCOS
were functioning successfully these savings would not be generated.

Further resource savings were attributed to the more timely transfer of patients to CC,
for those patients requiring escalation. These savings in ward nurses and doctor time
reflect successful achievement of one of the aims of CCOS and should therefore be
included in an economic evaluation. Further potential resource savings relating to CCOS
aims include reductions in admissions to CC, length of stay in CC and length of stay in
hospital. Previous research has been contradictory and thus CCOS have actually been
linked to increased length of stay prior to CC admission and within CC. Thus a great deal
of uncertainty surrounds this potential. This will need to be explored via sensitivity
analysis.

If working successfully however, CCOS should avert some avoidable admissions to CC and
thus lead to CC related resource savings associated with these patients. While these
savings will be included in future evaluations, there is a degree of subjectivity and
uncertainty attached to these measures. Two participants associated with the same
interventionist CCOS further mentioned how CCOS reduce infection rates for patients
with central lines (CN-J, HB-J). The CCOS Lead also explained how their role negated the
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need to employ a specialist Tracheostomy Nurse. These resource savings could prove
significant.

Conversely, those patients supported by CCOS in acute areas and not admitted to CC may
require increased input from ward staff once CCOS have prescribed a more intensive care
plan (CN-J). Also, if more patients are surviving as a result of CCOS intervention this will
actually increase the resource requirements associated with these patients.

The

literature review (see Chapter 2) highlighted how some studies have concluded that
length of stays in hospital and CC can increase with CCOS intervention. Therefore, in
addition to generating resource savings, CCOS can also increase resource allocations if
they are successful in their aims. Again, given that previous research into length of stay
has been contradictory, this will need to be explored through sensitivity analysis.

7.3.7 Benefits of CCOS
The benefits of CCOS were given much attention during the interviews. Numerous
benefits were identified. Some were patient focused, others were more process or
resource orientated.

7.3.7.1 Multiple Benefits of CCOS
Many participants expressed how capturing the benefits of CCOS is a difficult task. This
was not surprising given the numerous aims of the service. The service responds to
individual patient needs. Sometimes this means more timely escalation of care. Other
times CCOS provide a more supportive role for staff on wards as they attempt to avoid
the need for escalation. For some, CCOS initiate planning for a more peaceful and
dignified death, which can benefit both patients and their families, whilst also avoiding
unnecessary use of scarce CC resources. The information provided relating to benefits
was considerably more detailed for one of the case studies. This was likely to be
attributed to the fact that not all CCOS are audited to the same degree. Benefits
reported included improved processes and outcomes for patients. Such benefits have
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been delivered via more timely interventions by ward and CCOS staff in addition to more
efficient use of scarce CC beds.

7.3.7.2 Most Important CCOS Benefit
Participants were asked to identify the most important benefit associated with the
service. Almost half suggested that improved patient outcome/reduced mortality was
the most important. The only CCOS that was not associated with these responses was
the interventionist nurse Led with medical input model. Participants associated with this
model instead suggested that more timely interventions, avoiding avertable
deterioration and ward staff education were the most important benefits locally. These
represent a process related focus at this hospital. This focus cannot be attributed to
model type, as participants associated with the other interventionist model reported
both processes and outcomes as being of greatest importance.

The difficulties participants expressed in identifying the most important benefit, and the
variety of answers received are likely to be at least partially attributable to the fact that
CCOS has multiple objectives and is very much a service focused on prevention. This
multiplicity was acknowledged by one participant: “I can’t say it’s.... reducing admissions
to ITU because there are some patients that we bring in anyway a bit earlier” (CN-J). This
participant explained how CCOS intervention tends to be three pronged. On some
occasions the role of CCOS is to support patients and staff in ward areas, thereby
preventing the need for admission to CC. On other occasions CCOS expedite admissions
to CC. Finally, CCOS also at times help start the process of considering whether or not to
make the patient not for resuscitation (i.e. assigning of DNAR status) when their
condition is deemed irreversible, thereby potentially facilitating increased quality at the
end of that patients life and ensuring patients experience a more dignified death. This
participant was not alone in acknowledging these very different roles for CCOS.

Notably, the majority of benefits identified as the most important by this research have a
process or mortality focus. This is in keeping with previous studies, which have focused
on these types of outputs and outcomes to evaluate CCOS effectiveness. Whilst the
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quality of life of patients, particularly those nearing the end of their life, was considered
by some participants, these softer outcomes were certainly given lesser attention than
more objective measures like mortality. Whether or not quality of life is a prominent
feature in an economic evaluation has implications in terms of which standard method
may be considered most fitting.

Some participants specifically expressed how their organisation was having difficulties in
identifying the most appropriate effectiveness measure for evaluating their service
locally. Support for this research as a means of assisting this process was directly
conveyed by these participants. CCOS, just like any other use of scarce NHS resources,
are under pressure to prove their worth locally.

Given the complexities of CCOS

uncovered in this research, it is unsurprising that organisations are finding it difficult to
adequately evaluate these services. However, just because it is a difficult task, does not
mean it is not a worthwhile one; quite the contrary.

Interestingly, in contrast to the benefits suggested as being most important, when
participants were asked how a business case could be presented for CCOS much more
emphasis was placed on the benefits resource savings have to offer, rather than patient
outcomes. Three participants stipulated how the need to frame business cases in terms
of resource savings had increased in importance. These individuals were all associated
with the two interventionist models, which also tend to more highly value CCOS demand
management aims.

7.4 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Multiple Case Studies
Numerous strategies were applied in an attempt to ensure that a robust approach to the
multiple case studies was adopted. Nevertheless, as is the case with all research, this
study was characterised by both strengths and weaknesses. These are listed below.
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7.4.1 Strengths
•

The recruitment strategy adopted a multiple contact approach. This strategy was
effective; a total of 15 interviews were conducted as planned.

•

The participant recruitment criteria proved sufficiently flexible to allow for the
most knowledgeable and appropriate persons to be invited to take part, but
prescriptive enough to be classed as purposive.

•

One person conducted all of the semi-structured interviews.

This avoided

interviewer related variation, and also in ensured that data saturation was
reached and comparability maximised.
•

Reflexivity was conducted throughout the question design, data collection and
analysis phases as a means of minimising researcher related bias and increasing
rigour or trustworthiness; this involved open acknowledgement of any
preconceptions and the seeking out of competing conclusions. Much effort was
directed at ensuring that the case studies were trustworthy. One aspect of this
was the promotion of credibility. Credibility in qualitative research can arguably
be likened to some degree to internal validity, which is more commonly
associated with quantitative research (Lincoln and Guba, 1986).

To maximise potential for credibility, careful consideration and planning was
required at each stage of the research design and execution. For instance, to
be considered credible the way in which the data are interpreted and
presented should be reflective of the participants’ views (Polit and Beck, 2006).
The use of quotations was therefore important as a means of providing readers
the opportunity to assess this for themselves. Credibility was also enhanced by
the careful selection of case studies and participants for inclusion.

Of course, there is always the possibility that even direct quotations will be
interpreted differently by different individuals.

However, providing the reader

with sufficient information on the raw data and how they have

been

interpreted and used in the analysis enhances transparency, and in turn
credibility.
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•

The purposive selection process ensured that all CCOS models were explored and
that the potentially differing viewpoints within the NHS organisations were
captured. The data collection method was also carefully planned to ensure
sufficient focus to answer the research question, but also to allow for the
exploration of any new emerging themes of interest.

Member checks were also conducted during data collection for clarification
purposes in instances where dual meanings could be interpreted. Accordingly,
during the interviews, if there were any obvious ambiguities, or something
required

greater

explanation,

the

participant

was

asked

to

provide

clarifications. Also, built into the research design was an additional telephone
contact to allow for further exploration or additional clarification if this were
deemed necessary. This further enhanced credibility. However, this additional
contact was only required to chase up staff input estimates.

7.4.2 Weaknesses
•

One of the interviews was not audio taped as per participant request, which
inherently increased the risk of reporting error. However this risk was minimised
by reading back the responses recorded to the participant for verification of
accuracy.

•

The interviews were conducted by one person only.

Despite this having

associated benefits, as mentioned above, it also has the potential to bias data
collection.
•

Given that this research was conducted as part of programme of study, one
person coded all of the data collected. Although coding was undertaken three
times, this method is not considered by some to be as robust as when two
persons undertake coding separately, since it falls short of ensuring inter-rater
reliability.
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•

Another potential weakness was that one CCOS was selected due to it being
considered typical of an interventionist, solo nurse/nurse led model with no
medical input. As it turned out however, there had been some Consultant input.
The CCOS Lead had misinterpreted this question during phase one when they had
chosen to complete themselves via the postal questionnaire method offered to
them. In hindsight, it may therefore have been beneficial to telephone to confirm
model type prior to sending out information relating to the case studies. That
said there were no other CCOS allocated to that particular model, so a better
selection could not have been undertaken in any case.

•

Finally, the use of a qualitative approach to this phase of the research naturally
makes it more difficult to determine cause-effect relationships.

These

relationships are more commonly tested via quantitative approaches. However,
in this instance, the ability to explore interactions and influential factors, and the
structures and functions of CCOS, was given higher priority, since these were
necessary foci of the research, given the nature of the research questions. Thus,
in terms of this research - a qualitative approach was more fitting and valuable.

7.5

Conclusions

The case studies have revealed the many complexities and challenges presented when
designing an economic evaluation of CCOS. The costs associated with service delivery
vary between models, in terms of staffing, training and educational delivery. Some
uncertainty also exists in relation to costs, particularly with respect to informal
education. Most equipment costs represent shared resources, but participants found it
difficult to estimate the proportion of each piece of equipment attributable to CCOS.
Resource savings were also identified.

While these findings solidify those relating to costs in the literature and phase one, they
also add to these in terms of detail and depth. While perhaps not surprising, the fact
that there are shared costs with regard to staffing and equipment is a new finding for
CCOS, and an important consideration for an economic evaluation.

These costs will

need to be measured with accuracy in future evaluations, most likely via observation.
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Phase two also reconfirmed the suspicion that surveys of CCOS have the potential to
underestimate resource use associated with service delivery. Thus any future surveys
aimed at capturing costs will require greater guidance in how to measure them from an
economic perspective.

Numerous benefits were attributed to CCOS, some easily measured, others less so.
Negative effects and unexpected effects were also reported; which highlighted the
complexity of CCOS and how systems thinking is appropriate for complex services like
CCOS. If focus is only given to expected effects, then this increases the risk of effectively
ignoring other effects which may be important and valuable, or indeed conversely
undesirable.

The case studies also revealed how difficult it was for most participants to identify a
primary benefit with which the effectiveness of CCOS could be measured, given that
service aims are multi-dimensional.

Exploration has revealed how important benefits

may be ignored if just one measure of effectiveness is selected for an economic
evaluation. Given the array of benefits identified, it is unlikely that CEA and CUA are
sufficient methods for capturing the full effects of CCOS. This research also reveals how
different stakeholders within health boards have different views on the benefits of CCOS.
If just one measure is used for a future evaluation this risks non-consideration of benefits
deemed most important by key decision makers. It may therefore be preferable to also
list all benefits and negative effects so that decision makers can make as an informed
choice as possible. This will be discussed further in Chapter 8.

Another important finding related to how CCOS is continually evolving as a service. It
changes to meet new expectations and challenges within the hospital setting. The
educationalist model appears to be the goal for all models as they mature and evolve.
However, some CCOS are struggling to reach this goal because of resource constraints,
and indeed may never achieve it. Given this educational trend it may be most
appropriate to conduct an economic evaluation purely focused on educationalist models
rather than conduct a comparison of all models. This finding is highly important in terms
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of validating the typology developed. It not only recognises the categories developed are
reflective of the current services provided in Wales and further afield, but also reveals
how CCOS are dynamic services that change over time, in what appears to be a
consistent direction along the educationalist-interventionist continuum. This further
helps to uphold the validity of the model types, and adds a new dimension to these
considerations, one that was not foreseen prior to conducting the research. This will also
be explored further in Chapter 8, given that this also has important implications for
conducting an economic evaluation.
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Chapter 8: Overcoming the Challenges of Applying Economic
Evaluation to CCOS – Findings from Mixed Methods Research
in Wales
8.0

Introduction

The previous chapters have explored CCOS with a view to developing a framework for a
future economic evaluation of this complex service. While complexity alone can pose a
hurdle to evaluation for a number of reasons, a closer look at CCOS has revealed that
heterogeneity and uncertainty also have the potential to further add to the challenges
faced. This concluding chapter draws together all that has been discovered as a result of
this research including its review of the literature, to facilitate answering of the primary
and secondary research questions: What are the challenges of conducting an economic
evaluation of CCOS? and Is a typology approach to economic evaluation an appropriate
methodology for CCOS?

This chapter begins by taking a final look at the challenges uncovered via analysis of the
data collected during phases one and two of this research. The typology developed
following phase one, the survey of CCOS in Wales, is next examined to ascertain the
extent to which this provides a useful basis for categorisation of CCOS models for a
future evaluation. This is followed by consideration of which costs should be included,
together with a rationale for the conclusions drawn. Focus is subsequently turned to the
current methods of economic evaluation. Conclusions are drawn relating to how these
can be put to best use in evaluating CCOS, and why one particular method may be more
suitable than others – or alternatively how they may complement one another. To
conclude, contextual factors and other practical challenges to evaluation are considered,
and recommendations made to guide a future economic evaluation of CCOS.

8.1

Confirmed Challenges to Economic Evaluation of CCOS

Prior to conducting phase one of this research, analysis of the literature revealed how
CCOS - at least outside Wales - are characterised by heterogeneity. Considerations of
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structure and functions, while adopting a systems thinking approach, further brought to
light how it is possible to view CCOS as a complex service, delivering complex
interventions within a complex adaptive hospital system.

It is important to consider

complexity when planning the future economic evaluation of a service such as CCOS.
More complex interventions or services may present more challenges to economic
evaluation, and also require a more multi-dimensional approach, and broader
perspective to capture all associated costs and effects.

As it stands, CCOS are currently associated with a high degree of uncertainty, in terms of
both their cost and effect. Effectiveness research has so far produced contradictory
findings, and has varied widely in terms of choice of effectiveness measure used (Pittard,
2003; Priestley et al, 2004; Harrison et al, 2010; Moon et al, 2011; Garcea et al, 2004;
Watson et al, 2006; Williams et al, 2010). No economic evaluation of CCOS as a whole,
distinct service has yet been conducted. Thus whether or not CCOS can be considered a
cost-effective solution to the collection of problems it has been introduced to tackle
remains to be explored. Furthermore, whether or not CCOS are characterised by so
much heterogeneity that they will warrant evaluation on a model basis remains one of
the unexplored and unanswered questions that this research seeks to address.

8.2

Insights from the Literature Review

The literature review revealed how the research that constitutes the current knowledge
base is limited in terms of quantity, quality, scope and depth (see Chapter 2). CCOS have
been introduced throughout the UK following recommendations made by the
Department of Health (DoH, 2000) and other bodies. Hospitals were advised to design
services to meet local needs. It was therefore likely that these services could be
structured and function very differently between hospitals as a result of this freedom. In
fact, the literature revealed both similarities and variances between CCOS in the UK and
other countries. However, it remained unknown how these services are configured in
Wales. As stated above, the current evidence base further revealed how a multitude of
effectiveness measures have been used in previous effectiveness evaluations, and how
no economic evaluation has yet to be undertaken of CCOS as a whole, distinct service.
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Analysis of the literature uncovered variations in referral processes, CCOS team
structure, service components and activities, levels of autonomy, and the coverage and
availability of CCOS. However, it remained unquestioned and unexplored whether or not
any of these differences would need to be specifically catered for in future evaluations.
Homogeneity is normally dealt with via the process of random sampling. This sampling
strategy usually diminishes the potential for sampling bias related to local context or
demographics. However, in the case of CCOS, clubbing all these services together may
be contributing to the current uncertainty surrounding effectiveness.

Although all CCOS have multiple aims, this and previous research has revealed how CCOS
can function very differently, and be more focused on achieving one particular aim that
its counterpart in another hospital. This research has also revealed that CCOS have
varied associated costs. Given these marked differences, treating all CCOS as being
similar regardless of their primary aims and structure would not seem to be doing these
services justice.

Two CCOS at the extremes of the interventionist-educationalist

continuum and with very different structures may be successful in meeting local primary
aims and objectives, but by clustering these together the positive effects could
conceivably balance one another out. This research partially set out to evaluate the
potential for this.

A number of standard methods are available for economic evaluation. Guidance has also
been issued in relation to which methods are best suited to new health technologies,
complex interventions and public health interventions. What shone through from the
literature was how more complex interventions naturally necessitate a more complex
approach to evaluation (see Chapter 3). The literature further revealed how CCOS were
likely to be characterised by complexity, heterogeneity, variance and uncertainty. CCOS,
as complex services, were subsequently hypothesised to sit somewhere between
complex interventions and complex programmes on a complexity continuum (see Figure
3.1, pg. 47).

It was also recognised how CCOS can be viewed as sub-

systems/components within/of wider complex adaptive systems (i.e. hospitals).
Consequently, it was presupposed that the effectiveness of the service could possibly be
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influenced by non-linear relationships between CCOS and the wider context, especially
humanistic factors (see Chapters 3 and 4). This research was designed to investigate
these possibilities further.

8.3

Challenges Uncovered by this Research

To further explore the extent to which heterogeneity between CCOS is an important
consideration in the design of a future evaluation, and whether previous research is
generalisable to Wales, phase one of this research was conducted to unearth information
on how these services are configured in the country. This was necessary to capture key
variances, with an aim to develop a typology of models of CCOS. This typology served as
a sampling frame for the multiple case studies of phase two, which was designed to take
a closer look at the models populated in Wales.

This enabled a comprehensive

assessment of the challenges to evaluation and recommendations to be made in terms of
how best to conduct a future economic evaluation of CCOS, including whether or not a
typology approach is appropriate.

8.3.1 Overview of the Findings from the National Survey of CCOS in Wales
Following a successful pilot to evaluate the adjusted questionnaire formerly used in
England (McDonnell et al, 2007) (which itself was an adjustment of a tool used by the
NHS Modernisation Agency, which also endorsed the McDonnell et al version), phase one
of this research involved undertaking a national survey to establish the service delivery
configurations of CCOS in NHS acute care hospitals in Wales in 2011 (see Chapter 5). This
survey was a necessary first step in gaining greater understanding of service
configurations. This was important, since without a thorough understanding of CCOS
configuration it is not possible to develop a detailed framework for an economic
evaluation. The survey captured data relating to resource allocations, including primary
cost drivers. It also collated information relating to service components, local CCOS
activities and processes, and some contextual data.
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Given that a number of definitions exist for CCOS, it was necessary to first identify what
constituted as a CCOS for the purpose of this research, in order to determine inclusion
criteria. Seventeen hospitals met the inclusion criteria for eligibility to participate in the
survey. When contacted prior to questionnaire distribution, respondents from 11 of
these hospitals reported that their hospital had a CCOS (N.B. it later became evident that
one of these did not strictly meet the definition of a CCOS, as identified by this research).
The survey revealed both similarities and differences between CCOS in Wales, thereby
somewhat mirroring the findings of the earlier survey conducted in England (Rowan et al,
2007). Variances were related to both the structure and function of CCOS. However, in
comparison to England there appeared to be lesser structural variation.

In terms of structure, the service components in Wales were very similar when it came to
interventionist pursuits.

All provide direct bedside assistance, and most (n=10/11)

provide follow-ups post CC discharge. Only three deliver a telephone hotline service on
an official basis; however, it became evident that most provide informal support via
telephone if requested. Thus this activity tends to be delivered by most CCOS in Wales,
be that on a formal or informal basis. With regard to educationalist components and
continuing care, this is where there was a greater amount of heterogeneity in Wales.
Just three of the 11 respondents confirmed their CCOS were involved in the delivery of
formal education courses within their hospital. At the time of the survey CCOS were
mostly structured to provide informal rather than formal education. Fewer still (n=2/11)
confirmed CCOS involvement in post hospital discharge follow-ups. Thus, in Wales at
least, CCOS would seem to be more structured for meeting the needs of patients in their
acute phase of deterioration and recovery, rather than providing continued support to
patients throughout the whole of the patient journey. In terms of future plans for CCOS,
the intention to expand and further integrate with other services was echoed by most
participants.

Differences were also noted in referral processes. The majority of hospitals (n = 7/11)
encourage CCOS referrals on the basis of ward staff clinical judgement. Even if the
patient is not scoring high enough on the track and trigger tool to trigger a referral, if
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staff suspect that the patient is compensating and is likely to take a turn for the worse
then in many of the hospitals this also warrants a referral. Those hospitals which have a
dual referral process clearly highly value clinical judgement in addition to assessment
tools. This characteristic has an obvious potential to influence demand for CCOS, and the
pressure on the service. It also has the potential to increase CCOS effectiveness, by
identifying deteriorating patients at an earlier stage than may otherwise be the case if
warning scores alone are taken into account.

In view of the aims of this research, perhaps one of the most noteworthy confirmations
from phase one was that the resources allocated to the delivery of CCOS differ between
hospitals, as was somewhat expected. Related to this, it also became evident how both
labour and equipment inputs are shared in some hospitals. This has clear implications
for costing CCOS, and was thus explored further in phase two.

Even though service components were reported to be relatively similar, when
participants were asked to rank the importance of the seven pre-listed multiple aims of
CCOS, as identified by the Department of Health (DoH, 2000) and the Intensive Care
Society (ICS, 2002), the responses revealed marked differences between services. These
differences are important when considering which measure of effectiveness is most
appropriate for CCOS. While CCOS may appear very similar on the surface, they may
have very different priorities locally. Thus one measure of effectiveness may be highly
suited to evaluating a certain CCOS or type of CCOS, but may not adequately capture the
effects of another CCOS or type of CCOS.

Phase one confirmed that there are indeed challenges to conducting an economic
evaluation of CCOS. There is notable heterogeneity in terms of team structure; which
makes it difficult to attribute costs to CCOS. Such differences could have an influence
over the effectiveness of the service. Another notable source of heterogeneity, as
detailed above, was related to the functioning of CCOS. Individual services in Wales, and
beyond, have a varying degree of an educational role. Such differences again could have
some bearing on relative costs, and also have implications for choice of a suitable
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outcome measure. These variations together with the differences identified via the
literature review guided the development of a typology of models for CCOS (see Chapter
6). It was important to explore the potential of the necessity for a typology approach to
economic evaluation, given how heterogeneous CCOS are, and how prior effectiveness
research studied have delivered somewhat contradictory findings. These models, which
guided the selection of case studies for phase two, will be given greater consideration for
their potential to benefit the design of a future evaluation below.

8.3.2 Overview of the Findings from Multiple Case Studies of CCOS in Wales
The findings from phase two of this research on the whole validated the findings from
phase one. The case study interviews also provided for richer, more in depth information
relating to the key areas of interest, from multiple perspectives. These included
identification and explorations of the factors which can influence CCOS effectiveness;
both those within and outside of CCOS control.

The costs associated with CCOS were

also given closer consideration, with a view to uncovering any significant differences
between CCOS models, and any challenges to the costing of the services. Similarly, the
effects of CCOS were also examined, between and within models. This allowed for a
more comprehensive assessment of the challenges to economic evaluation of CCOS and
facilitated the answering of the research questions. From a methodological perspective,
this second phase also revealed how the questionnaire and methods used in phase one
could be further improved to enhance reliability and validity should the survey be
repeated in the future (see Chapter 7). A discussion and overview of the findings of this
phase of the research and the research as a whole are to follow.

8.4

Anticipations versus Findings

Prior to conducting this research it remained unknown how prevalent CCOS are in Wales,
and how the services are configured. It was anticipated that they would be fairly
widespread and notably heterogeneous. However, phase one uncovered how just 65%
of acute care hospitals in Wales had a CCOS in 2011. The survey also revealed how in
terms of activities at least, CCOS in Wales are relatively similar.
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This contrasted

somewhat with the findings of the survey conducted in England, where there was a
higher degree of heterogeneity. Despite this, phase one also uncovered how each CCOS
in Wales is unique in terms of the importance they attach to each of the multiple aims of
the service. Thus, while on the surface CCOS may appear similar, at the core the services
can have very different foci.

Given that prior research has revealed marked differences between CCOS in terms of
their team structures, size, availability and components, it was further anticipated that
the costing of CCOS would be a particular challenge. This research confirmed that
supposition, but should also help pave the way for ensuring consistency in the costing
approach to this service, and possibly other complex services.

If the suggested

framework for the future economic evaluation of CCOS that comes from this research is
followed it should ensure that future costing takes into account all major cost drivers,
and are comparable in terms of their inclusions. This will enhance transparency and the
potential for comparisons to be undertaken.

Prior to conducting this study, it was envisaged that this research could possibly reveal
that hospital mortality or re-admission rates would be the best outcome measure to be
used in a future evaluation. However, it was also anticipated that this aspect of a future
evaluation of CCOS would likely require careful consideration, given the multiple aims of
the service. Again, this research revealed how this is indeed a demanding aspect. It soon
became apparent that reducing the effects of CCOS to just one outcome measure could
be misleading, insufficient and undesirable.

Prior to completing phase two, it was anticipated that this research would find that a
typology approach to economic evaluation is an appropriate methodology for CCOS.
Whether or not this research supported that expectation, and how each of the above
hurdles can be accommodated and/or overcome in a future economic evaluation, is
considered in greater detail below.
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8.5

Is Evaluation of CCOS on a Typology Basis Justified?

Before conclusions are drawn about what this research has added to the current
understanding of the challenges to evaluation, it is useful to first consider the typology of
models of CCOS developed following phase one. The literature review and this research
have revealed both notable similarities and notable differences between CCOS in terms
of their structure, function, and aim priorities, amongst other things. Prior research has
also revealed conflicting results in terms of CCOS effectiveness, and how a multitude of
measures have been used to evaluate the service. Despite there being no prior research
focused on types of CCOS, the current evidence base and effectiveness research findings
clearly illustrate how CCOS can differ.

This research further revealed how while the differences between CCOS in Wales are not
as pronounced as they had been in England during the time of the English survey, they
still exist. Notably, in Wales at least, no two CCOS are identical in terms of structure or
function. The fact that CCOS are structured differently and have different primary aims
has clear implications for conducting an economic evaluation, as will be discussed.

Given that CCOS are characterised by some notable heterogeneity, it is arguable that
CCOS should be evaluated on a typology basis. The use of a typology approach is not
only justifiable in terms of effectiveness considerations, but also in terms of associated
costs. It became clear following phases one and two that different models of CCOS
prioritise different service aims.

It also became evident that different CCOS are

characterised by differing resource use. Finding a way to categorise CCOS to factor in
these differences is logical, desirable and justified. Failing to do so could result in the
findings of an evaluation being more attributable to the sample selected, than being a
true reflection of the service.

Effectively the true benefits of the service may not be

captured, and ultimately ill-informed decisions may be made as a consequence, which is
clearly not desirable.
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8.5.1 Is the Developed Typology the Right Way to Categorise CCOS?
As has been previously described in detail (see Chapter 6), the typology developed for
the categorisation of CCOS was formulated using a formal framework for the
development of empirically grounded typologies. The primary focus for the typology
developed was the interventionist-educationalist continuum, which in this instance
directed attention to both the structure and function of the service. The use of this
continuum reflected previous theoretical categorisations uncovered during the literature
review, and was practically applied using the findings from phase one of this research.
According to Wood (2006a), all CCOS can be broadly classified as either interventionist or
educationalist.

While every CCOS may have elements of each, all can be placed

somewhere along the interventionist-educationalist continuum. A reminder of how each
of the CCOS surveyed during phase one was effectively plotted along the continuum is
provided below. Overall, there were two levels of categorisation. The interventionisteducationalist continuum was used for primary categorisation purposes. The models
were further defined by a secondary category focused on team structure.

It was acknowledged that there can be no definitive right or only way of categorising
CCOS.

However, the typology developed took a different form from that which had

been envisaged after reviewing the literature. This difference was a direct consequence
of phase one of this research. The preconception was that the typology would to some
degree be influenced by the activities delivered, that this would feed into the primary
categorisation. However, as it turned out, activities were very similar throughout Wales.
This did not mean however that the services were identical in terms of how they
functioned.

It soon became apparent that each CCOS placed a higher relative

importance on one or more of the multiple aims over the others and that each of these
preferences was unique. Therefore in terms of capturing the different foci of CCOS, it
turned out to be more appropriate to categorise according to the importance rankings of
the aims rather than by activities delivered. Thus the typology developed was born out
of empirical data. This did not contradict the theoretical propositions associated with the
interventionist-educationalist continuum, which guided initial explorations. It merely
expanded on this concept, and enabled differentiation between CCOS which on face
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value may look similar, but actually function in different ways with different primary
aims.

The typology also recognised the potential importance of team structure. It is possible
that structure can have an influence over both the costs associated with CCOS and the
effectiveness of the service. Prior research into other services and interventions has at
times suggested that whilst doctor involvement will usually increase associated costs,
these extra costs do not necessarily translate into enhanced effectiveness (e.g. Ndosi et
al, 2013; Lewis et al, 2009), i.e. nurse only or nurse led services can be just as effective at
lower cost.

There exists a plethora of ways in which CCOS could have been categorised for the case
studies in order to be useful for a future economic evaluation. However, arguably how a
service looks in terms of its structure and how it functions are key in characterising how a
service is delivered. Whilst service availability is likely to influence both costs and effects,
this characteristic can perhaps more suitably be taken account of by sub-group or
marginal analysis. The hours or days of availability of a service are more related to scale
than service design. Categorising CCOS according to hours of delivery would therefore
arguably not be an appropriate attribute by which to develop a typology. The categories
devised during this research remain appropriate no matter what service hours are
delivered by each model.

They also meet the criteria of mutual exclusion and

exhaustiveness. Mutual exclusivity is important since it ensures no overlap between
models, meaning every CCOS can be objectively placed within one model grouping.
Exhaustiveness further ensures all CCOS were catered for within the typology framework;
an important requisite given the propensity for CCOS variation in terms of both structure
and function. Since it seems to meet the requirements of a comprehensive typology, and
reflects current CCOS service structures (i.e. is grounded in empirical data), the typology
developed would seem to be justifiable, rational and ultimately useful in capturing the
potential differing effects these differing inputs can have. While the survey of England
many have uncovered greater heterogeneity between CCOS, the typology developed
remains effective for categorising services there too. In fact, the multi-disciplinary
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category was introduced as a result of analysing team structures in England from the
literature.

8.5.2 Are the Models Identified Significantly Different that they Warrant
Separate Evaluation?
The case studies revealed that an educationalist model was associated with a higher
training requirement for CCOS staff. This model also delivered the highest amount of
formal education to acute care staff working at the hospital. When costing a service
from an economic perspective it is important to capture all labour inputs. In the case of
CCOS this includes not only the input of the staff designated to work on the CCOS
outreach team, but also any input from other health care professionals, including those
delivering or receiving CCOS training or education. Thus, according to the findings of this
research, the costs of CCOS can differ quite significantly according to their educationalistinterventionist tendencies. This is one factor which clearly supports a typology approach
to evaluation.

Another, and perhaps one of the strongest findings from this research, is that the
interviews revealed a clear evolution of services over time. All case study CCOS were
associated with a natural progression or intention of moving along the continuum in the
direction of the educationalist model with time (i.e. as CCOS mature, they change in
focus). This finding is interesting in its own right. However, it also raises the question
whether all CCOS models should be compared for evaluation purpose or alternatively
whether future attention should be focused on educationalist models only. If all CCOS
are destined to mature into educationalist models, then it could be argued that
economic evaluations of interventionist CCOS is likely to be less informative and only
indicative of the impact of CCOS over the shorter term. An economic evaluation of these
models could therefore be misrepresentative of the costs and effects of a mature CCOS.

There could be a number of reasons for this evolution towards an educationalist ideal.
One is that in Wales at least, higher value is placed on the educationalist model; perhaps
as a result of some of the current literature describing this as the most desirable model.
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Another is that as the service develops it naturally becomes more educationalist. As
ward staff experience and skills grow, patient deterioration is identified and treated
more quickly and appropriately, thereby negating the necessity for hands on CCOS input.
Since there is no evidence to suggest that either is the case, these suppositions remain
speculation at present.

Nevertheless, the findings of this research clearly demonstrate the benefit of conducting
an evaluation taking a typology approach. This research has shown how CCOS can look
very different from one another in terms of structure and function. These differences
have implications for economic evaluation, given that they are known to influence cost.
The case studies of phase two also uncovered how CCOS team structure also has the
potential to influence effectiveness. Those CCOS with medical input were considered to
have a greater capacity introduce benefits within the hospital system, as a result of
helping to overcome cultural barriers and by in-proving access to CC.

The findings from the case studies strengthen the rationale for a typology approach to
economic evaluation.

The typology developed during this research is empirically

grounded, reflecting the findings from the literature and phase one. The typology has
been further reinforced by the case studies of phase two. In essence, the case studies
helped validate the typology of model for CCOS. The typology developed prior to phase
two therefore provides a useful means of defining and categorising CCOS for the purpose
of conducting a future economic evaluation. In particular, focusing attention on an
educationalist model will usefully provide some insight into whether or not the general
direction CCOS seem to be headed in with maturity, offers potential for costeffectiveness.

8.6

Challenges to the Economic Evaluation of CCOS

This research has uncovered a variety of challenges to the economic evaluation of CCOS,
with a view to identifying how these may be accommodated in the future. Challenges
common to all CCOS models include the variability within models in terms of shared
resources, and the unavoidable subjectivity that arises when interpreting some of the
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benefits of CCOS. Another challenge to evaluation of CCOS is that the relationship
between inputs and outputs for CCOS seem to be characterised by non-linearity. The
human element largely accounts for this non-linearity. The case studies revealed how it
is plausible that the effectiveness of CCOS differs on a daily basis depending on which
staff are working on that particular day, their values, and the interpersonal interactions
that follow. They also revealed a consensus of opinion that personal characteristics of
CCOS staff and the reciprocity of ward staff both have the potential to influence
effectiveness, these include sensitivities to staff attitudes, attributes, cultural norms and
levels of confidence.

Non-linearity can also be attributed to the learning that takes place within the hospital as
a result of CCOS functioning.
experience.

CCOS staff themselves will learn as they grow in

Thus there is potential for the input of CCOS staff to lead to increasing

effectiveness over time.

In addition, the ward staff will learn as a result of their

interactions with CCOS. The effects of this can be multiple. Firstly, if ward staff become
more skilled at identifying and managing patients with early signs of deterioration, this
will naturally lead to decreasing dependency on CCOS, as ward staff themselves begin to
initiate appropriate patient managements at an earlier stage. Potentially, this frees up
the CCOS team, who can then as a result conduct more follow ups (the case studies
revealed how this activity tends to suffer when the demand on the service are high).
Alternatively, the CCOS team are freed up to deliver interventions to those in greatest
need of CC support. Either way, such learning introduces the potential to increase CCOS
effectiveness.

The fact that CCOS is characterised by non-linearity contributes to supporting the notion
that CCOS can and indeed should be considered part of a highly complex adaptive
system. This in turn reinforces the need to ensure that the method and design of
economic evaluation used for CCOS captures the true and full effects of the service. As
the case studies revealed, CCOS deliver a wide range of benefits within the hospital
system. Importantly, they also deliver some unexpected outcomes. These features of
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CCOS are also typical attributes of complex adaptive systems, which are acknowledged to
be sensitive to contextual factors (see Chapter 3).

When asked about contextual factors, and what influences CCOS effectiveness locally,
some participants mentioned how the CCOS service hours, and linked to this the size of
CCOS teams, could influence effectiveness. The size of the CCOS team and hours of
availability can influence ability to respond to referrals, conduct follow-ups in a timely
manner and provide education to acute care staff. The fact that the relative size of the
team is thought to play a role in determining effectiveness uncovers the potential for
economies of scale to exist in relation to this service. It is therefore important for
researchers to consider this potential when conducting a future economic evaluation of
the service. This also highlights the importance of future marginal analysis, and the
potential for programme budgeting and marginal analysis (PBMA) to play a role in scaling
local service delivery. The role of PBMA will be considered in greater detail below.

Given that CCOS have been recommended at a national level, it remains less important
to consider whether these services should have been introduced in the first place (i.e. it
is unlikely to be beneficial to conduct a cost-benefit analysis at this stage). Instead it is
more important that future research considers how these services are or should be
designed, whether or not they are a cost-effective allocation of scarce resources, and on
what scale they should be delivered.

Economic evaluation can be conducted to

investigate issues of scarcity. Marginal analysis on the other hand can provide an
overview of how small changes in a variable or collection of variables influence the
output or effects of a service (Wonderling et al, 2005). For CCOS, marginal analysis could
provide valuable information relating to how CCOS can be scaled to optimise the
efficiency of the service.
Given that hospitals have been advised to design CCOS to meet local needs, it would
make sense to also advocate that CCOS be analysed at a local level, in addition to
conducting wider future economic evaluations. This research reveals how each Health
Board in Wales delivers the same type of CCOS in each of its hospitals. It arguably
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therefore makes sense that local analysis should be undertaken to inform each Health
Board of the impact of CCOS on local budgets and priorities.

PBMA offers an alternative paradigm for framing an economic evaluation of CCOS; one
which sits neatly alongside a preference for local resource allocation considerations.
PBMA can be used pragmatically at a local level of decision making (Goodwin and Frew,
2013). It enables decision makers to gain an appreciation of what is being delivered
locally today (i.e. it helps identify the proportion of the total budget being spent on each
programme/service delivered locally), and to examine the trade-offs experienced as a
result of introducing a little more or a little less of a programme/service. The case
studies of this research revealed how those CCOS with lesser staffing input tend to be
focused more on the rapid response element of the service, with follow-ups taking lower
priority. PBMA could offer a practical framework for assessing the effects of such
changes in CCOS inputs on the delivery and effects of the service.
However, even though PBMA can offer a valuable insight into services locally, this does
not detract from the fact that regardless of what framework is adopted to facilitate
informed choices, it is still necessary to adequately measure the effects of CCOS.
Furthermore, while PBMA assists in identifying how to maximise the impact of local
services (Tudor Edwards et al, 2014), it does not specifically address issues of scarcity.
PBMA can therefore be viewed as a complementary local tool that can be conducted in
addition to but not in place of economic evaluation, if cost-effectiveness and scarcity are
the primary foci of enquiry. This research has revealed how difficult it is to narrow down
measures of effectiveness for the economic evaluation of CCOS.

The difficulty

encountered in trying to identify primary measures of effectiveness is one that poses a
challenge to PBMA and economic evaluation alike.

In addition to the above, likely interdependencies also mean that CCOS should ideally be
evaluated as a whole service and not broken down into its component parts for
evaluation, as had been the case in prior research. How well one part of the CCOS
service performs is likely to impact to some degree on the demand and possibly the
effectiveness of other components. To isolate activities or service components is to risk
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missing important interactions and considerations.

The economic evaluation of CCOS

therefore requires an holistic approach.
Given the characteristics of CCOS, it is going to be inherently difficult to capture the costs
and effects of the service to inform an economic evaluation. Shared and variable inputs
have been identified during this research, in addition to many influential factors and
potential effects the service can have within a hospital system. These difficulties are
discussed in greater depth below.

8.7

Evaluating the Costs of CCOS

This research has revealed the costs associated with delivering a CCOS, and how costs are
characterised by heterogeneity between models in terms of staffing, training, equipment
and educational activities; and how CCOS costs can change over time. Labour inputs
account for the vast majority of direct costs associated with every CCOS, regardless of
model type and can thus be considered one of the main cost drivers.

The mixed

methods design of this research revealed how there is potential for labour inputs to be
incorrectly reported if careful steps are not taken to define this resource in economic
terms and to ensure that all input is recorded with particular attention to any input from
other teams.

The case studies also revealed how the effects of CCOS can be linked with significant
resource savings in hospitals, particularly in terms of CC admissions, and length of stay in
hospitals and CC. The resource requirements associated with the provision of CC are
extremely high. These effects could therefore also be considered primary cost drivers,
and will be given further attention below, together with the other cost characteristics
uncovered by this research. It should be noted however, that such resource savings will
not necessarily transpire into financial savings but will nonetheless influence capacity and
in doing so increase the potential for improving efficiency within the hospital system.
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8.7.1 Time Frame Considerations
When conducting evaluations, it is important that the choice of follow-up periods for
data collection does not bias the analysis and study findings (Glick et al, 2015). Avoiding
such bias can mean different timings in different contexts.

This is an important

consideration for CCOS, and important component of economic evaluation planning in
general. It is important to take into account the settling-in period for CCOS to become
established and indeed the learning curves that may influence costs and effects. The
nature of CCOS means that they are likely to become more effective and efficient as time
passes. This can be attributed to a number of factors.

With time CCOS team members are likely to become more experienced and skilled in
their role. Ward staff are also likely to learn as a result of their interactions with, and
education from CCOS. Both of these factors are likely to result in increased efficiency
with time. However, as the interviews conducted in phase two uncovered, it is also
possible that the effectiveness of CCOS fluctuates with time. Therefore, in order for
CCOS to continue to function as optimally as possible, intermittent awareness raising
may be required in hospitals.

Any such events will need to be accounted for when

costing.

Since this research has uncovered a change in effectiveness over time, in addition to a
maturation process, this makes it important to carefully plan when data should be
collected for an economic evaluation. Clearly, if costs and effects are only measured
soon after the introduction of CCOS, they are unlikely to be representative of the costeffectiveness of a well-established CCOS. This research has reduced the uncertainty
associated with this aspect of evaluation, as is detailed below.

During the interviews conducted in phase two, some participants reported how it took
from as little as between three and six months for the full effects of CCOS to be achieved,
following its introduction.

In contrast, others suggested that the full effects of CCOS

were not realised until between one and three years had passed. Whilst there were clear
differences in opinion, between and even within models about when the full effects
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would be achieved, this information nevertheless is valuable in terms of guiding the data
collection schedule for an evaluation. It would seem to make sense to have a minimum
of four data collection points, scheduled for baseline, six months, 12 months and 36
months. This would help to ensure that the full effects of CCOS are captured, and to
identify any patterns between and within models in terms of identifying when full effects
are reached, and the ideal timing for intermittent awareness raising to maximise
efficiency.

Given the CCOS characteristic of service maturation, and the general trend toward
becoming an educationalist service over time, even if the above suggested time points
are followed, there remains a risk of evaluating too soon. It is conceivable that individual
CCOS will mature at different rates. Therefore, care will need to be taken in future
evaluations to ensure data collection points fully accommodate the bedding-in period,
learning effects and service maturation.

In addition to ensuring that any time related changes to effectiveness are fully catered
for, the need to assess whether costs change with time (Drummond et al, 2005), is
another important consideration.

It may be the case that after the initial formal

education sessions with staff that this element of cost significantly reduces with time.
Conversely, if hospitals are generally characterised by a nursing staff coming close to
retirement or a high turn-over of staff then these costs could vary significantly to those
hospitals with low turnover and a younger staff base. It would therefore be useful to
conduct some longer term follow-ups too, to capture this information. This would help
ensure that any dynamic costs are adequately captured.

8.7.2 Shared and Wider Cost Considerations
This research has also revealed how the delivery of a CCOS often requires the use of
resources which are also used by other teams or services, i.e. CCOS shares resources.
This includes input from administration clerks, members of the resuscitation team,
doctors and equipment. A further requirement for CCOS to function as designed, are the
time commitments and input from acute care staff, especially when CCOS are delivering
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educational activities. There is no preferred method for apportioning costs to shared
resources (Drummond et al, 2005); a number of methods are commonly used.

As shared labour inputs will need to be included in the analysis, it will be necessary to
take into account both additional hours of input provided by staff outside of CCOS and
the number of hours CCOS spend working on other teams. Given that this input is
characterised by variability, and therefore uncertainty, as revealed in the phase two
interviews, in a future economic evaluation sensitivity analysis can examine the extent to
which cost-effectiveness is sensitive to changes in these inputs.

For CCOS it would seem appropriate to not only capture direct costs, but also costs
associated with patient stays in both the CC and ward areas. This would be justified
given that one of the roles of CCOS is to manage the demand for CC and also to reduce
avoidable deterioration, which should translate in some cases to reduced length of stay
in hospital. However, of course for some the opposite may be the case. For those
patients who may otherwise have died in hospital had it not been for CCOS intervention,
their length of stay in hospital may have increased. Capturing wider resource use is a
standard approach to economic evaluation.

It is a beneficial strategy, since an

intervention may have lower service delivery costs than alternative services, but may
increase the costs associated with different elements of the patient pathway. It is
therefore important that any such effects are captured.

8.8

Evaluating the Effects of CCOS

This research reveals how not only is it difficult to choose one effectiveness measure to
suit CCOS evaluations, but also how CCOS have a number of varied effects throughout
the hospitals system. CCOS do not only influence patient outcomes and ease the
pressure on CC beds, but the interviews revealed a wide variety of more intangible
benefits. For example, there were references to CCOS leading to increase feelings of
reassurance and support patients, carers and staff
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Chapter 3 explored current available guidance for economic evaluation and began to
examine CCOS in terms of its complexity and effects within the hospital system. In doing
so, CCOS was placed along a variety of continuums, with an aim to identify whether
current guidance provides insight into the perspective and methods most suited to
evaluating CCOS. CCOS was hypothesised to be a complex service, operating within and
as part of a complex hospital system. CCOS was accordingly placed between complex
interventions and public health policies, in terms of complexity.

Current guidance

recommends a wider perspective when evaluating complex intervention and public
health interventions (MRC, 2008; NICE, 2009b). Current thinking also identifies the
importance of taking into account processes and context when evaluating complex
interventions (MRC, 2008).

Given that CCOS have been placed beyond complex interventions on the continuum, and
given the findings of the multiple case studies, it makes sense to capture these details for
CCOS too. For example, the CCOS referral process can influence the demand for, and
success of, the service - and is thus a key feature which needs reporting on in a future
evaluation. The follow up component of the service is also likely to be highly suited to
process evaluation. While there is some debate over whether process evaluation should
be undertaken as a matter of course in economic evaluation (Drummond et al, 2005),
when it comes to CCOS such measurements seem beneficial in terms of fully capturing
the effects of the service.

Given the wide spectrum of benefits identified in the literature and the case studies of
this research, and the known multiple aims of the service – which this research has
revealed are likely to be given different weight by various stakeholders within the same
organisation, it makes sense to ensure that all the benefits delivered by CCOS are
transparent. This will aid decision makers to identify how CCOS can influence the
delivery of health care locally, and help them satisfy local needs.

Besides, the fact that both within and between model analysis in this research revealed a
clear inability of stakeholders to identify one single most important benefit of CCOS
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confirms earlier propositions that the use of cost-effectiveness would be fraught with
difficulty. This makes it difficult to justify choosing one effectiveness measure to guide
decision makers. Furthermore, this research identified how a number of the previously
used outcome measures used in effectiveness studies (e.g. readmissions, timely
discharges from CC) may not be best suited to CCOS, given that they are often heavily
influenced by factors outside of CCOS control. Thus careful consideration is required for
complex services like CCOS. While the use of QALYs widens the dimensionality of
effectiveness, and is useful in that it allows comparisons of the relative benefit of
resource allocations between interventions which would unlikely be comparable on the
basis of natural units of measurement, a cost-utility analysis alone is unlikely to provide
as full an insight into the effects of CCOS as stakeholders in the service might like and
indeed require to evaluate the service locally.

If functioning as designed, CCOS reduce the risk of in-hospital mortality and enhance
health related quality of life - whether that be through providing physiological and
psychological support on the wards or post CC, or via improved end of life care planning.
Despite this, unlike medical treatments such as chemotherapy, measuring the impact of
CCOS in terms of QALYs is likely to be fraught with difficulty. For one, whether or not
CCOS have helped avert a patient's admission to CC and further deterioration or possible
death is a judgement and not an objective measure. Secondly, capturing the quality of
life effects of CCOS over that short period of time when CCOS intervene to help patients
experience a more peaceful, 'better' death is also not an easy task.

The fallibility of

relying solely upon CUA to evaluate CCOS should thus be acknowledged - given these
difficulties and the findings of the multiple case studies.

It could be argued that these potential difficulties of capturing the effects of CCOS
present a challenge to effectiveness evaluation, not economic evaluation per se.
However, it is equally the case that if the effects of a service are difficult to measure, this
also has implications for the validity of an economic evaluation and the choice of the
most appropriate method. This research has uncovered a multitude of benefits which
would not be captured if only QALYs were taken into account. These include benefits
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which are deemed highly important by various stakeholders within hospital systems.
Taking a relatively narrow approach to measuring effectiveness is therefore not advised.

8.9

Other Challenges of Applying Economic Evaluation to CCOS

Whilst methods have long been established for economic evaluations, some challenges
persist in terms of identifying how best to evaluate CCOS. Some of these are contextual
in origin.

Exploration of the factors that could influence CCOS effectiveness and

efficiency revealed a number of caveats suggested by participants relating a number of
factors, including CCOS staff personality.

In fact the potential for the traits and

personality of CCOS staff to have an influence was amongst the most commonly
reported. What this could mean in practice is that there may be differing degrees of
efficiency and effectiveness within models. The case studies also revealed how the wider
hospital context within which CCOS operates could also influence the effectiveness of the
service. It will therefore be necessary to ensure that hospital demographics, such as
number of beds, location, number of CC beds, etc., are taken into consideration, and
reported on in future economic evaluations.

The processes undertaken locally should also be taken into account, since these too can influence
effectiveness. The multiple case studies highlighted a number of key variables that would be
useful in guiding sensitivity analyses (see Chapter 7). These include team size, varying levels of
input from various team members, and hours of service availability. It would also be useful to
ascertain whether those services with CCOS Nurses who can prescribe, and those which do not
strictly adhere to Consultant-to-Consultant referrals, are more effective in comparison to those
which do not.

8.10 The Best Way to Evaluate CCOS in the Future
The findings of this research support the notion that drawing a boundary around CCOS
for economic evaluation purposes is indeed challenging. However, this thesis has also
shed light on how this may be pragmatically achieved. It is clear that CCOS cannot and
should not be evaluated in the same manner a relatively simple intervention as a new
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drug, or new medical device is evaluated. The aims of, and the workings of CCOS, are far
more complex in comparison. This complexity in turn warrants a more comprehensive,
broader approach to economic evaluation.

Given that this research has clearly shown that the effectiveness of CCOS is not
independent of context and that the effects of the service are far reaching, then a
complex systems approach to evaluation is warranted. To ensure that the breadth of
CCOS effects is adequately captured in a future economic evaluation with a view to fully
inform decision makers, a cost-consequences approach should ideally be adopted. This
approach can be complemented by cost-utility analysis to allow across programme
comparisons. A cost-consequence approach may not be as objective, when compared
with the application of cost-effectiveness thresholds, or net monetary benefit
approaches. It does however facilitate decision making guided by value judgements.
Such an approach is arguably more desirable for CCOS which have a multitude of benefits
which are valued differently within organisations.

Given that CCOS are designed locally, to meet local needs, then a broad value judgement
approach offers the necessary flexibility for local stakeholders and decision makers to
evaluate costs and benefits, and gauge whether they meet the needs of the local patient
population and hospital system. Each effect could have differing degrees of importance
attached to them by various stakeholders and CCOS. This is likely to be the case for all
system effects, not just those directly reflective of the core multiple aims of the service.
It is therefore important that future evaluations are as informative and comprehensive
as possible.

Notably, in addition to identifying and measuring direct costs, it is also important in any
economic evaluation to ensure that any resources savings brought about by CCOS are
fully captured. CC beds are highly resource intensive. The cost of providing a HDU or ITU
bed is markedly high. This research revealed how, in Wales at least, CCOS can lead to
reductions in: medical input in patient care; the time wards staff spend with
deteriorating patients; the need for intensive monitoring; admissions to CC; length of
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stay in CC; length of stay in hospital; infections; the need to call out the resuscitation
team; the need to employ a Tracheostomy Nurse, etc. In some instances, where CCOS
ultimately save a life, this will extend a patients hospital stay.

All of these CCOS effects have important cost implications, and many have been reported
in the literature, but have not as yet been explicitly dealt with in economic terms. They
will therefore form a key component in a future evaluation. This will be particularly
useful in terms of presenting business cases for CCOS, seeing that resource savings
appear to be pivotal in such decision-making processes. It will also provide for a more
rounded picture of CCOS effects within the complex hospital system.

It will also be important to record relevant demographic information, as a means of
capturing contextual details. The influential factors identified in this research can be
used to guide sensitivity analyses for those factors which are most subject to variability,
to test the robustness of the economic model to changes in these. In doing so, the
influences of context, processes and service delivery complexities and heterogeneities
can adequately be accommodated. Providing this level of detail his will assist decision
makers in other hospitals decide whether or not a similar CCOS is likely to complement
current service structures and be cost-effective locally.

8.11 Strengths and Weakness of this Research
At every stage in this research the methods of enquiry and analysis used have been
selected in an attempt to ensure as robust and unbiased an approach as possible. Whilst
bias can never be entirely eliminated, the transparency and justifications for decisions
made at each stage of this research assists in identifying a rationale underpinning of
choices, preconceptions and potential for bias.

To ensure a systematic approach was adopted for the literature review, the PICO
framework (Sackett et al, 1997) was used to develop a comprehensive search strategy
and as a guide for exploring the context and objectives for the introduction of CCOS.
Searches were not limited to published articles and books; grey literature was also
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included where beneficial for painting an up-to-date picture of CCOS service delivery and
configurations. The STARLITE framework (Booth, 2006) was further used as a guide to
ensure all important details of the literature search were adequately captured in Chapter
2.

Effort was also directed toward ensuring that phase one was as robust as possible.
Whilst the small size of the national survey meant it was not appropriate to subject the
data collected to inferential statistics, descriptive statistics were used to present the
findings. Double or triple checks were also conducted to ensure accuracy in data
inputting. A number of strategies were further employed with an aim to strengthen the
survey design.

The questionnaire was adapted from a previously validated tool

(McDonnell et al, 2007). The layout, wording, ordering and content were altered where
necessary to further increase the chance of a good response rate and to reduce the risk
of missing data.

Pretesting, in the form of review by an expert group, piloting the

questionnaire, a multiple contact approach and the offering of a choice of mode of
completion further served to enhance response rates, validity and reliability. With the
aid of recognised reminder techniques the survey achieved a response rate of 100%
(n=17).

Given the success of the multiple contact approach adopted during phase one, this
strategy was repeated when recruiting for the interviews conducted during phase two.
Again it proved successful, and a total of 15 interviews were conducted as planned.
Three interviews were conducted for each of the five case studies. Taking a flexible
approach to recruitment also ensured that those best suited to being interviewed were
approached to take part. The fact that just one researcher conducted all the interviews
further served to reduce interviewer related variation and to ensure saturation was
reached. Ongoing reflexivity in the form of acknowledgement of any preconceptions and
the seeking out of competing explanations, and the promotion of credibility also helped
to increase rigour and trustworthiness.

Credibility was enhanced by the use of

quotations, careful selection of case studies and member checks.
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A mixed methods approach was utilised as much out of necessity as choice. It facilitated
development of a typology of models of CCOS the sampling frame for the multiple case
studies. However, it had an advantage in that it also naturally provided for triangulation
with regards to CCOS configurations, costs and contexts.

Every effort was made to ensure a rigorous approach was taken to this research.
However, there were inevitably some weaknesses. Phase one involved reworking of a
previously validated questionnaire. While this may to a degree have compromised
validity, it was necessary in refocusing the survey with the aim of answering the primary
research questions. The mixing of modes of administration also had the potential to
introduce bias. However, this weakness was outweighed by the benefits this approach
bestowed in terms of response rates and richness of data.

During phase two, one of the interviews was not audio-taped, as per participant request.
To reduce the risk of associated reporting error, the notes taken were read back to the
participant to check for accuracy. All coding was also undertaken three times by just one
person, since this was an academic piece of research.

Whilst unavoidable in the

circumstances, this approach did not allow for inter-rater reliability. That said, the design
did allow for discussion with a neutral person, should problems have arisen during this
phase of analysis. Another weakness uncovered during phase two, was that that the
staffing question asked in the questionnaire of phase one was open to misinterpretation.
This led to one CCOS being assigned to the wrong model type. This highlighted how the
questionnaire could be further improved if this survey were to be replicated in the
future. Finally, the use of a qualitative approach is considered by some as a weakness in
itself, due to it lacking objectivity. However, the opposite was considered to be the case
in this instance; it was the rich data that was of most interest at this stage. Thus a
qualitative approach was considered more valuable in terms of meeting the objectives of
phase two.
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8.12 Suggestions for Future Research
Whilst this research has identified the core cost drivers and a multiple of effects that can
be attributed to CCOS, it has not provided comprehensive measures of these. A full
economic evaluation is therefore necessary for any conclusions to be reached attaining
to the cost-effectiveness of CCOS and whether the current trend for evolution and
maturation to primarily educationalist services is desirable and justified.

Future research could also be specifically focused on uncovering any signs of nonlinearity and optimality. This will assist in guiding CCOS optimisation. Optimisation of
efficiency is important for ensuring that a CCOS delivers maximum effect with minimal
input. If CCOS models are not being delivered in an optimal fashion, then economic
evaluations risk being very misleading.

It would also be interesting to gain further perspective on CCOS, by researching patient
and family views on the benefits of CCOS, as these have not been represented here. It
could be that some highly valued benefits have been missed as a consequence.
Furthermore, it tends to be the case that patients in CC, particularly ITU, are granted
around-the-clock visiting privileges, which family members often take advantage of,
thereby visiting their loved one for longer periods of time throughout the day and night.
This could have significant knock-on effects for productivity; whether or not this is truly
the case currently remains unknown. The question of whether or not an even broader
perspective to economic evaluation should be adopted for CCOS thus also remains
unanswered, and is another matter that warrants further consideration.

Finally, given the findings of this research, and the recommendations made, it would be
beneficial if further work were carried out to further explore the typology developed
during the course of this research.

If future evaluations or research are able to

categorise CCOS according to the models defined in this thesis, this will assist in further
validating the typology. Categorising CCOS accordingly will also contribute to further
building evidence for or against adopting a typology approach to economic evaluation. It
will help further considerations of whether relationships exist between CCOS type and
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costs and/or effectiveness. This is important, given that this research has been limited in
scope to CCOS in Wales. While there is currently no evidence to suggest that different
relationship exist outside the country, this also holds true in terms of evidence to support
the contrary.

Given how widespread CCOS have become in the UK, it is unlikely that they will be
evaluated in the future via large scale trials. Thus economic evaluation is also unlikely to
be conducted alongside such trials.

That said, any economic evaluations that are

published and shared will help to build a good picture of CCOS within context. If the
findings of research remain contradictory in the future, the collection of contextual and
process focused data will help further identify why and how some CCOS work in some
context and not others.

8.13 Original Contributions to Knowledge
Conveying achievement of originality in PhD research is often fraught with confusion and
difficulty.

This can partly be attributed to a lack of general consensus on what

constitutes originality in this context. Additionally, originality is inherently a complex,
multidimensional concept (Gill and Dolan, 2015). This section aims to convey how this
research has added to the current body of knowledge, and the implications of any new
findings or approaches, in an attempt to demonstrate the originality that this thesis
delivers.

The survey of CCOS in Wales partially replicated an earlier survey conducted in England,
and in doing so uncovered previously unknown information on how these services have
been configured in the country.

This allowed tentative comparisons to be drawn

between England in Wales in terms of how widespread the services are, and how they
have been configured. This revealed a greater degree of homogeneity and autonomy
(i.e. CCOS teams tended to work more often independently of the parent teams, when
necessary) in Wales than in England, and provided for a detailed overview of the service
components and crude identification of service costs. This proved to be a beneficial first
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step in beginning to draw a boundary around the services, with a view to guide a future
economic evaluation.

This research is also the first to explore the challenges of economic evaluation of CCOS.
While the literature revealed a clear picture of complexity, heterogeneity, uncertainty
and conflicting results in terms of CCOS effectiveness, these features of CCOS had not
been contemplated or explored in any depth prior to this research in the context of
economic evaluation. This research has taken a closer look at these and how the
challenges these characteristics present can be overcome. In doing so, this thesis offers
practical, empirically grounded guidance for a future economic evaluation.

Importantly, the findings of the literature review and the survey of Wales facilitated the
development of a typology of models of CCOS. The typology developed represents the
first attempt at an empirically grounded categorisation of CCOS, which also aims to be
sympathetic to prior theoretical propositions. . While the idea of an interventionisteducationalist continuum was not a new concept for CCOS, this research has succeeded
in applying new evidence to effectively test and improve on prior theoretical attempts at
categorisation. No past research has been conducted with the aim of addressing the
question of whether or not all CCOS are sufficiently different that they will require
evaluating on a CCOS model basis. This is an important issue, as it is neither desirable
nor helpful in conducting analysis focused on a sample of CCOS, or indeed one CCOS,
with the implication that the results can be generalised to any other if this is not the
case.

This research has revealed clear benefits associated with evaluating CCOS on a

model basis, not least because costs and effects have the potential to be notably
different between models.

Linked to the development of the typology, this research has also revealed, how all CCOS
in Wales are moving toward the educationalist end of the interventionist-educationalist
continuum over time. In some cases this would seem to be a result of the natural
evolution or maturation of the service; in others because that is a purposive service
progression toward a preferred model. Given this trend, it makes sense to recommend
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that future economic evaluations should be predominantly on educationalist CCOS, to
ascertain if this progression is a desirable direction for CCOS to be taking. This therefore
reinforces the benefits of employing a typology approach to economic evaluation, and
thereby contributes to answering the secondary research question. Linked to this, this
thesis has provided guidance on the timing of a future economic evaluation. In order to
avoid bias in data collection, it is important that bedding-in effects, learning effects and
the maturation process are adequately catered for.

This research has also taken the lead in applying a systems thinking approach to the
planning of an economic evaluation of CCOS; viewing CCOS as a complex service
functioning within and as part of a complex hospital system. This has proved a useful
approach for analysing CCOS; it has ensured that all relevant stakeholder views are taken
account of, and has uncovered system wide effects which may not have been uncovered
or considered otherwise. This has demonstrated how the synthesis of paradigms and
disciplines can strengthen research, and in this case ensure that the boundary set around
CCOS for economic evaluation is broad enough to capture all relevant costs and effects.
This research is also the first to place CCOS on a complexity continuum with the aim of
identifying which standard methods of economic evaluation are likely to be most
suitable. Again, this helped provide insight into the practicalities of economic evaluation
for complex services such as CCOS, and placed CCOS firmly within the context of current
perspectives and guidance relating to economic evaluation. The findings from phase
two, the first studies conducted with an aim to inform a future evaluation, further
reinforced the typology and CCOS' place on the complexity continuum.

This research has also highlighted the key costs that need to be included in a future
economic evaluation. This will help to ensure that all CCOS are costed in a uniform
manner, thereby facilitating transparency and the ability to conduct reliable
comparisons, and possibly synthesis of future research. This thesis has also uncovered
how focusing on a single measure by which to evaluate CCOS is neither possible, nor
desirable. The case studies revealed how many benefits are attributed to CCOS and how
the relative importance of these tends to differ between stakeholders within health
boards. In doing so it also reveals how a cost-consequence analysis alongside a number
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of cost-effectiveness measures is likely to be the best approach to measure the effects of
this service. If this approach is taken in the future, it will allow decision makers to make
more informed resource allocation choices.

8.14 Conclusion
CCOS can be viewed as complex services intrinsically entwined with other services and
care delivery systems within a complex hospital system. They are also characterised by
heterogeneity and uncertainty. These attributes create a number of obstacles when it
comes to conducting an economic evaluation of the services. These challenges have
been discussed throughout this thesis and summarised above. Despite these potential
difficulties, this research recognises the importance of economic evaluation and assists in
identifying and exploring how these challenges might be overcome and/or catered for.
The costs and benefits that should be included have been identified. This research has
thus assisted in drawing a boundary around this service in preparation for a future
economic evaluation. Furthermore, the typology developed is empirically grounded, is
both exhaustive and mutually exclusive, and should ultimately prove useful for
evaluations conducted not only in the UK, but also further afield.

This concluding chapter has summarised the core research findings and has been
successful in providing a framework for a future evaluation of CCOS. The current
guidance available for simple interventions does not adequately deal with the complexity
of CCOS. The guidance related to complex interventions and public health interventions
are far more fitting, as the case studies revealed; and so the recommended approach to
these has been reflected in the framework suggested.

When conducting a future

evaluation care must be taken to ensure all main cost drivers are captured, in a uniform
manner. This may require some observational studies, particularly when it comes to
shared resource use.

While this research has added to the current evidence base some unanswered questions
remain surrounding CCOS. However, a well-designed economic evaluation will help in
addressing these. The recommendations made as a result of this research are likely to
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assist this process. There is a general feeling that CCOS are highly effective in delivering
what they have been designed to deliver. The time is now ripe to test that hypothesis,
before a situation is reached where all acute hospitals in Wales, the UK, and further
afield have introduced a CCOS.
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Appendices

Appendix 1 - Key Search Terms

Databases:

CINAHL Plus with Full Text, CINAHL, ECONLIT, MEDLINE

1. “Critical” & “Care” & “Outreach”, 2004-2010
268 Results
124 Relevant
Results
2. “CCOS”, 2004-2010
27 Results
2 Relevant Results
3. “ITU” & “outreach”, 2004-2010
1 Result
4. “ICU” & “outreach”, 2004-2010
33 Results
26 Relevant Results
5. “outreach” & “Service” & “Delivery”, 2004-2010
188 Results
30 Relevant
Results
6. “Health care delivery” & “critical Care”, 2004-2010
246 Results
99 Relevant
Results
7. “Intensive” & “Outreach”, 2004-2010
168 Results
8. “Costs” & “cost analysis” or “cost allocation” or “cost-benefit analysis” or “cost control”
or “cost sharing” or “health care costs” or “direct service costs” or “employer health lists”
or “health expenditures” or “delivery of health care” or “health care quality, access and
evaluation” or “after-hours care” or “attitude of health personnel” or “health resources”
or “health services accessibility” or Health service needs and demands” or “needs
assessment” or “professional-patient relations” & “critical care”, 2000-2010
740
Results
231 Relevant Results
9. “ICU Liaison”, 2004-2010
18 Results
14 Relevant Results
10. “ITU Liaison”, 2004-2010
NIL results
11. “critical care economics”, 2004-2010 311 Results
72 Relevant Results
12. “service structure” & “critical care”, 2004-2010
3 Results
1 Relevant Result
13. “micro-costing” & “critical care”, 2004-2010
1 Result
14. “micro-costing” & “services”, 2004-2010
19 Results
5 Relevant Results
15. “critical care outreach”,2004-2010, Research Only
86 Results
3 Relevant
Results not picked up by other searches
16. Medical Emergency Team*, 2000-2010
88 Results
65 Relevant Results
17. Rapid Response Team*, 2000-2010
40 Results
22 Relevant Results

Also adhoc electronic search of Health Economics Journal carried out: “costing critical care
outreach”, 2004-2010
7 Results
5 Relevant Results.

Whether or not a paper was deemed relevant was decided by review of the full title or abstract.
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Appendix 2 - Pilot Survey: Multiple Contact Approach

2a) Pilot Specific Guidance Letter - Hospitals With CCOS

(Date)

Dear ....................,
RE: Pilot Study of Critical Care Outreach Services (CCOS) in Wales.

Thank you for agreeing to participate in our pilot study focused on CCOS in Wales.

The main aims of the pilot study are to:
•
•
•

test our planned survey procedures for the main study
test the questionnaire prior to countrywide distribution
time how long it takes to complete the questionnaire

We therefore shall be contacting you next in the same way that we plan to contact
potential participants for the main study, i.e. as if no previous contact has been made.
I look forward to speaking with you soon.

Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett B.N., B.A
Nurse Researcher/PhD Student
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2b) Pilot Specific Guidance Letter - Hospitals Without CCOS

(Date)

Dear ....................,
RE: Pilot Study of Critical Care Services in Wales.

Thank you for agreeing to participate in our pilot study focused on Critical Care services in
Wales.

The main aims of the pilot study are to:
•
•
•

test our planned survey procedures for the main study
test the questionnaire prior to countrywide distribution
time how long it takes to complete the questionnaire

We therefore shall be contacting you next in the same way that we plan to contact
potential participants for the main study, i.e. as if no previous contact has been made.
I look forward to speaking with you soon.

Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett B.N., B.A
Nurse Researcher/PhD Student
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2c) First Contact: Pilot Pre-Notification Letter - Hospitals With CCOS

«Title» «First_Name» «Last_Name»
<<Position>>
«Company_Name»
«Address_Line_1»
«Address_Line_2»
«City»
«State»
«ZIP_Code»
<<Date>>
Dear «First_Name» «Last_Name»,

A few days from now you will receive a request to complete a questionnaire for a survey being
conducted at the University of Glamorgan and endorsed by the National Outreach Forum (NOrF)
and the North and South Critical Care Networks in Wales. The questionnaire aims to identify how
Critical Care Outreach Services are currently configured in the principality.

NOrF have agreed that within Wales this questionnaire should be completed in place of their
online version which aims to survey Northern Ireland and England. Therefore, with your
permission, we shall be sharing the data that we collect with NOrF.

This national survey is important as it will give an insight into current service provisions and
provide a baseline for any future surveys conducted with an aim to identify the evolution of
services over time.

Many thanks for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett B.N., B.A.
Nurse Researcher/PhD Student

NORTH WALES CRITICAL CARE NETWORK
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2d) First Contact: Pilot Pre-Notification Letter - Hospitals Without CCOS

«Title» «First_Name» «Last_Name»
<<Position>>
«Company_Name»
«Address_Line_1»
«Address_Line_2»
«City»
«State»
«ZIP_Code»
<<Date>>

Dear «First_Name» «Last_Name»,

A few days from now you will receive a request to complete a questionnaire for a survey being
conducted at the University of Glamorgan and endorsed by the National Outreach Forum (NOrF)
and the North and South Critical Care Networks in Wales. The questionnaire aims to gather
general information about Critical Care services in the principality.

NOrF have agreed that within Wales this questionnaire should be completed in place of their
online version which aims to survey Northern Ireland and England. Therefore, with your
permission, we shall be sharing the data that we collect with NOrF.

This national survey is important as it will give an insight into current service provisions and
provide a baseline for any future surveys conducted with an aim to identify the evolution of
services over time.

Many thanks for your time and consideration.
Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett B.N., B.A.
Nurse Researcher/PhD Student
NORTH WALES CRITICAL CARE NETWORK
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2e) Second Contact: Pilot Questionnaire Cover Letter - Hospitals With CCOS
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2f) Second Contact: Pilot Questionnaire Cover Letter - Hospitals Without CCOS
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2g) Pilot Questionnaire: Hospitals With CCOS
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2h) Pilot Questionnaire: Hospitals Without CCOS

2i) Third Contact: Pilot Telephone Script - Hospitals With CCOS

Good morning/afternoon (name). (Where applicable - would it be possible to speak to
............... please?)
My name’s Sara Pickett, I’m a registered nurse and PhD student at the University of
Glamorgan. You may recall that I sent you a letter a few days ago informing you of a survey
that I’m conducting focused on Critical Care Outreach Services in Wales. Is this a convenient
time for you to discuss the project?
If No: Ok, no problem. When would be the most suitable time to call you back?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]
Thanks very much, I look forward to speaking to you soon then.

[END CALL]

If Yes: That’s great! Before I go on to ask you a couple of questions, do you have any questions
about the survey that you want to ask me first?

Ok, to start then, please would you confirm whether or not your hospital currently has an
outreach service?
If No: Unfortunately, it seems that we have sent you the wrong version of the questionnaire. If
you could discard the one you have received, I’ll send the correct version out to you today.
If Yes: Fine, that’s what we have recorded here, which means you should have received the
correct version of the questionnaire.

Next, please would confirm whether or not you are willing to complete the questionnaire?
If No: That’s fine, as you know there’s no obligation to participate. However, I would be really
grateful if you were able to share with me the reason why you have come to this decision? This
information will help to ensure that the survey is conducted to the highest research standards.
[RECORD REASONS PROVIDED]
Thanks very much for your time – it’s very much appreciated.
If Yes: That’s fantastic news – thank you!
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[END CALL]

As you will have read, you have the option of either completing the questionnaires alone and
posting it back to the University. Or alternatively, we can arrange a convenient time for you to
answer the questions over the telephone. To be honest, the phone option is our preferred
method, as it would provide the opportunity for me to immediately answer any questions you
may have. However, ultimately, it’s your preference that counts. Have you thought about
which method of completion you would prefer?

If prefers Postal Method: Ok that’s great.
As you know, we are hoping to share the data we collect with NOrF. So can I take this
opportunity to ask if you are happy for us to share the information that you provide us with?
If No: No problem. There is a box on the final page referring to the sharing of data; all you need
to do is to leave this unchecked.
If Yes: Fantastic. I’ll make a record of that. Please would you also tick the relevant box on the last
page of the questionnaire, it’s located just below the area made available to you for additional
comments.
Ok then. I look forward to receiving your questionnaire soon.
Please would you make a note of any problems you encounter in the comments box provided
on the final page of the questionnaire.
If you could also time how long it takes you to complete the questionnaire and record this in
the comments box, this would also be very useful to us.
And finally, if you are able to send us a copy of any algorithms or track and trigger tools that
are used in your hospital along with your completed questionnaire that would also be very
much appreciated. Thanks again!
[END CALL]

If prefers Telephone Method: Ok that’s great.
What date and time would suit you best? [RECORD APPOINTMENT]
To confirm then, I’ll contact you at (Time), on (day) the (date).
Should I contact you on the same number that I called you on today? [RECORD IF DIFFERENT]
Ok then, I look forward to speaking to you very soon. Thanks again!
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[END CALL]

2j) Third Contact: Pilot Telephone Script - Hospitals Without CCOS

Good morning/afternoon (name). (Where applicable - would it be possible to speak to
............... please?)
My name’s Sara Pickett, I’m a registered nurse and PhD student at the University of
Glamorgan. You may recall that I sent you a letter a few days ago informing you of a survey
that I’m conducting focused on Critical Care Services in Wales. Is this a convenient time for you
to discuss the project?
If No: Ok, no problem. When would be the most suitable time to call you back?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]
Thanks very much, I look forward to speaking to you soon then.

[END CALL]

If Yes: That’s great! Before I go on to ask you a couple of questions, do you have any questions
about the survey that you want to ask me first?

Ok, to start then, please would you confirm whether or not your hospital currently has a
Critical Care Outreach Service?
If No: Fine, that’s what we have recorded here, which means you should have received the
correct version of the questionnaire
If Yes: Unfortunately, it seems that we have sent you the wrong version of the questionnaire. If
you could discard the one you have received, I’ll send the correct version out to you today.

Next, please would confirm whether or not you are willing to complete the questionnaire?
If No: That’s fine, as you know there’s no obligation to participate. However, I would be really
grateful if you were able to share with me the reason why you have come to this decision? This
information will help ensure that the survey is conducted to the highest research standards.
[RECORD REASONS PROVIDED]
Thanks very much for your time – it’s very much appreciated.
If Yes: That’s fantastic news – thank you!
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[END CALL]

As you will have read, you have the option of either completing the questionnaires alone and
posting it back to the University. Or alternatively, we can arrange a convenient time for you to
answer the questions over the telephone. To be honest, the phone option is our preferred
method, as it would provide the opportunity for me to immediately answer any questions you
may have. However, ultimately, it’s your preference that counts. Have you thought about
which method of completion you would prefer?

If prefers Postal Method: Ok that’s great.
As you know, we are hoping to share the data we collect with NOrF. So can I take this
opportunity to ask if you are happy for us to share the information that you provide us with?
If No: No problem. There is a box on the final page referring to the sharing of data; all you need
to do is to leave this unchecked.
If Yes: Fantastic. I’ll make a record of that. Please would you also tick the relevant box on the last
page of the questionnaire, it’s located just below the area made available to you for additional
comments.

Ok then. I look forward to receiving your questionnaire soon. Please would you make a note
of any problems you encounter in the comments box provided on the final page of the
questionnaire. If you could also time how long it takes you to complete the questionnaire and
record this in the comments box, this would also be very useful to us. If you are able to send us
a copy of any algorithms or track and trigger tools that are used in your hospital along with
your completed questionnaire that would also be very much appreciated. Thanks again!
[END CALL]

If prefers Telephone Method: Ok that’s great.
What date and time would suit you best? [RECORD APPOINTMENT]
To confirm then, I’ll contact you at (Time), on (day) the (date).
Should I contact you on the same number that I called you on today? [RECORD IF DIFFERENT]
Ok then, I look forward to speaking to you very soon. Thanks again!
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[END CALL]

2k) Fourth Contact: Pilot Postcard - Hospitals With CCOS
Dear (Insert Name),
Last week we tried contacting you to arrange a convenient time for you to complete a
questionnaire requesting information about your Critical Care Outreach Service.
If we have now arranged a date and time for completion of the questionnaire, thank you
very much indeed. If not, please would you kindly contact us today to arrange this.
Your help is invaluable because it is only via people like you sharing information that we
can gain a better picture of current service provisions and the great work that is being
carried out within Wales.
If you have not received a questionnaire, or if the original has been misplaced, please
would you contact us on 01443 483041 so that we may arrange to post another one to you.
Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett BN, BA
Nurse Researcher/PhD Student
University of Glamorgan

2l) Fourth Contact: Pilot Postcard - Hospitals Without CCOS
Dear (Insert Name),
Last week we tried contacting you to arrange a convenient time for you to complete a
questionnaire requesting information about your Critical Care services.
If we have now arranged a date and time for completion of the questionnaire, thank you
very much indeed. If not, please would you kindly contact us today to arrange this.
Your help is invaluable because it is only via people like you sharing information that we
can gain a better picture of current service provisions and the great work that is being
carried out within Wales.
If you have not received a questionnaire, or if the original has been misplaced, please
would you contact us on 01443 483041 so that we may arrange to post another one to you.
Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett BN, BA
Nurse Researcher/PhD Student
University of Glamorgan
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2m) Fifth Contact: Pilot (Final) Letter - Hospitals With CCOS

«Title» «First_Name»
«Last_Name»
«Company_Name»
«Address_Line_1»
«Address_Line_2»
«City»
«State»
«ZIP_Code»
<<Date>>
Dear «First_Name» «Last_Name»,
About four weeks ago I sent a questionnaire to you that asked about Critical Care Outreach
Services (CCOS) in your hospital. As far as I can see, we have not as yet been able to
arrange an appointment for completion of the questionnaire.
We are contacting you again in view of the significance that your questionnaire has for
helping us to achieve our goal of a national survey. It is only by hearing from everyone
contacted that we can be sure that information published about services in the country is
correct and comprehensive.
If you should not have received the questionnaire, either because your hospital lacks any
critical care facilities for adults or because you do not have a formal CCOS at present, or for
any other reason, please write this on the front of the questionnaire and return it in the
enclosed pre-paid envelope so that we may update our records accordingly.
Please be assured that no individual hospitals will be identified in any published articles
related to this survey. Protecting the confidentiality of all hospitals is very important to us
and to the University of Glamorgan.
We very much hope that you will contact us in order to arrange completion of the
questionnaire soon. However, if you would prefer not to participate for any reason, please
inform us of this by returning the questionnaire and enclosing a note in the pre-paid
envelope supplied.
Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett R.N.
Nurse researcher/PhD Student
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2n) Fifth Contact: Pilot (Final) Letter - Hospitals Without CCOS

«Title» «First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Company_Name»
«Address_Line_1»
«Address_Line_2»
«City»
«State»
«ZIP_Code»
<<Date>>
Dear «First_Name» «Last_Name»,
About four weeks ago I sent a questionnaire to you that asked about Critical Care services
in your hospital. As far as I can see, we have not as yet been able to arrange an
appointment for completion of the questionnaire.
We are contacting you again in view of the significance that your questionnaire has for
helping us to achieve our goal of a national survey. It is only by hearing from everyone
contacted that we can be sure that information published about services in the country is
correct and comprehensive.
If you should not have received the questionnaire because your hospital lacks any critical
care facilities for adults, or for any other reason, please write this on the front of the
questionnaire and return it in the enclosed pre-paid envelope so that we may update our
records accordingly.
Please be assured that no individual hospitals will be identified in any published articles
related to this survey. Protecting the confidentiality of all hospitals is very important to us
and to the University of Glamorgan.
We very much hope that you will contact us in order to arrange completion of the
questionnaire soon. However, if you would prefer not to participate for any reason, please
inform us of this by returning the questionnaire and enclosing a note in the pre-paid
envelope supplied.
Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett R.N.
Nurse researcher/PhD Student
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Appendix 3 - Pilot Survey: Scripts for Completing Questionnaire
via Telephone
3a) Pilot: Script for Completing Questionnaire via Telephone - Hospitals With CCOS
Hi there, it’s Sara Pickett from the University of Glamorgan here. Is this still a convenient time
for you to complete the outreach services questionnaire?
If NO: Oh I’m sorry to hear that/Ok that’s not a problem. When would be the best time for me to
call you back?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]
If Yes: great.

OK , before we start working through the questionnaire, may I remind you that if your hospital
has a critical care outreach service that operates across additional hospitals in your Health
Board, you should provide answers in relation to the operation of outreach at your hospital
only...ok?
Just to confirm, I will be reading the questions out as they are appear on the questionnaire to
ensure that they are phrased the same way for all participants in the study. I would
recommend that you also have the questionnaire in front of you to make completion as
straightforward as possible.
Do you have the questionnaire to hand?
If No: No problem, do you want to grab it now? / No problem - just let me know if you need me
to repeat anything as we go along.
If Yes: great!

I should also stress at this point that the main purpose of this pilot study is not to collect data
on your hospital as such; the main aim is to test the questionnaire itself. So, after completing
the questionnaire I will ask you a few additional questions in a debriefing session, with an aim
of identifying any potential problems, if that’s ok with you?

Are you willing for me to tape record the questionnaire completion and debriefing session?
If No: ok that’s not a problem; I was going to write down your answers as well anyhow.
If YES: Fantastic, just to confirm then, I’m actually starting the recording now. [START
RECORDING]
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Before we start, do you have any questions?
When we are working through the questionnaire if any of the questions are unclear, please just
let me know and I’ll do my best to clarify things.
Ok then, .......
[ADMINISTER QUESTIONNAIRE & IDENTIFY ANY PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED ON PROBE SHEETS]

Ok, that’s the questionnaire completed. I now have a few extra questions to ask you about the
questionnaire itself.

[CONDUCT DEBRIEFING SESSION]

Following questionnaire completion and debriefing session: That’s it then, that’s the
questionnaire and debriefing session over with. Thanks very much for your time – your help is
really appreciated.
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3b) Pilot: Script for Completing Questionnaire via Telephone - Hospitals Without CCOS

Hi there, it’s Sara Pickett from the University of Glamorgan here. I trust that this is still a
convenient time for you to complete the critical care services questionnaire?
If NO: Oh I’m sorry to hear that/Ok that’s not a problem. When would be the best time for me to
call you back?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]
If Yes: great.

Just to confirm, I will be reading the questions out as they are appear on the questionnaire to
ensure that they are phrased the same way for all participants in the study. I would
recommend that you also have the questionnaire in front of you to make completion as
straightforward as possible.
Do you have the questionnaire to hand?
If No: No problem, do you want to grab it now? / No problem - just let me know if you need me
to repeat anything as we go along.
If Yes: great!

I should also stress at this point that the main purpose of this pilot study is not to collect data
on your hospital as such; the main aim is to test the questionnaire itself. So, after completing
the questionnaire I will ask you a few additional questions in a debriefing session, with an aim
of identifying any potential problems, if that’s ok with you?

Are you willing for me to tape record the questionnaire completion and debriefing session?
If No: ok that’s not a problem; I was going to write down your answers as well anyhow.
If YES: Great, just to confirm then, I’m actually starting the recording now. [START RECORDING]
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Before we start, do you have any questions?

When we are working through the questionnaire if any of the questions are unclear, please just
let me know and I’ll do my best to clarify things.

Ok then, .......

[ADMINISTER QUESTIONNAIRE & IDENTIFY ANY PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED ON PROBE SHEETS]

Ok, that’s the questionnaire completed. I now have a few extra questions to ask you about the
questionnaire itself.
[CONDUCT DEBRIEFING SESSION]

Following questionnaire completion and debriefing session: That’s it then, that’s the
questionnaire and debriefing session over with. Thanks very much for your time – your help is
really appreciated.
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Appendix 4 - Pilot Survey: Probing Schedules (modified from Willis, 2005)
4a) Pilot: Probing Schedule - Hospitals With CCOS

During questionnaire completion:
If the respondent asks for clarification of a question during questionnaire completion:
i.
ii.

Could you tell me which part of the question is unclear please?
Could you tell me which part of the question needs clarification please?

Record any difficulties/problems:

Participant requests more information/clarification (record any queried words):

“Dont’ Know” Answer provided:

Period of Silence:

Uncertainty Expressed:

Change in Answer:
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Proactive Debriefing Session Probes:
a) Firstly, I wonder if you could tell me what you thought of the questionnaire. For example,
were the instructions and questions generally clear or confusing?

b) Question 4 referred to category Level 3T. What does Level 3T mean to you?

c) Question 5 asked if bed allocations in critical care are flexible. Can you tell me in your own
words what the question is asking?

d) Question 7 asked what year the CCOS was first established in your hospital. How did you
arrive at your answer?
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e) Question 10 asked you to rank the aims of your outreach service when first established and
its current aims. Was it easy or difficult to rank each aim?

f)

Question 27 asked you to approximate how many patients were followed up by outreach
after discharge from critical care last month. How did you come up with your answer?

Or
g) Question 37 asked you to provide an approximation of the number of patients on adult wards
identified as being ‘at risk’ last month on the basis of the scoring or track and trigger system
used in your hospital. How did you come up with your answer?

h) Question 40 refers to “parent specialty”. What does “parent speciality” mean to you as it’s
used in the question?
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i)

Question 41 asked you to work through a list of activities and to indicate whether your
outreach participates in, or recommends any of them. How was it for you to go through that
list? Did it cause you any difficulties?

Potential Reactive Debriefing Session Conditional Probes
•

Participant requests more information/clarification before giving answer:

“For question ........ you requested some assistance. If I hadn’t been here to help you, what would
have you done /decided it meant?
Or “For question ........ you asked for clarification of the term ................ Are there different things
you think it might mean? What sort of things?

•

Don’t Know Answer Provided - Respondent doesn’t/can’t answer:

“You didn’t provide an answer to Q........... What was going through your mind as you tried to
answer the question?”
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•

Period of silence, then answers:

“You took a little while to answer Q .......... What were you thinking about?”

•

Uncertainty in answering:

“In answering Q ....... you seemed to be somewhat uncertain. If you were, can you tell me why?”

•

Change in answer:

“You changed your answer for Q ......... What caused you to do that?”

[END OF DEBRIEFING SESSION - RETURN TO MAIN SCRIPT]
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4b) Pilot: Probing Schedule - Hospitals Without CCOS

During questionnaire completion:
If the respondent asks for clarification of a question during questionnaire completion:
i. Could you tell me which part of the question is unclear please?
ii. Could you tell me which part of the question needs clarification please?

Record any difficulties/problems:

Participant requests more information/clarification (record any queried words):

“Dont’ Know” Answer provided:

Period of Silence:

Uncertainty Expressed:

Change in Answer:
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Proactive Debriefing Session Probes
j)

Firstly, I wonder if you could tell me what you thought of the questionnaire. For example,
were the instructions and questions generally clear or confusing?

k) Question 4 referred to category Level 3T. What does Level 3T mean to you?

l)

Question 5 asked if bed allocations in critical care are flexible. Can you tell me in your own
words what the question is asking?

m) Question 14 asked you to provide an approximation of the number of patients on adult
wards identified as being ‘at risk’ last month. How did you come up with your answer?
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Potential Reactive Debriefing Session Conditional Probes
•

Participant requests more information/clarification before giving answer:

“For question ........ you requested some assistance. If I hadn’t been here to help you, what would
have you done /decided it meant?
Or “For question ........ you asked for clarification of the term ................ Are there different things
you think it might mean? What sort of things?

•

Don’t Know Answer Provided - Respondent doesn’t/can’t answer:

“You didn’t provide an answer to Q........... What was going through your mind as you tried to
answer the question?”

•

Period of silence, then answers:

“You took a little while to answer Q .......... What were you thinking about?”
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•

Uncertainty in answering:

“In answering Q ....... you seemed to be somewhat uncertain. If you were, can you tell me why?”

•

Change in answer:

“You changed your answer for Q ......... What caused you to do that?”

[END OF DEBRIEFING SESSION - RETURN TO MAIN SCRIPT]
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Appendix 5 – Main Survey: Multiple Contact Approach
5a) Main Survey: First Contact – Pre-notification Letter - Hospitals With CCOS

«First_Name» «Last_Name» - «Title»
Critical Care Unit/ITU
«Company_Name»
«Address_Line_1»
«Address_Line_2»
«City»
«State»
«ZIP_Code»
<<Date>>
Dear «First_Name» «Last_Name»,

A few days from now you will receive a request to complete a questionnaire for a survey being
conducted at the University of Glamorgan and endorsed by the National Outreach Forum (NOrF)
and the North and South Critical Care Networks in Wales. The questionnaire aims to identify how
Critical Care Outreach Services are currently configured in the principality.

NOrF have agreed that within Wales this questionnaire should be completed in place of their
online version which aims to survey Northern Ireland and England. Therefore, with your
permission, we shall be sharing the data that we collect with NOrF.

This national survey is important as it will give an insight into current service provisions and
provide a baseline for any future surveys conducted with an aim to identify the evolution of
services over time.

Many thanks for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett B.N., B.A.
Nurse Researcher/PhD Student

NORTH WALES CRITICAL CARE
NETWORK
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5b) Main Survey: First Contact – Pre-notification Letter - Hospitals Without CCOS

«First_Name» «Last_Name» - «Title»
Critical Care Unit/ITU
«Company_Name»
«Address_Line_1»
«Address_Line_2»
«City»
«State»
«ZIP_Code»
<<Date>>
Dear «First_Name» «Last_Name»,
A few days from now you will receive a request to complete a questionnaire for a survey being
conducted at the University of Glamorgan and endorsed by the National Outreach Forum (NOrF)
and the North and South Critical Care Networks in Wales. The questionnaire aims to gather
general information about Critical Care services in the principality.
NOrF have agreed that within Wales this questionnaire should be completed in place of their
online version which aims to survey Northern Ireland and England. Therefore, with your
permission, we shall be sharing the data that we collect with NOrF.
This national survey is important as it will give an insight into current service provisions and
provide a baseline for any future surveys conducted with an aim to identify the evolution of
services over time.
Many thanks for your time and consideration.
Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett B.N., B.A.
Nurse Researcher/PhD Student
NORTH WALES CRITICAL CARE NETWORK
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5c) Main Survey: Second Contact - Questionnaire Cover Letter - Hospitals With CCOS
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5d) Main Survey: Second Contact - Questionnaire Cover Letter - Hospitals Without CCOS
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5e) Main Survey Questionnaire: Hospitals With CCOS
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5f) Main Survey Questionnaire: Hospitals Without CCOS

5g) Main Survey: Third Contact via Telephone (Script) - Hospitals With CCOS
Hospital Code:
Date:
Good morning/afternoon (name). (Where applicable - would it be possible to speak to
............... please?)
(Hi .......) It’s Sara Pickett from the University of Glamorgan here. You may recall that I sent you
a letter a few days ago informing you of a survey that I’m conducting focused on Critical Care
Outreach Services in Wales. Is this a convenient time for you to discuss the project?
If No: Ok, no problem. When would be the best time to call you back?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]

Call Back Date:

Time:

Thanks very much, I look forward to speaking to you soon then.

[END CALL]

If Yes: That’s great! Before I go on to ask you a couple of questions, do you have any questions
about the survey that you want to ask me first?
Ok, to start then, I wonder if you’d be kind enough to confirm whether or not your hospital
currently has a Critical Care Outreach Service please?
YES / NO
If No: Oh, unfortunately it seems that we’ve sent you the wrong version of the questionnaire. If
you could discard the one you’ve received, I’ll send the correct version out to you today.
If Yes: Oh good, that’s what we have recorded here, which means you should have received the
correct version of the questionnaire.

Ok, next, I wonder if you would confirm whether or not you are actually willing to complete
the questionnaire?
YES / NO
If No: That’s fine, as you know there’s no obligation to participate. However, I would be really
grateful if you were able to share with me the reason why you’ve come to this decision? As this
information would help to ensure that the survey is conducted to the highest research standards.
[RECORD REASONS
PROVIDED]

Reason:

Thanks very much for your time – it’s very much appreciated.
If Yes: That’s fantastic news – thank you!
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[END CALL]

As you will have read, you have the option of either completing the questionnaire alone and
posting it back to the University. Or alternatively, we can arrange a convenient time for you to
answer the questions over the telephone. To be honest, the phone option is our preferred
method, as it would provide the opportunity for me to immediately answer any questions you
may have. However, it’s your preference that counts. Have you thought about which method
of completion you would prefer?

If prefers Postal Method: Ok that’s great.
As you know, we are hoping to share the data we collect with the Critical Care Networks in
Wales and the National Outreach Forum. So can I take this opportunity to ask if you are happy
for us to share the information that you provide us with?
YES / NO
If No: No problem. There is a box on the final page referring to the sharing of data; all you need
to do is to leave this unchecked.
If Yes: Fantastic. I’ll make a record of that. Please would you also tick the relevant box on the last
page of the questionnaire, it’s located just below the area made available to you for additional
comments.
If any of the questions do prove to be problematic, would you mind recording this in the
comments box, along with any other comments you may wish to add.
And if you are able to send us a copy of any algorithms or track and trigger tools that are used
in your hospital along with your completed questionnaire that would also be very much
appreciated.
Ok then. I look forward to receiving your questionnaire soon. Thanks again!

[END CALL]

If prefers Telephone Method: Ok that’s great.
What date and time would suit you best to complete the questionnaire?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]

Call Back Date:

Time:

To confirm then, I’ll contact you on (day) the (date) at (time).
Should I contact you on the same number that I called you on today?
[RECORD IF DIFFERENT]

YES / NO

Tel No.:

Ok then, I look forward to speaking to you very soon. Thanks again!
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[END CALL]

5h) Main Survey: Third Contact via Telephone (Script) - Hospitals Without CCOS
Hospital Code:
Date:
Good morning/afternoon (name). (Where applicable - would it be possible to speak to
............... please?)
(Hi .......) It’s Sara Pickett from the University of Glamorgan here. You may recall that I sent you
a letter a few days ago informing you of a survey that I’m conducting focused on Critical Care
Services in Wales. Is this a convenient time for you to discuss the project?
If No: Ok, no problem. When would be the most suitable time to call you back?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]

Call Back Date:

Time:

Thanks very much, I look forward to speaking to you soon then.

[END CALL]

If Yes: That’s great! Before I go on to ask you a couple of questions, do you have any questions
about the survey that you want to ask me first?
Ok, to start then, I wonder if you’d be kind enough to confirm whether or not your hospital
currently has a Critical Care Outreach Service please?
YES / NO
If No: Fine, that’s what we have recorded here, which means you should have received the
correct version of the questionnaire.
If Yes: Oh, unfortunately it seems that we’ve sent you the wrong version of the questionnaire. If
you could discard the one you have received, I’ll send the correct version out to you today.
OK, next, I wonder if you would confirm whether or not you are actually willing to complete
the questionnaire?
YES / NO
If No: That’s fine, as you know there’s no obligation to participate. However, I would be really
grateful if you were able to share with me the reason why you’ve come to this decision? As this
information would help to ensure that the survey is conducted to the highest research standards.
[RECORD REASONS
PROVIDED]

Reason:

Thanks very much for your time – it’s very much appreciated.
If Yes: That’s fantastic news – thank you!
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[END CALL]

As you will have read, you have the option of either completing the questionnaires alone and
posting it back to the University. Or alternatively, we can arrange a convenient time for you to
answer the questions over the telephone. To be honest, the phone option is our preferred
method, as it would provide the opportunity for me to immediately answer any questions you
may have. However, it’s your preference that counts. Have you thought about which method
of completion you would prefer?

If prefers Postal Method: Ok that’s great.
As you know, we are hoping to share the data we collect with the Critical Care Networks in
Wales and the National Outreach Forum. So can I take this opportunity to ask if you are happy
for us to share the information that you provide us with?
YES / NO
If No: No problem. There is a box on the final page referring to the sharing of data; all you need
to do is to leave this unchecked.
If Yes: Fantastic. I’ll make a record of that. Please would you also tick the relevant box on the last
page of the questionnaire, it’s located just below the area made available to you for additional
comments.
If any of the questions do prove to be problematic, would you mind recording this in the
comments box, along with any other comments you may wish to add.
And if you are able to send us a copy of any algorithms or track and trigger tools that are used
in your hospital along with your completed questionnaire that would also be very much
appreciated.
Ok then. I look forward to receiving your questionnaire soon. Thanks again!

[END CALL]

If prefers Telephone Method: Ok that’s great.
What date and time would suit you best to complete the questionnaire?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]

Call Back Date:

Time:

To confirm then, I’ll contact you on (day) the (date) at (time). Should I contact you on the same
number that I called you on today?
YES / NO

[RECORD IF DIFFERENT]

Tel No.:

Ok then, I look forward to speaking to you very soon. Thanks again!
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[END CALL]

5i) Main Survey: Fourth Contact - Script for Completing Questionnaire via Telephone Hospitals With CCOS

Hospital Code:
Date:

Hi there, it’s Sara Pickett from the University of Glamorgan here. Is this still a convenient time
for you to complete the outreach services questionnaire?
If NO: Oh I’m sorry to hear that/Oh, ok that’s not a problem. When would be the best time for
me to call you back?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]

Call Back Date:

Time:

If Yes: great.
OK , before we start working through the questionnaire, may I remind you that if your hospital
has a critical care outreach service that operates across additional hospitals in your Health
Board, you should provide answers in relation to the operation of outreach at your hospital
only...ok?
Just to confirm then, I will be reading the questions out as they are appear on the
questionnaire to ensure that they are phrased the same way for all participants in the study. I
would recommend that you also have the questionnaire in front of you to make completion as
straightforward as possible. Do you have the questionnaire to hand?
YES / NO
If No: No problem, do you want to grab it now?
If Yes: great!
Are you willing for me to tape record the questionnaire completion to ensure that I record all
of your answers correctly?
YES / NO
If No: ok that’s not a problem; I was going to write down your answers as well anyhow.
If YES: Fantastic, just to confirm then, I’m actually starting the recording now.
[START RECORDING]
Before we start, do you have any questions?
Ok, when we’re working through the questionnaire if any of the questions are unclear, please
just let me know and I’ll do my best to clarify things.
Ok then, .......
[ADMINISTER QUESTIONNAIRE]
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Following questionnaire completion:
That’s it then, that’s the questionnaire over with. If you could kindly send me a copy of your
hospital’s Track and Trigger tool together with your algorithm in the pre-paid envelope I’ve
sent you I would really appreciate it.
Before I go, I have one last question - Once data is collected and analysed from all participating
hospitals would you like to receive an overview of our findings?
If No/Yes: [RECORD]

YES / NO

Ok then, I’ll make a record of that. Thanks again for you time - your help is very much
appreciated.
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5j) Main Survey: Fourth Contact Script for Completing Questionnaire via Telephone - Hospitals
Without CCOS

Hospital Code:
Date:
Hi there, it’s Sara Pickett from the University of Glamorgan here. I trust that this is still a
convenient time for you to complete the critical care services questionnaire?
If NO: Oh I’m sorry to hear that/Ok that’s not a problem. When would be the best time for me to
call you back?
[RECORD APPOINTMENT]

Call Back Date:

Time:

If Yes: great.
Just to confirm then, I will be reading the questions out as they are appear on the
questionnaire to ensure that they are phrased the same way for all participants in the study. I
would recommend that you also have the questionnaire in front of you to make completion as
straightforward as possible. Do you have the questionnaire to hand?
YES / NO
If No: No problem, do you want to grab it now?
If Yes: great!
Are you willing for me to tape record the questionnaire completion to ensure that I record all
of your answers correctly?
YES / NO
If No: ok that’s not a problem; I was going to write down your answers as well anyhow.
If YES: Great, just to confirm then, I’m actually starting the recording now.
[START RECORDING]
Before we start, do you have any questions?
Ok, when we are working through the questionnaire if any of the questions are unclear, please
just let me know and I’ll do my best to clarify things.
Ok then, .......

[ADMINISTER QUESTIONNAIRE]
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Following questionnaire completion:
That’s it then, that’s the questionnaire over with. If you could kindly send me a copy of your
hospital’s Track and Trigger tool together with your algorithm in the pre-paid envelope I’ve
sent you I would really appreciate it.
Before I go, I have one last question - Once data is collected and analysed from all participating
hospitals would you like to receive an overview of our findings?
If No/Yes: [RECORD]

YES / NO

Ok then, I’ll make a record of that. Thanks again for you time - your help is very much
appreciated.
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Appendix 6 - Main Survey: Code Books
6a) Main Survey: Code Book - Hospitals With CCOS
Question
No.

Variable

SPSS Variable Name

Hospital Name

ID

2(a)

General Intensive Care Unit

ICU

2(b)

General High Dependency Unit

HDU

2(c)

Combined HDU/ICU

Combined

2(d)

Other Type of Critical Care Unit

OtherCC

2(e)

Other Type of CC Unit Details

OtherDet

3(a)

Acute Pain Team

AcutePain

3(b)

Nutrition Team

Nutrition

1

3(c)
3(d)
3(e)

Non-invasive Ventilation Service on
General Wards
Tracheostomy Care on General
Wards
Overnight Ventilation Facility in
Theatre or Recovery

NIVent
Tracheostomy
Ventilation

3(f)

Resuscitation Policy or NFR Orders

NFR

3(g)

Hospital at Night

HospNight

3(h)

Sepsis Nurse

Sepsis

3(i)
4(a)
4(b)
4(c)
4(d)
4(e)
4(f)
4(g)
4(h)
5

Alert or Similar Course for Ward
Staff
Total Number of Specialist CC Beds
Total Number of General CC Beds
Number of Specialist Level 2 Beds
Number of General Level 2 Beds
Number of Specialist Level 3 Beds
Number of General Level 3 Beds
Number of Specialist Level 3T Beds
Number of General Level 3T Beds

ALERT
TotalSpec
TotalGen
SpecLevel2
GenLevel2
SpecLevel3
GenLevel3
SpecLevel3T
GenLevel3T

Bed Allocation Flexibility

Flex

6(a)

Formal Use of EWS or T&T

EWSTT

6(b)

Telephone Hotline Advice

Hotline

6(c)

Direct Bedside Clinical Support

Clinical

6(d)

Informal Bedside Teaching

BedTeach
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Coding Instructions
Assign Number to Each
Questionnaire
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter details of CC Facilities
Available at Hospital
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No

6(e)

Formal Educational Courses
Delivered by CCOS

FormalEd

6(f)

Assist Timely Discharge or Transfer

Discharge

6(g)

Follow-up of Patients

FollowUp

6(h)

Referral to Specialist Services

RefSpec

6(i)

Post Hospital Discharge Follow-up
in OPD

PostFollow

6(j)

Audit & Evaluation of CCOS Activity

Audit

7(a)

Year CCOS Established Known?

EstDate

7(b)
8

Year CCOS Established
Name of CCOS

Year
Name

9(a)

CCOS Cover Other Hospitals in HB

OtherHosps

9(b)

Names of Other Hospitals
Timely Identification of Pts with
Impending Critical Illness
To Avert Admissions/Ensure Timely
Admissions
To Avoid Readmissions to CC
To Enable Discharges from CC
To Share CC Skills with Staff
Outside CC Area
To Support Ward-Based Care
Through Education at Bedside
To Support Ward-Based Staff
Through Formal Teaching
Timely Identification of Pts with
Impending Critical Illness
To Avert Admissions/Ensure Timely
Admissions
To Avoid Readmissions to CC
To Enable Discharges from CC
To Share CC Skills with Staff
Outside CC Area
To Support Ward-Based Care
Through Education at Bedside
To Support Ward-Based Staff
Through Formal Teaching

HospNames

1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Year
Enter name
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Names

Timely1st

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

AvertAdm1st

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

Readmission1st
EnDischarge1st

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7
Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

Skills1st

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

BedEd1st

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

FormTeach1st

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

TimelyNow

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

AvertAdmNow

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

ReadmissionNow
EnDischargeNow

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7
Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

SkillsNow

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

BedEdNow

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

FormTeachNow

Enter Ranking: 1 to 7

11(a)

Additional Aims

AddAims

11(b)

Specify Any Additional Aims

SpecAims

12(a)

Consultant Staffed & Funded

Consultant

12(b)

Total Consultant Sessions Per Week

ConSess

12(c)

Non-Consultant Career Grade
Staffed & Funded

NonCon

10(a)
10(b)
10(c)
10(d)
10(e)
10(f)
10(g)
10(h)
10(i)
10(j)
10(k)
10(l)
10(m)
10(n)
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1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Aims
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed
Enter Number of Sessions
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed

12(d)

Total Non-Consultant Career Grade
Sessions Per Week

NonConSess

Enter Number of Sessions

12(e)

Junior Doctor Staffed & Funded

JnrDr

1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed

12(f)

Total Junior Doctor Sessions Per
Week

JnrDrSess

Enter Number of Sessions

13(a)

Band 8C Nurse(s) Staffed & Funded

Band8C

13(b)

Band 8C Total WTEs

WTE8C

13(c)

Band 8B Nurse(s) Staffed & Funded

Band8B

13(d)

Band 8B Total WTEs

WTE8B

13(e)

Band 8A Nurse(s) Staffed & Funded

Band8A

13(f)

Band 8A Total WTEs

WTE8A

13(g)

Band 7 Nurse(s) Staffed & Funded

Band7

13(h)

Band 7 Total WTEs

WTE7

13(i)

Band 6 Nurse(s) Staffed & Funded

Band6

13(j)

Band 6 Total WTEs

WTE6

13(k)

Band 5 Nurse(s) Staffed & Funded

Band5

13(l)

Band 5 Total WTEs
Allied Health Professional
Involvement

WTE5

14(b)

Allied Health Professionals

AlliedHP

14(c)

Total Number of WTEs for Allied
Health Professionals

AlliedWTE

14(d)

Other Staff Involvement

OtherStInv

14(e)

Other Staff

OtherSt

14(a)

14(f)
15
16(a)
16(b)

Total Number of WTEs for Other
Staff
Number of Adult Wards Covered by
CCOS
Other Departments Covered by
CCOS
Other Departments Specified

AlliedHPInv

1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed
Enter Number of WTEs
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed
Enter Number of WTEs
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed
Enter Number of WTEs
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed
Enter Number of WTEs
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed
Enter Number of WTEs
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Staffed but not funded
4= Funded but not staffed
Enter Number of WTEs
1 = Yes
2 = No
Position & Grade of Allied
Health Profession
Enter Number of WTEs
1 = Yes
2 = No
Position & Grade of Other
Staff

OtherStWTE

Enter Number of WTEs

Wards

Enter Number of Wards

Depts
DeptSpec
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1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of
Departments Covered

17

In-House Training for CCOS Staff

InHouse

18

Medical Staff Require CC
Experience

MedCCExp

19(a)

Baseline Qualifications for Medical
Staff

BaseQualMed

19(b)

If yes, Baseline Qualification Details

BaseQualMedSpec

Nurses Require CC Experience

NursCCExp

21(a)

Baseline Qualifications for Nurses

BaseQualNurs

21(b)

Basic Life Support

BLS

21(c)

Hospital Life Support

HLS

21(d)

Intermediate Life Support

ILS

21(e)

Paediatric Advanced Life Support

PALS

21(f)

Advanced Life Support Provider

ALSP

21(g)

Advanced Life Support Instructor

ALSI

20

21(h)
21(i)

Acute Life Threatening Events:
Recognition & Treatment
Care of the Critically Ill Surgical
Patient

ALERT1
CCrISP

21(j)

Teaching Qualification

TeachQual

21(k)

General Intensive Care Course

GICC

21(l)
21(m)

Other Qualifications Nurses
Expected to Have
Details of Other Qualifications
Nurses Expected to Have

OtherQualNur
OtherQualNurDet

22(a)

Days of Week: Follow-up

DoWFollow

22(b)

Days of Week: Hotline Advice

DoWHotline

22(c)

Days of Week: Direct Bedside
Clinical Support

DoWClinical

22(d)

Days of Week: Other Selected Days
Details

DoWSpec
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1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Baseline
Qualifications
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Qualification
1 = 7 Days a Week
2 = Mon-Friday Only
3 = Other Selected Days
Only
4 = Not Provided
1 = 7 Days a Week
2 = Mon-Friday Only
3 = Other Selected Days
Only
4 = Not Provided
1 = 7 Days a Week
2 = Mon-Friday Only
3 = Other Selected Days
Only
4 = Not Provided
Enter Details of Selected
Days

23(a)

Hours per Day: Follow-up

HpDFollow

23(b)

Hours per Day: Hotline Advice

HpDHotline

23(c)

Hours per Day: Direct Bedside
Clinical Support

HpDClinical

23(d)

Hours per Day: Specifics

HpWSpec

24(a)

CCOS Follow-up Level 2 Patients

FollowL2

24(b)

Which Level 2 Patients Followed
Up

WLevel2

24(c)

Level 2 Other Details

L2Other

25(a)

CCOS Follow-up Level 3 Patients

FollowL3

25(b)

Which Level 3 Patients Followed
Up

WLevel3

25(c)

Level 3 Other Details

L3Other

26(a)

CCOS Follow-up Level 3T Patients

FollowL3T

26(b)

Which Level 3T Patients Followed
Up

WLevel3T

26(c)

Level 3T Other Details

L3TOther

27(a)
27(b)

Does the CCOS Team Follow-up
Any patients?
Number of Patients Followed-Up
by CCOS Last Month

CCOSFU
NumFU

28(a)

Follow-up via Ward Round

WRound

28(b)

Frequency of Ward Rounds

FreqWR
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1 = 24 Hours per Day
2 = 12-23 Hours per Day
3 = Up to 11 Hours per Day
4= Not Provided
1 = 24 Hours per Day
2 = 12-23 Hours per Day
3 = Up to 11 Hours per Day
4= Not Provided
1 = 24 Hours per Day
2 = 12-23 Hours per Day
3 = Up to 11 Hours per Day
4= Not Provided
Enter details of hours
provided
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = All
2 = Minimum Stay of 2-3
Nights
3 = Minimum Stay of 4+
Nights
4 = Other
Enter Details of which Level
2 Patients Followed-up
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = All
2 = Minimum Stay of 2-3
Nights
3 = Minimum Stay of 4+
Nights
4 = Other
Enter Details of which Level
3 Patients Followed-up
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = All
2 = Other
3 = N/A
Enter Details of which Level
3T Patients Followed-up
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Number of Patients
followed up
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Daily, 7 Days per Week
2 = Daily, Week Days Only
3 = Twice Weekly
4 = Other

28(c)

Frequency Other Details

FreqSpec

29

Established Criteria for
Discontinuing Post CC Follow-UP

Discont

30(a)

Track & Trigger System to Identify
At Risk Patients

TTUsed

30(b)

Original Early Warning System

EWS

30(c)

Modified Early Warning System

MEWS

30(d)

VitalPac Early Warning System

ViEWS

30(e)

National Early Warning Score

NEWS

30(f)

Patient At Risk Score

PARS

30(g)

Medical Emergency Team or PERT
Calling Criteria

METPERT

30(h)

Other

TTOther

30(i)

Other T&T Details

TTOtherSpec

31(a)

T&T Includes Temperature

Temp

31(b)

Respiration Rate

Resp

31(c)

Heart Rate

HR

31(d)

Blood Pressure

BP

31(e)

Urine Output

Urine

31(f)

Consciousness Level

Conscious

31(g)

O2 Saturations

O2

31(h)

Pain Score

Pain

31(i)

Cause for Concern

Concern

31(j)

Other Elements Included on T&T
Tool

Elements

32(a)

Specialties That Use T&T System

Specialties

32(b)

Other Specialties Details

SpecDet

33(a)

Patients T&T Used On

TTPTs

33(b)

Selected Patients Details

SelPTs

34(a)

How Often T&T Completed

FreqTT
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Enter Details of Ward Round
Frequency
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of T&T System
Used
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other
Elements Included
1 = All Adult Wards
2 = Adult Medical Wards
Only
3 = Adult Surgical Wards
Only
4 = Other
Enter Details of Other
Specifics
1 = All Patients
2 = Selected Patients Only
Enter Selected Patient
Details
1 = Hourly

34(b)

Other Frequency of T&T Details

OtherFreq

35(a)

Specified Initial
Response/Algorithm for Patients At
Risk

Algorithm

35(b)

Year Algorithm Introduced Known?

YrKnown

35(c)

Year Algorithm Introduced
Notify House Officer/ Foundation
Year One if Trigger Occurs
Notify Senior House Officer/
Foundation Year Two

YrAlg

36(c)

Notify Parent Team SpR

PTSpR

36(d)

Notify ICU SpR

ICUSpR

36(e)

Notify Nurse in Charge

NursChar

36(f)

Notify Senior Nurse/ Modern
Matron

SenNurs

36(g)

Notify Member of CCOS

MbrCCOS

36(h)

Notify Other

NotOther

36(i)

Notify Other When Trigger Details

NotOthDet

36(a)
36(b)

39(b)

Number of At Risk Patients
Identified on Adult Wards Last
Month Known?
Number of At Risk Identified On
Adult Wards Last Month
Record Kept of No of At Risk Seen
By CCOS
Number of At Risk Patients Seen by
CCOS
Agreed Target Time Response to
Patients Identified as Being At Risk
Target Response Time in Minutes

40(a)

Clinical Assessment

37(a)
37(b)
38(a)
38(b)
39(a)

40(b)
40(c)
40(d)
40(e)
40(f)

Clinical Advice &
Recommendations to Parent Team
Direct Clinical Intervention In
Support of Parent Team
Direct Clinical Intervention
Independent of Parent Team
Liaison with the CC Medical Team
for Advice/Support/ Transfer
Other Independent Delivery

HO
SHO

2 = Two Hourly
3 = Four Hourly
4 = Twelve Hourly
5 = Whenever Routine
Observations Performed
6 = Other
Enter Details of Other
Frequency of T&T
completion
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Year Introduced
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other
Notified

WardAR

1 = Yes
2 = No

NbrWardAR

Enter Number Identified

RecRisk

1 = Yes
2 = No

NumSeen

Enter Number Seen by CCOS

TargTime
TargMins
ClinAss
ClinAdv
IntSupp
IntInd
LiaiseCC
IndOther
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1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Number of Minutes
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other Care

41(a)

Perform Arterial Blood Gases

PABG

41(b)

Recommend Arterial Blood Gases

RABG

41(c)

Perform Venous Cannulation

PVC

41(d)

Recommend Venous Cannulation

RVC

41(e)
41(f)

Perform Venepuncture
Investigations
Recommend Venepuncture
Investigations

PVI
RVI

41(g)

Perform ECG

PECG

41(h)

Recommend ECG

RECG

41(i)

Perform Central Line Insertion

PCLI

41(j)

Recommend Central Line Insertion

RCLI

41(k)

Perform Changes in O2 Therapy

PO2

41(l)
41(m)
41(n)

Recommend Changes in O2
Therapy
Perform Changes in Fluid
Management
Recommend Changes in Fluid
Management

R02
PFM
RFM

41(o)

Perform Insertion of NG Tube

PNG

41(p)

Recommend Insertion of NG Tube

RNG

41(q)
41(r)
41(s)
41(t)
41(u)
41(v)
41(w)
41(x)

Perform Initiation of Non-Invasive
Ventilation
Recommend Initiation of NonInvasive Ventilation
Perform Adjustment to Medication
Recommend Adjustment to
Medication
Perform Adjustment to
Feeding/Nutrition
Recommend Adjustment to
Feeding/Nutrition
Perform Adjustment to Pain
Management
Recommend Adjustment to Pain
Management

PNIV
RNIV
PATM
RATM
PAF
RAF
PPM
RPM

41(y)

Perform Early Sepsis Bundle

PESB

41(z)

Recommend Early Sepsis Bundle

RESB

41(aa)

Perform Initiation of DNAR/NFR
Decision

PNFR
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Independently Delivered
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No

41(bb)

Recommend Initiation of
DNAR/NFR Decision

RNFR

41(cc)

Perform Chest X-Ray

PCXR

41(dd)

Recommend Chest X-Ray

RCXR

41(ee)
41(ff)
41(gg)
41(hh)
41(ii)
41(jj)

Perform Change in Patient
Positioning
Recommend Change in Patient
Positioning
Perform Initiation of Colloid/ Blood
Transfusion
Recommend Initiation of Colloid/
Blood Transfusion
Perform Initiation of Vaso Active
Infusions
Recommend Initiation of Vaso
Active Infusions

PPP
RPP
PCBT
RCBT
PVaso
RVaso

41(kk)

Perform Other Intervention

POther

41(ll)

Recommend Other Intervention

ROther

41(mm)

Perform Other Intervention
Details(1)

POtherDet1

41(nn)

Recommend Other Intervention
Details(1)

ROtherDet1

41(oo)

Perform Other Intervention
Details(2)

POtherDet2

41(pp)

Recommend Other Intervention
Details(2)

ROtherDet2

41(qq)

Perform Other Intervention
Details(3)

POtherDet3

41(rr)

Recommend Other Intervention
Details(3)

ROtherDet3

41(ss)

Perform Other Intervention
Details(4)

POtherDet4

41(tt)

Recommend Other Intervention
Details(4)

ROtherDet4

41(uu)

Perform Other Intervention
Details(5)

PotherDet5

41(vv)

Recommend Other Intervention
Details(5)

ROtherDet4

42(a)
42(b)

Members of CCOS Provide Training
in Care of Critically Ill
Informal Bedside Teaching In
Response to Deteriorating Pt

TrainCCI
InfBST
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1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Performed by
CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Recommended
by CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Performed by
CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Recommended
by CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Performed by
CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Recommended
by CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Performed by
CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Recommended
by CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Performed by
CCOS
Enter Details of Other
Intervention Recommended
by CCOS
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No

42(c)
42(d)
42(e)

Informal Group Teaching in
Response to Deteriorating Pt
Training of Care of Trachy, CVP etc
As Part of Follow-up Care
Formal In-House Competency
Based Training

InfGT
TTCVP
FIHCBT

42(f)

ALERT Course or Equivalent

ALERTEq

42(g)

CCrISP Course

CCrISPC

42(h)
42(i)
42(j)
42(k)
43

Course in Developing High
Dependency Skills
Formal Teaching of Student Nurses
or Medical Students
Other
Details of Other Training Provided
by CCOS
Number of Days CCOS Deliver
Formal Training Per Year

HighDep
FTSNMS
TrainOther
TrainOthDet
DaysFT

44(a)

CCOS Formally Integrated

Intergrated

44(b)

Integration Details

IntegrateDet

45(a)
45(b)
45(c)
45(d)
45(e)
46(a)
46(b)
46(c)
46(d)
46(e)
46(f)
47(a)
47(b)
47(c)

CCOS Staff also Members of Other
Specialist Teams
Details of Service (1)
Details of Grade of Team
Member(1)
Details of Service (2)
Details of Grade of Team
Member(2)
Direct Referral Between CCOS and
Other Specialist Services
Direct Referral to Acute Pain
Service
Direct Referral to Nutrition Team
Direct Referral to Physiotherapy
Service
Direct Referral to Other Specialist
Support Service
Details of Direct Referral sto Other
Specialist Support Service
Information Collected on CCOS
Activities or Patient Outcomes
Clinical Activities Routinely
Collected
Educational Activities Routinely
Collected

SpecTeam
Serv1
Grade1
Serv2
Grade2
DirRefSS
DRAPS
DRNT
DRPhysio
DROtherSS
DROtherDet
InfoColl
ClinAct
EduAct

47(d)

Patient Outcomes

PtOut

47(e)

Other Information Collected

OthInfo
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1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other
Training Provided by CCOS
Enter Number of Days
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Integrated
Services
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Service Name(1)
Enter Grade of Team
Member(1)
Enter Service Name (2)
Enter Grade of Team
Member(2)
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other
Specialist Support Direct
Referrals
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No

47(f)

Other Info Collected Details

OthInfDet

48(a)

Audit Clerk Collects Data

AudClerk

48(b)

Clinical Staff From CCOS Team

ClinStaff

48(c)

Other Collects Data

OthData

48(d)

Details of Other Persons Who
Collect Data

OthDataDet

49(a)

Funding of CCOS

Fund

49(b)

Other Funding Details

OthFund

50(a)

Equipment Purchased Exclusively
for CCOS

BuyEquip

50(b)

Purchased Equipment Name(s)

EquipName

51(a)

Equipment Used by CCOS

UseEquip

51(b)

Borrowed Equipment Name(s)
Anticipate Changes to CCOS in Next
6 Months

BorEquipName

52(b)

Increase in Staffing

IncStaff

52(c)

Reduction in Staffing

RedStaff

52(d)

Increase in Hours of Operation

IncHours

52(e)

Reduction in Hours of Operation

RedHours

52(f)

Increase in Number of Wards
Covered

IncWards

52(g)

Reduction in Number of Wards
Covered

RedWards

52(h)

Integration With Other Services

IntServ

52(i)

Separation From Other Services

SepServ

52(j)

Other Changes

OthChan

52(k)

Other Changes Details

OthChanDet

52(a)

Change
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Enter Details of Other Info
Routinely Collected
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other
Persons Who Routinely
Collect Data
1 = Allocation From CC
Budget
2 = Allocated Separate
Funding
3 = Other
Enter Details of How Service
Funded by Other Means
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Don’t Know
Enter Name of Equipment
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Name of Equipment
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
Enter Other Changes
Anticipated

53

Any Other Comments

Comments

54

Consent to Share Data

Consent

55

T&T Enclosed

TTEnc

56

Algorithm Enclosed

AlgEnc

57

Participants Want Copy of
Findings?

Findings
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Enter Additional Comments
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No

6b) Main Survey: Code Book - Hospitals Without CCOS

Question
No.

Variable

SPSS Variable Name

Hospital Name

ID

2(a)

General Intensive Care Unit

ICU

2(b)

General High Dependency Unit

HDU

2(c)

Combined HDU/ICU

Combined

2(d)

Other

Other CC

2(e)

Other CC Facility Details

OtherCCDet

3(a)

Acute Pain Team

AcutePain

3(b)

Nutrition Team

Nutrition

1

3(c)
3(d)
3(e)

Non-invasive Ventilation Service on
General Wards
Tracheostomy Care on General
Wards
Overnight Ventilation Facility in
Theatre or Recovery

NIVent
Tracheostomy
Ventilation

3(f)

Resuscitation Policy or NFR Orders

NFR

3(g)

Hospital at Night

HospNight

3(h)

Sepsis Nurse

Sepsis

3(i)
4(a)
4(b)
4(c)
4(d)
4(e)
4(f)
4(g)
4(h)
5

Alert or Similar Course for Ward
Staff
Total Number of Specialist CC Beds
Total Number of General CC Beds
Number of Specialist Level 2 Beds
Number of General Level 2 Beds
Number of Specialist Level 3 Beds
Number of General Level 3 Beds
Number of Specialist Level 3T Beds
Number of General Level 3T Beds

ALERT
TotalSpec
TotalGen
SpecLevel2
GenLevel2
SpecLevel3
GenLevel3
SpecLevel3T
GenLevel3T

Bed Allocation Flexibility

Flex

6(a)

MET/RRT/PART response to EWS or
T&T

METEWS

6(b)

Telephone Hotline Advice

Hotline

6(c)

Direct Bedside Clinical Support

Clinical

6(d)

Informal Bedside Teaching

BedTeach

6(e)

Formal Educational Courses
Delivered by CC Staff

FormalEd
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Coding Instructions
Assign Number to Each
Questionnaire
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of other CC
Facilities
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
Enter number of beds
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No

6(f)
6(g)
7(a)

Follow-up of Patients
Post Hospital Discharge Follow-up
in OPD
Track & Trigger System to Identify
At Risk Patients

FollowUp
PostFollow
TTUsed

7(b)

Original Early Warning System

EWS

7(c)

Modified Early Warning System

MEWS

7(d)

VitalPac Early Warning System

ViEWS

7(e)

National Early Warning Score

NEWS

7(f)

Patient At Risk Score

PARS

7(g)

Medical Emergency Team or PERT
Calling Criteria

METPERT

7(h)

Other

TTOther

7(i)

Other T&T Details

TTOtherSpec

8(a)

T&T Includes Temperature

Temp

8(b)

Respiration Rate

Resp

8(c)

Heart Rate

HR

8(d)

Blood Pressure

BP

8(e)

Urine Output

Urine

8(f)

Consciousness Level

Conscious

8(g)

O2 Saturations

O2

8(h)

Pain Score

Pain

8(i)

Cause for Concern

Concern

8(j)

Other Elements Included on T&T
Tool

Elements

9(a)

Specialties That Use T&T System

Specialties

9(b)

Other Specialties Details

SpecDet

10(a)

Patients T&T Used On

TTPTs

33(b)

Selected Patients Details

SelPTs

11(a)

How Often T&T Completed

FreqTT
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1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of T&T System
Used
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other
Elements Included
1 = All Adult Wards
2 = Adult Medical Wards
Only
3 = Adult Surgical Wards
Only
4 = Other
Enter Details of Other
Specifics
1 = All Patients
2 = Selected Patients Only
Enter Selected Patient
Details
1 = Hourly
2 = Two Hourly

11(b)

Other Frequency of T&T Details

OtherFreq

12(a)

Specified Initial
Response/Algorithm for Patients At
Risk

Algorithm

12(b)

Year Algorithm Introduced Known?

YrKnown

12(c)

Year Algorithm Introduced
Notify House Officer/ Foundation
Year One if Trigger Occurs
Notify Senior House Officer/
Foundation Year Two

YrAlg

13(c)

Notify Parent Team SpR

PTSpR

13(d)

Notify Team Consultant

PTCon

13(e)

Notify ICU SpR

ICUSpR

13(f)

Notify Nurse in Charge

NursChar

13(g)

Notify Senior Nurse/ Modern
Matron

SenNurs

13(h)

Notify Other

NotOther

13(i)

Notify Other When Trigger Details

NotOthDet

13(a)
13(b)

HO
SHO

14(b)

Agreed Target Time Response to
Patients Identified as Being At Risk
Target Response Time in Minutes

15(a)

CCOS Cover in Past

CCOSPast

15(b)

Year CCOS Discontinued

YrDisc

15(c)

Reason Why CCOS Discontinued

Reason

16(a)

Plans to Introduce CCOS in Next 6
Months

Plans

16(b)

Timely Identification of Patients
with Impending Critical Illness

Timely

16(c)

To Avert Admissions/ Ensure
Timely Admissions to CC

Avert

16(d)

To Avoid Readmissions to CC

Readmit

16(e)

To Enable Discharges from CC

EnDischarge

16(f)

To Share CC Skills with Staff on
Wards/in Community

Share

14(a)

TargTime
TargMins
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3 = Four Hourly
4 = Twelve Hourly
5 = Whenever Routine
Observations Performed
6 = Other
Enter Details of Other
Frequency of T&T
completion
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Year Introduced
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Details of Other
Notified
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Number of Minutes
1 = Yes
2 = No
Enter Year Discontinued
Enter Details of Why CCOS
Discontinued
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No

16(g)

To Support Ward Based Care
Through Education at the Bedside

BedEd

16(h)

To Support Ward-Based Staff
Through Formal Teaching

FormTeach

16(i)

Other Reason Why CCOS Planned

OthPlan

16(j)

Other Reasons Specified

OthSpec

16(k)

Lack of Resource

Resource

16(l)

Local Medical Opposition

MedOp

16(m)

Local Nursing Opposition

NursOp

16(n)

Management Opposition

MngOp

16(o)

No Perceived Need

NoNeed

16(p)

Other Reason Why CCOS Not
Planned

OthNoP

17

Details of Other Reasons Why
CCOS Not Planned
Any Other Comments

18

Consent to Share Data

Consent

19

T&T Enclosed

TTEnc

20

Algorithm Enclosed

AlgEnc

21

Want copy of findings?

Analysis

16(q)

NoPlanSpec
Comments
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3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
Enter Details of Other
Reasons Why CCOS Planned
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = N/A
Enter Details of Why CCOS
Not Planned
Enter Additional Comments
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes
2 = No

Appendix 7 - Main Survey: Importance Ranking of CCOS Aims

Not all respondents were able to rank the importance of each of the aims listed from 1 to
7. In some cases the importance of two or more aims were considered of equal
importance. To accommodate these alternative response patterns, it was helpful to
apply weightings to rankings. For the hospitals that were able to provide rankings from 1
through to 7, a weighting of 7 was applied to a ranking of 1, a weighting of 6 was applied
to a ranking of 2, a weighting of 5 was applied to a ranking of 3, a weighting of 4 was
applied to a ranking of 4, a weighting of 3 was applied to a ranking of 5, a weighting of 2
was applied to a ranking of 6, and a weighting of 1 to was applied to a ranking of 7. In this
way each hospital’s rankings had a cumulative weighting score of 28. Manipulating the
data in this way enabled appropriate weightings to be allocated to the ranking of aims in
the hospitals that were unable to provide rankings from 1 to 7. For these hospitals a
cumulative weighting score of 28 was again used for each, but weightings for the
rankings of each aim were adjusted to each response pattern. For example, where a
hospital identified 4 aims as being of highest importance (i.e. ranked them all as a 1), this
method allowed for the aggregation of the four weights attached to the ranks 1 to 4 (i.e.
7+6+5+4 = total weighting of 22) and equal distribution of weighting scores between
them (i.e. 22/4 = weighting of 5.5 per aim).
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Appendix 8 – Multiple Case Studies: Multiple Contact Approach
8a) Multiple Case Studies: First Contact Letter - CCOS Lead

«First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Position»
«Hospital_Name»
«Address_Line_1»
«Address_Line_2»
«City»
«County»
«Post_Code»

<<Date>>
Dear «First_Name»,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you once again for your participation in the National
Survey of Critical Care Outreach Services (CCOS) in Wales (2011). I am delighted to inform you
that we received responses from all eligible hospitals in the principality. The widespread support
for the survey has enabled us to gain a better understanding of current service configurations in
Wales, and has enabled us to develop a typology of models for the service. An overview of the
main findings from the survey will be forwarded to you in due course.
I am writing at this time to inform you that in a few days from now you will receive a request to
participate in phase two of our research at the University of Glamorgan. Phase two will involve
multiple case studies, with an aim to assess the challenges of applying standard methods of
economic evaluation to CCOS. I have selected your hospital for inclusion as your CCOS appears to
be typical of one of the models identified during the earlier phase of this study.
This research is important as it will provide an insight into how the cost-effectiveness of CCOS
may be more difficult to evaluate than other healthcare services. The research will also facilitate
the development of a template for micro-costing from an NHS service delivery perspective to aid
future economic evaluations of CCOS. The cost-effectiveness of your CCOS is not being assessed
within the current study.
Many thanks for your time and consideration.
Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett BN, BA
PhD Student/Nurse Researcher
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8b) Multiple Case Studies: First Contact Letter - Health Board Lead

«Title» «First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Position»
«Hospital_Position»
«HospitalHead_Quarters»
«Address_Line_1»
«Address_Line_2»
«City»
«County»
«Post_Code»

<<Date>>
Dear «Title» «Last_Name»,
I am writing to inform you that in a few days from now you will receive a request to participate in
research being conducted at the University of Glamorgan. The research will involve multiple case
studies, with an aim to assess the challenges of applying standard methods of economic
evaluation to Critical Care Outreach Services (CCOS). I have selected «CCOS_Hospital», which is
within your Health Board, for inclusion as its CCOS appears to be typical of one of the models
identified during an earlier phase of this study, which involved a survey of all CCOS in Wales to
capture current service configurations.
This research is important as it will provide an insight into how the cost-effectiveness of CCOS
may be more difficult to evaluate than other healthcare services. The research will also facilitate
the development of a template for micro-costing from an NHS service delivery perspective to aid
future economic evaluations of CCOS. Please be assured that the cost effectiveness of your CCOS
is not being assessed within the current study.
Many thanks for your time and consideration.
Yours sincerely,

Sara Pickett BN, BA
PhD Student/Nurse Researcher
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8c) Multiple Case Studies: Second Contact - Participant Information Leaflet

Participant Information Leaflet

Assessing the Challenges of Applying Standard Methods of
Economic Evaluation to Critical Care Outreach Services (CCOS): A
Typology Approach
Date:
Dear
We would like to take this opportunity to invite you to take part in our research study.
To help you make an informed choice about whether or not to take part we have
provided details of the study for you to read at your convenience. You will also receive a
telephone call shortly to give you the opportunity to discuss the study and to ask any
questions you may have. Participation should take between 1 to 2 hours of your time.
Part 1 of this information leaflet provides general details relating to the purpose of the
study. Part 2 provides more detailed information about the conduct of the research.

Part 1
Why are we doing this research?
The study aims to assess the challenges of applying standard methods of economic
evaluation to CCOS. If you decide to take part we would use information collected from
you to guide future economic evaluations of the service.
Why have I been invited to take part?
We have invited you to take part because the CCOS at your hospital, along with four
other CCOS, appears to be typical of one of the models identified during an earlier phase
of this study, which involved a survey of all CCOS in Wales to capture current service
configurations. You have been selected to participate on the basis that we aim to gather
multiple perspectives from CCOS Lead Nurses, Health Board Leads for 1000 Lives Plus
and acute ward-based health professionals.
Do I have to take part?
Whether or not you participate in the study is up to you, your decision is entirely
voluntary. Before you decide you will have the opportunity to discuss the research and
any concerns or queries you may have, over the telephone.
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What will happen to me if I take part?
Should you decide to take part you will be asked to sign a consent form and given a copy
for your records. If at any point you decide you no longer wish to participate, you are
free to withdraw without the need to provide any reason for your decision.
Should you decide to take part, you will be invited to attend an interview with the
researcher at a date, time and location of your convenience. An interview guide detailing
the themes to be explored is enclosed. The interview should take no longer than 1 hour
and will be audio-taped. However, given the study design, it is possible that we may
contact you on a second occasion for elaboration or clarification purposes. This possible
second telephone contact will take up no more than 45 minutes of your time and will not
be audio-taped.
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
There are no foreseen disadvantages or risks in taking part in the study, other than the
time burden that inevitably results from participation.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
The findings will be used to inform future economic evaluations of CCOS. One potential
benefit is the satisfaction gained from the knowledge that you have professionally
assisted in building on the current knowledge base of CCOS.
What if there is a problem?
Should you at any time be unhappy with the way in which you have been dealt with
during the study, we have provided contact details in Part 2 in order that any concerns
can be addressed accordingly.
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?
During the analysis process and publication of any findings your details and your hospital
details will remain confidential, in accordance with ethical and legal guidelines. Please
see Part 2 for further details relating to this.

If the above information has been of interest to you, and you now think
you may like to take part, please read Part 2 which provides further
information before you make your decision.
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Part 2
What if relevant new information becomes available?
At times during research studies, new information becomes available regarding the area
of interest. Should this happen during this study, then you will be informed of this
accordingly. You will have the opportunity to discuss whether or not you wish to
continue as a participant, and if you decide to continue you may be asked to sign an
updated consent form.
What will happen if I don’t want to carry on with the study?
You have the right to withdraw from the study at any time, without providing a reason.
Any data collected from you prior to withdrawal will neither be analysed nor reported
on, unless you explicitly give permission for us to do so.
What if there is a problem?
Should you at any time have any concerns or queries relating to the study, you will be
able to contact the researchers who will do their utmost to provide answers to your
question (please see last page for contact details).
Will taking part in the study cause me any harm?
Given the nature of the research study, it is unlikely that you will be harmed as a result of
participation.
Will my taking part in the study remain confidential?
To ensure that any information collected from you is kept confidential, only those who
absolutely need to see the data will do so. To protect your anonymity, you and your
hospital will be allocated a unique pseudonym or identification code, so researchers will
not know when they are analysing data which individual or hospital it relates to. Also,
when findings of the study are published we will make every effort to ensure that there
will be no way of anyone identifying you or your hospital from the information provided.
The handling, processing, storage and destruction of the data collected will be carried
out in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
What will happen to the results of the research study?
It is anticipated that the findings of the research will be presented at conferences and
published in peer-reviewed journals to reach a wide audience of health professionals and
health economists. A copy of the final report will also be se sent to you and all other
participants.
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Who is organising and funding the research?
The research is being organised through the University of Glamorgan.
Who has reviewed the study?
Please be assured that all research undertaken in the NHS is approved by a Research
Ethics Committee. This helps to ensure that the research is fair and that it follows strict
guidelines which are designed to protect you. This research has been reviewed and
deemed acceptable by the Faculty of Health, Sport and Science (HESAS) Research Ethics
Committee at the University of Glamorgan.

Further Information and Contact Details
Specific information about this research project and advice whether or not to
participate:
Name:
Tel. No.:
Address:

e-mail:

Sara Pickett – Nurse Researcher
01443 483041
University of Glamorgan
GT508, Health Economics and Policy Research Unit (HEPRU)
Faculty of Health, Sport & Science
Glyntaff Campus, Pontypridd
CF37 1DL
spickett@glam.ac.uk

Who you should approach if you have any serious concerns about the study:
Name:
Tel. No.:
Address:

e-mail:

Karen Roberts – Research Officer
01443 483158
University of Glamorgan
GT7215 - Faculty of Health, Sport & Science
Glyntaff Campus, Pontypridd
CF37 1DL
kroberts@glam.ac.uk
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8d) Multiple Case Studies: Second Contact - Interview Guide and Consent Form

Interview Guide
The interview will aim to assess the challenges of applying
standard methods of economic evaluation to Critical Care
Outreach Services (CCOS). The overarching themes that will be
explored include:
• Resource use in delivering CCOS
• Quantitatively measurable effects of CCOS
• Less quantifiable/intangible/system effects of CCOS
• Factors that may influence CCOS effectiveness – outside of
CCOS control
• Characteristics of CCOS team/local organisation that may
influence CCOS performance

Please be assured that the cost-effectiveness of your CCOS is not
being assessed within the current study.
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Consent Form
Research Title:

Assessing the Challenges of Applying Standard Methods of
Economic Evaluation to Critical Care Outreach Services
(CCOS): A Typology Approach

Researcher:

Sara Pickett, University of Glamorgan

Instructions:

Please initial each box (where applicable)

i.

I confirm that I have read and understand the Participant Information
Leaflet dated November 2012 (version 4) for the above study. I have
further had the opportunity to consider the information in my own
time and have had the opportunity to have any questions I’ve asked
answered satisfactorily...........................................

ii.

I am aware of, and understand, that my decision to participate is
entirely voluntary and that I am free to withdraw my consent at any
time, without the need to provide a reason. Any data collected prior to
withdrawal will not be used in subsequent analysis or reporting,
unless I explicitly give my permission.................................................................

iii.

I understand that taking part in the study will involve me being
interviewed by the researcher at a date, time and location that is
convenient for me. I will also be required to make myself available for
a further telephone follow-up for clarification or elaboration purposes
should that be necessary.......................................................................

iv.

I understand that the face-to-face interview will be audio-taped and
that any information I provide will be treated as confidential. All
handling, processing, storage and destruction of data collected will be
carried out in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998............

v.

I agree to take part in the above study ...............................................................
Name of Participant:

Date:

Signature:
Person taking consent:

Date:

Signature:
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8e) Multiple Case Studies: Third Contact via Telephone (Script)
Hi, it’s Sara Pickett here from the University of South Wales – formerly the University of
Glamorgan, I’m just calling to find out if you’ve received the letters I sent you about my
research focused on Critical Care Outreach Services and to ask whether you’d be happy to
participate, is this a convenient time for a quick chat?
If not received: Oh dear, I’m glad I called then – perhaps I have the wrong address details for you.
Where should I send the information?
If not convenient:
No problem – when would be best to call back? Do you have a direct
number or should I go through switch? Ok great, speak soon then.
If received but not convenient: Great! I’m glad they reached you ok. When would be best to call
back? Do you have a direct number or should I go through switch? Ok great, speak soon then.
If received and convenient:
So have you had a chance to read through the stuff I sent you?
Do you have any questions about the project?

Ok, I guess my next question then is - Would you like to take part?
Doesn’t wish to participate:
Oh that’s a shame – but of course the decision is entirely yours.
You’re obviously not under any obligation to do so, but I’d really appreciate it if would share with
me the reason for your decision – as it will just make my research a bit more robust and complete
– would you mind sharing with me the reason for your decision?
Wishes to participate: Oh that’s fantastic – thank you so much! As you’ve read I’ll be
conducting semi-structured interviews with all participants at a place date and time that suits
them best – when were you thinking would be best for you?

For CCOS Leads Only – I’m also hoping to interview a ward based health professional identified
by you as being suitable and willing to participate – do you have anyone in mind? If at all
possible I’d like to interview you on the same day – but I am flexible – I can always make two
visits if that’s what suits you both best.
Shall I call back in a couple of days to see what you’ve managed to organise?
That’s great – I’ll see you/speak to you next on (date/time) then.
If you could bring your consent from along for signing on the day of our meeting that would be
fab. If for any reason there are last minute changes to your day and you have to reschedule – if
you could let me know as soon as possible I’d really appreciate it – thanks then and see you
soon! Take care!
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Appendix 9 – Multiple Case Studies: Interview Checklist and
Guides
9a) Multiple Case Studies: Pre-interview Checklist

Pre-Interview Checklist
Opportunity for any questions to be answered
Consent form signed
Checked recording equipment
Explained process of interview

Interviewer Notes
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9b) Multiple Case Studies: Interview Guides (Scripted)

Interview Guides
Overarching factors of interest for further exploration via
multiple case studies and semi-structured face-to-face
interviews:
• Differences that may distort costing of CCOS
• Quantitatively measurable effects of CCOS
• Less quantifiable/intangible/system effects of CCOS
• Factors that may influence CCOS effectiveness – outside of CCOS
control
• Characteristics of CCOS team/local organisation that may influence
CCOS performance

Possible questions for more in-depth probing/exploration of
these overarching factors of interest are listed in the following
interview guides:
• CCOS Lead Nurse Interview Guide

pg. 2-3

• Health Board Lead Interview Guide

pg. 4-5

• Acute Care Staff Interview Guide

pg. 6

Question Colour key:
• Black questions:
• Red questions:

Suitable for all hospitals
Suitable for selection of hospitals only
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CCOS Lead Nurse Interview Guide
The Interventionist-Educationalist Continuum:
Following the National Survey of CCOS in Wales we were able to develop a typology of models of
CCOS. This was partly guided by a continuum with purely interventionist CCOS lying at one
extreme and purely educationalist at the other. All CCOS in Wales were reported as being both
interventionist and educationalist in nature. However, we asked participants to rank the relative
importance of the multiple aims of their CCOS and were then able to use these rankings to place
each CCOS along the continuum. Your CCOS came out as being ...................................................
What are your thoughts about that placing, would you agree or disagree with where your service
has been placed?

Differences that may distort costing of CCOS:
We’re trying to gather a little more information about the resources used in delivering Critical
Care Outreach Services, so that we can figure out how to cost services from an economic
perspective. So, the following questions will relate to resource use in one way or another, ok?

a) Following the national survey of CCOS in Wales we have recorded the following
resource inputs for your CCOS (provide print-out of inputs). Do you feel that anything
has been missed off this list? Or is anything listed here that you feel shouldn’t be?
b) The survey also revealed how your CCOS share equipment with other departments.
Do you know which budget this shared equipment is allocated from? Also, do you
know what % of the time the equipment is used by CCOS?
c) We’re trying to find out a little more about training of CCOS staff. For example, could
you tell me how much time CCOS team members spend receiving training each year?
d) We’re also trying to gauge whether it would be possible in future evaluations to
accurately measure input from non-CCOS staff. For example, would you be able to
report how many acute care nurses and doctors are formally educated by CCOS each
year? Or how many hours training acute care professionals receive annually from
CCOS?
e) The survey revealed that CCOS team members sometimes also work as part of the
hospital’s Resuscitation team (or vice versa). In future evaluations would it be
possible to capture how much time on average is dedicated to this other role weekly?
f) CCOS often deliver informal education or clinical guidance in acute care areas whilst
providing rapid response to patient deterioration or post critical care follow-ups.
We’re wondering whether it would be possible to capture the time that CCOS staff
and acute care staff spend together in these activities?
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Quantitatively measurable effects of CCOS:
We’re trying to figure out which of the effects of CCOS can be quantified for future economic
evaluations. The literature provides an insight into the measures already used to evaluate the
effectiveness of services, but we’d like to hear your opinion on the effects you’ve noticed at your
hospital following CCOS implementation and whether these effects could easily be measured in
practice. So the following questions will be related to the measurable and quantifiable effects of
the service, ok?

a) So, in your opinion what measurable effects have CCOS had within your hospital?
b) Are CCOS activities or effectiveness currently audited for performance monitoring or
service improvement purposes? If they are what data are routinely collected and
which measures are used to evaluate the service?
c) If a business case were to be put forward to increase the CCOS budget, how would
the increase in resources be justified?
d) If you had to choose just one, what single measurable benefit of CCOS, in your
opinion, is the most appropriate for evaluating the effectiveness of the service? Why?
e) If we were trying to measure the number of planned surgeries cancelled last month
as a result of critical care bed availability, would this information be routinely
recorded anywhere?
f) If we were aiming to measure how many delayed or refused admissions to critical
care there were last month due to the lack of availability of a critical care bed, would
this kind of information be available?
g) If we wanted to collect data on the number of out-of-hours or early discharges from
critical care last month, would this information be readily available? As far as you’re
aware, has there been a reduction or increase in the number of out-of-hours and
early discharges as a result of introducing CCOS at your hospital?
h) Does your hospital routinely collect data on readmissions? As far as you’re aware
have the number of readmissions to CC reduced or increased as a result of CCOS?
i) If we were aiming to find out whether the number of inappropriate admissions to
critical care had reduced or increased as a result of CCOS, would we be able to
accurately measure this? How would the appropriateness of admission be decided
upon?
j) In your opinion, overall does CCOS reduce or increase the amount of time acute care
staff spend with deteriorating patients?
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Less quantifiable/intangible/system effects of CCOS:
In addition to collecting opinions on the measurable effects of CCOS and those effects already
recorded in the literature, we’re also trying to find out little more about any effects of the service
which may have been unexpected and those that are a little more difficult to quantify or measure.

a) Were there any unexpected or unanticipated positive or negative effects within the
hospital system following CCOS introduction?
b) In your opinion, what benefits has CCOS delivered to the hospital, patients,
communication processes and team working?
c) I’m not sure if you were working at the hospital when CCOS was introduced. But
we’re trying to gauge the length of time it took before the benefits of CCOS were
noticeable after the introduction of the service. Are you aware of how long it took
before the benefits were noticeable?
Factors that may influence CCOS effectiveness – outside of CCOS control:
The next sets of questions are related to critical care admission and readmission processes at your
hospital, ok?

a) I wonder if you could tell me a little more about how admission to critical care in the
first instance is decided upon please?
b) Could you also tell me what the readmission policy or process is for critical care?

Characteristics of CCOS team/local organisation that may influence CCOS performance:
These are the last set of questions. We’re trying to find out a little more about the practical
workings of CCOS.

a) We’re also interested in how your CCOS is organised, for example is there a
designated leader for the service?
b) In your opinion, are there any factors or barriers that impinge on or increase the
effectiveness of CCOS at your hospital?
c) In your opinion and experience are CCOS staff empowered enough to be effective in
their roles?
Well, that’s about it – thank you so much for your time, it really is very much appreciated. Before
we call it a day, do you have any questions you’d like to ask me?
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Health Board Lead Interview Guide
Differences that may distort costing of CCOS:
We’re trying to gather a little more information about the resources used in delivering Critical
Care Outreach Services, so that we can figure out how to cost services from an economic
perspective.

a) Following the national survey of CCOS in Wales we have recorded the following
resource inputs for you CCOS (provide print-out of inputs). Do you feel that anything
has been missed off this list? Or is anything listed here that you feel shouldn’t be?
Quantitatively measurable effects of CCOS:
We’re trying to figure out which of the effects of CCOS can be quantified for future economic
evaluations. The literature provides an insight into the measures already used to evaluate the
effectiveness of services, but we’d like to hear your opinion on the effects you’ve noticed at your
hospital following CCOS implementation and whether these effects could easily be measured in
practice. So the following questions will be related to the measurable and quantifiable effects of
the service, ok?

a) So, in your opinion what measurable effects have CCOS had within your hospital?
b) As far as you’re aware, are CCOS activities or effectiveness currently audited for
performance monitoring or service improvement purposes? If they are what data is
routinely collected and which measures are used to evaluate the service?
c) If a business case were to be put forward to increase the CCOS budget, how might
the increase in resources be justified?
d) If you had to choose just one, what single measurable benefit of CCOS is the most
appropriate for evaluating the effectiveness of the service?
e) If we were trying to measure the number of planned surgeries cancelled last month
as a result of critical care bed availability, would this information be routinely
recorded anywhere?
f) If we were aiming to measure how many delayed or refused admissions to critical
care there were last month due to the lack of availability of a critical care bed, would
this kind of information be available?
g) If we wanted to collect data on the number of out-of-hours or early discharges from
critical care last month, would this information be readily available? As far as you’re
aware, has there been a reduction or increase in the number of out-of-hours and
early discharges as a result of introducing CCOS at your hospital?
h) As far as you’re aware have the number of readmissions to CC reduced or increased
as a result of CCOS? Does your hospital routinely collect data on readmissions?
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i) If we were aiming to find out whether the number of inappropriate admissions to
critical care had reduced or increased as a result of CCOS, would we be able to
accurately measure this? How would the appropriateness of admission be decided
upon?
j) In your opinion, overall does CCOS reduce or increase the amount of time acute care
staff spend with deteriorating patients?
Less quantifiable/intangible/system effects of CCOS:
In addition to collecting opinions on the measurable effects of CCOS and those effects already
recorded in the literature, we’re also trying to find out little more about any effects of the service
which may have been unexpected and those that are a little more difficult to quantify or measure.

a) Were there any unexpected or unanticipated positive or negative effects within the
hospital system following CCOS introduction?
b) In your opinion, what benefits has CCOS delivered to the hospital, patients,
communication processes and team working?
c) I’m not sure if you were working at the hospital when CCOS was introduced. But
we’re trying to gauge the length of time it took before the benefits of CCOS were
noticeable after the introduction of the service. Are you aware of how long it took
for the benefits were noticeable?
Characteristics of CCOS team/local organisation that may influence CCOS performance:
These are the last set of questions. We’re trying to find out a little more about the practical
workings of CCOS and factors outside CCOS control which may influence effectiveness.

a) We’re also interest in how your CCOS is organised, for example is there a designated
leader for the service?
b) In your opinion, are there any factors or barriers that impinge on or increase the
effectiveness of CCOS at your hospital?
c) In your opinion and experience are CCOS staff empowered enough to be effective in
their roles?
Well, that’s about it – thank you so much for your time, it really is very much appreciated. Before
we call it a day, do you have any questions you’d like to ask me?
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Acute Care Staff Interview Guide
Differences that may distort costing of CCOS:
We’re trying to gather a little more information about the resources used in delivering Critical
Care Outreach Services, so that we can figure out how to cost services from an economic
perspective.

a) CCOS often deliver informal education or clinical guidance in acute care areas whilst
providing rapid response to patient deterioration or post critical care follow-ups.
We’re wondering whether it would it is possible to capture the time that CCOS staff
and acute care staff spend together in these activities?
Quantitatively measurable effects of CCOS:
We’re trying to figure out which of the effects of CCOS can be quantified for future economic
evaluations. The literature provides an insight into the measures already used to evaluate the
effectiveness of services, but we’d like to hear your opinion on the effects you’ve noticed at your
hospital following CCOS implementation and whether these effects could easily be measured in
practice. So the following questions will be related to the measurable and quantifiable effects of
the service, ok?

a) So, in your opinion what measurable effects have CCOS had within your hospital?
b) If you had to choose just one, what single measurable benefit of CCOS, in your
opinion, is the most appropriate for evaluating the effectiveness of the service? Why?
c) In your opinion, overall does CCOS reduce or increase the amount of time acute care
staff spend with deteriorating patients?
Less quantifiable/intangible/system effects of CCOS:
In addition to collecting opinions on the measurable effects of CCOS and those effects already
recorded in the literature, we’re also trying to find out little more about any effects of the service
which may have been unexpected and those that are a little more difficult to quantify or measure.

a) Were there any unexpected or unanticipated positive or negative effects within the
hospital system following CCOS introduction?
b) In your opinion, what benefits has CCOS delivered to the hospital, patients,
communication processes and team working?
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Characteristics of CCOS team/local organisation that may influence CCOS performance:
These are the last set of questions. We’re trying to find out a little more about the practical
workings of CCOS and factors outside CCOS control which may influence effectiveness.

a) In your opinion, are there any factors or barriers that impinge on or increase the
effectiveness of CCOS at your hospital?
b) In your opinion and experience are CCOS staff empowered enough to be effective in
their roles?

Well, that’s about it – thank you so much for your time, it really is very much appreciated. Before
we call it a day, do you have any questions you’d like to ask me?
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